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In the annals of human adversity, there is etched a cancer, of a 
breed so malignant that the least contact exacerbates it and stirs 
in it the sharpest of pains... Desiring your well-being, which is 
our own, and searching for the best cure, I will do with you as 
the ancients of old did with their afflicted: expose them on the 
steps of the temple so that each one who would come to invoke 
the Divine would propose a cure for them. ' 
-Dr. Jose P. Rizal 
Europe, 1886 
Philippine national hero Dr. Jose P. Rizal wrote Noli Me 
Tangere ("Touch Me Not") during his European sojourn in the late 
19th Century. The first of two politically-leavened novels,2 Noli Me 
Tangere was a satirical exposÈ of the racialized abuse committed by 
the Spanish colonizers against Filipino nationals under the sacralizing 
mantle of the Catholic Church. The above quote, Rizal's foreword 
dedicated to his motherland, paints a riveting portrait of colonial 
Philippines- a nation afflicted with a malignant cancer and desperate 
for a cure. Thus, Rizal likens his writing to the ancient practice of 
exposing the sick on the temple steps in the hope of soliciting a way to 
healing and wholeness from the temple worshippers, who seem to have 
access to divine intervention. 
I borrow a page from Rizal for a personal reason. The origin 
of this research work springs from my desire to draw attention to the 
postcolonial struggle in the Philippines today. Having endured the 
sentence of history- colonial occupation and domination by Spain, the 
United States, Japan, and a second time by the United States- the 
Philippines continues to struggle through the traumatic reverberations 
of its historical layers in the quest for national identity and in the race 
for a respectable place in the globalizing community. My own four-
year European experience opened my eyes to the obscurity and 
insignificance of Philippine culture in Western consciousness. I am 
hopeful that this book would fill-in at least one of the numerous missing 
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jigsaw pieces that would have formed a clearer picture of my home 
country in the unequal global symbolic exchange. 
I also find Rizal's foreword an appropriate way to metaphorize 
this research because it describes my vision of forging an intercultural 
and intertextual bridge between Edward Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
conception of political holiness and Kidlat Tahimik's 1976 film 
Perfumed Nightmare. Tahimik's work, a satirical take on the Philippine 
postcolonial struggle as codified in its stylistic strategies, is skewed 
towards an expanded international reception. The film traverses three 
continents- Asia, Europe, and America -and is intentionally overdubbed 
in English. It also did the rounds of the European film festival circuit 
before finding a limited run in Manila academic circles. Tahimik was, 
in essence, cinematically laying the plight of the Philippines on the 
steps of the "temple" of the global community in hopes of finding 
some cure, or perhaps simply a fair hearing for his beleaguered home 
country. As Rizal before him, Tahimik follows the trajectory of 
autoethnography, or the conscious direction in which "colonized 
subjects undertake to represent themselves in ways that engage with 
the colonizer's own terms,"3 in order to gain entrance into metropolitan 
literate culture. Otherwise, the words of Pilosopo Tasyo, the local sage 
in Rizal's novel, would hold true- "The people do not complain because 
they have no voice..." 
What emerges as a valid intercultural response to Tahimik's 
revisionist postcolonial historiography is Edward Schillebeeckx's 
eschatological vision of political holiness. Always immersed in the 
concrete, historical situation and epistemologically grounded in human 
liberation, Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective offers a 
discursive framework on which a theological reflection of the 
Philippine postcolonial struggle as portrayed in Perfumed Nightmare 
becomes realizable. While liberation theology may seem to offer a 
predictable link with Perfumed Nightmare, I find in Schillebeeckx's 
later theology a more lucid and nuanced articulation of the film's 
theological undercurrents. Or to take it from the other side of the coin, 
Perfumed Nightmare's perspective, in my estimation, mirrors 
Schillebeeckxian, more than Latin American, liberative currents. There 
are two reasonable points to substantiate this assertion. First, there is a 
marked emphasis on the commitment to a historical praxis of mysticism 
and politics as conceived by Schillebeeckx that is clearly evident in 
the film. Second, Schillebeeckx's unique eschatological understanding 
of salvation and liberation in terms of negative experiences of contrast 
is convincingly evoked in the film. These points of convergence will 
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be made clear in the unfolding of the chapters of this research. Suffice 
it to say at this point that the cinematic text itself provides clues to the 
possible linkages with Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective. 
Referring back to the imagery used by Rizal, the anticipated 
cure by the temple steps is expected to come from anyone who invokes 
the divine. In this case, the prognosis comes from a western theologian 
with a keen sensitivity to the peoples of the Third World whom he 
considers as the first members of the "ecumene of suffering." 
What I propose as the methodological bridge between 
Tahimik's Perfumed Nightmare and Schillebeeck's eschatological 
perspective is Third Cinema. A sociopolitical and aesthetic movement 
tracing back to Latin American liberation initiatives in the late 1960,s, 
Third Cinema has developed into a critical theory that considers how 
a film is "moved by the requirements of its social action and contexted 
and marked by the strategy of that action."4 Kidlat Tahimik's films, 
most especially Perfumed Nightmare and Turumba, alongside the works 
of other Third World filmmakers such as Mrinal Sen of India and 
Ousmane Sembene of Senegal,5 exemplify the critical principles of 
Third Cinema in their stylistic options. The cinematic grammar-
cinematography, editing, mise-en-scène, sound, etc. -of such examples 
of Third Cinema, is ideologically determined to foreground an 
emancipative Third World vision, as such, stylistic examination is 
constitutive for their interpretation and understanding. 
Having painted in broadstrokes the general direction of my 
project as well as some sociopolitical precedents, I present a preview 
of the research proper as it unfolds in chapters. 
Chapter Preview 
This book contains three parts, which help delineate the distinct 
critical principles involved in the research and how they are ultimately 
brought together. 
Part I, as indicated by its title "Cinematic Principle," provides 
the necessary framework for a clear understanding of Perfumed 
Nightmare within the category of Third Cinema and within the context 
of Philippine filmmaking. The first chapter of Part I (or Chapter II of 
the research), "The Concept of Third Cinema," begins with a 
straightforward re-tracing of the genesis of Third Cinema as a creative 
and social movement in the late 1960's. Spearheaded by Argentinean 
filmmakers Octavio Gelino and Fernando Solanas, the strident 
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liberative agenda of Third Cinema birthed several manifestos on that 
continent, all calling for a radical cinema aimed towards decolonizing 
minds and challenging the hegemony of western filmmaking. I then 
discuss the definitive evolutionary turn of Third Cinema into a more 
methodical theory of political film as proposed and developed by 
Ethiopian scholar Teshome Gabriel. Gabriel is credited with 
systematizing the concept into a critical theory that provides an 
elaboration of the link between style and ideology. I then consider the 
recent effort of Mike Wayne to detail the dialectical relationship 
between First, Second, and Third Cinema, and his attempt to include 
supra-geographical examples of Third Cinema. I graft onto Wayne's 
expanded view by proposing new examples of Third Cinema from 
independent British filmmaking and from the religious film genre. 
Chapter III, a brief discussion entitled "A Critical Survey of Philippine 
Cinema," serves to situate Kidlat Tahimik alongside the continuum of 
Filipino filmmakers who struggled to contribute to the formation of a 
national cinema amid the historical realities of multiple colonizations. 
Finally, Chapter IV, "Kidlat Tahimik's Perfumed Nightmare through 
the Lens of Third Cinema" is an in-depth case study of Perfumed 
Nightmare as framed by the critical theory of Third Cinema. The 
cinematic grammar of Perfumed Nightmare becomes the site of my 
hermeneutical project as I offer a careful analysis of mise-en-scËne, 
cinematography, editing, and sound, and discuss how these stylistic 
elements work together in a Third Cinema direction as it presents an 
alternative postcolonial vision of the Philippines. 
Part II, the "Theological Principle" necessarily shifts to 
systematic theology. It contains a single but substantial discussion, 
chapter V, which carries the title "Political Holiness: Salvation and 
Liberation in the Eschatological Perspective of Edward Schillebeeckx." 
The chapter begins with a basic orientation to the development of 
Schillebeeckx's thought, highlighting the liberative currents triggered 
by his theological turnabout from a thomistic frame of reference in the 
fecund period of the late 1960's. A brief survey of the elements of 
Schillebeeckx's methodological approach is also presented in this 
introductory section. I then trace the main lines of Schillebeeckx's 
eschatological perspective, organizing the discussion around the cogent 
topics of the humanum, the ecumene of suffering, negative experiences 
of contrast, eschatological salvation, and political love and holiness. 
Through a careful consideration of Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
perspective, the inextricable link between salvation and liberation in 
his soteriological project becomes evident. I consider this a pivotal 
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issue for the reason that it is an area often given marginal and incidental 
attention in the reception of Schillebeeckx's work. And importantly, I 
am also convinced that the recognition of Schillebeeckx's liberative 
project would have undeniable implications for a deeper theological 
understanding of the plight of Third World peoples, who continue to 
struggle for a fuller humanity in the crucible of sociopolitical and 
catturai injustice. 
Finally, Part III contains Chapter VI, "The Crystallization of 
Schillebeeckx's Eschatological Perspective in Perfumed Nightmare," 
a detailed analysis of the points of convergence between 
Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective and Kidlat Tahimik's film 
through the mediation of Third Cinema stylistic strategies. I propose a 
two-tiered methodological organization: 
- First, I explore the epistemologica! resonances between the praxis-
oriented later theology of Schillebeeckx and the liberative project of 
Third Cinema. 
I argue that a more regardful consideration of the practical-critical 
soteriological base of Schillebeeckx's eschatology offers a parallel 
connection with the liberative propositions that undergird Third 
Cinema. The clarification of this epistemologica! link serves as the 
ground principle from which to posit a second level of convergence. 
- A creative examination of what I perceive as the crystallization of 
Schillebeeckx's conception of political holiness in the Third Cinema 
stylistic options embodied in Perfumed Nightmare. 
Grounded on the close correspondence between the epistemologica! 
project of Schillebeeckx's later theology and Third Cinema, I discuss 
the ways in which the main threads of Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
perspective find cinematic expression in Perfumed Nightmare. My 
intention is not to draw out a one-to-one correspondence between all 
of the previously discussed elements of Schillebeeckx's eschatology 
and those of Perfumed Nightmare. The very intertextual nature of this 
project, which attempts to bring together a theological text and a 
cinematic text, each possessing its own unique grammar, precludes 
such a neat linkage. I make this qualification in order to emphasize 
that the points of convergence between Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
perspective and Perfumed Nightmare take on varying contours 
considering the polysemie quality and complex syntagmatic 
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organizations intrinsic to the art form of cinema6 as against the more 
systematic organization of arguments in written theological discourse. 
I use the description "Creative Crossings" as a title for Part III, to 
emphasize the experimental, pioneering tenor of this research in the 
specialized discipline of Theology and Cinema. Ambros Eichenberger, 
who served a president of the International Catholic Organization for 
Cinema and Audiovisuals (OCIC), rightly points out that despite the 
existing attempts to systematize the Theology-Cinema dialogue, "there 
is still no elaborated theory of a theological or religious approach to 
film interpretation as it has been attempted, if not achieved for other 
disciplines."7 Thus, I consider this effort as a positive contribution 
towards the development of a more systematic confluence of Theology 
and Cinema. What I propose as the methodological and conceptual 
bridge in this intertextual project is Third Cinema critical theory, which, 
as earlier established in chapters III and IV, is posited on the use of 
stylistic strategies to foreground the Third World quest for liberation 
and equality. 
The research ends with Chapter 7, where I recapitulate the 
conclusions of the research and present projections for further study. 
It is instructive to stress that this research is primarily a 
theological project, albeit one that earnestly attempts to forge a dialogue 
with Cinema Studies in a way that acknowledges and respects cinema 
as cinema. 
Cinema as Cinema: The Significance of Stylistic Examination 
The locus of the Theology-Cinema dialogue has often been 
exclusively foxholed in the thematic and literary bases of film. The 
area of primary importance, that of cinematic style, continues to be 
accorded minimal value and attention. As such, cinema is not examined 
on its own terms and is treated as though it were a mere appendage to 
literature. I cannot overemphasize this point because the unique 
proposition of this work is that over and above the overriding 
preoccupation with thematic and other literary elements, a more serious 
regard for style offers a distinctly cinematic approach to the Theology-
Cinema confluence. Michael Bird makes a similar assertion in "Film 
as Hierophany," the essay he wrote for his own editorial collection, 
Religion in Film. Drawing from Paul Tillich 's analysis of religious 
art,8 he argues as follows: 
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While many films have portrayed ostensibly religious 
subjects, these films have often erred precisely in their 
disregard for the medium's stylistic virtues. Rather than 
the "biblical blockbusters" and insipid trivialities that 
are frequently offered under the guise of "religious 
films," what is required in a cinematic theology is a 
consideration of how the style of film can enable an 
exploration of the sacred...9 
It is ironic that while Bird rightly laments the chronic oversight in the 
Theology-Cinema landscape, his own essay in the collection, an 
exploration of the religious perspective palpable in the works of 
Swedish auteur Ingmar Bergman, skirts the very key question he deems 
as essential: style. I find it doubly surprising that Bird overlooks the 
matter of style in the Bergman filmography- which includes seminal, 
paradigmatic examples of cinematic style such as The Seventh Seal 
(1957), Wild Strawberries (1957), Persona (1966), and Cries and 
Whispers (1972) -as one of the master filmmaker's major contributions 
is his original stylistic signature which has even been etched 
linguistically in the adjective "bergmanesque." Neither is cinematic 
style addressed in any of the other essays in Religion in Film. A recent 
book entitled Robert Bresson: A Spiritual Style in Film by Joseph 
Cunneen backs down on the promise of its title. He uses the term 
"style" in a general, uncritical sense, and thus, fails to offer a sufficient 
examination of how Bresson's stylistic options work to communicate 
religion or spirituality.10 Cunneen's book, as many others preceding 
it, underconceives what may have been an opportune engagement with 
the grammar of film, thus, assuring its inclusion in the continuum of 
works on the Theology-Cinema confluence that perpetuate a blackout 
on the central question of style. 
Exceptions do exist. To my knowledge, there are two 
noteworthy scholarly efforts that attempt to bridge Theology and 
Cinema through stylistic analysis. The first is Paul Schrader's 
Transcendental Style in Film: Ozu, Bresson, Dreyer, ' · which directly 
navigates through the elements of camerawork, acting, and editing in 
the films of Yasujiro Ozu, Robert Bresson, and Carl Theodor Dreyer, 
and examines how they become evocative of a patterned 
"transcendental style." Schrader is clear in his focus, qualifying at the 
outset that his work is not about religious film, that is, the general 
ways in which religious themes of films have been discussed or the 
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ways in which the religious sensibilities of audiences have been 
triggered through a cinematic experience. "It is only necessarily a 
style."12 The second example is Peter Eraser's Images of the Passion: 
The Sacramental Mode in Film, an analysis of Christian liturgical 
patterns through a close reading of selected films. Fraser examines 
films belonging to the religious genre that convincingly mirror the 
passion of Christ, a direction taken by not a few works in the Theology-
Cinema area. What is decisive in Eraser's work, however, is that it 
pays due attention to the stylistic devices upon which the concept of 
the passion is cinematically rendered.13 For Fraser, as for Schrader, a 
consideration of style is constitutive for the Theology-Cinema dialogue, 
as such, cinema is analyzed and debated as cinema, not as a mere 
adjunct to literature. These two exemplary works, however, remain as 
isolated islands afloat in an ocean of scholarly input concentrating 
exclusively on thematic and literary explorations.14 
The same holds true in the more specific area of Theology-
Political Cinema where a gaping lacuna awaits to be filled- establishing 
the link between emancipative theology and political, socially-relevant 
cinema through a consideration of cinematic style. This dearth becomes 
quite apparent in one book, which is considered as the best known 
work on this area- Neal Hurley's Reel Revolution: A Film Primer on 
Liberation. Hurley draws from the resource that sheer gravity already 
serves on a platter, the use of Liberation Theology as referential 
framework in the analysis of political cinema. Covering a diverse 
sampling of politically-resonant films from Eisenstein to Chaplin, Reel 
Revolution had made a notable, initial contribution to the Theology-
Political Cinema discussion. It is, however, a work predicated entirely 
on an investigation of thematic and plot elements. He maps the 
thoroughly thematic concern of his work when he asserts, "Liberation 
is a serious theme and deserves more sober and sustained analysis and 
study than it has commanded in the past."15 Indeed, liberation is a 
serious and relevant theme that warrants scholarly attention but the 
sustained analysis and study it commands needs to be angled towards 
the question of how this theme is worked-out in cinematic style. Like 
the majority of the works within the Theology-Cinema dialogue, 
stylistic examination is the missing link in Hurley's equation. As a 
case in point, Hurley devotes a chapter on Latin American Cinema 
and discusses Solanas and Getino's La hora de los homos ("The Hour 
of the Furnaces"/Argentina, 1968), the seminal Third Cinema film 
noted precisely for its revolutionary style, strictly in thematic terms. 
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Cinematic style, quite regrettably, had fallen below the radar of Hurley's 
project. 
As this book niches into the Theology-Political Cinema 
confluence, it advances the argument that the "reel revolution" as 
conceived by Hurley remains pallid and insubstantial sans a serious 
consideration of the mediation of cinematic style. 
I am optimistic that Political Holiness in Third Cinema would 
evince a single, but meaningful step in the right direction. 
(Endnotes) 
'"To My Motherland" by Jose Ρ Rizal, Noli Me Tangere, trans Soledad Lacson-
Locsin (Makati City. Bookmark Publishers, 1996. 
2Rizal's second novel is entitled El Fihbustensmo ("The Subversion") It was 
published in Ghent, Belgium in 1891. For a recent English translation, refer to El 
Filibustensmo, trans. Soledad Lacson-Locsin (Makati City Bookmark Publishers, 
1996) 
^See Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes Travel Writing and Transculturation 
(New York. Routledge, 1982) ρ 7 - 9. 
4Teshome Gabriel "Towards a Critical Theory of Third World Films" in Jim Pines 
and Paul Willemen, eds. Questions of Third Cinema (London British Film 
Institute, 1991), ρ 40 
^See Stephen Crofts, "Concepts of National Cinema" in John Hill and Pamela 
Church Gibson, eds The Oxford Guide to Film Studies (Oxford Oxford 
University Press, 1998) ρ 390 
6 I use the term "polysemie" in a sense akin to the cultural studies definition of 
Michael R. Real- "Polysemy and the struggle for meaning focus the cultural 
studies search for interpretation Polysemy refers to the multiplicity of meanings 
or sign (sema) values inherent in a text, just as polyphony refers to two or more 
melodic lines sung simultaneously over another Polysemie readings vary 
according to each reader's social situation, being bounded and structured by the 
text but not to a single, universal interpretation (Hall, 1982, Fiske, 1987) A 
struggle for meaning occurs because ideologically favored groups in society have 
vested interests in a particular interpretation becoming dominant " Super Media A 
Cultural Studies Approach (London Sage Publications, 1989) ρ 57 
7Ambros Eichenberger, "Approaches to Film Criticism" m John R May, ed New 
Image of Religious Film (Kansas City Sheed and Ward, 1997) ρ 8 
"Tilhch points out the priority of style in determining the religious in artworks that 
bear no overt religious content at all- "Style is the over-all form, which, in the 
particular forms of every particular artist and of every particular school, is still 
visible as the over-all form, and this over-all form is the expression ofthat which 
unconsciously is present in this period as its self-interpretation, as the answer to 
the question of the ultimate meaning of existence." Refer to "Existential Aspects 
of Modem Art," ch. 7 of Carl Michalson, ed Christianity and the Existentialists 
(New York· Scnbner and Sons, 1956) p. 128-146 
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'"Film as Hierophany" in John R. May and Michael Bird, eds. 
Religion in Film (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1982) p. 13-14 
10See Joseph Cunneen, Robert Bresson: A Spiritual Style in Film (New York: 
Continuum Press, 2003). 
1
 'Paul Schrader, Transcendental Style in Film: Ozu, Bresson, Dreyer (Berkely: 
University of California Press, 1972). 
12Ibid., p. 4. 
'•'See Peter Fraser, Images of the Passion: The Sacramental Mode in Film 
(Cincinnati: Praeger Publishers, 1998). 
14The various essays on the Theology-Cinema confluence lined up in notable 
compilations such as George Aichele and Richard Walsh's Screening Scripture: 
Intertextual Connections Between Scripture and Film (Pasadena: Trinity Press 
International, 2002), Joel W. Martin and Conrad E. Oswalt Jr.'s Screening the 
Sacred: Religion, Myth, and Ideology in Popular American Film (Oxford: 
Westview Press, 1995), Clive Marsh and Gaye Ortiz's Explorations in Theology 
and Film (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1997), John R. May's New Image of 
Religious Film (Kansas: Sheed and Ward, 1997), John R. May and Michael 
Bird's Religion in Film (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1982), as well 
as Lloyd Baugh's discussion of the "Christ-Figure" in Imaging the Divine: Jesus 
and Christ-Figures in Film (Kansas City: Sheed and Ward, 1997), all heavily favor 
analyses of thematic and fabula considerations with hardly any regard for 
cinematic style. 
15Neil P. Hurley, The Reel Revolution: A Primer on Liberation (Maryknoll: Orbis 
Books, 1978) p. 12. Emphasis mine. 
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Chapter II 
THE CONCEPT OF THIRD CINEMA 
1. Introduction 
"All films are political, but films are not all political in the same way." 
Mike Wayne's on-target observation in his book "Political 
Film: The Dialectics of Third Cinema"1 sets the agenda for this chapter, 
for indeed, politically-leavened films have always contributed to the 
overall landscape of world cinema. Easily, a number of titles come to 
mind- Bronenosets Potyomkin (Eisenstein/Russia,1925), Ladri 
Bicyclette (de Sica/Italy, 1947), Pather Panchali (Ray/India, 1955), 
Apocalypse Now (Coppola/US, 1979), The Killing Fields (Joffe/UK, 
1984), Schindler 's List (Spielberg/US, 1993), Erin Brockovich 
(Soderberg/US, 2000) or even the fairly recent hit Black Hawk Down 
(Scott/US, 2001), just to mention a few. But the key question begs for 
clarification: What constitutes Third Cinema and how does it differ 
from other films of the political genre? I seek to provide answers to 
this question by tracing the evolution of Third Cinema from its original 
conception to its present stage of development. 
This chapter unfolds in three parts. The first deals with the 
inception of Third Cinema as a radical, politically-driven creative 
movement in Latin America in the 1960's, focusing on the classical 
manifestos outlined by filmmakers Fernando Solanas and Octavio 
Getino vis-a-vis similar programmatic statements by kindred 
filmmakers of the region. The second explores the growth of Third 
Cinema as a systematic critical theory attributed largely to the 
groundbreaking work of African film scholar Teshome Gabriel. The 
third and final section surveys Third Cinema in its current evolutionary 
turn towards expansion, greater inclusiveness, and continued relevance. 
2. Cinema as a Gun: Latin American Guerilla Cinema 
The film La Hora de las Homos (Hour of the Furnaces, 1968), 
a subversive, political documentary produced by the Argentinian 
alliance of filmmakers known as Grupo Cine Liberacion and directed 
by members Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino, marked the birth 
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pangs of a radical cinema of colonial resistance. The film was produced 
in a volatile atmosphere, a period when Latin America and the rest of 
the Third World were burdened with underdevelopment and cultural 
dependency paralleled by the swelling of militant movements and 
organized protests.2 Cautious of the restrictive atmosphere following 
the post-Peron military coup of 1966, the film was shot surreptitiously 
with the aid of the cadres of the Peronist Movement and completed in 
Italy. La Hora de los Homos was for its filmmakers a "film act," 
referring to its radical digression from the conventional conception of 
cinema. Some of the revolutionary features of this film act include the 
submission of the film project to the critique of the Argentinian working 
class whose inputs formed the basis for a series of revisions.3 
Authorship then was decentered and took on a collective dimension. 
There is also the "openness" of the text structure itself which solicits a 
more participatory involvement from the audience. For instance, the 
film ends with the provocative text that reads- "Now it's up to you to 
draw conclusions, to continue the film. You have the floor."4 Defying 
closure. La Hora de los Hornos shifts the onus to the audience, now 
tasked to extend the film into the context of their real lives, "Thus 
Hour engraves its ideas on the spectator's mind. The images do not 
explode harmlessly, dissipating their energy; fusing with ideas, they 
detonate in the minds of the audience."5 
Indeed, La Hora de los Hornos represented, at one and the 
same time, political militancy and artistic experimentation. The final 
cut is a convergence of a wide range of eclectic styles "from didacticism 
to operatic stylisation, direct filming to the techniques of advertising, 
and incorporating photographs, newsreel, testimonial footage and film 
clips- from avant-garde and mainstream, fiction and documentary,"6 
interwoven into a trilogy described as "a militant poetic epic tapestry."7 
In 1969, Solanas and Getino drafted a caustic manifesto entitled 
Hacia Un Tercer Cine - "Towards a Third Cinema: Notes and 
Experiences for the Development of a Cinema of Liberation in the 
Third World." Quickened by their engagement with the production of 
La Hora de los Hornos, the Argentinian filmmakers criticized the 
impact of colonialism on Third World cultures and detailed its 
repercussions for cinema: 
Until recently, film had been synonymous with spectacle or 
entertainment: in a word, it was one more consumer good. At 
best, films succeeded in bearing witness to the decay of bourgeois 
values and testifying to social injustice. As a rule, film only 
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dealt with effect, never with cause; it was a cinema of 
mystification or anti-historicism. It was surplus value cinema. 
Caught up in these conditions, films, the most valuable tool of 
communications of our times, were destined to satisfy only the 
ideological and economic interests of the owners of the film 
industry, the lords of the world film market, the great majority 
of whom were from the United States.8 
The manifesto presents the argument that cinema had been depoliticized 
and commodified by the prevailing consumeristic economic order and 
served only to benefit the key players of the dominant film industries, 
mainly, that of the United States or, simply put, Hollywood. As such, 
a large majority of films were thoroughly infused with the key values 
of the "owners" of the global film market and were thus mere 
commodities produced for their entertainment value. Commensurately, 
the cinematic input of the Third World was driven to oblivion.9 In the 
light of this scenario, Solanas and Getino proposed a cinema that would, 
in its filmmaking practice and aesthetic choices, represent the Third 
World struggle for liberation.10 
"Third Cinema," the term coined by the two Latin American 
filmmakers, is rooted in the notion of the "Third World." The wordplay 
deliberately carries the connotations of its root term as the Third World 
refers to the lowest rung of the Theory of Three Worlds used by China 
in the 1955 Bandung Conference of the Non-Aligned Movement. The 
theory maintains that the base of the global pyramid is occupied by 
the underdeveloped countries, the most feeble runners in the blistering 
global socioeconomic race. ' ' Third World nations belong neither to 
the industrialized capitalist world (First World), nor the industrialized 
communist bloc (Second World) and have thus been classified as "non-
aligned." The concept of the Third World is imbricated in the issues of 
colonialism and racism, "for the 'Third World' refers to the colonized, 
neocolonized, or decolonized nations and 'minorities' whose structural 
disadvantages have been shaped by the colonial process and by the 
unequal division of international labor."12 Notwithstanding the demise 
of the Second World in 1989, "Third World" is still considered as a 
valid descriptive term for the prevailing social condition of structural 
exploitation and impoverishment that continue to burden many 
countries in the face of globalization.13 
It is instructive to note, however, that no matter how indebted 
Third Cinema is to the concept of the Third World, the category does 
not so much allude to the geographical origins of a given film or a 
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specific genre. Rather, the notion of Third Cinema is indicative of a 
film's dedication to an authentic representation of Third World peoples 
who struggle to become agents of their own history in the postcolonial 
aftermath: 
What determines Third Cinema is the conception of the world, 
and not the genre or an explicit approach. Any story, any subject 
can be taken up by Third Cinema. In developing countries, Third 
Cinema is a cinema of decolonisation, which expresses the will 
to national liberation, anti-mythic, anti-racist, anti-bourgeois, 
and popular.14 
Solanas and Getino draw the difference between Third Cinema and 
other forms of cinema necessarily classified as: 
First Cinema, which refers to industrial or commercial cinema 
epitomized by Hollywood. First Cinema functions to perpetuate the 
message of the dominant ideology through its imagery, subject matter; 
and its mode of production, distribution and exhibition; 
And Second Cinema, which is mainly represented by European 
auteurist cinema but also including art cinema, American independent 
cinema, and the various new wave cinemas. Although it may be 
sociopolitically subversive, for instance, in its resistance to censorship 
and state power, Second Cinema still works within the limits set by 
the prevailing system. Echoing the words of French auteur Jean-Luc 
Godard, Solanas and Getino describe auteurist cinema as "trapped 
inside the fortress" and thus incapable of catalyzing meaningful social 
change.15 "At best, it can be the 'progressive ' wing of Establishment 
cinema."16 
Third Cinema is presented as a radical alternative to First and Second 
Cinemas. 
It is important to stress that as explicated in the above classification, 
First, Second, and Third Cinema do not correspond to the First, Second, 
and Third Worlds. The three categories of cinema as proposed by 
Solanas and Getino represent a kind of virtual geography. The 
conceptual dependence on the Theory of Three Worlds is not a 
wholesale appropriation; it is confined only to the analogy of the term 
"Third Cinema" with the "Third World." While this may seem 
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contradictory, the two Argentinians substantiate the demarcation when 
they cite supra-geographical examples of Third Cinema, "Newsreel, a 
US New Left film group, the cinegiornali of the Italian student 
movement, the films made by the Etats Généraux du Cinema Franàais, 
and those of the British and Japanese student movement." 17 
The two-pronged concern of Third Cinema18 according to the 
Argentinian manifesto are as follows: 
- Disavowal from the filmmaking conventions and principles of 
Hollywood. National cinemas of the Third World had been practicing 
mere mimicry of politically benign traditional film concepts that serve 
to perpetuate Hollywood conventions and biased Western 
consciousness. The only plausible way left for the filmmaker is to 
work completely outside of the dominant system. The epic film War 
and Peace (Bondarchuk, Russia 1968) is cited as an example of a 
cinematic opus thoroughly molded by the propositions of Hollywood. 
- Acknowledgement of the need for film to present an unequivocal 
political and ideological stand against imperialism and class 
inequalities. Just as Hollywood presents a politically lopsided equation 
heavily in favor of the First World perspective, so is Third Cinema 
inversely one-sided as it represents the perspective of the Third World, 
precisely what Hollywood has repressed. Film must "mobilize, agitate, 
and politicize, to arm them(the people) rationally and perceptibly... " ' 9 
and to disturb the sociocultural status quo. 
The manifesto proposes an alternative filmmaking practice described, 
as "guerilla filmmaking," a radical notion of film production akin to 
the collective endeavor that ensued in the making of 
La Hora de los Hornos : 
Guerilla filmmaking proletarianizes the film worker and breaks 
down the intellectual aristocracy that the bourgeoisie grants to 
its followers. In a word, it democratizes. The filmmaker's tie 
with reality makes him more a part of his people. Vanguard layers 
and even masses participate collectively in the work when they 
realize that it is the continuity of their daily struggle. La Hora 
de los Hornos shows how a film can be made in hostile 
circumstances when it has the support and collaboration of 
militants and cadres from the people.20 
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Moreover, Solanas and Gelino argue against the dualism between art 
and politics which in their view, reflect discordant class interests- "that 
of the rulers and that of the nation... our culture and their culture, our 
cinema and their cinema."21 
The combative, revolutionary tone and agenda of the 
Argentinian manifesto reflects the paradigm of decolonization proposed 
by Afro-Carribean thinker Frantz Fanon in his 1961 work The Wretched 
of the Earth. Considered as Fanon's most important political book,22 
The Wretched of the Earth is a powerful treatise on the political 
development of Third World countries. The liberation movements in 
Algeria and Africa provided inspiration for Fanon's thesis that 
decolonization is a process of seizing freedom through a liberation 
struggle.23 
To wit: 
In decolonization, there is therefore the need of a complete 
calling in question of the colonial situation. If we wish to describe 
it precisely, we might find it in the well known words: "The last 
shall be first and the first last." Decolonization is the putting 
into practice of this sentence. That is why, if we try to describe 
it, all decolonization is successful.24 
Re-appropriating Fanon's arguments for Third Cinema, Solanas and 
Getino insist that art and cinema must first and foremost play an 
emancipatory role- as virtual revolutionary weapons in the struggle 
for liberation. As such, "The camera is the expropriator of image-
weapons; the projector, a gun that can shoot 24 frames per second."25 
The notion of "cinema as a gun" ratifies Fanon's viewpoint that there 
is a need to extinguish aesthetics from society for only then can culture, 
cinema and the concept of beauty be decolonized and truly owned by 
Third World peoples. "Ideas such as 'Beauty itself is revolutionary' 
and 'All new cinema is revolutionary' are idealistic aspirations that do 
not touch the neocolonial condition, since they continue to conceive 
of cinema, art, and beauty as universal abstractions and not as an 
integral part of national processes of decolonization."26 In the argument 
of Solanas and Getino, the concept of Third Cinema as an emancipatory 
weapon provides a contributory kinetic dissonance that projects a larger 
utopie vision that of imagined communities liberated and decolonized: 
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The anti-imperialist struggle of the peoples of the Third World 
and of their equivalents inside the imperialist countries 
constitutes today the axis of the world revolution. Third Cinema 
is, in our opinion, the cinema that recognizes in that struggle 
the most gigantic cultural, scientific, and artistic manifestation 
of our time, the great possibility of constructing a liberated 
personality with each people as the starting point- in a word, the 
decolonization of culture.27 
Parallel manifestos reverberating a thesis similar to that of Solanas 
and Getino emerged elsewhere in Latin America. In Cuba, Julio Garcia 
Espinosa authored Por un Cine Imperfecta ("For an Imperfect Cinema," 
1969), a manifesto rejecting the technological polish characteristic of 
North American and European cinema. Although differing in context, 
Espinosa's programmatic thesis shares the Argentinian manifesto's 
suspicion and criticism of the aesthetic "perfection" of First World 
cinema, which functions only to perpetuate passive consumption from 
the audience. Espinosa calls for an "Imperfect Cinema" rooted in the 
traditions of genuine popular art, which considers audiences as 
participatory co-authors and not mere consumers: 
Popular art has always been created by the least learned sector 
of society, yet this uncultured sector has managed to conserve 
profoundly cultured characteristics of art. One of the most 
important of these is the fact that the creators are at the same 
time the spectators and vice versa. Between those who produce 
and those who consume, no sharp line of demarcation exists.28 
The Imperfect Cinema proposed by the Cuban manifesto is no longer 
bound by the "predetermined taste" set by commercial cinema. Rather, 
it seeks to address the critical question, "What are you doing in order 
to overcome the barrier of the cultured 'elite' audience which up to 
know has conditioned the form of your work?"29 
Almost a decade later, Bolivian filmmaker Jorge Sanjines 
argued along similar lines in "Problems of Form and Content in 
Revolutionary Cinema (1978)." Sanjines proposes a Revolutionary 
Cinema representative of the struggles of the peasantry who are the 
central characters in the cinematic quest for cultural recovery. The 
manifesto underscores the significance of the "collective protagonist," 
a concept predicated on the argument that individual histories merit 
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filmic representation "when these have meaning for the collective, when 
these serve the people's understanding, rather than that of one 
individual, and when they are integrated into history of the collective 
as a whole."30 
Other Latin American declarations aligned with the 
aforementioned classical manifestos include Fernando Birri's "For a 
Nationalist, Realist, Critical and Popular Cinema" (Argentina, 1984), 
Tomas Gutierrez Alea's "The Viewer's Dialectic" (Cuba, 1988) and 
Espinosa's reflection of his own 1969 manifesto "Meditations on an 
Imperfect Cinema... Fifteen Years Later" (Cuba, 1984). It is instructive 
to note that the movement for a militant cinema in Latin America, 
while inscribed with a similar thematic and aesthetic vision, was not a 
unified, spontaneous project.31 However, much of the ideas embodied 
by these manifestos have factored into the omnibus concept of Third 
Cinema.32 
Bound by its particular historical and political context, Third 
Cinema in the classical manifesto drafted by Solanas and Getino, and 
in the various declarations emanating from Latin America, is a cinema 
that is unapologetically partisan, passionately angry, anti-aesthetic, and 
Utopian. 
3. Teshome Gabriel and the Aesthetics of Liberation 
While the militant arguments of Solanas and Getino designate 
Third Cinema as a weapon hostile towards the dominance of Hollywood 
and Western culture, Ethiopian scholar Teshome Gabriel proposes a 
careful methodological approach, an earnest effort to develop a critical 
theory of Third Cinema. Gabriel's 1979 groundbreaking work Third 
Cinema in the Third World: The Aesthetics of Liberation is credited as 
the first scholarly attempt to establish a Theoretical and Critical inquiry 
into Third Cinema. His later critical essays "Towards a Critical Theory 
of Third World Films" and "Third Cinema as Guardian of Popular 
Memory: Towards a Third Aesthetics" are likewise considered as 
important critical contributions to the Third Cinema discussion. 
The subsequent section explores the Theoretical and Critical 
propositions of Gabriel's work. 
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3.1 Theoretical Context 
Kindred with the earlier polemics of Solanas and Getino, 
Gabriel constructs his theoretical propositions from the basic 
framework provided by Frantz Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth. In 
this seminal book, the African postcolonial theorist proposes three 
phases of decolonization as applied to postcolonial literature- the 
Assimilation, Remembrance, and Combative phases -with each level 
representing a positive movement toward the recovery of national 
identity and culture.33 In two occasions, first, in the book Third Cinema 
in the Third World: An Aesthetics of Liberation^ and later, in the essay 
"Towards a Theory of Third World Films,"35 Gabriel re-appropriates 
Fanon's genealogy to interpret the development of Third World Films: 
Phase I: The Unqualified Assimilation 
The uncritical acquiescence to the concepts, propositions and values 
of the dominant culture, the Hollywood template of conventional 
cinema. In this phase, cinema is infused with entertainment value and 
motored by a vigorous profit motive. 
Phase II: The Remembrance Phase 
The direction taken by National Third World Cinemas to re-root into 
their respective indigenous folkloric heritage thus representing a 
thematic break from First Cinema but still retaining the dependency 
on conventional film language. Among the cinematic works cited by 
Gabriel36 in this stage are Ousmane Sembene's Mandabi (Senegal, 
1969), a film about a traditional man overwhelmed by modernity and 
progress, and Glauber Rocha's Barravento (Brazil, 1962), an 
ethnographic study of folklore and mysticism. 
Phase III: The Combative Phase 
The emergence of decolonization of culture and liberation resonant 
with Julio Garcia' Espinosa's notion of an 'Imperfect Cinema,'37 Phase 
III is characterized by an industry that is truly national ar J popular. 
Films that have matured into this phase are lucid tnd honest 
representations of the lives of the people of Third World, thus, are 
considered as having actualized the idea of Third Cinema. Production-
wise, this entails working within the available resources of the 
developing world where technical and artistic perfection cannot be 
the end in view. 
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Gabriel stops short of drawing a neat, categorical link between Fanon 's 
three stages and the notion of a First, Second, and Third Cinema, 
although the parallels are undeniable.38 Also notable here are Gabriel's 
less dogmatic criteria for a film's inclusion into Third Cinema proper. 
While Solanas and Gelino underscore the weightiness of "collective 
authorship" as a benchmark for Third Cinema, Gabriel re-interprets 
the criterion by considering a broader selection of films qualifying for 
the third stage. Works marked by individual authorship but nonetheless 
contexted in the values of collectivity make the cut in Gabriel's 
classification. Such films, aptly representing Auteurist Cinema, would 
have easily fitted into Solanas and Getino's conception of Second 
Cinema. Furthermore, Gabriel disqualifies any strict schematicism 
when he points out the fluid interstices between phases. He identifies 
films such as Sembene'sJfa/a (Senegal, 1974) as occupying the "grey 
area," the transitional stage between Phases II and HI- "The importance 
of the grey areas cannot be over-emphasized, for not only do they 
concretely demonstrate the process of becoming but they also attest to 
the multi-faceted nature of Third World cinema and the need for the 
development of new critical canons."39 
3.2 Critical Theory 
3.2.1 Text, Reception, and Production 
Having clarified his theoretical points of reference, Gabriel 
moves on to his critical project by introducing yet another triad, that 
of Text, Reception, and Production. This three-point "analytic 
construct" provides for a further "integrative matrix within which to 
draw out from the Third World's cultural history."40 Below are 
clarifications of each component as defined by Gabriel:41 
Component 1 : Text 
Gabriel defines 'text' from a cultural studies approach- the intersection 
of codes and sub-codes; the chief thematic and formal characteristics 
of existing films and the rules of that filmic grammar and the 
transformational procedure whereby new 'texts' emerge from old.42 
Component 2: Reception 
The concept of 'Reception' is posited on the idea that "the meanings 
of a text are always shaped by the historical circumstances of reading 
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or viewing at a particular moment."43 For Gabriel, the core argument 
of Reception Studies is the active interrogation of images by the 
audience versus the passive consumption of films. The issue of 
alienated and non-alienated identity and the ideal/inscribed or actual/ 
empirical spectatorship illustrates this component of critical theory.44 
Component 3: Production 
Representing one of the three branches of the film industry (the two 
others being Distribution and Exhibition), 'Production' refers to the 
process of creating the film.45 Gabriel views production as the social 
determination where the wider context of determinants informs social 
history, market considerations, economy of production, state 
governance and regulation. Here, the larger historical perspective, the 
position and the institution of indigenous cinema in progressive social 
taste are contexted. 
Gabriel finds in these three components of Critical Theory a 
clarifying template, a prism from which to describe and problematize 
the aforementioned three distinct phases of Third World Film Culture 
where the operations of Text, Reception, and Production come to play 
in varying hues. 
On the level of "Unqualified Assimilation" (Phase I), Text 
simply reflects the status quo, that is, the filmic grammar predominant 
in mainstream Western cinema. The uncritical mimicry characteristic 
of the textual component impacts on the area of Reception where, in a 
case of "alienated identity," the spectator is unable to see an authentic 
image of himself/herself in the filmic text. The perpetuation of the 
status quo branches further into the area of Production where the actual 
processes involved in filmmaking are controlled by the dictates of 
industry studio systems. 
Applied to the "Remembrance Phase" (Phase II), Text may be 
described as thematically indigenised but still enmeshed in the artifice 
of conventional formal elements and style. The Reception angle would 
be characterized by a "diluted traditional identity" where the viewer 
finds in the text trace elements of folklore and mythologies enough to 
trigger memory. A decentering of the cinema as an institution marks 
the area of Production as the effort toward self-determination becomes 
apparent. 
A fuller integration of the three components of critical theory 
occurs in the "Combative Phase" (Phase III). In the area of Text, the 
rules of grammar have been broken by the overriding formal and 
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thematic vision; alternative film language and new codes emerge. 
Because decolonization and human liberation are brought to light in 
an authentic cultural landscape, the viewer as subject comes to sharper 
focus and alienation no longer sets in. Production then reaches a level 
where a dynamic new institution of filmmaking is able to cater to Third 
World educational and socio-economic interests. 
Gabriel tests his theoretical propositions further by elaborating 
on the influences of social factois on the critical components as they 
are worked out in the cinemas of the Third World in contrast to the 
First World. "I contend that the confluence obtained from the 
interlocking of the phases and critical constructs reveal underlying 
assumptions concerning perceptual patterns and film viewing 
situations."46 One illustrative example Gabriel presents is the case of 
Der Leone Have Sept Cabezas ("The Lion Has Seven Heads'VRocha, 
Brazil 1973). Western critics received the film as a curio of cliched 
images in an astigmatic oversight of the real point unfolding onscreen-
the unending anti-imperialist struggle from Che Guevara to Amilcar 
Cabrai, and beyond.47 Gabriel attributes the difficulties in the area of 
reception to the "unequal exchange" between the Global North and 
South. This phenomenon certainly includes an unequal "symbolic" 
exchange, spawned largely by the omnipresence of American popular 
culture. In his essay '"No Commodity Is Quite So Strange As This 
Thing Called Cultural Exchange': The Foreign Politics of American 
Pop Culture Hegemony," Reinhold Wagnleitner details how the United 
States has become "the most visible and audible country in world 
history": 
American symbolic power has reached such proportions that it 
is often overlooked, as if it were a natural part of international 
environment. Of course, the sway of soft power has reached the 
highest degree of subtlety and finesse when an ideological, 
semiologie, and symbolic superiority is installed as quasi-natural, 
while in reality it rests on economic, commercial, military, and 
financial power.48 
The barefaced reality remains: the poorest, most underdeveloped 
countries emblematize cultures that are almost always the least noticed 
and represented in the global community. This cultural asymmetry 
finds expression in the mainstream cinema experience where audiences 
who have been thoroughly weaned on Hollywood consider dominant 
filmic conventions as normative givens. In its contestation of 
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mainstream cinematic options, Third Cinema ousts western viewership 
from the front row seat of being the "privileged decoder" and "ultimate 
interpreter of meaning." The standard critical principles set by classical 
film scholarship then become unsatisfactory when applied to the Third 
World cinematic experience, which is, Gabriel insists, "moved by the 
requirements of its social action and contexted and marked by the 
strategy ofthat action."49 
3.2.2 The Link Between Style and Ideology 
"Does 'style' by itself bear an ideology? 
Does the ideology of a work transcend style? 
Does change in style manifest an ideological shift?"50 
Guided by the tenor of these questions, Gabriel launches his 
critical inquiry into Third Cinema in "Third Cinema in the Third World: 
The Aesthetics of Liberation."51 He draws up a list of recurring themes 
in Third Cinema- the issues of class, religion, gender, and culture, 
explaining in brief how each theme inevitably factors into Third World 
sociocultural expression. In the area of culture, for instance, Gabriel 
notes how music plays a significant role in the lives of colonized 
peoples. A film such as Venceremos (Caskel, Chile 1970) is a case in 
point; the Third World film is told entirely in song. Moreover, musical 
themes and lyrics provide commentary from the point of view of the 
colonized who become the privileged interlocutors of the film as in 
the case of Sembene's Mandabi. The Ethiopian film theorist is quick 
to add, however, that his differentiation of Third Cinema along 
"thematic lines" is employed for the sole purpose of analysis and 
discussion. In Third Cinema, thematic elements are not neatly 
compartmentalized but interwoven. Inasmuch as various themes surface 
in any given cinematic work, Gabriel notes that it is the unifying theme 
of "oppression" that will always remain a core constant in Third 
Cinema. 
Gabriel proceeds to investigate the link between style and 
ideology, contending that "A study of style alone will not engender 
meaning... Style is only meaningful in the context of its use- in how it 
acts on culture and helps illuminate the ideology within it."52 While 
style is not reserved for any particular ideology, it provides an important 
key to unlocking the ideological underpinnings of a film. Here and in 
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subsequent discussions, Gabriel employs an elucidating methodical 
device- he sets against each other intercomparable examples of Third 
and First Cinema. Gabriel is careful to note that the straightforward 
comparative approach he employs is meant "to provide us with an 
initial understanding of the relationship between film style and 
ideology."53 I find it important to make this qualification primarily 
because of some possible overlapping areas between Third Cinema 
and Second Cinema stylistic strategies that could work to contradict 
Gabriel's comparative approach. An apparent example would be Sergei 
Eisenstein's Strike (Russia, 1924), which may not, strictly speaking, 
fit into the specific Third Cinema ideological orientation but whose 
stylistic choices are no less ideologically determined along a similar 
liberative trajectory. Eisenstein's stylistic signature, in fact, has been 
noted as one of the precursors of Third Cinema.54 His employment of 
montage, for instance, is directed towards the move for social change.55 
As how it might appear, Strike could be classified as Second Cinema 
and compared with a Third Cinema example on the basis of Gabriel's 
approach and a blurring of boundaries is sure to surface at many points. 
Although I do mention a point of convergence between the editing 
strategy known as a "nondiegetic insert" in Strike vis-a -vis Perfumed 
Nightmare in the next chapter,56 it is not within the scope of this 
research to elaborate on the intricacies of Eisenstein's style as against 
Third Cinema. The relevant point to make is that for Gabriel, the 
comparative approach is an illustrative tool to trace the link between 
Third Cinema stylistic strategies and an ideology of Third World 
liberation. Nowhere does he present it as a comprehensive and 
definitive methodology for an analysis of style in Third Cinema in 
comparison with First and Second Cinema. 
One such illustrative comparison includes two divergent 
portrayals of the same subject- South Africa. The title Journey to the 
Sun (South Africa, 1975) by the South African Tourist Bureau portrays 
South Africa as an idyllic Shangri-La, replete with paradisial wildlife 
and friendly locals. In one scene, footage of exuberant native dancers 
are intercut with exotic dancing birds in a zoo. Gabriel dissects the 
ideological undercurrent of this sequence, pointing out that apartheid 
South Africa does keep native South Africans in an "analogous zoo." 
On the other hand, the film, Last Grave at Dimbaza (Mahomo, South 
Africa, 1975) presents the gritty side of South Africa, the oppressive 
conditions of black South Africans who have been made prisoners in 
their own homeland by their colonizers. In this case, the human zoo 
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that is South Africa is lucid and apparent. The use of statistical 
information adds intensity to the physical reality presented on screen 
and when South African whites are featured, they are always presented 
in soft-focus, suggesting that reality as the colonizers see it, is a 
delusion- a dream world of their own conjecture and fabrication. 
Gabriel elaborates on the comparative analysis by charting the 
differences between the two given films on the basis of the formal 
elements of Film Analysis. A comparison of "Camera Style" is one 
such element considered by Gabriel:57 
TABLE I 
Comparison of Camera Style 
Journey to the Sun 
Expert camera crew 
Elaborate shots and visual angles 
Technical wizardry and gimmickry 
and visual smorgasboard 
Images chosen carefully; 
what would be shown and how 
Slick tripod operations 
Angle shots guided by photographic 
principles of shooting a scene 
from the most flattering perspective 
Last Grave at Dimbaza 
Inexperienced 
Direct and simple camera 
style 
Minimum obstacles 
between camera and subject 
Cinema verite style; 
probability of seeing 
the same shots is high 
Hand-held shots 
Mostly establishing shots 
motivated by 
principles to make a 
statement 
Nothing detracts from its 
relaxed pacing 
Juxtaposed with words/ 
statistics; pacing is 
slow but unrelaxing 
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Through the employment of this comparative approach, 
Gabriel is able to clarify his argument that the optic of Third Cinema 
sees filmic style as ideologically-determined. Style in and of itself is 
not ideology, rather, "ideology is the 'base' and style the superstructure, 
autonomous, but linked symbiotically with ideology."58 He adds a 
validating detail to his argument by recalling a remark made by Bertolt 
Brecht- "When art reflects life, it uses special mirrors." 
I find it useful here to delineate the concept of style implicit in 
Gabriel's thought by drawing from aesthetic philosopher Noel Carroll 
whose approach to stylistic analysis is bent towards a "functional 
account" of film form (a term he uses synonymously with film style). 
According to Carroll, "the form of the film comprises the collection of 
formal choices that enable the realization of its points or purposes."59 
Stylistic or formal options in a film are always "functional 
contributions" to the film's purposes. Hence, film form is generative; 
formal elements work together to secure and advance the purposes of 
the film. Since some conception of the film's purpose is necessary in 
the functional account, "interpretation" becomes an essential adjunct 
process in formal analysis. Carroll favors the functional account of 
film form over the exhaustive "descriptive account" which "classifies 
any relation among elements of a film as an instance of film form, 
irrespective of any principle of selection."60 While the latter promises 
to be comprehensive, it proves too broad to be useful largely because 
stylistic analysis has a strong propensity to be selective and explanatory; 
it does not cover every relation in the total web of elements in a film. 
Gabriel's argument that the relevance of style in Third Cinema is 
predicated on the context of its use fits into the footprint of Carroll's 
functional account. To reiterate, Gabriel conceives of Third Cinema 
as "moved by the requirements of its social action and contexted and 
marked by the strategy ofthat action." Style then, as explicated clearly 
in Gabriel's comparative analysis, works meaningfully "in the context 
of its use." In the notion of Third Cinema, the purpose of film is always 
to critically map the Third World experience and the ideological 
ramifications that experience signifies. For Gabriel as for Carroll, film 
form follows function. 
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3.2.3 Manipulation of Space and Time in Third Cinema 
In his essay "Towards a Critical Theory of Third World 
Films,"61 Gabriel expounds on how the aspects of Space and Time are 
manipulated in Third Cinema in a manner divergent from what is 
common fare in mainstream, First Cinema. Whereas Hollywood opts 
to manipulate Time much more than it does Space, Third Cinema does 
the reverse; it has a predilection for Spatial manipulation. Gabriel notes 
that Third Cinema emanates from oral folk tradition where Time is 
allowed to unfold at its own pace and not hastened. Time in the Western 
conception is commodified- "time is art, time is money, time is most 
everything else."62 A deliberate, contemplative pacing will most likely 
be viewed by First Cinema in negative terms, in the anticipated ennui 
and impatience of its audience. There arises then the need to "cheat" 
natural time through editing strategies. 
Gabriel enumerates a number of cinematic practices typical 
of how Third Cinema negotiates Time and Space in a way that would 
seem excessive for First Cinema: 
The Long Take 
It is fairly common in Third Cinema to employ the uninterrupted long 
take, a shot that continues for a relatively long duration of time before 
the transition to the succeeding shot;63 and a seemingly redundant 
reprisal of scenes and imagery. Gabriel notes that this predisposition 
approximates the Third World audience's deliberate, unhurried sense 
and rhythm of life. In like manner, Third Cinema's preference for 
lingering wide-angle shots emphasizes the viewer's keen sense of 
community and her link with nature. Such strategies are not uncommon 
in First and Second Cinema but they are used for a different agenda, 
that of conveying existential alienation from self and nature as in Jean-
Luc Godard's A bout souffle (France, 1960) and Francois Truffaut's 
Les quatre cents coup (France, 1959). 
Cross-cutting 
The use of the editing strategy that "alternates shots of two or more 
lines of action occuring in different places, usually simultaneously,"64 
or what is known as cross-cutting, is frequently used in Third Cinema 
to explicate the clash of ideologies. The same strategy is not uncommon 
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in First and Second Cinemas mainly to present the positive-negative 
polarity between antagonists; a device to build suspense and not to 
explore in any depth the imminent ideological considerations of the 
collision. 
The Close-up Shot 
Widely employed in Western Cinema to underscore individual 
psychology, the close-up shot is sparsely used in Third Cinema. When 
it finds a role in Third Cinema practice, the close-up shot often serves 
an informative purpose that has to do with an ideological, rather than 
a psychological, issue. Gabriel contends that the employment of this 
camera framing strategy, especially when the scale of the object/ 
character shown is relatively large to highlight, individual isolation, 
would seem unnatural in Third Cinema for the following reasons65 : 
a) it calls attention to itself; b) it eliminates social considerations; c) it 
diminishes spatial integrity. 
The Panning Shot 
Panning refers to a type of camera movement where the camera body 
moves either to the left or to the right on a stationary tripod, producing 
an onscreen horizontal scanning of Space.66 For the reason that it 
maintains integrity of Space and Time, the panning shot tempers the 
necessity for frequent editing. Gabriel observes that the narrative value 
of the panning shot in Third Cinema lies in its redefinition of the Time 
concept. Rather than presenting Time as rigidly linear and chonological, 
Time here is seen as co-existing with Space. 
The Concept of Silence 
Moments of silence figure noticeably in Third Cinema. Unlike the 
Hollywood bombardment of dramatic musical scores and sound effects 
that deliberately pull at the heartstrings, the 'sound of silence' in Third 
Cinema offers the viewer more opportunities for reflection and, in the 
context of the long take, evinces a 'suspension of judgment.' 
The Concept of 'Hero ' 
The portrayal of a self-transcending 'hero' character is a consistent 
feature of film narrative. A recent Best Picture winner of the American 
Academy Awards, Gladiator (Scott, U.S. 2000), belongs to a long line 
of films that champion an outstanding individual whose exploits impact 
on the course of history. The hero concept is no stranger to Third 
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Cinema but it is used for very different reasons. Hero characters in 
Third Cinema are not made to rest on their laurels, in fact, it is likely 
that they will be killed off unceremoniously. Gabriel explains that in 
contrast to dominant cinema, "wish-fulfillment through identification" 
is not the agenda of Third Cinema, "collective engagement" is. Thus, 
"the individual 'hero' in the Third World context does not make history, 
he/she only serves historical necessities."67 
In an illustrative comparative table, Gabriel attempts to clarify in greater 
detail the varying aesthetic tendencies of Third Cinema vis-a-vis 
Western Dominant Cinema:68 
TABLE 2 
Comparison of Filmic Conventions 
Western Dominant Conventions Non-Western Use of Conventions 
Lighting 
High contrast and low key, 
mostly Rembrandt lighting in 
drama while comedy uses low 
contrast and high-key lighting. 
Mostly governed by eye-level 
perspective which approximates 
to our natural position in the 
world. Use of angle shots 
Low/High-angle shots primarily 
for aesthetic look. 
Lighting as a convention in 
Third World films is less 
developed, with the 
exception of Cuban films, 
whose use of lighting as a 
language is manifest in Lucia 
and The Last Supper 
Camera Angle era ngle 
Deliberate choice of low/ 
high-angle shots for purposes 
of political or social 
comment. Angling shows 
dominance and power 
relations between the 
oppressed and oppressing 
classes. 
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Camera Placement 
Distance varies according to 
the emotional content of the 
scene. Emotion, e.g., anger, is 
portrayed in close-up. 
Minimal use of the 
conventions of close-up 
shots due perhaps 
to lack of emphasis on 
psychological realism 
Camera Movement 
Mostly a fixed perspective 
(tripod operation), promoting 
exposition and understanding. 
Often the camera moves to stay 
with the individual to study 
character development and 
psychological state. 
Fixed perspective in African 
Films. A moving perspective 
(hand-held camera in Latin 
American films promotes 
experiential involvement and 
dramatic identification. If 
the camera moves it is to 
contain a scene or a sequence 
as a unit and not in response 
to individual psychology. 
Set Design 
A studio set. Tightens 
manipulatory controls, enhances 
manipulatory fictional reality. 
A location set. Location 
shooting relaxes 
controls and enhances 
documentary reality. 
Acting 
A Hollywood convention, actor 
as icon. 
Mostly non-actors acting out 
their real-life roles. 
Parallel Montage 
Shows the relations of 
conflicting characters/forces 
for dramatic and expository 
narrative purposes, 
i.e., suspense 
Cross-cutting serves an 
ideological purpose and 
denotes ironical contrast and 
class distinction. 
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Point of View 
Actors avoid looking at the It is not uncommon to see a 
camera; are usually positioned look directed at the camera; 
or blocked so that their hence a direct address to the 
emotional state is easily audience. A shift to the 
observed by the camera. conventions of oral narrative 
is evident. 
It is important to re-emphasize that Gabriel does not claim to 
have mapped dogmatic demarcations between the aesthetic standards 
of Third Cinema versus Western Cinema. What he endeavors to 
illustrate are the respective aesthetic tendencies linked with the 
filmmaking practices of the types of Cinema in question. It is clear 
that while Cinema has European and American origins, Third Cinema 
is re-appropriating the tried and tested conventions of the medium so 
that they serve the discursive purpose of laying bare the plight of the 
Third World. As such, the aesthetic decisions that have resulted from 
this ideologically determined consideration validate the argument that 
Third Cinema filmmakers openly engage with the medium but, 
manifestly, on their own terms. According to Gabriel, these terms are 
largely defined by the resonances of folk oral tradition clearly 
discernible in Third Cinema. 
3.2.4 Third Cinema and Popular Memory 
According to Gabriel, Third Cinema may be of varying types, 
depending on the prevailing social order of its context. He notes that 
the strident "cinema as a gun" akin to the seminal Latin American 
conception, continues to exist where a more revolutionary agenda calls 
for it, i.e. Palestinian Cinema. In other regions, postcolonial filmmakers 
and progressives from the West have moved to the cultural front where 
there is greater emphasis on clarifying the role of Third Cinema as 
custodian of popular expression, i.e. Ousmane Sembene of Senegal. 
In any case, there is a central strategy that unites Third Cinema- the 
rediscovery and quickening of "popular Memory." 
In Third World countries still recovering from the aftermath 
of colonization, the unearthing of folkloric oral traditions69 
conveniently silenced by the official versions of history is a self-
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reflexive key to identity and emancipation. True to the Western schema 
of "rationality," the official versions of history awarded privileged 
status to the written text and in the process, marginalized "oral 
historiography," the very dynamics of indigenous folklore. Thus, 
Gabriel argues that popular memory has a crucial "rescue mission": 
Because the promise of freedom and the recovery of autonomy 
of identity lingers in memory, folklore offers an emancipatory 
'horizon'- a liberated and alternative future. In a world where 
'logic' and 'reason' are increasingly being used for 'irrational' 
purposes and aims, folklore attempts to conserve what official 
histories insist on erasing. In this sense, folkloric traditions of 
popular memory have a rescue mission. They wage a battle 
against false consciousness and against the official versions of 
history that legitimate and glorify it.70 
In as much as popular memory plays a crucial role in the postcolonial 
quest for emancipation, Gabriel clarifies that it does not amount to an 
escapist regression to the past, but a '"look back to the future,' 
necessarily dissident and partisan, wedded to constant change."71 From 
this standpoint, it is clear that popular memory is the very oil that 
rekindles the movement toward an alternative future; it is not a 
romanticized attachment to the past. 
I find it informative to recall that a long continuum of 
Hollywood films bear the unmistakable imprint of such official versions 
of history. In Francis Ford Coppola's Apocalypse Now (U.S. 1979), an 
epic film on the U.S.-Vietnam war, the story decidedly showcases 
American stakes and issues. Although it appears to present a stinging 
self-indictment ofthat infamous U.S. military fiasco, Coppola's film 
takes its time fetishizing the seductive Western fantasies of invasion 
without so much as a hint of the interests of the South Vietnamese 
who are stereotyped as chattering, imbecille natives devoid of soul 
and story.72 
In contrast, Ousmane Sembene's Xala makes visible the 
repressed underside of postcolonial Senegal and the quagmire of its 
prevailing social, cultural, and political realities. Set at a period shortly 
after independence, the film uses the symbol of the xala, a spell or 
curse ingrained in the popular memory of folkloric belief, as an 
indictment of the main character's identification with the "Frenchness"-
the ostentatious life of power and privilege -of the neocolonial ruling 
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elite. Here, popular memory renders inert the self-serving devices of 
the official conjurers of history by targeting their inauthentic 
hollowness. 
Gabriel likens Third Cinema's role as guardian and storyteller 
of popular memory to a similar function played by Third World 
literature. Among others, he notes Gabriel Garcia Marquez of Colombia 
and Carlos Fuentes of Mexico as writers who have relied heavily on 
the disavowed collective memory. Lifting from Fuentes, Gabriel 
emphasizes that Third Cinema seeks "liberation through images" as 
Third World Literature seeks "Liberation through language." 
3.2.5 The Contribution of Teshome Gabriel: 
A Summary 
Teshome Gabriel endeavored to establish a theoretical and 
critical framework for Third Cinema which was then still couched in 
the militant, specific political context of its Latin American antecedents. 
In his Theoretical thrust, Gabriel bridges Third World film 
cultures' process of becoming Third Cinema with the phases of 
decolonization proposed by Frantz Fanon. Unlike Solanas and Gelino 
who defined the criteria for Third Cinema proper in dogmatic 
manifestos, Gabriel's theoretical proposition is more inclusive as it 
considers films that fall in the interstices between the phases. He sees 
the fluidity brought about by the interstices as necessarily requiring 
new critical canons for Third Cinema. 
With his basic theoretical schema in place, Gabriel begins his 
inquiry into a Critical Theory of Third Cinema by introducing the Text-
Reception-Production triplet as a point of reference for clarifying each 
of the phases he had earlier proposed. Through this method, Gabriel 
illustrates how the three components of filmmaking figure in each 
incremental phase and notes the significant influence of social factors 
in the interpretative process. We see here that by virtue of Third 
Cinema's distinct Textual, Reception, and Production patterns, the 
traditional filmic conventions familiar to Western scholarship can no 
longer be normative. 
Gabriel then launches into a more detailed discussion of 
Critical Theory using an effective methodological approach that 
compares Third Cinema with dominant Western Cinema. First, he 
hypothesizes that Style and Ideology are inextricably linked so that 
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the latter forms the base of a filmic work while the former serves as 
the superstructure. For Gabriel, an examination of Style is key to 
understanding the ideological underpinnings of a film; he asserts that 
from a Third Cinema perspective, Style is historically and ideologically 
determined. Gabriel then investigates how the aspects of Space and 
Time come to play in Third Cinema, consistently making references 
to contrasting examples from Western filmmaking. Arguing that Third 
Cinema has a propensity for Spatial rather than Time manipulation, 
Gabriel tests his hypotheses by carefully detailing how filmic 
conventions such as lighting, camera movement, and set design, are 
employed in opposing ways by Third Cinema vis-a-vis First and Second 
Cinema. 
Finally, Gabriel explicates on the crucial role of Third Cinema 
as custodian of Popular Memory. The storehouse of emancipatory 
folkloric traditions. Popular Memory serves to challenge what Gabriel 
terms as "the official versions of history" propagated by the powers 
that be. 
We have seen then in the preceding section that on the level of 
theory, the concept of Third Cinema is indebted to the seminal work 
of Teshome Gabriel. 
4. Expanding the View of Third Cinema 
Notwithstanding the undeniable contribution of Teshome 
Gabriel to the conception of a critical framework for Third Cinema, it 
was a film theory under threat of calcification given the utter lack of 
theoretical re-examination and further development in the years that 
followed. Of late, this gaping lacuna has been propitiously addressed 
by Mike Wayne in his book Political Film: The Dialectics of Third 
Cinema. Wayne commences his critical inquiry with the consequential 
argument- "Third Cinema is passionate, angry, often satirical, always 
complex. Yet at the level of theory, Third Cinema is a concept in need 
of development in the face of its underdevelopment; a concept in need 
of clarification in the face of confusion and misunderstanding; a concept 
in need of defense in the face of contesting and indeed hostile theories 
and politics."73 
Wayne enumerates the points for consideration:74 
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- The need to clarify in a more nuanced fashion, the concepts of First 
and Second Cinema in order to loosen the restriction that Third Cinema 
necessarily births from the Third World. With this assertion, Wayne 
emphasizes that Third Cinema may emanate from the First World as 
much as First and Second Cinema may be a product of the Third World. 
- The exploration of points of conversation and interchange between 
Third, Second, and First Cinema as "all three cinemas take up their 
own distinctive positionings in relation to a shared referent: i.e. the 
historical, social world around them."75 Drawing from Fernando Birri, 
Wayne notes that Third Cinema does not represent an outright negation 
of Second and First Cinema but rather, a "dialectical transformation" 
of them. 
- The role of Third Cinema as interlocutor of Second, and First Cinema 
provides a much-needed "counter-hegemonic" socialist critique to the 
medium of film which currently tends to be fortressed in the "ivory-
towered paradigms" of postmodernism, postcolonial studies, and 
Lacanian psychoanalysis.76 Wayne asserts that the meaning and outlook 
of ideas are closely linked with the social forces that undergird them. 
- Because it draws deeply from the well of "revolutionary conjunctures" 
and is closely allied to subversive collective memory, the development 
of Third Cinema Theory may also be counter-hegemonic to the 
pervading order of neo-liberalism. 
Wayne pursues his first argument further when he emphasizes that the 
stunted upgrowth of Third Cinema theory may be traced to the 
mandatory linear adherence to the demarcated concept of Third Cinema 
filmmaking as proposed by Solanas and Getino. The second stage of 
Third Cinema theory spearheaded by the work of Gabriel did propose 
a more inclusive view of Third Cinema where films of "individual 
authorship" may be considered provided that they are contexted in the 
values of collectivity. Additionally, Gabriel underscored the possibility 
that some films lay in the "interstices" between the three phases of 
development of Third Cinema thus negating a rigid 
compartmentalization. However, Gabriel almost always confined his 
arguments de facto to Third World filmmaking and did not foray into 
the convergences between Third Cinema and First-Second Cinemas. 
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It is noteworthy that in 1994, Ella Shohat and Robert Stam 
envisioned Third World Cinema vis-a-vis Third Cinema in "overlapping 
circles" that may have mapped the direction for a more inclusive Third 
Cinema.77 For instructive purposes and in anticipation of Wayne's 
project to be subsequently discussed, I include the full text of their 
classificatory terms: 
- a core circle of "Third Worldist" films produced by ^nd for Third 
World peoples (no matter where those people happen to be) and 
adhering to the principles of "Third Cinema;" 
- a wider circle of the cinematic productions of the Third World peoples 
(retroactively defined as such), whether or not the films adhere to the 
principles of Third Cinema and irrespective of the period of their 
making; 
- another circle consisting of films made by First or Second World 
people in support of Third World peoples and adhering to the principles 
of Third Cinema; and 
- a final circle, somewhat anomalous in status, at once "inside" and 
"outside," recent diasporic hybrid films, for example those of Mona 
Hatoum or Hanif Kureishi, which both build on and interrogate the 
conventions of "Third Cinema." 
It can be seen in Shohat and Stam's classification, specifically 
in the third circle described, that there is an area of convergence between 
Third Cinema and First/Second World filmmaking. It is precisely from 
the same premise as this circle that Wayne launches into the crux of 
his apologia for Third Cinema. 
The early Third Cinema theorists saw promise in Second 
Cinema's sensitivity to sociopolitical issues, notably in the documentary 
genre. They envisioned the eventual blossoming of auteur cinema into 
a cinema truly engaged with mass political struggle.78 However, Wayne 
notes that a mutually enriching exploration of the dialectical 
relationship between Third Cinema on one hand and First and Second 
Cinemas on the other, has remained largely unexplored and 
underdeveloped to the detriment of Third Cinema Theory. 
Following a brief sketch of what he terms as key "precursors" 
to Third Cinema, namely, the relevant principles laid out by European 
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cultural thinkers such as Eisenstein, Vertov, Lukacs, Brecht, and 
Benjamin,79 Wayne sets out to elaborate on the dialectics of Third 
Cinema in relation to First and Second Cinema. 
4.1 Dialectics of First and Third Cinema 
AmistadÇU.S., 1997) is a film set at a time when black Africans 
were subject to utter commodification by the slave trade of the mid-
19th Century. It is also a film produced by a major Hollywood studio 
and directed by noted commercial filmmaker Steven Spielberg. In an 
elucidating analysis, Wayne draws the areas of convergence and 
divergence of Third and First Cinema in the film. Wayne points out 
that Amistad, akin to Third Cinema, pulls no punches in portraying 
the brutal atrocities inflicted on the captured Africans by the slave 
traders. Indeed, one poignant scene paints the horror of human rights 
violations- African captives are thrown overboard as excess luggage 
when the ship's supplies threaten to run out. Drawing from Marx, 
however, Wayne notes that while Amistad's treatment of the issue of 
human rights is laudable, it never moves beyond the limited sphere of 
the liberal idea of human rights. As Marx argues, "None of the so-
called rights of man, therefore, go beyond egoistic man... that is an 
individual withdrawn into himself, into the confines of his private 
interests and private caprice, and separated from community."80 The 
structural causes of exploitative wage-slavery then remain unexamined 
in the film. "Amistad presents history as the outcome of the decisions 
and actions taken by individuals divorced from any larger context."81 
Wayne contrasts the Spielberg film with Tomas Gutierrez Alea's The 
Last Supper (Cuba, 1976), where the exploited characters become 
aware of their position of inequality and begin interrogating the status 
quo perpetuated by the existing social order. 
The comparative method Wayne employs is no new 
contribution to the development of Third Cinema Theory as it carries 
clear resonances of Teshome's Gabriel's earlier work. However, Wayne 
brings the Third Cinema discussion to more familiar territory as he 
purposefully makes case studies out of such familiar films as Costa 
Gravas' Missing (US, 1981) and Regis Wargnier's Indochine (France, 
1991), comparing and contrasting them with little known examples 
from Third cinema. Thus, Wayne is able to illustrate the dialectical 
linkages between Third and First Cinema in an illuminating way before 
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reaching the anticipated conclusion- "there are serious and profound 
limitations to First Cinema's representations, fully embedded as it is 
within the social relations of capital."82 
Favorably, Wayne's project is not just an attempt to further 
dissect the Third-First Cinema divide but to seek new ways of exploring 
the dialectical engagement between them. The lack of due attention to 
this vital link proved obstructive to the development of Third Cinema 
Theory. 
...Third Cinema began to engage with First Cinema (Humberto 
Solas' 1969 film Lucia was groundbreaking in this regard) but 
the theory did not develop much beyond its initial rejection of 
First Cinema. This bifurcation between theory and practice has 
been very costly for a number of reasons. It has meant that Third 
Cinema films that engage with First Cinema are often not 
recognized as Third Cinema films, which in turn encourages 
the view that Third Cinema belongs to the past. An engagement 
with First Cinema is today even more crucial. The cultural and 
economic hegemony of First Cinema combined with the wider 
political contraction of revolutionary struggles, demand such 
an engagement.83 
In emphasizing the importance of a more perceptive Third-First Cinema 
engagement, Wayne addresses the shadow cast by the BFI (British 
Film Institute)-sponsored 1996 Conference on African Cinema where 
British filmmaker John Akomfrah pronounced Third Cinema as a dead 
concept.84 Wayne is convinced of the argument that there are select 
films from dominant filmmaking that have developed a "latent critical 
potential in a Third Cinema direction." Though certainly not too 
common, such exceptional films question unequal power relations 
across class, race, or gender lines, through an undeniably oppositional 
Utopian perspective. Thus, the closed waters of the Third Cinema 
discussion begins to open into the wider ocean of mainstream, 
commercial Cinema as Wayne proposes that a film of First World 
origins may qualify as Third Cinema. 
One such Hollywood product that Wayne nominates for 
inclusion to Third Cinema is the musical Evita (US, 1996). Directed 
by noted commercial filmmaker Alan Parker and topbilling pop icon 
Madonna, nothing in the film suggests affinity to Third Cinema proper 
at first glance. But Wayne gives Evita, in a matter of speaking, a 'third 
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look' where he sees the film as a flawed but, nonetheless, valid example 
of Third Cinema. "Evita is a significant musical and a rare example of 
Third Cinema coming out of Hollywood."85 
There are two reasons for this proposition: 
- First, the screenplay of Evita was based on the original 1970's stage 
musical by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice. Wayne argues that 
this historical context is decisive; Evita portrays the political turmoil 
in Argentina in the late 1930's to the 1940's which represents, in 
Wayne's intellection, a "coded meditation" on British labor unrest in 
the 1970's. He adds that the theme of Eva Duarte's rise from the 
working class woman to Argentinian First Lady broadly mirrors the 
1974 election victory of the British Labour Party. Wayne attributes 
this parallel to the film's "porosity," a term borrowed from Walter 
Benjamin, which indicates the capacity of film to interfuse with its 
historical context. Moreover, Wayne notes that the adaptation of the 
stage musical into film strengthened its social message as filmic 
conventions bring the material to deeper focus. The crowd scenes, for 
instance, achieve a more strident foregrounding through thoughtful 
cinematography, thus, emphasizing the aspect of collective struggle. 
- Second, the choral quality of the musical genre works to emphasize 
the tension between the extremely disparate social classes of Argentina, 
here, adjunctly dramatized by the strategic use of filmic conventions 
such as editing and mise-en-scène. The critique of class disparity is 
further spotlighted by the presence of the character of "Che," an internal 
narrator who provides vitriolic commentary to Evita's ascension to 
power and renown.86 In a manner similar to Third Cinema mode of 
address, Che is made to speak to us, the audience, so that any uncritical 
sentimentality over Evita is kept in check. 
Thus, Wayne is convinced that a thoughtful consideration of 
the context and text of the film Evita discloses a socially pertinent 
discourse consistent with the notion of Third Cinema. 
At this point, it would be instructive to reiterate Wayne's project 
which he himself makes abundantly clear: 
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The great advantage of Third Cinema is that while it is politically 
oppositional to dominant cinema (and Second Cinema), it does 
not seek, at the level of form and cinematic language, to reinvent 
cinema from scratch (it is too interested in history for that); instead, 
its relation to First and Second Cinema is dialectical: i.e. it seeks 
to transform rather than simply reject these cinemas; it seeks to 
bring out their stifled potentialities, those aspects of the social world 
they repress or only obliquely acknowledge; Third Cinema seeks 
to detach what is positive, life-affirming and critical from Cinemas 
One and Two and give them a more expanded, socially connected 
articulation.87 
Wayne's efforts to propose a more inclusive Third Cinema Theory 
is certainly a step towards the continued relevance of the concept; 
a creative moment that sets the stage for the further development 
of an alternative textual base for Third Cinema. 
4.2 Additions to the Third Cinema Expansion 
At this point of the study, I graft onto Wayne's expanded view 
of Third Cinema by proposing other titles normally associated with 
First Cinema that, I believe, relate dialectically with Third Cinema 
and thus merit inclusion in the category. While Mike Wayne proposes 
an example of Third Cinema from the Musical genre, the films I choose, 
Romero and Bread and Roses, represent the Socio-religious category 
and British alternative cinema, respectively. For illustrative purposes, 
I analyze the conjoined thematic and stylistic elements of these films, 
conscious of the idea that questions of form cannot be divorced from 
their political contexts. "If we accept the notion that artistic choice 
also connotes ideological choice we must begin to investigate the 
ideological weight carried by a film's formal elements."88 
4.2.1 John Duigan's Romero 
Set in the tumultuous 1970's at a period when El Salvador 
was a national security state, John Duigan's Romero (US, 1989) 
chronicles the transformation of Roman Catholic Archbishop Oscar 
Amulfo Romero from safe and moderate cleric to staunch advocate of 
the oppressed. The film essays the scenario of a bloody class struggle 
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where the affluent neocolonial class benefits from an abusive civilian-
military junta while the underprivileged live in dehumanizing poverty 
and oppression. Financed by the United States Paulist Fathers and built 
around the story of a man of the cloth, Romero may be dismissed as 
yet another film produced for the purpose of religious propaganda. 
Duigan's opus, however, immediately subverts the cinematic 
hagiographical portrayals typical of the genre when its main character 
begins to function as an oppositional voice that questions inauthentic 
religion from within. The radical Archbishop is seen constantly 
challenging the harmonizing role played by conservative church 
members who uncritically acquiesce to the status quo. Third Cinema 
views religion from a dialectical perspective- a double-edged sword 
used either as an instrument for social change or wielded as a weapon 
of oppression, depending on the interests of the class represented.89 
In Romero, religion is viewed from the optic of Liberation Theology, 
a praxically-motivated theological paradigm grounded on the critical 
principle of a preferential option for the poor and downtrodden. Aside 
from the shared Latin American context, the connection with Third 
Cinema is a natural, obvious one; that religion expressed in the words 
and deeds of Archbishop Romero is a religion of justice and 
sociopolitical change. Audiovisually, the film's central message echoes 
repeatedly: 
ROMERO 
The mission of the Church is to identify itself with the poor and 
to join with them in their struggle for justice. By doing so, the 
Church finds its own salvation. 
Romero's stark portrayal of the unequal socio-political equation in El 
Salvador gives it an apparent thematic link with Third Cinema. In the 
film, the Archbishop frequently shares center stage with the 
marginalized- torture victims, oppressed women, defenseless children 
and the elderly -whose stories find thoughtful narrative foregrounding 
as Romero grows in solidarity with their struggles and becomes their 
mouthpiece. In one of several scenes depicting Romero as a fiery 
preacher speaking in behalf of the voiceless populace, the conspiracy 
of social forces that perpetuate structural injustice are brought to sharper 
relief and indicted: 
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ROMERO 
This last week, I wrote a letter to the president of the United 
States asking him to send no more arms to this country, they 
are only used to kill our people. 
Historically, the United States government under the Carter 
administration supplied military equipment worth US$5.7 million for 
the ruling junta's use. 
Romero stakes its claim to authenticity on the historicity of its 
main character, who was, in fact, a heroic modem-day prophet. Yet, it 
is noteworthy that the film resists unqualified valorization of an 
individual by depicting Romero frequently immersed in the 
sociopolitical realities of the collective whose interests he represents. 
This is comparable to the manner in which Third Cinema makes use 
of a protagonist: 
Where a central character is used, the viewpoint goes beyond 
that of the individual to develop a sense of the relationship 
between the individual and the community, of the collective, 
and of history.90 
Notwithstanding their apparent earnestness, First Cinema films 
with a social slant often foreground the protagonists's courage and 
charisma at the expense of the much larger social issues, which are 
relegated to the background or at best, given a few dramatic moments. 
Such is the case with Steven Soderbergh's Erin Brockovich (US, 2000) 
and Steven Zaillian's/i Civil Action (US, 1998); two socially-relevant 
films coming out of Hollywood. Both films are set in seeming parallel 
universes where true-to-life cases of industrial waste contamination 
result in fatal health problems for certain neighborhoods. While these 
may be pressing communitarian issues pointing to larger socio­
economic roots, they remain largely unexamined because Erin 
Brockovich and Λ Civil Action chose to concentrate on the individual 
exploits of their protagonists. The deeper structural causes of the 
problems in question, even if they merit deeper exploration and 
commentary, take on secondary importance. 
Stylistically, the strategic use of filmic conventions such as 
montage editing also provide Romero with ample opportunities to 
dramatize the power disparity. In a poignant scene, Romero's passionate 
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speeches are intercut with parallel scenes of a high-ranking Salvadoran 
politican, promising the Salvadoran elite a bright future based on 
neocolonial ideals: 
POLITICIAN 
We develop our country. We penetrated its forests, planted coffee, 
sugarcane... we are like the pioneers of the United States. We 
do not want what doesn't belong to us. We only want to have 
what the Northern Americans have- to live as they do. 
Romero also employs devices more allied to documentary 
filmmaking. A couple of scenes, for instance, show disturbing 
photographs of actual missing people and tortured corpses; victims of 
the national security state's political witchhunt. Since Romero 
sufficiently essays the Salvadoran collective struggle, this stylistic 
element only works to punctuate the film's historical context as it 
infuses a quasi-documentary genuineness to it. It is useful to consider 
another Hollywood film that employs a similar device but with 
contrasting results. Oliver Stone's Salvador (US, 1986), a film 
identically set in the strife-ridden El Salvador of the late 1970s, shows 
an album of actual photographs of torture victims, perhaps the very 
same ones used in Romero, in addition to gripping, realistic scenes 
portraying the violence spawned by the abuses of the military junta. 
But the manner in which the photographs are used for their sheer "shock 
value," mere accidental spectacles that coincide with the individual 
issues of the characters- two sleazy American journalists -trivializes 
the historical, politically-charged events unfolding in El Salvador. 
What is also particularly notable in Romero is its open-ended 
denouement. The Archbishop's engaged leadership adds fuel to the 
people's collective protests so that the privileged position of society's 
powerholders is threatened. For this, he is summarily assassinated by 
forces close to the government. But the film does not stop there. In the 
utopie final scene, the "small people" of El Salvador are shown walking 
the streets as they go about the business of their daily lives while a 
voice-over of Romero simultaneously narrates- "I have often been 
threatened with death. If they kill me, I will arise in the Salvadoran 
people." The struggle for El Salvador's liberation does not lie on the 
shoulders of one man, it is a popular, open-ended struggle fueled by 
subversive collective memory. 
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It is worth mentioning that the very same execution scene 
completely loses its depth and resonance for the collective in Salvador. 
Here, the lead character serendipitously finds his way receiving 
communion from Romero just moments before the latter's 
assassination. The event holds no political significance for the character 
as his only intention for approaching the Archbishop was to win the 
affections of his Salvadoran girlfriend who happens to be a devout 
Catholic. From the lens of Oliver Stone, a defining moment in the 
Salvadoran collective struggle becomes a perverse comedy of errors. 
In view of the above arguments, I am of the opinion that there 
is much to be considered in the film Romero that qualifies it as an 
example of Third Cinema emanating from Hollywood and, if I might 
add, from the religious film category. 
4.2.2 Ken Loach's Bread and Roses 
One title coming out of British filmmaking that has a strong 
affinity with Third Cinema is Bread and Roses (UK/Germany/Spain, 
2001) by Ken Loach. Loach is noted for his continuing depiction of 
significant political issues in hfs works which include Land and 
Freedom (1995) and Carlas Song (1996), stories of sociopolitical 
struggle in Spain and Nicaragua respectively. In Bread and Roses, the 
British filmmaker details the case of illegal immigrant workers who 
subsist on poverty wages in the globe's biggest economy, the United 
States. 
Maya, a.young girl from Tijuana, attempts to cross the 
Mexican-US border through dubious means. She is left at the mercy 
of underground human traffickers who demand money and sex in 
exchange for the passage. But Maya slips away from the tight situation 
and successfully locates her sister Rosa, who manages to get her a 
janitorial job that pays $5.75 per hour without benefits. Through her 
acquaintance with the other janitors, a diasporic motley crew of earnest, 
hardworking people, and her close association with the "Justice for 
Janitors" union organizer named Sam, Maya comes to political 
awareness. She and her co-workers unionize and engage in a series of 
protest actions against the exploitative labor practices of their employer. 
Bread and Roses chooses to explore social reality on a 
molecular level; the story, after all, has its nerve center in the struggles 
of one Mexican immigrant and the people who are in the immediate 
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vicinity of her life. Upon closer consideration, however, it becomes 
clear that the characters are not just individuals in their own right; 
they are emblems of collective protest and dissent. The personal 
struggles of these emblematic characters are intricately woven into 
the larger sociopolitical fabric characterized by the wealth and power 
imbalance. Against this backdrop, the adjoining issues of ethnicity, 
class, and gender come into play. A particularly cruel scene shows an 
elderly janitor being subjected to verbal abuse and then unjustly fired 
for the lame reason that she reported late for the day's work. As the 
drama unfolds, the realistic depiction gives an immediate sense of the 
wider social picture mirrored in the scene. The formula personified by 
the victim- woman-elderly-immigrant-janitor -locates her at the lowest 
tier of the empowerment and wealth pyramid on every possible count. 
What is clear and consistent in Bread and Roses is that it unequivocally 
takes the side of the disenfranchised by giving privileged visibility 
and voice to their marginal status in society's structural imbalance. 
The resonances with Third Cinema begins to come to clearer focus 
with this consideration. 
In the aspect of style, the film's mise-en-scène further reveals 
an ethical dimension in ways associated with Third Cinema aesthetics. 
The casting of a number of multi-ethnic, non-professional actors 
diffuses the documentary and fiction boundaries and contributes greatly 
to the sense of historical authenticity pervading the film. The actors, 
with their non-glamorized appearances, "non-acting" performances, 
and varied vocal accents, function as close dynamic equivalents of 
their characters. Moreover, the characters are made to view actual video 
footage from the 1990 Century City Janitor's strike, the historical event 
Bread and Roses was based on. This contributes further to the 
documentary quality of the film. Also noteworthy in the film's mise-
en-scËne is the setting which portrays an unrecognizable, non-touristic 
view of the city of Los Angeles. The film confines the unfolding story 
in the characters' site of struggle- the corridors of their depersonalized 
steel and glass work environment, thus, specifying a politicized space 
rather than the glitz and glamour synonymous with the city. 
The evident political use of music is another way in which 
Bread of Roses problematizes the situation of the immigrant workers. 
In a union gathering, the janitors dance to the rhythm of upbeat Latino 
music incongruently loaded with indictments on the capitalist order. A 
live band sings the pointed lyrics: 
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I started learning English 
because I had no choice. 
To Fight the Gringo boss, 
I had to have a voice. 
At my job 
they kept giving me anguish 
because I couldn't speak 
the goddam English language. 
The gringo boss got angry 
and yelled at me in English-
'You wetbacks don't understand 
what you are supposed to do.' 
The band proceeds to sing another song, this time, even more critical 
of structural injustice and emphasizing the imperativeness of collective 
action. Before doing so, the lead singer alludes to the key role of the 
US in the immigrant-workers' struggle- "Here's one from the people, 
for the people." 
I'm here to sing to you 
about a sad situation 
Created by the White House 
and US legislation. 
All of us Latinos 
suffer discrimination. 
They steal our rights and harass us 
with laws of immigration. 
But I'm never leaving, I'm staying here forever... 
I'm singing this song, so listen to me please. 
It's always best to fight. 
Don't stay on your knees. 
We'll carry the struggle 
with famous words like these-
(Everybody now) 
We can do it! 
We can do it! 
We can do it! 
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The punctuated use of music illustrates what Gabriel meant when he 
observes, "In the colonized or neo-colonized countries of the Third 
World the people have always expressed their joy or despair in music. 
Musical themes and songs taken from the folk tradition figure in 
significant ways in the films of the Third Cinema." In Bread and Roses, 
the ethnically-flavored music becomes an expression of the immigrants' 
keen awareness of the structural reasons for their difficult 
circumstances. It is also a powerful call to social action. There is 
something distinctly Utopian about the incongruent mix of dancing 
and merrymaking on one hand, and the stridently critical, revolutionary 
tone of the song lyrics on the other hand. I shall return to this point in 
greater detail in the succeeding chapter. 
It might be argued that Bread and Roses is not a suitable 
example of Third Cinema for the reason that it is set mainly in a major 
cosmopolitan center of the United States and therefore not sufficiently 
immersed in a Third World country and culture. On the contrary, I 
propose that Bread and Roses ' unique setting contributes greatly to 
the film's Third Cinema qualities. There are a couple of reasons why I 
put forward this argument. First, the idea of presenting the pains and 
struggles of marginalized people of color and illegal immigrants 
working for poverty wages as cleaners in the world's biggest economy 
works as a powerful analogy of the inequality spawned by the widening 
global socio-economic divide.91 The film "adds salt to the wound" by 
highlighting the Mexican experience where the disparity between First 
and Third Worlds are drawn by a border; prosperity is a mere step 
away, so near and yet so far. That the film views social reality from the 
Third World lens is certain. A First World perspective would most 
likely moralize about the "illegal" status of the immigrants which denies 
them the right to decent wages or even the right to work at all. Bread 
and Roses, as it adopts the view from the ground up, poses a key 
question: What drives people to illegal migration in the first place? 
The film plumbs the pains and struggles of illegal migrants and suggests 
that there are structural reasons behind illegal migration. The film favors 
the view that illegal migration is, first and foremost, a consequence of 
structural inequality before it can be seen as an issue of individuals 
out to transgress the law. But Bread and Roses does not give simple 
answers. The janitors win their case, indeed, but in the open-ended 
final scene, Maya is deported for stealing money to help fund a co-
worker's education. The struggle has not ended. 
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The second reason why Bread and Roses may be considered 
an example of Third Cinema despite its First World setting is linked 
with the previous argument of migration. The rise of diasporic 
communities due to global transmigration relocates many Third World 
cultures from their geographically determined boundaries to a new 
collective social space. This sociocultural reality inevitably skews Third 
Cinema towards a new, more intercultural context. I see this emerging 
intercultural quality in the sense in which Laura U. Marks explains 
her notion of an "Intercultural Cinema": 
"Intercultural" indicates a context that cannot be confined to a 
single culture. It also suggests movement between one culture 
and another, thus implying diachrony and the possibility of 
transformation. "Intercultural" means that a work is not the 
property of any single culture, but mediates in at least two 
directions. It accounts for the encounter between different 
cultural organizations of knowledge, which is one of the sources 
of intercultural cinema's synthesis of new forms of expression 
and new kinds of knowledge.92 
Interestingly, Marks' conception of an Intercultural Cinema dovetails 
with Shohat and Stam's 4th circle, "a final circle, somewhat anomalous 
in status, at once 'inside' and 'outside,' comprising recent diasporic 
hybrid films... which both build on and interrogate the conventions of 
'Third Cinema.'"93 However, Marks herself points out the 
inescapability of addressing the matter of "neutrality," a potential issue 
that may present itself precisely in the sociocultural "liquidity" of an 
Intercultural Cinema. This problem diminishes when a film, while 
being characterized as Intercultural Cinema, aligns itself, first and 
foremost, to the critical principles of Third Cinema. 
As a case in point, Bread and Roses, with its multi-ethnic Los 
Angeles community, may be seen as an example of Intercultural 
Cinema. But it is clearly a Third Cinema film first in that it infuses its 
critical Third World vantage point in its intercultural context. Thus, 
cultural synthesis, as such, is not the bone, of contention, the question 
of how that synthesis becomes a consideration in the postcolonial quest 
for structural equality and authentic identity is. Bread and Roses has 
created an "internal Third World" within a First World country; here, 
the dialectical tension between the two worlds find emblematic 
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representation. For instance, the American union leader Sam Shapiro 
plays a catalyzing role in the janitor's unionizing but is kept in check 
by Rosa's sharp interrogation; she makes clear whose interests are at 
stake: 
ROSA 
We? When was the last time that you got a cleaning job? You 
and your union... your fat union white boys... college kids... 
what the hell do you know?! Don't ever say 'we! ' 
In another scene, Maya questions Sam's intentions: 
MAYA 
Have you any idea what it's like to have this life? Can I ask 
you something? What do you risk? How much do you get paid? 
Firmly allied to Third Cinema, Bread and Roses negotiates the 
intercultural terrain on a dialectical level. 
The move towards a more intercultural Third Cinema was, in 
fact, obliquely broached by Teshome Gabriel in his 1988 essay 
"Thoughts on Nomadic Aesthetics and the Black Independent Cinema: 
Traces of a Journey"94 where he adopts an Afrocentric perspective 
while being open to an intercultural synthesis of Latin American, Asian 
and European points of reference. Michael Chanan emphasizes the 
importance of extending Third Cinema into a more "nomadic" cinema 
considering that the original conception of Third Cinema was 
predicated on radical political movements that were bound by their 
socio-historical contexts.95 This new panorama for Third Cinema, 
however, is yet to be fully developed by Gabriel or by other Third 
Cinema theorists with the exception of the tangentially related 
"Intercultural Cinema" project of Laura U. Marks. It is informative to 
recall Gabriel's assertion that "The principal characteristic of Third 
Cinema is really not so much where it is made, or even who makes it, 
but rather, the ideology it espouses and the consciousness it displays."96 
Though Gabriel himself theorized under the pretext that Third Cinema 
emanates from Third World filmmaking, there is a new ring of 
relevancy in re-appropriating his proposition for the expanded view 
of Third Cinema. 
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5. Summary and Conclusion 
Succinctly, the notion of Third Cinema can be described as 
having undergone three waves of development. The first wave traces 
back to the genesis of Third Cinema in the politically volatile, 
postcolonial context of Latin America in the 1960s. Fueled by the 
radical filmmaking experience of the political documentary La Hora 
de los Homos, Argentinian filmmakers Fernando Solanas and Octavio 
Gelino draft a manifesto indicting the commercially-driven, dominant 
Western film industries (First and Second Cinemas) and calling for a 
radical cinema that authentically represents the Third World quest for 
decolonization and national identity. Likening cinema to a gun, Solanas 
and Gelino saw Third Cinema as a virtual revolutionary weapon in the 
struggle for liberation and a strident challenge to the unequal symbolic 
exchange between Western filmmaking and the marginalized cinematic 
input of the Third World. Without so much as prescribing a systematic, 
methodological aesthetics, Third Cinema was for them a multi-faceted 
project that reverberated in the artistic, cultural, social, and political. 
Parallel manifestos elsewhere in Latin America echoed a similar thesis. 
The second wave in the evolution of Third Cinema was less 
antagonistic and more theoretical. In 1979, Ethiopian film theorist 
Teshome Gabriel launched the first serious attempt to develop and 
establish a critical theory of Third Cinema in his groundbreaking work, 
Third Cinema in the Third World: The Aesthetics of Liberation. Drawing 
from postcolonial theorist Frantz Fanon, Gabriel systematically fuses 
the phases of development of Third World films in relation to the three-
point triad of film production- Text, Reception and Production. This 
"integrative matrix" enables Gabriel to clarify in sharper relief Third 
World film culture vis-a-vis those of conventional, commercial cinema 
epitomized by Hollywood (First Cinema) and Auteur Cinema (Second 
Cinema). In view of his analysis, Gabriel draws the conclusion that 
the filmic conventions of the dominant cinematic industries of America 
and Europe cannot be normative for the Third World. As such, Gabriel 
eloquently summarizes the Third World cinematic experience as 
"moved by the requirements of its social action and contexted and 
marked by the strategy ofthat action."97 Moreover, he launches into a 
critical inquiry of Third Cinema by elaborating on the link between 
style and ideology contending that a "study of style alone will not 
engender meaning... Style is only meaningful in the context of its use-
in how it acts on culture and helps illuminate the ideology within it."98 
Noteworthy is the African film theorist's comparative methodology 
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which sets examples of First and Second Cinema against Third Cinema 
films. Gabriel explores how the formal elements of film, e.g. 
camerawork, editing, music, as well as considerations of Space and 
Time, are employed in divergent ways by Third Cinema as opposed to 
the tried and tested conventions of the dominant cinemas. He also 
underscores the role of Third Cinema as the custodian of subversive 
Popular Memory; a resource for Third World peoples in the face of 
colonially-infused "official versions" of history. Clearly, Teshome 
Gabriel elevated the strident polemics of his Latin American 
predecessors into the level of critical theory. Very few advances were 
made, however, since his scholarly inquiry and as a result, gaping 
lacunae became apparent in the Third Cinema theoretical landscape, 
mainly, resulting from the shifting global sociopolitical realities. 
What may have contributed to the mapping of a third wave in 
the evolution of Third Cinema was hinted at in 1994 when Ella Shohat 
and Robert Stam envisioned Third Cinema as negotiating between 
overlapping circles that anticipated the extension of the film theory to 
a more inclusive level. But it is in Mike Wayne's recent work, Political 
Film: The Dialectics of Third Cinema, that the conception of a Third 
Cinema dialectically engaged with First and Third Cinema, comes to 
sharper focus. Navigating the Third Cinema debate through a more 
inclusive terrain, Wayne explores various conceptual links between 
Third Cinema on one hand, and First and Second Cinema on the other. 
His project is to expand the view of Third Cinema beyond the rigidly 
demarcated propositions of the Latin American theorists and Gabriel's 
singular Third World point of reference. In other words, Wayne 
develops the idea that Third Cinema need not come exclusively from 
the Third World; he proposes that there may be examples of Third 
Cinema extending beyond the boundaries of Third World filmmaking. 
Using the musical genre as a case in point, he argues that the 1996 
film Evita qualifies for inclusion into Third Cinema proper. Wayne's 
effort to expand the view of Third Cinema represents a creative moment 
that sets the stage for new textual canons for the film theory. 
I align with Wayne's expanded view by proposing additional 
First Cinema titles from the socio-religious category and from 
Intercultural Cinema as examples of Third Cinema. The first film I 
consider is Romero, a depiction of the transformation of a Salvadoran 
Archbishop from modest cleric to rallying figure of the collective 
struggle. I note the natural link of its Liberation Theology optic and its 
quasi-documentary elements to the critical principles of Third Cinema. 
Another title I explore is Bread and Roses, a British alternative film 
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that problematizes the struggles of a group of Third World immigrants 
in their quest for decent wages and fuller humanity. Among other 
considerations, the film's emblematic characterization and intercultural 
quality contribute to its affiliation with Third Cinema. 
As a concluding notation, I express my position that for as 
long as there exists a massive global socio-economic divide which 
continues to separate the metropolitan-capitalist First World from its 
erstwhile colonies in the Third, there will always be a strong case for 
Third Cinema. 
That said, I further explore the notion of Third Cinema in an 
applied sense as I analyze Kidlat Tahimik's Perfumed Nightmare in 
the next chapter. Internationally noted as a film that established an 
original filmic signature, Perfumed Nightmare deals with issues of 
postcolonialism, technological advancement, and cultural identity in 
the unique context of a country described as "a product of three hundred 
years in a Spanish convent and forty years of Hollywood,"99 the 
Philippines. Aside from my intention of clarifying the principles of 
Third Cinema in greater detail, I also aim to draw more attention to 
the cultural richness of Asian Third Cinema, thus far, not given due 
attention in the Third Cinema debate.100 
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Chapter III 
A CRITICAL SURVEY OF PHILIPPINE CINEMA 
1. Introduction 
This chapter serves as an informative prelude to my subsequent 
analysis of Kidlat Tahimik's Perfumed Nightmare. My intention is to 
situate Perfumed Nightmare in its Third World postcolonial milieu 
and to contextualize the film as part of the collective memory of Filipino 
filmmakers who endeavored to indigenize and re-appropriate cinema 
as a creative platform for colonial resistance and the assertion of cultural 
identity. A national cinema emanating from the Third World can only 
be apprehended "if the external shaping forces, and the ways in which 
individuals and social classes have responded to them, are also 
appreciated,"1 thus, the necessity for historical and contextual inquiry. 
In the first section, I review the key developments of early 
Philippine Cinema from its 1897 debut in Manila two years before the 
historical transition from Spanish to American colonization until the 
onset of the Pacific War. Key to the discussion of this period is the 
influence of the politically resonant musical-theater form known as 
the sarswela to local filmmaking. 
The next section covers the aftermath of the Pacific War until 
the 1960s. Characterized by polar moments of both creative awakening 
and stupor, Philippine Cinema struggled to rise from the ashes of 
Japanese bombardment and the repercussions of the re-entry of the 
American colonizers. The noteworthy example of the era was Manuel 
Conde's Genghis Khan, the first Filipino film to make a mark before 
an international audience. 
In the final section, I explore the decade of the 1970s where 
the changing sociopolitical landscape brought about by the U.S.-
supported Marcos dictatorship resulted in heightened political 
awareness among Filipino filmmakers. Led by principal figure Lino 
Brocka, the Philippine equivalent of the Nouvelle Vague made a 
significant, lasting contribution to a more politically sensitive yet 
aesthetically competent Philippine cinema. I make special note of 1976, 
the year that not only saw the release of an astonishing number of 
critically-acclaimed films from mainstream cinema but also the 
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international success of a peculiar film produced outside the system, 
Kidlat Tahimik's postcolonial filmic reflection Perfumed Nightmare. 
2. 'Native Resistance' in the Colonial Years 
"Se esta ultimando la instalacion del cinematografico para 
der sessiones dentro de pocos dias. " 
With the announcement of the inauguration of the first Lumiere 
cinématographe in a salon in Escolta, Manila- "The installation of the 
cinema is almost finished, and sessions will start in a few days" -the 
Philippines had its first acquaintance with cinema in January 1897,2 
just two years following the invention of the motion picture in Europe. 
Curiously, it was also the final year of three centuries of the Spanish 
colonization of the Philippines before the cession of the islands to the 
United States in the 1898 Treaty of Paris.3 The popular byword that 
Philippine colonial history is "a product of three hundred years in a 
Spanish convent and forty years of Hollywood"4 then makes sense. 
For indeed, it is not possible to survey Philippine Cinema without 
considering the colonial milieu from which it emanates: 
The most important cinema in Southeast Asia is that of the 
Philippines, which offers a full reflection of that country's 
troubled past and serves as a striking example of the difficulties 
of establishing a national cinema under colonialism or 
neocolonial dominance.5 
The first films produced in the Philippines were profit ventures 
launched by two American rival businessmen who each released a 
film based on the life of Philippine national hero Jose Rizal. Though 
reflecting an American perspective of the Rizal story, the films La 
Vida de Jose Rizal ("The Life of Dr. Jose Rizal'VEdward Gross, Harry 
Brown, 1912) and El Fusilamiento de Dr. Jose Rizal ("The Execution 
of Dr Jose Rizal'VAlbert Yearsley, 1912) are noted for employing local 
actors from a popular musical-theater form known as the sarswela. In 
1912, Jose Nepumoceno made the first Filipino feature film Dalagang 
Bukid ("Country Maiden"), an adaptation of a sarswela by Hermogenes 
Ilagan and featuring Atang de la Rama, a leading sarswela star. 
The intertextual development is significant for two reasons. 
First, the sarswela represented an attempt to re-appropriate a foreign 
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art form for local culture as it was the product of indigenization of the 
Spanish zarzuela. As such, the original zarzuela found integration only 
when it had been re-worked and adapted in the framework of the culture 
of Philippines. Second, the local sarswela became a platform for the 
not so thinly veiled barbs of nationalist playwrights who defiantly 
parodied the colonizers, both Spanish and American, onstage. 
Aurelio Tolentino's Kahapon, Ngayon, at Bukas ("Yesterday, 
Today, and Tomorrow"/1902) featured symbolically loaded scenes such 
as the beheading of an American eagle and the disposal of a Spanish 
friar through a trapdoor onstage. Naturally, such controversial 
sarswelas incurred the ire of the colonizers. As Mary Fee, an American 
schoolteacher of the period, observes: 
...the plots nearly embraced bad Spanish frailes who were 
pursuing innocent Filipino maidens, and who always came to 
an end worthy of their evil deeds. The disposition to express 
racial and political hatreds in those plays was so strong that a 
friend in asking me to go naively pictured his conception of 
them in the invitation. He said, 'Let's go over to the Filipino 
theatre and see them kill priests.'6 
Other film releases during this period carried mimetic versions 
of the Hollywood melodrama with the exception of Patria Amore 
("Beloved Country'VJulian Manansala, 1929), which was said to have 
been infused with a strong nationalistic statement. The film led the 
Spanish community to file for a court injunction but to no avail.7 
With the advent of sound technology, there was a resultant 
upsurge in demand for both local and American films that at the end 
of the decade, the Philippines was clearly an important market for 
Hollywood movies in the Far East. The regional RKO representative 
Leslie Reith took note of this phenomenon when she comments that 
the grandness of Philippine movie theatres and their early viewing 
schedules that begin as early as eight in the morning were matched 
only by New York City theatres. Keith's interesting conclusion was 
that the Filipinos were afflicted with "movie madness."8 
As cinema became exceedingly popular, Filipino films had to 
face the inevitable- the lopsided comparison with big-budgeted, 
technically polished Hollywood movies. Filipino novelist Teodoro 
Virrey, he involved in local productions by way of providing story 
material for some films, observes: 
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The inadequacies of our movies are so much that, if we were to 
compare them with American movies, we would not hesitate to 
say that the difference is between heaven and earth.9 
Virrey details the 'inadequacies' of local cinema in nearly every aspect 
of the production process- setting, sound, cinematography, make-up, 
effects, casting, editing and direction -inadvertently validating the 
precarious situation of Philippine filmmaking under the American 
colonial period. Hollywood was, in fact, the normative cinema from 
which every local film must be measured against. Adopting a revisionist 
perspective, del Mundo proposes an alternative way of assessing early 
Philippine cinema: 
Seen against Hollywood standards, the local cinema would pale 
in comparison with the glitter and polish of Hollywood: The 
result would be a picture of the primitive against the 
sophisticated, the beginner against the master. Virrey's address 
in 1938 did just that and the result was a simple instance of 
colonial criticism. The effect was the recognition of the 
backwardness of Filipino cinema and the acceptance of 
Hollywood as the model and master cinema. But why should 
there be a model and master cinema? The alternative view is to 
look at Filipino cinema for what it is, i.e., as a product of limited 
budget and of simple, even antiquated, equipment, and formed 
within an indigenous theatrical tradition.10 
Emphasizing the influences of the sarswela and other forms of popular 
theater on local cinema, del Mundo counters that the very inadequacies 
Virrey was quick to point out embody "a different form and function 
of cinema."11 The indigenization of the foreign medium, through a 
compounded process of adaptation and negotiation, represented 
Filipino "native resistance," an indication that local filmmakers' did 
not fall into passive acquiescence to the onslaught of new colonial 
cultural influences. This is noteworthy because the pervading "cultural 
Americanization" threatened to deepen further the colonially-infused 
consciousness perpetuated by three centuries of Spanish rule. As 
Filipino nationalist and revisionist historian Renato Constantino argues: 
Filipino identity and consciousness now faced a concerted threat 
from the new colonizer. The colonial traits inculcated by the 
Spaniards- the legacy of ignorance, superstition, and hierarchical 
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values -all these still existing beneath the surface of the dynamic 
new revolutionary consciousness provided the new conquerors 
with a convenient basis for imposing their own norms. The 
counter-consciousness that animated the struggle for 
independence had hardly developed into a new consciousness 
before the consciousness was again being modified to suit the 
needs of a new colonial system.12 
Moreover, American expansionist foreign policy was 
legitimized by the signet of "Manifest Destiny," the moral conviction 
that the United States was a nation set apart to fulfill a special role and 
mission- to spread across North America and beyond as vanguards of 
democracy.13 As such, the Americans were convinced that they were 
godsent "benevolent friends" to the Filipino natives; their colonial 
presence, divinely appointed. "It is an act sanctioned by the imprimatur, 
as it were, of the Almighty."14 In a book replete with racist overtones, 
American author Nicholas Roosevelt epitomizes this conviction when 
he bewails what he perceives as the ingratitude of the Filipino 
nationalists, here referred to pejoratively as "spoiled children," towards 
American altruism: 
During our brief occupation we have brought the Filipinos far 
more health, wealth and happiness than they ever had before. In 
return their politicians heap blame on us for our mere presence. 
We have defended them and begun to develop their islands only 
to be denounced as Oppressors' and to be sullenly hated for our 
help. The truth is that we have done so much for them that we 
cannot expect any gratitude. Like spoiled children they are more 
indignant about unhumored whims than grateful for a surfeit of 
good things.15 
The equation that the Americans were guardians and not 
colonizers became most apparent in cultural media and the public 
school system. With the adoption of the English language as the official 
medium of instruction, a steady dose of American cultural notions 
expressed in pacifying songs, poetry, literature and entertainment, 
ingrained a new grid where Filipino culture was inferior to American 
culture and values. Consequently, it was not uncommon for the 
American colonizers to translate their perceived superiority over the 
natives in racist terms. In his 1975 dissertation entitled America in the 
Philippines: The Shaping of Colonial Policy, 1898-1913, Glenn 
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Anthony May unearths the letters written by Blaine Free Moore, an 
American Thomasite teacher in the Philippines, who, in unabashed 
racism, expresses his contempt for his 'inferior' wards: 
He describes his pupils in Moncada, Tarlac as " 170 wriggling, 
squirming, talking barbarians"; his Filipino assistants were "weak on 
discipline"; the Filipino teachers who attended a provincial normal 
school in Tarlac were "brown savages." Moore- and, in fact many 
American teachers in the Philippines -frequently referred to Filipinos 
as "niggers." He wrote home in September 1903: "If these people don't 
improve it will show the absolute uselessness of this 'benevolent' 
business..."16 
Moore even goes so far as suggesting that "a show of force" 
may be the appropriate course of action to hasten the natives' re-
education. Notwithstanding his undeniable racist prejudice, the 
Thomasite was eventually appointed Acting Division Superintendent 
for the province of Zambales. 
Similarly, Roosevelt's condescending account of a Filipino 
student's inadequate grasp of the English language belies the superior 
stance assumed by the American colonizers: 
Their passion for speeches and politics... has led them to study 
with enthusiasm the speeches of Lincoln, Patrick Henry and 
other Americans dealing with the question of political liberty. It 
was an overdose of the Virginia orator that led one youngster in 
a high school in Cebu, when asked to define a cow, to reply that 
'A cow is an animal which has four legs, one at each comer. 
The cow gives milk, but as for me, give me liberty or give me 
death.'17 
The natives were seen as a problem to be solved. 
Against the backdrop of this historical given, Del Mundo 's 
elucidation of "native resistance," the efforts of Filipino filmmakers 
to indigenize the medium of cinema, takes on a deeper, more culturally 
resonant significance. 
U.S. legislation designated the Philippines as a commonwealth 
in 1934 in preparation for a promised independence in 1945. However, 
the Pacific War broke out in 1941 and the brutal Japanese occupation 
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of the Philippines in 1942-1945 left Manila, the center of filmmaking, 
all but entirely devastated. ' 8 The end of the War marked the return oif 
the Americans who were, understandably, viewed by war-weary 
Filipinos in a new light after three years of Japanese atrocities. The 
former colonizers had become ' liberators. ' This historical development 
finds filmic representation in the 1945 Hollywood film Back to Bataan 
(Dmtryck/US): 
Back to Bataan projects American colonial guilt onto the 
Japanese, and then celebrates American "liberation" from these 
imperial oppressors as proof of the inherent goodness and 
inevitability of American freedom. The film thus promotes the 
globalization of American domination as the March to Pax 
Americana. This represents a critical renegotiation of Manifest 
Destiny as the march of freedom rather than of possession, of 
liberation rather than domination.19 
A curious war film with few battle scenes, Back to Bataan 
details numerous references to the expediency of Philippine dependence 
on America, conveniently "forgetting" the carnage of the earlier 
American occupation where more than a million Filipinos, 
approximately one-seventh of the population, were killed between 
1901-1904 before the country finally succumbed to pacification.20 
The jubilant return of the Americans also cemented the 
dominance of American popular culture in the Philippines, which would 
continue well beyond the declaration of independence in 1946. 
3. Cinema from the Ruins: The Postcolonial Aftermath 
The film industry was poised for an immediate rebound with 
an output of five films in 1946 and a dramatic rise to twenty-eight in 
1947 21 τ ^ following years would see the continued influence of the 
American film industry with the sprouting of a studio system and the 
production of films that were often re-hashed Hollywood musicals 
and melodramas. Philippine cinema remained obscure and 
unrecognized in the world film market until the breakthrough of Manuel 
Conde's 1950 magnum opus Genghis Khan. Produced on a shoestring 
budget and lensed by Conde himself, the film went on to attract 
international attention at the 1952 Venice Film Festival where it shared 
the spotlight with the likes of Charlie Chaplin's Limelight (U.S.), 
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Ingmar Bergman's Summer With Monika (Sweden), Federico Fellini's 
The White Sheik (Italy), and Kenji Mizoguchi's Saikaku Ichidai Onna 
("The Life of Oharu'VJapan).22 I find it significant that although 
Genghis Khan was generally seen in Europe as an exotic oddity, it 
nonetheless managed to shine on its own merits. The film received a 
special citation from the Festival and reaped positive reviews in critics' 
circles. Film Critic Robert Tyler of the Theater Arts compared Genghis 
Khan to Vsevold Pudovkin's classic Storm Over Asia (Russia, 1928), 
perhaps the best singular tribute accorded to Conde's film.23 
From the point of view of production, Genghis Khan 
represented the standards implicit in Third World filmmaking. For one, 
Conde was no American/European Film School product, relying mainly 
on 'street knowledge' and native intuition- "He learned the brutality 
of life through the sagacity of experience."24 Conde's work belied a 
resourceful, creative assemblage of available materials from its cash-
strapped production milieu, thus, Genghis Khan is as much a reflection 
of filmmaking savvy as it is of homegrown ingenuity. 
Despite the critical success of Conde's Genghis Khan, the 
studio system failed to take advantage of the trailblazing achievement. 
The 60s decade was characterized by the rise of commercialization 
and the decline of creativity. With the constant influx of entertaining 
Hollywood movies, the studios had to ride the trend of James Bond, 
Spaghetti Westerns, and the like, in order to remain profitable. Besides 
Gerardo de Leon's socially-relevant Daigdig ngMgaApi ("The World 
of the Oppressed," 1961), which dramatizes the issue of land reform, 
and Lamberto Avellana's English language film Portrait of the Artist 
as Filipino (1965), few films made a significant cultural and artistic 
contribution. 
4. Creative Storm of the 1970s 
In the first three months of 1970, massive rallies and 
demonstrations reverberated in Manila streets to protest the "politically 
bankrupt liberal democratic system."25 This volatile period, referred 
to as "The First Quarter Storm," led to the declaration of Martial Law 
by then President Ferdinand Marcos who was besieged by accusations 
of corruption and wanton violation of human rights. Filipino 
postcolonial theorist E. San Juan summarizes the Marcos years as "a 
regime of violence sanctioned by the U.S. government, which 
subsidized Marcos and his Pentagon-advised generals..."26 
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Consequently, this period of heightened political awareness was 
characterized by a growing suspicion over "the American way": 
Another sign of heightened political consciousness is the 
perceptible diminution of the figure of Uncle Sam within a 
broadening segment of the public mind. Radical activism, the 
essays of Renato Constantino, American mass media reports on 
Vietnam War atrocities and on the operations of the CIA... the 
unpunished crimes of American soldiers against Filipino citizens 
in and around U.S. bases in the country- all these have worked 
together in tarnishing the image of America in the minds of 
Filipinos.27 
The political unrest and the atmosphere of repression reduced 
the film industry's output from a record high of 232 films in 1971 to 
151 in 1972.28 
However, it also birthed a new wave of filmmakers dedicated 
to addressing sensitive political issues in their works. Aware of the 
development of the Nouvelle Vague2-9 in French Cinema as well as the 
art cinemas of India and Japan, these creative filmmakers were unafraid 
of bridging aesthetics with politics. Most were also adept at straddling 
the boundary between the commercial and the non-commercial, as 
many of their films still made clever use of the melodramatic stratagem 
well known in Filipino films. The critical and commercial success of 
Lino Brocka's TinimbangKa NgunitKulang ("You Were Weighed and 
Found Wanting", 1973), a poignant parable of classism in a small 
Philippine town, ushered-in a creative resurgence in mainstream 
filmmaking which would spill over to the next decade.30 Two years 
after, Brocka directed yet another critical/commercial success, Maynila 
sa mga Kuko ng Liwanag ("Manila... in the Claws of Neon", 1975), a 
film that exposes the plight of a laborer who becomes the unwitting 
victim of gross structural inequality in rapidly urbanizing Manila. 1976 
proved to be the annus mirabilis, the banner year for creativity in 
Philippine Cinema, as the new breed of filmmakers were unhampered 
by the cliches associated with commercial filmmaking. Films that were 
to be regarded among the Philippines' best emerged from that year-
Mike de Leon's film noir experiment Itim ("The Rites of May"); Eddie 
Romero's nationalistic Ganito Kami Noon... Paano Kayo Ngayon 
("This Is the Way It Was... How Is It Today?"); Ishmael Bemal's 
reflection on environmental degradation Nunal sa Tubig ("Speck in 
the Water"); another Brocka opus and noted Cannes Film Festival entry 
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Insiang ; and Lupita Concio's Minsa 'y Isang Gamu-Gamo ("Once there 
was a Moth"), a scathing critique of the American military bases in 
the country. 
It is noteworthy that the aforementioned films, while produced 
within the commercial system, attempted to subvert the typical 
Hollywood notion of 'entertainment value' in their adoption of a 
characteristic "Third World" perspective. Most of these films dramatize 
the view from the underside of society, that of defenseless social victims 
overburdened by geopolitical forces too complex and overpowering 
for their own comprehension. The characters in Brocka's films, for 
instance, "are not the sorts you'd see at Imelda Marcos' well-heeled 
parties. They're the ragtag proletariat, struggling to stay afloat."31 
Because of the political stridency of their films that interrogate the 
status quo, the filmmakers of this period had frequent brushes with 
the Marcos-appointed national Board of Censors, which was constantly 
keen on their trails. 
Notwithstanding the indelible contribution of important films 
of the industry, the creative storm of 1976 would see what might be 
regarded as its most significant achievement, not in the mainstream, 
but at the periphery of Philippine cinema. Armed with his silent Bolex 
16mm camera, independent filmmaker Kidlat Tahimik (a.k.a. Eric de 
Guia) lensed Mababangong Bangungot ("Perfumed Nightmare"), a 
richly symbolic, satirical denunciation of the continued dominance of 
American cultural imperialism in the Filipino consciousness under 
the Marcos regime. The film introduced an original stylistic signature 
never before seen in world cinema and the movers of the European 
film community took notice. Perfumed Nightmare won the Prix de la 
Critique Internationale and both the Catholic and Ecumenical Jury 
prizes at the 1977 Berlin Film Festival, surpassing the achievements 
of Manuel Conde's Genghis Khan in Venice 27 years earlier. Francis 
Ford Coppola's Zoetrope Company would soon after distribute the 
film in the U.S. market.32 Ironically, Perfumed Nightmare and its 
groundbreaking achievements were little known in the Philippines, an 
inevitable consequence of Tahimik's decision to work completely 
outside the tried-and-tested canons of mainstream filmmaking. The 
film, however, would continue to generate cult following, not just in 
Manila academic and arthouse circles, but also in the larger arena of 
world cinema where it is recognized as a notable example of Third 
Cinema. 
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S. Conclusion 
Surveying the landscape of Philippine cinema from its roots 
at the tum of the century until the creative revival of the 1970s, there 
had been undeniable efforts by Filipino filmmakers to resist, in one 
way or another, the hegemonic presence of the dominant American 
film industry. The following currents evidence this: 
- The intertextual convergences of the local sarswela with the early 
Philippine cinema of the American colonial period. 'Native resistance' 
to the 'Cultural Americanization' came in the form of indigenization, 
the attempt to re-appropriate cinema through the interweaving of 
elements of local popular culture. 
- The creative and economic challenge of filmmaking in a milieu of 
meager financial and technological resources after the devastation of 
the Pacific War. This homegrown brand of filmmaking was epitomized 
by Manuel Conde's Genghis Khan, a film that shone internationally 
on its own implicit Third World filmmaking standards. 
- The emergence of politically relevant and artistically competent films 
in the 1970s that fearlessly criticized the pervading social reality over 
and above mere entertainment value. This creative wave could be seen 
both in mainstream cinema, led by the works of Lino Brocka; and in 
alternative filmmaking, with the phenomenal Perfumed Nightmare by 
independent filmmaker Kidlat Tahimik. 
Clodualdo del Mundo's description of the struggles of Philippine 
Cinema provides an apt summary: 
The history of Philippine cinema is a history of generations of 
Filipino filmmakers contending with the commercial system and 
the pervasive foreign forces, particularly Hollywood cinema, that 
exert their influence on the formation of a national cinema.33 
Indeed, the production of images emanating from one's own cultural 
realities is a fundamental principle of national identity and autonomy. 
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The current postcolonial scenario in Philippine Cinema is still 
that of the ongoing struggle to compete with Hollywood blockbusters 
and the challenge of drawing an audience that had been thoroughly 
weaned on Hollywood standards. This concern is compounded by the 
larger, national economic situation and rampant video piracy. The Wall 
Street Journal's unsettling diagnosis reads- "The Philippines is the fifth-
largest movie-producing country after India, the U.S., Japan and 
France... Hollywood, pirated videos, the ailing economy— probably 
not since World War II has this 90-year-old movie industry, one of the 
oldest in Asia, hurt so much."34 As if to validate the present state of 
Philippine cinema, the Best Picture winner at the 2001 Metro Manila 
Film Festival is an unapologetic Hollywood clone, Chito Rono's 
Yamashita: The Tiger's Treasure. A Manila critic notes- "In conception, 
execution and promotion, the movie comes closest to Hollywood fare. 
It even has its own merchandise."35 
But drawing creativity out of the ruins is nothing new for 
Philippine cinema. There have been sporadic signs of life since the 
1990s, among them, the release of specifically Third World films such 
as Gil Portes' treatise on rural health care Mulanay (1997) and Mike 
De Leon's deconstructionist Rizal biography Bayaning Third World 
("Third World Hero", 2000). And to no surprise, the most notable 
achievement in recent times comes from alternative filmmaking, 
particularly in the format of short film, where independent filmmaker 
Raymond Red's Anino ("Shadow", 2000), a haunting social reflection 
on the rich-poor disparity of Manila, won the coveted 2000 Cannes 
Film Festival Palm d'Or. 
A key line in Kidlat Tahimik's Perfumed Nightmare presents 
a new, stirring resonance for Philippine Cinema- "When the sleeping 
typhoon blows off its cocoon, the butterfly embraces the sun..." Thus 
far, the Philippine film industry has not shed its cocoon of Hollywood 
dreams. 
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Chapter IV 
PERFUMED NIGHTMARE 
THROUGH THE LENS THIRD CINEMA 
1. Introduction 
The previous chapter sought to contextualize Kidlat Tahimik's 
Perfumed Nightmare in the historical framework of Philippine Cinema 
where a continuum of Filipino filmmakers struggled to establish a 
national cinema under the sociopolitical complexities of colonialism 
and neocolonialism. In this chapter, my task is to re-situate Perfumed 
Nightmare as a Filipino film that exemplifies Third Cinema. I first 
provide a background sketch of Kidlat Tahimik' unique filmmaking 
practice and trace its alliance with the Latin American Third Cinema 
manifestos. I then proceed to analyze Perfumed Nightmare through 
the lens of Third Cinema critical theory, devoting some prior attention 
to the film's thematic bed with the intention of laying down a conceptual 
base from which to build the edifice of a detailed stylistic examination. 
The aspect of cinematic style is central to the discussion proper 
precisely because the purposes that Third Cinema seeks to advance 
are embodied in its stylistic options. As discussed earlier, style in the 
conception of Third Cinema, is not value-free but is ideologically-
determined to secure and advance an anticolonial, anti-mythic, 
liberative project. It is important to point out again that in the Theology-
Cinema debate, the scales have been tipped unequally to favor the 
analysis of the thematic, more literary considerations of film; the aspect 
of style has almost always been overlooked.^ I propose that an 
engagement with Third Cinema contributes to the balancing of this 
asymmetry. 
It is instructive to itemize some prior critical statements on 
the current notion of Third Cinema to clarify the basic heuristic matrix 
of the subsequent discussions: 
- "Third Cinema" is an omnibus term referring to- a) a sociopolitical 
and aesthetic movement tracing back to Latin American liberation 
initiatives in the late 1960's, b) a particular category of political film 
"moved by the requirements of its social action and contexted and 
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marked by the strategy ofthat action" and, c) a Critical Theory based 
principally on the propositions of African film scholar Teshome Gabriel. 
- Third Cinema theory in its present form is not so much a demolition 
order against the input of the American and European film industries 
as it is a theoretical framework that seeks to give voice and visibility 
to socially-resonant films that foreground the Third World experience, 
thus far, accorded token global attention in view of the overwhelming 
dominance of westem filmmaking. Where Third Cinema necessitated 
the assumption of a strident revolutionary tone in earlier manifestos, it 
could be traced mainly to the requisiteness of specific, extraordinary 
historical contexts, e.g. Latin America in the late 1960's. 
Notwithstanding the corrective voice of the left embodied in the works 
of Third Cinema, the fact remains that it has always referred to westem 
cinema as its point of departure. It cannot be denied that Third Cinema 
can only exist in dialectical relationship with the dominant American 
and European Cinemas. 
- Although earlier positions tended to ally Third Cinema to Third World 
filmmaking, its present evolutionary turn has become less rigid and 
more inclusive. The original concept of Third Cinema comes from a 
wordplay from the analogy with the term "Third World," but was not 
intended to be restricted to films of Third World origin. Mike Wayne 
points out that "First, Second and Third Cinemas do not designate 
geographical areas, but institutional structures/working practices, 
associated aesthetic strategies and their attendant cultural practices."^ 
Some films produced outside of Third World filmmaking have been 
considered as valid examples of Third Cinema. Wayne, for.instance, 
argues for the inclusion of the Hollywood musical Evita as a Third 
Cinema film. I find Wayne's efforts commendable as it expands the 
view of Third Cinema, contributes to its continued relevance, and 
weaves new threads into the growing Third Cinema canon. My own 
additions to the expanded view of Third Cinema include the religious 
film Romero, and the independent British film Bread and Roses. 
- The sheer explicitness of a film's depiction of Third World misery 
cannot be confounded with sociopolitical analysis, that is, a causal 
examination of the oppressive structures at work in the Third World 
situation. Essentially, this is the linchpin that distinguishes Third 
Cinema from other political films. The Iranian film Kandahar (Mohsen 
Makhmalbaf, 2001), for instance, essays the grim scenario of mine-
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infested, Taliban-controlled Afghanistan in riveting documentary 
realism but the film's sociopolitical commentary is confined to the 
symptomatic. The more causal, historical issues such as the damaging 
impact of Cold War geopolitics on the region are left unexplored. The 
film then, while socially-resonant and decidedly Third Worldist, does 
not quite reflect the Third Cinema project. This is not meant to devalue 
the importance of Kandahar or any other Third World film; Third 
Cinema is a targeted, incisive, and importantly analytical portrayal of 
the Third World situation but it is by no means the only valid measure 
of Third World cinematic representation. 
Despite the semantic crisis of the term "Third World" in the 
aftermath of the collapse of the communist bloc Second World in 1989, 
Third Cinema continues to offer a lucid, alternative view of the 
sociopolitical realities in an increasingly supra-geographical Third 
World. While a thorough homogenization of the Third World situation 
is not tenable, underdeveloped countries do share a common 
disadvantaged situation in the current world order and many of the 
colonial issues of the past continue to factor into the present situation. 
The utopie promise of a globalized economy, for instance, has ever 
more clearly proven to benefit the richest, not the poorest members of 
the global community.-^ There is, as such, a continuing, relevant task 
for Third Cinema.^ 
2. Kidlat Tahimik: Filmmaking vs. Fillmaking 
It is useful to review the stages of standard Hollywood studio 
filmmaking because it provides a comparative point of reference for 
the discussion on Kidlat Tahimik's filmmaking practice. Mainstream 
studio filmmaking entails adherence to a given "assembly line"^ 
process that requires huge capital spending, high technology, and skilled 
labor. In broadstrokes, the three stages of the studio mode of 
productionare as follows: 
- Pre-Production Phase: The producer and scriptwriter play key roles 
at this initial stage. Generally, the producer's task is project 
development, that is, the financial and organizational oversight of the 
film project beginning with the script process. Either the producer sets 
the production in motion by commissioning a scriptwriter to develop a 
screenplay or the writer himself/herself does so by submitting his script 
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for the producer's review. Usually, producers work for production 
studios, companies that invest huge capital in hopes of exacting even 
bigger profit returns from box-office receipts. 
- Production Phase: Synonymous with the "shooting phase" of industry 
parlance, production refers to the actual, principal photograpy of the 
film. Here, the director takes on center stage, stepping into a role akin 
to that of an orchestra conductor as he or she coordinates, and supervises 
the various aspects of the shooting. Several skilled players- assistant 
directors, cinematographers, sound mixers, art directors, script 
supervisors, actors, to name a few -form the cacophony of talent under 
the deft hands of the director. At this point, the overall treatment of a 
film no longer rests on the scriptwriter's original vision but on the 
director's interpretation of the screenplay. 
- Post-production Phase: The film footage accumulated in the previous 
stage finds its way into the editing table where the editor assembles 
the shots into what is known as a "rough cut." From this initial 
sequencing of shots, the editor and director collaborate to form the 
"final cut" which integrates post-production elements such as sound 
and special effects onto the footage. A complicated web of skilled, 
highly technical labor is required at this stage thus making studio 
production "a constant struggle between the desire to plan the film 
completely and the inevitable 'noise' created by the sheer complexity 
of such a detailed division of labor."" 
Tahimik refuses to be party to the excesses engendered by the 
studio system as demanded by the high-stakes entertainment industry. 
Driven by the personal work ethic- "do-yourself-what-you-can-do" 
and "use-only-what-you-need" -Tahimik insists on direct involvement 
at every stage of the filmmaking process: 
My main film credit is as 'director' of my film, which in 
Hollywood parlance is just one cog in the supermachine. As a 
filmmaker, I fit in more with the French cinema term le 
réalisateur, the one who 'realizes' the film, taking total 
responsibility for the movie from conceptualization to its final 
technical realization.^. 
One of the ponderable features of Tahimik's filmmaking style 
is his notion of a "scriptless" film. In a reversal of the tried-and-tested 
studio process, the innovative filmmaker derives the filmic narrative 
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organically from the collected footage during the post-production stage 
of editing thus rendering superfluous the function of the scriptwriter: 
I am also an auteur (author) as the contents of my film plots do 
not rely on borrowed novels or on scripts crafted by scenario 
writers. My texts grow on the editing table, organically with 
the images." 
Hence, there is no blueprint of how Tahimik's film might take 
shape prior to the editing process and no timetable to indicate when 
exactly the final cut might be completed." This is further compounded 
by the sporadic, eclectic sourcing of funds associated with Third World 
independent filmmaking that provides no guarantee of project 
completion. Tahimik's open-ended style of filmmaking is then 
unencumbered by the predetermined, profit-motivated dictates of the 
studio system and progresses at its own "cosmic" pace. For him, 
filmmaking is as much a product of "faith" as it is of creativity and 
hardwork. Calling to mind Manuel Conde in the 1950's, Tahimik's 
brand of filmmaking draws mainly from native creativity, intuition 
and a filmmaking philosophy appropriate for his sociocultural milieu. *• 0 
Tahimik calls his bohemian modus Cups-of-Gas Filmmaking, 
metaphorically describing the process as a vehicle that moves with a 
cup of gas at a time in stark contrast to the mainstream industry's Full-
Tank FILLmaking which he likens to a commercial assembly-line. 
Referring to Tahimik's Perfumed Nightmare, exiled Chilean writer 
Ariel Dorfman describes Tahimik's filmmaking as "not only Third 
World in subject, but also Third World in process."" But of greater 
interest is the apparent link between Tahimik's Hollywood counter-
style project and the prognosis of the original 1969 Third Cinema 
manifesto Macia Un Tercer Cine ("Towards a Third Cinema") by 
Fernando Solanas and Octavio which views mainstream Western 
cinema as "one more consumer good": 
It was surplus value cinema... destined to satisfy only the 
ideological and economic interests of the owners of the film 
industry, the lords of the world film market, the great majority 
of whom were from the United States.^ 
Herein emerges what may be seen as initial evidence of Kidlat 
Tahimik's fundamental alliance with classical Third Cinema. To recall, 
one of the main concerns of the Argentinian manifesto is the disavowal 
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from the filmmaking conventions and principles of Hollywood thus 
making it an inevitable course for Third World filmmakers to work 
outside the system of commercial filmmaking.^ Tahimik's notion of 
filmmaking also dovetails with Julio Garcia Espinosa's Por un Cine 
Imperfecto ("For an Imperfect Cinema, 1969) which espouses a 
resistance to the technical "perfection" requisite of Hollywood movies-
"Imperfect cinema is no longer interested in quality or technique. It 
can be created equally well with a Mitchell or with an 8mm camera, in 
a studio or in a guerilla camp in the middle of the jungle."^ 
At the core of Kidlat Tahimik's Cups-of-Gas Filmmaking is a 
deep personal philosophy and spirituality rooted in his re-appropriation 
of the interlinked fundamental values endemic to Philippine culture-
Bathala Na and indio-genius. In Tahimik's view, the precolonial 
Bathala Na (literally "God's will be done") alludes to hopeful risk-
taking, the harnessing of the best of one's abilities in an endeavor and 
then trusting the cosmic forces to cooperate and fill-in the gaps. Bathala 
Na is Tahimik's re-rooting of the more common expression Bahala 
Na ("let come what may"), a fatalistic resignation to the status quo 
which is left entirely in the hands of the Divine, and accompanied by 
a defeatist shirking of responsibility. Bahala Na is the resultant negative 
attitude shaped by centuries of colonial conditioning. It contributed to 
the sacralization of the unequal master-slave equation that characterized 
the relationship between the colonizer and the colonized. Indio-genius 
is a wordplay of the English term "indigenous" and the colonial indio, 1 ^  
a racist pejorative assigned by the Spaniards to designate the Filipino 
subjects. Indio-genius refers to the innate talent and giftedness of the 
Filipino who insists on creativity and life though the baggage of 
centuries of colonization and subjugation warrant otherwise. Tahimik 
had thus re-appropriated what was originally a colonial racist moniker 
used to denigrate native Filipinos into a new ironic wordplay that lauds 
the innate talent and giftedness of Filipinos. 
Tahimik clarifies the link between the two aforementioned 
Filipino values: 
Bathala Na is an ancient pre-Filipino gift. To me, it means we 
put our best energies, our inputs (intelligence, sweat, muscle 
power), our best heart, into any endeavor (todo bigay). The 
rest we resign to the Cosmic Will. Bathala Na, the ancient Pinoy 
(Filipino) mindset, allowed the indio-genius in everyone to 
blossom. I" 
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These two liberative critical principles undergird Tahimik's work. 
Whether it be Perfumed Nightmare (1976), Turumba (1983), or Why 
Is Yellow the Middle of the Rainbow? (1993), Tahimik's films are 
Synechdochic representations of the struggle to exorcise and transcend 
the spectre of a complicated colonial past that continually haunts the 
Filipino sociocultural landscape. The result of Tahimik's unorthodox 
Cups-of-Gas Filmmaking is a thoroughly original cinematic style 
exemplified by the film Perfumed Nightmare. "To be sure, he is neither 
Eisenstein, Godard, nor Kurosawa- Tahimik is inventing his own filmic 
signature." 17 it is constitutive, at this tum, to take a critical look at 
this original filmic signature and to investigate the ways in which this 
is worked out in the actual text. As David Tracy notes- "Once a text 
exists, we should question the text, and not the author's biography, for 
its meaning." *° 
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3. Summary of Perfumed Nightmare 
The film opens with the image of a jeepney, that curious 
Philippine taxi originally recycled from the wreckage of an American 
military jeep, moving back and forth across a crude concrete bridge 
(Frame 1, p. 80). The voice of Kidlat,19 the film's protagonist, narrates 
how the bridge serves as the crucial link between his quaint Philippine 
barrio and the rest of the world, "our bridge of life." Kidlat is president 
of the Werner von Braun Club of Balian, a parodie organization 
honoring the discoverer of the first space rocket to the moon. Its 
members- a motley crew of giddy village children. Kidlat's idolization 
of Von Braun is just a drop in the sea of Western utopie cultural images-
symbolized in the film by the radio program 'Voice of America,' the 
Statue of Liberty, bubble gum machines, and the Miss Universe beauty 
pageant, among others -of progress and affluence that make up the 
Utopian "American Dream." 
Kaya, Kidlat's friend who is the village guru of sorts, enthuses 
him to draw strength from the subversive memory of his late father, a 
local war hero who fought in the revolution against the Spaniards and 
who was later killed by the soldiers of yet another colonizing power, 
the Unites States. He describes how Kidlat's father literally blows away 
fifteen American soldiers before he was finally killed. He then draws 
a pithy reminder- "the sleeping typhoon must learn to blow again." 
Kidlat takes on a job with an American businessman who owns 
a chewing gum business. The foreigner takes him to Paris and along 
with him, a Philippine jeepney. The French capital would be for Kidlat 
a springboard to his dream destination, the United States, site of Cape 
Canaveral. The provincial lad is stunned by the high-tech Charles de 
Gaulle airport (Frame 8, p. 83) and the countless bridges he sees while 
being driven through the city. In Paris, Kidlat drives the conspicuous 
jeepney as he happily goes about his task of refilling gum machines at 
various points in the city. One day, he meets an elderly pushcart vendor 
whose small-scale business is threatened by the impending opening of 
a massive Supermarket complex. A paroxysm of indignation drives 
Kidlat to pelt the building with stones. Later, in a short trip to Germany, 
Kidlat discovers that artisans in that country are also in danger of being 
displaced by progress and technology. To top it all, bad news from 
back home reaches Kidlat- his forested village had been flattened to 
make way for the construction of a highway for tourists and as a result, 
his mother's hut had been unceremoniously driven out. Kidlat 
undergoes a crisis of belief. Anger and protest over the inhumanity of 
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First World style development liberates Kidlat from the spell of the 
phantom of progress. In a startling series of sequences, Kidlat literally 
blows away symbolic images of western sociocultural domination 
(Frame 17, p. 88) during a mock farewell party organized by his boss. 
He is then seen converting a huge metal chimney (Frame 12, p. 85) 
from the Supermarket construction into a space ship, propelling it into 
the sky with the power of his breath. Kidlat's actions evoke the magical 
exploits of his father during the Philippine-American war- the sleeping 
typhoon awakens and blows again. Kidlat disappears from the film 
after this scene, as Perfumed Nightmare closes with a silent, open-
ended scene of Kidlat's mother slowly closing the window of her hut 
(Frame 18, p. 88) in the Philippines as a young girl passes by. 
4. A Third Cinema Analysis of Perfumed Nightmare 
The multiple issues that afflict the Third World are coded in 
the thematic bed of Perfumed Nightmare, as such; I draw initial 
emphasis on the major thepies of the film for discussion purposes. A 
caveat, however, is appropriate- "to differentiate along thematic lines 
is not characteristic of Third Cinema."20 The themes of Third Cinema 
are interwoven into the whole fabric of the film and are not addressed 
individually. Moreover, I qualify that even as the emphasis is on the 
thematic at this introductory stage, the discussion does not preclude 
elements of style as themes are always negotiated through stylistic 
strategies. 
The discussion proper is an in-depth analysis of the stylistic 
strategies of Perfumed Nightmare. An examination of style is critical 
for Third Cinema because, as earlier established, stylistic options are 
ideologically-determined. The concept of style here is delineated by 
the specific ways in which formal elements such as editing, 
cinematography, mise-en-sçène, and sound, are worked out along the 
trajectory of Third Cinema principles.21 
4.1 Thematic Considerations 
In Perfumed Nightmare, thematic elements are worked out 
within the central rubric of "postcolonial struggle," here taken to mean 
the ongoing quest for national identity on all fronts- social, cultural, 
political, economic -by Third World countries in the aftermath of 
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colonialism and all its ongoing ramifications. I make this qualification 
knowing that there is a tendency to collapse spatiotemporal and 
national/racial distinctions in the current applications of the term 
"postcolonial." As Ella Shohat and Robert Stam point out: 
Since the "post" in "postcolonial" on one level suggests a stage 
"after" the demise of colonialism, it is imbued, quite apart from 
its users' intentions with an ambiguous spatiotemporality. 
"Postcolonial" tends to be associated with the "Third World" 
countries that gained independence after World War II, yet it 
also refers to the 'Third World' diasporic presence within "First 
World" metropolises... But given that virtually all countries have 
been affected by colonialism, whether as a colonizer, colonized, 
or both at the same time, the all-inclusive formulation 
homogenizes very different national and racial formulations.22 
In view of the ambiguities of "postcolonial," it cannot be 
overemphasized that in this study, the term is understood as a Third 
World phenomenon. This is, in fact, the sense of "postcolonial" 
mirrored in Perfumed Nightmare. For purposes of analysis, I dissect 
the thematic lines presented in the film within the unifying theme of 
postcolonial struggle. 
The theme of "culture" is most apparent in Perfumed 
Nightmare. Culture, in the film's perspective, is inoculated with colonial 
and imperialistic values that threaten to obliterate the remaining 
elements of indigenous culture the people strive to preserve. In the 
Philippine context, the experience of multiple colonizations contributed 
greatly to the misshaping of national culture and the atrophy of national 
pride. In classic colonial cultural conditioning, the colonizer/colonized 
dualism had been translated in terms of superiority/inferiority, where 
the foreign culture is presented as the authentic, normative culture from 
which the indigenous culture, falsely identified in negative categories 
as inferior, must be patterned after. This phenomenon can be clarified 
using the categorization proposed by Martin Buber to illustrate the 
world of relation.23 The colonial equation is an "I-It" relationship- a 
distortion of the mutual "I-Thou" model -where the objectified "it" is 
none other than the colonized. The superiority of the foreign culture is 
further rationalized and naturalized by institutionalization24 and 
inadvertently perpetuated through history by the very subjugated 
culture, which has come to accept its inferior status as natural. Centuries 
of living as an oppressed, colonized people in their own homeland 
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ingrained a "colonial mentality" among Filipinos where things western 
are almost always taken to connote superiority. Renato Constantino 
maps the cultural malaise that plagues his own people: 
As a people, we always depreciate what is ours. Local products 
are discriminated against in our own country. Local talent is 
largely unappreciated, and whatever is recognized as local talent 
is merely the best imitation of American artistry, proudly labelled 
as such. There are brave attempts to rediscover our cultural 
heritage and to reestablish our ties with the past, but our cultural 
corruption is so pervasive that the job of rediscovering ourselves 
is a difficult one. Meanwhile, the majority avidly imitates each 
new fad of the West.25 
In Perfumed Nightmare, this theme is rendered in sharp relief by the 
"American dream," the ghost of American colonial superiority 
relentlessly haunting the Filipino psyche. Colonial mentality is 
enfleshed in the character of the protagonist, Kidlat, who is portrayed 
as a Filipino bewitched by American popular culture. There is Kidlat's 
constant absorption of American news through the short wave broadcast 
of "The Voice of America," his idolization of Miss Universe 
contestants26 particularly those from the colonizing powers Spain and 
the U.S.A., and his fascination for First World technological 
advancement seen in his obsession with space travel and the American 
moon landing. For Kidlat, the center of the universe is Cape Canaveral. 
Nonetheless, when the American businessman asks Kidlat why he loves 
America so much, the Filipino's naive answer has a bittersweet ring 
of truth to it: 
KIDLAT 
In America I can be an astronaut. Here (in the Philippines) I am 
only a jeepney driver. 
Another significant thematic element is the rapid, western-
style progress and technological advancement synonymous with 
American capitalist/consumerist culture. This issue is represented in 
the trope of the "phantom of progress," the alienating inhumanity and 
vacuity of First World industrialization that disenfranchises the "small" 
people who occupy the weak base of the power-wealth pyramid. 
Kidlat's home village, site of all the meaningful idyllic haunts of his 
childhood memories, is all but flattened for a highway construction in 
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the name of tourism. Kidlat would leam later that his own elderly 
mother's bamboo-and-straw hut is not spared by the incursion of 
progress. On another level, the same damaging impact of progress is 
seen when Kidlat encounters Lola, the Parisian vendor who is driven 
out by the ingression of an imposing Supermarket into the urban 
landscape of Paris. Notwithstanding the faót that Perfumed Nightmare 
assumes the Third World vantage point, it does not confound the issue 
of First World technological progress with questions of race. The 
scamper for industrial and technological advancement poses a constant 
threat to the weakest links of society regardless of racial lines. 
In addition, the issue of "religion" factors into the general 
theme of postcolonial struggle. Thaf the Philippines is predominantly 
Roman Catholic is a Janus-faced Statement. It can be a triumphalistic 
assertion of pride, the distinction that the Philippines is preciously 
unique; the only Catholic nation in Asia, renowned cradle of Islam, 
Buddhism, Hinduism, and other Eastern religions. On the flipside, it 
is also a statement that revivifies the national trauma of three centuries 
of oppressive Spanish rule where religion became a tool conveniently 
used by the colonizers to buttress and legitimize their wholesale 
"ownership" of a culture and country not their own. The legendary 
abuses committed by Spanish friars against Filipino nationals under 
the mantle of the Catholic Church are immortalized in two nineteenth 
Centufy novels, Noli Me Tangere ("Touch Me Not") and El 
Filibusterismo ("The Subversion"), the major literary works of Filipino 
national hero Dr. Jose Rizal who, himself, experienced untold suffering 
in the hands of the colonial church authorities. It also finds cinematic 
expression in the critically-acclaimed filiti on Rizal, Bayariing 3rd 
World ("Third World Hero'VMike de Leon/Philippines, 2001), which 
satiricizes the guileful politics of abusive Spanish colonial Catholicism 
in the national hero's lifetime. In Perfumed Nightmare, the theme of 
religion can be seen in the sublimation of colonial Roman Catholicism 
as folk religiosity. 
Prior to his departure for Paris, Kidlat prays to the statue of 
the Virgin Mary, here seen as a handsome Iberian woman, and asks for 
forgiveness for reneging on his yearly devotion of self-flagellation 
because of his fear that his wounds would not heal in time for his 
flight. We hear the statue hilariously "talking back" to Kidlat, connoting 
the perceived active and direct involvement of the divine in the day-
to-day lives of Filipinos. We also see several bloodied flagellants, 
sadomasochistically whipping themselves before the statue, among 
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them, Kidlat, shown in flashback flagellating at a very young age 
(Frame 2, p. 80). If anything, these images, along with the whole idea 
of self-sacrifice, problematize the theme of religion in postcolonial 
Philippines- how it served to perpetuate passivity and submission by 
the colonizing powers in the past and how it remains as a deeply rooted 
hindrance to the postcolonial struggle to attain liberative consciousness 
and to recover authentic self-identity.27 
Perfumed Nightmare also tackles the theme of resistance and 
protest, a call to action against the damage spawned by the onslaught 
of social, cultural and economic forces that perpetuate alienation and 
dehumanization. A subtle but clear depiction of resistance and protest 
can be seen in the two instances when Kidlat is shown directly 
confronting the nightmare of First World progress. The first 
confrontation occurs in Paris when Kidlat hears of the bad dream of 
Lola, the pushcart vendor. Haunted by the threat of displacement by 
the upcoming supermarket, the elderly woman relates her nightmare 
of how the "phantom of progress" (Frame 9, p. 84) steals all her goods 
and obliterates her small-scale business. Kidlat is shown expressing 
his protest in a surreal sequence where he shoves a tray of eggs on the 
head of the masked phantom as he gives Lola the reassurance of his 
solidarity: 
KIDLAT 
Do not worry, Lola. We'll fight all the egg phantoms together, 
huh. 
The second confrontation occurs later when Kidlat, coming back from 
a trip to Germany, discovers the reality of Lola's self-fulfilling 
nightmare; he finds the vendor's sidewalk cart all packed up and empty. 
In no time, diminutive Kidlat begins to pelt the hulking supermarket 
building with stones (Frame 11, p. 85) in a scene analogous to the 
gross imbalance of power portrayed in the biblical account of the battle 
of David and Goliath.28 That Kidlat's angry protest is directed against 
the massive structural inequality sired by the prevailing capitalistic 
order is eloquently represented here. It is noteworthy that Perfumed 
Nightmare did not have to resort to graphic portrayals of violence to 
drive home the point as it had already provided a clear causal analysis 
of the issue in question. In contrast, political films in the mold of Oliver 
Stone's Salvador (US, 1986) opt for histrionic drama and explicit 
violence with only the barest of allusions to sociopolitical analysis. 
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Closely linked with the theme of resistance is the concept of 
"popular memory." Perfumed Nightmare questions the colonially 
fabricated "official versions" of history by offering an alternative 
historiography akin to oral history. The existence of a revisionist popular 
canon unearths authentic and self-affirming elements conveniently 
repressed by disaggregated official history. An illuminating example 
is the retelling of the historical circumstances that led to the death of 
Kidlat's father, a guerilla who saw action at the tail end of the Spanish 
occupation and at the outset of the American takeover of the Philippines. 
Two "unofficial" versions of the story, that of Kidlat's mother and that 
of his guru-friend Kaya, serve to nullify the official version which 
simply states that the guerilla was killed for "trespassing on U.S. 
property."29 Both unofficial versions are subversive accounts that 
weave folkloric elements into the story. Of greater significance is 
Kaya's version which re-casts Kidlat's father as a mythic hero who 
literally blows away the attacking American sentries by the sheer power 
of his breath before finally being felled by the bullets of his assailants. 
This stpry is of key importance not only because it renders void the 
indictment of a Filipino national as a trespasser in his own land, but 
moreso because it is a metaphorical rendering of the resistance and 
protest of the Filipino people against the high-stakes power play 
between the United States and Spain wherein the Filipinos became the 
unwitting pawns on the colonial chessboard. Interpreted through the 
lens of revisionist history, Kaya's story opens a gateway to what had 
been repressed and forgotten- the collective betrayal of the Filipino 
nation, here represented by revolutionary leader General Emilio 
Aguinaldo, by their former and future colonizers (led by American 
Admiral George Dewey) in a colonial conspiracy sanctioned by the 
1898 Treaty of Paris: 
Aguinaldo's men, who had surrounded Manila, were awaiting 
Dewey's mutually understood signal to enter the city. That signal 
neyer came; Dewey had other plans. What happened at Manila 
Bay was not a battle- it was a transaction. Dewey secured the 
surrender of Manila from the Spaniards under the terms of a 
secret treaty between the United States and Spain. It provided 
for payment of $20 million by the United States; each country 
agreed to assume the war damage claims of its nationals; and 
Spain was granted trade rights with the Philippines for ten years 
on a par with the United States. The attack on Manila was merely 
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a mock assault by which Spain was allowed to offer token 
resistance to save its honor.30 
Kaya's story functions as a subversive collective memory that puts in 
check the willful forgetfulness of colonial mentality. This is eloquently 
summarized in Kaya's verdict: 
KAYA 
Yes, Kidlat... they bought your soul and mind... the facts are 
suppressed to hide our true strength. 
As Teshome Gabriel argues, popular memory "considers the past as a 
political issue. It orders the past not only as a reference point but also 
as a theme of struggle."31 I present a more detailed examination of the 
theme of popular memory in connection with my analysis of the stylistic 
elements of Perfumed Nightmare. 
Finally, I note the strong undercurrent of Utopian sensibility 
that permeates Perfumed Nightmare's last few sequences. The Utopian 
theme first unfolds as a "false utopia," with the American businessman's 
decision to translocate to the United States. This would be for Kidlat 
the anticipated fulfillment of his American dream. The American 
businessman informs Kidlat that he would be the first Filipino to fly 
supersonic via Concorde jet. In the scene that follows, we see an 
impressionist rendering of the face of Kidlat's American boss on a 
stained glass window. The backlit window gives the image an ethereal, 
divinized radiance. Kidlat's face, more subduedly lit, is seen on the 
foreground (Frame 10, p. 84). In a sinister appropriation of one of the 
last few words of Jesus Christ in the New Testament crucifixion 
account, the American reassures Kidlat: 
AMERICAN BOSS 
Tomorrow, Kidlat, tomorrow... you shall be with me in Paradise. 
The equation has eerie resonances- if the American businessman is 
cast in the role of the messiah, then it follows that Kidlat is the 
condemned thief in need of salvation. What is presented here is the 
false Utopian promise of Kidlat's American dream. Kidlat would spot 
the proverbial "tail of the serpent" as he begins to articulate his 
simmering doubt: 
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KIDLAT 
Is this the Paradise I prayed for? Is this the Paradise I dreamed 
of? 
The answers would come in the succeeding scenes when Kidlat 
unmasks the nightmare behind his dreams of western-style progress, 
most especially in the final reckoning of the mock farewell party. A 
later scene that shows the carved horse-figure passing through an 
unrecognizable Paris in ruins validates that the perfumed nightmare 
is, in the final analysis, not a utopia but a dystopia. I examine this 
scene further in my later discussion on mise-en-scène. 
The emergence of a genuine Utopian vision begins in the sequence 
when Kidlat boards one of the giant chimneys in Paris and causes it to 
fly to the heavens by the power of his breath (Frame 12, p. 85). 
Recalling the myth surrounding his father's superpowers that enabled 
him to literally blow away accosting American sentries, Kidlat had 
himself become an embodiment of Kaya's prophetic-liberating proverb: 
KAYA 
When the typhoon blows off its cocoon, the butterfly embraces 
the sun... Where is your true strength, Kidlat? Where is your 
real strength? The sleeping typhoon must learn to blow again. 
That the character of Kidlat would embody the Utopian vision 
of the liberative typhoon is not a surprise twist, in fact, it is hinted at 
early on in the film. At the opening sequence where the protagonist is 
shown symbolically pulling a toy jeepney through the bridge in Balian, 
Kidlat would assert self-reflexively: 
KIDLAT 
I am Kidlat Tahimik. I choose my vehicle and I can cross this 
bridge. 
The reference to self-agency is clear but what also provides a clue to 
the subsequent tum of events is the very name "Kidlat Tahimik." 
Translated as "Silent Lightning," the ironic wordplay carries utopie 
connotations- Kidlat Tahimik is a gathering tempest, a revolution 
waiting to happen. Perfumed Nightmare metaphorizes the typhoon as 
a Utopian signifier for social change in a way reminiscent of Vsevold 
Pudovkin's similar but more literal use of the "storm" as a metaphor 
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for anticolonial revolution in the climactic denouement οι Storm Over 
Asia (Russia, 1928). 
The closing sequence of Perfumed Nightmare features a return 
to the village of Balian where Alma, Kidlat's little sister, is seen riding 
her toy jeepney with the familiar horse-figure mounted on its hood. 
Meantime, Kidlat's mother, peering from the window of her bamboo 
hut, draws down the window shades (Frame 18, p. 88). 
The last scenes of Tahimik's film stand out for their 
spatiotemporal ambiguity. As Perfumed Nightmare shifts from realism 
to magic realism and then back, the depiction of space and time breaks 
the rules of coherence and completeness. Moreover, there is no verbal 
language from which to frame a preferred meaning or a logical wrap-
up. As such, the film's final scenes defy conventional narrative closure; 
they are open-ended and questioning. It is this open-ended quality that 
invites a Utopian interpretation of Perfumed Nightmare. The 
signification of a present rooted in the past and projecting towards the 
future can be seen in the very characters and their actions. Kidlat's 
mother stands for the past and its subversive memories of colonial 
resistance. As she closes the window of her hut, what is conveyed is 
the impetus to move forward and address the present. Kidlat who 
contends with the issues pervading the current world order personifies 
the present. Through his postcolonial contradictions, he undergoes a 
crisis of belief that reaches a climax when his eyes are fully open to 
the destructive, alienating impact of western-style progress. This moves 
Kidlat to protest and break free from his American-dream-tumed-
nightmare. The scène that shows Kidlat disappearing into the heavens 
in a magical chimney-spacecraft is expressive of the fact that the Third 
World postcolonial struggle, with all its social, cultural, and economic 
ramifications, will have to look towards future possibilities. The future 
is metaphorized by the child Alma driving her toy jeepney with the 
subversive symbol of the wooden horse-figure32 mounted on its hood. 
Earlier on, the film already drops a hint as to Alma's utopie significance. 
When Kidlat first gives Alma the toy jeepney, he would advise her: 
KIDLAT 
Alma, you are the master of your vehicle. Only you can tell it 
where to go" 
The quest for the alternative future has begun but its completion is an 
imagined event to be sought after. It will be the next generation that 
will steer the Philippines into an alternative, liberated future.33 
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It is necessary to clarify what I take utopia to mean here. I use 
the term utopia in a sense akin to Tom Moylan's intellection of "critical 
utopia," a literary concept characteristic of the oppositional culture of 
the late 1960s and the 1970s: 
Critical Utopias can be read as metaphorical displacements 
arising out of current contradictions within the political 
unconscious. The Utopian societies imaged in critical Utopias 
ultimately refer to something other than a predictable alternative 
paradigm, for at their core they identify self-critical Utopian 
discourse itself as a process that can tear apart the dominant 
ideological web. Here, then, critical Utopian discourse becomes 
a seditious expression of social change and popular sovereignty 
carried on in a permanently open process of envisioning what is 
not yet.34 
Unlike the metanarratives of progress that characterize positivist 
Utopian visions,35 critical Utopias are grounded in the dissatisfaction 
over the status quo perpetuated by the current world order. The 
alienating situation, in the case of Perfumed Nightmare, the massive 
global socio-cultural and economic divide, yields cognitive potential, 
the power to reimagine the possibility of a new emancipative order. 
Perfumed Nightmare also shares the dynamic, exploratory form of 
critical Utopias. Commenting on Moylan, Ruth Levitas describes how 
critical Utopias, as a mode of expression, violate the conventional 
unified narrative- "They shift backwards and forwards in time, deny 
its unilinear nature and thus the unidirectional nature of change and 
causality, and offer alternative futures."36 
Additionally, I am convinced that Perfumed Nightmare does 
not discount the role of divine agency as a catalyzing force towards 
the fulfillment of the Utopian vision and the desired social change. 
The last frame of the film's closing credits shows a postage stamp, a 
child's artwork depicting Kidlat sitting by his magical spaceship in 
some cosmic environment (Frame 19, p. 89). This cinematic clue 
validates that Kidlat had reached some celestial destination. Taken in 
conjunction with the several allusions to liberative cosmic powers in 
the film, e.g. the liberating typhoon, the supernatural breath that enables 
Kidlat to "fly" to the heavens, I equate this quasi-religious hint with 
the value of Bathala Na, an important guiding principle in the 
filmmaking vision of Kidlat Tahimik. Bathala Na holds Utopian 
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significance because it is posited on the belief that when one offers his 
or her best efforts into a worthwhile endeavor, the divine cosmic forces 
cooperate.37 Thus, Bathala Na represents the marriage of human and 
divine agency. In this vein, Perfumed Nightmare's utopie vision may 
be compared with Stanley Kubrick's science fiction classic 2001: A 
Space Odyssey (UK, 1968). A critique of positivist notions of utopia, 
Kubrick's film dramatizes human technology gone awry in the non-
human character of Hal, a "perfect" spacecraft computer turned 
renegade murderer. The film's Utopian vision can be seen in the final 
sequence when the sole survivor of Hal's mutiny encounters a 
mysterious black monolith, which causes him to experience a mystical 
rebirth. The closing scene shows a luminous infant with huge 
"knowing" eyes headed for planet earth. The closing sequence of 
Kubrick's film has been interpreted as a metaphor for a Utopian future 
where flawed humanity would have undergone evolution and 
enlightenment brought about by some mystical cosmic intervention.38 
Considering the strong anti-positivist context of the film, there is a 
conceptual link between Kubrick's utopia and the critical utopia 
described by Moylan in that it is a "seditious expression of social 
change." But there is the added quasi-religious allusion that while in 
agreement with the basic premise of critical Utopias, appends a 
mysterious, mystical dimension to the concept. Perfumed Nightmare's 
open-ended ambiguity is not nearly as graphically mystical as 200]: A 
Space Odyssey but the allusion to a divine power "greater than 
ourselves" undeniably factors into the Utopian vision of the film. 
I would also liken the Utopian final sequences of Perfumed 
Nightmare to the denouement of Lars von Trier's Breaking the Waves 
(Denmark, 1996). The film has for its lead character a feeble-minded 
but good-hearted woman named Bess who had always been concerned 
about the absence of bells in the village church. As the plot unfolds, 
the vulnerable Bess finds herself victimized in every imaginable way 
by the chauvinistic men of her thoroughly patriarchal community. She 
eventually dies under the murderous hands of a violent man. Just when 
it seemed that the woman protagonist had been finally silenced and 
eliminated by the collective misogyny portrayed in the film, the ending 
shows church bells ringing from the sky in a startling scene of magic 
realism. Aside from working as symbols of protest, the bells serve as 
harbingers of an imagined new order where the equal value of all human 
beings is affirmed. The scene also offers a quasi-religious allusion to 
the role of mysterious, cosmic forces in the shaping of future 
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possibilities. It is instructive to reiterate that notwithstanding the 
comparable Utopian endings shared by Tahimik's film, and examples 
of First Cinema (2001: A Space Odyssey) and Second Cinema 
(Breaking the Waves), the specific Third World ideological context is 
the linchpin that gives Perfumed Nightmare's critical utopia the 
indelible Third Cinema mark. The critical utopia portrayed in Perfumed 
Nightmare is clearly and unapologetically an imagined universe where 
Third World peoples have a fair and equal chance at life. 
The collective colonial trauma that continues to haunt the 
Philippines interfuses with questions of culture, religion, First World 
progress, and popular memory. I analyzed these issues as they had 
been worked out in Perfumed Nightmare's thematic framework of 
postcolonial struggle. At this juncture, the thematic resonances between 
Tahimik's film and Third Cinema is evident. As earlier established, 
"Third Cinema is a cinema of decolonisation, which expresses the will 
to national liberation, anti-mythic, anti-racist, anti-bourgeois, and 
popular."39 
4.2 Stylistic Strategies of Perfumed Nightmare 
As established earlier, the stylistic strategies of Third Cinema 
dovetail with Noel Carrol's conception of the functional account of 
film form that is premised on the notion that the style or form of a film 
is "the ensemble of choices intended to realize the point or the purpose 
of the film."40 Perfumed Nightmare as Third Cinema is about an 
aesthetics of liberation, that is, the multiple issues of the postcolonial 
struggle are registered in ideologically-determined cinematic codes. I 
regard the analysis of the film's stylistic options as meriting overriding 
emphasis because it reveals the link between style and ideology, a 
decisive critical principle of Third Cinema.41 
I issue the caveat that although I cite comparative examples 
of First and Second Cinema in my stylistic examination of Perfumed 
Nightmare, it does not constitute a direct application of Teshome 
Gabriel's comparative methodical device discussed in the previous 
chapter.42 It is not my intention to present a dogmatic, point-by-point 
comparison of Third Cinema on one hand, and First and Second Cinema 
on the other, on the basis of style. To recall, my objective is to explore 
how Perfumed Nightmare evinces a Third World ideology of liberation 
through the lens of Third Cinema critical theory. The better-known 
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First and Second Cinema examples that factor into the discussion simply 
serve a clarifying purpose. 
Nor is it my project to embark on a rigorous elaboration of Perfumed 
Nightmare's style in a strict Cinema Studies sense. I emphasize again 
that my point of departure is Theological Studies; I speak as a 
theological researcher who is ultimately guided by the earnest 
motivation of engaging in a respectful, mutually enriching dialogue 
with Cinema.43 
4.2.1 Mise-en-scène 
I demarcate the interrelating elements of sets and settings, 
props, lighting, and acting style within the general category of mise-
en-scène, which is defined as "all the elements placed in front of the 
camera to be photographed."44 In the aspect of mise-en-scËne, what 
is readily observable in Perfumed Nightmare is its ample use of natural 
location settings. The favored locale is the small village of Balian in 
the northern Philippine island group of Luzon. The film features 
countryside scenery where a bamboo-and-straw residential landscape 
blends congruously with the lush foliage of a tropical rain forest. Life 
is closely linked with nature. Teshome Gabriel rightly points out that 
"a child in a rural Third World setting is bom in an unrestricted natural 
landscape."45 In this setting of relatively "untampered natural forms," 
even residential interiors exude a natural look and ambience. In one 
scene, for example, Kidlat is seen sleeping on a straw mat laid out on 
the dirt floor of his mother's bamboo hut. In addition, farm animals 
roam about and appear to be normal fixtures in the daily lives of the 
people. The repeated featuring of carabaos (asiatic water buffalo), the 
traditional work animals common to Southeast Asia, rather than 
mechanized farm machinery, alludes to Balian's adherence to customary 
farming practices. 
The use of such visual references establishes the location as 
an unspoiled agricultural village but stops short of the paradisial notions 
associated with a touristic travelogue. Balian community life, however, 
laid back as it appears to be, is anything but easy. Scenes that feature 
very young children peddling ice candy and a circumcision rite using 
improvised wooden implements help clarify that this is a Third World 
village, a real place in a real time, not a romanticized virginal Shangri-
La. None of the Balian scenes appear to be staged, in fact, most, if not 
all scenes, come across as documentary footage. 
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Contrastingly, the film shifts to another location setting, that 
of the highly cosmopolitan, global city of Paris. The contrast is between 
heaven and earth the moment Kidlat steps into the ultra-modem Charles 
de Gaulle airport. The criss-crossing escalators, automatic sliding doors, 
and in fact, even the multiracial human traffic, establishes that the 
protagonist has entered another world (Frame 6). Sophisticated Paris, 
after all, is the very antithesis of provincial Balian. The bewildered 
first encounter of a clownish country rustic and the big bustling city 
recalls Charlie Chaplin's Modern Times (U.S., 1936) and Jacques Tati's 
Mon Oncle (France, 1958). But the more appropriate comparative 
example in terms of mise-en-scËne would be Zhang Yimou's The Story 
ofQiu Ju (China, 1992). Also utilizing natural location settings, the 
film has its main protagonist Qiu Ju, a young provincial woman, travel 
from her quaint little village to metropolitan Beijing. Like Kidlat's 
culture shock in his first dose of the Parisian cosmopolitan landscape, 
Qiu Ju becomes a fish out of the water, a country bumpkin lost in the 
urban chaos of the Chinese capital. 
In Perfumed Nightmare, Kidlat's Paris is not the romantic city 
immortalized in acclaimed films such as the fairly recent Les Fabuleux 
Destins d'Amelie Poulain (Jean-Pierre Jeunet/France, 2001), rather, it 
is a city of imminent decay more conceptually proximate to the dystopic 
representation of postwar Germany in Lars von Trier's noir experiment 
Europa (Denmark, 1992). As such, Kidlat's jeepney traverses a long 
stretch of construction rubble that conjures up images of the World 
War II aftermath. He is also seen eerily re-filling a chewing gum 
machine in an old cemetery. These dystopic references memorialize 
the city's cold disregard for the plight of its "small" people, the marginal 
pushcart vendors living under the constant threat of displacement by 
progress and consumerism. From the vantage point of the oppressed 
underside, Paris is losing its soul. From a Philippine historical 
perspective, the dystopic representation carries deep reverberations 
for the collective memory as Paris was the very city that played gracious 
host to the fraudulent cession of the Philippines to the the United States 
by Spain in the 1898 Treaty of Paris. As earlier mentioned, this colonial 
power play spawned the mercenary circumstances that killed Kidlat's 
guerilla father. 
In its ample use of natural settings and props, Perfumed 
Nightmare opts for documentary reality over fictional reality. The latter 
is associated with mainstream, western-style filmmaking, which often 
utilizes costly studio sets for tighter manipulatory control. What is 
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particularly achieved in the Third Cinema predilection for natural 
location settings is the contextualization of the characters within a 
palpably realistic social order, in this case, the advance of capitalistic 
progress and rapid urbanization, and the alienations decidely 
perpetuated by this phenomenon. The harmony between the Balian 
community and their land, for instance, is grossly disrupted by the 
construction of a tourist-friendly highway. This is framed in a poignant 
scene where we see the villagers, in bayanihan46 fashion, carrying 
Kidlat mother's bamboo hut in vain search of a suitable relocation 
site, against the backdrop of the now denuded Balian. The realistic 
settings in Perfumed Nightmare situate the characters as Third World 
people and provide a platform to problematize the structural issues 
that affect and control their lives. It is notable that in as much as Tahimik 
seeks documentary truth in his mise-en-scène, he resists the 
miserabilism typical of a Lino Brocka social drama. Brocka's gritty 
location settings such as the cardboard-and-tinroof shanty town featured 
in his most acclaimed work Maynila sa Mga Kuko ng Liwanag 
("Manila: in the Claws of Neon'VPhilippines, 1976) work to forward 
the pyschological drama in the lives of his characters;47 Tahimik makes 
full use of location settings to provide sharper sociopolitical analysis. 
In the instances when Perfumed Nightmare employs artificial 
sets and settings, it does so punctuatedly and consistently for the 
purpose of sociopolitical comment. In the climactic mock party scene, 
for example, the western dignitaries are wearing ghastly white masks 
and cardboard cutout smiles (Frame 14, p. 86) to dramatize in 
minimalist fashion Kidlat's growing awareness of the nightmarish 
asphyxiation behind his perfumed american dream. Perfumed 
Nightmare's strategic use of masks recalls a similar employment in 
Sergei Eisenstein's Que Viva Mexico! (Mexico/Russia, 1930). A docu-
drama dealing with the lives of the indigenous Mexican people, 
Eisenstein's film uses paper skull masks in the concluding carnival 
scene to depict the Mexican peoples' mockery of the death and 
destruction wrought by a long history of Spanish colonial atrocities. 
While Hollywood uses constructed settings, props and costumes 
liberally to heighten spectacle and entertainment value, Tahimik and 
Eisenstein find an ideologically-determined use for them. 
Further adding political valence to the Perfumed Nightmare's 
documentary reality is its casting of non-professional actors to play 
parts that are proximate to their real-life social roles. When we 
encounter the characters of Kidlat's mother, Kaya, or the village 
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children, what registers on screen is not the mimetic portrayals of 
method acting but what Bertolt Brecht refers to as gestus48 where the 
actors delineate roles that provide social comment on the power 
relations in society. The same casting option is applied to the elderly 
Paris vendor who emblematizes a parallel social role in a First World 
society. In Perfumed Nightmare, the Third Cinema strategy of using 
non-actors is used specifically in the portrayal of the marginalized 
victims of progress, thus, providing added dialectical inflection and 
historical authenticity to the characterization. As discussed previously, 
this casting alternative can also also be seen in Ken Loach's Bread 
and Roses (UK, 2000) where multi-ethnic, non-glamorized, and non-
professional actors act as close dynamic equivalents of their characters-
immigrant janitors victimized by exploitative labor practices.49 
Then there is the utilization of key symbols as salient elements 
of Perfumed Nightmare's mise-en-scène. The central leitmotiv of the 
bridge, which among the other meanings it may convey, symbolizes 
the movement from the oppressive status quo towards a better, 
alternative future; a utopie link between the "is" and the "ought." The 
crude bridge of Kidlat's hometown (Frame 1, p. 80), for instance, was 
used by the colonizers for their own purposes. Kidlat, however, would 
quickly assert: 
KIDLAT 
I am Kidlat Tahimik, I choose my vehicle and I can cross this 
bridge. 
As mentioned earlier, the self-reflexive naming has utopie connotations 
as "Kidlat Tahimik" means "Silent Lightning," a gathering liberative 
storm. On a different level, the symbol of the bridge also works to 
reinforce the thematic representation of the chasm between First and 
Third Worlds. Balian's crude bridge is contrasted to the abundance of 
bridges, doubtlessly engineering wonders, in Paris. As Kidlat would 
remark to his mother: 
KIDLAT 
Bridges, bridges, everywhere bridges! Do you know that Paris 
has twenty-six bridges? Why can't we have progress like this? 
The carabao is another significant symbol that makes several 
appearances in the film's mise-en-scène. The Filipino farmer's best 
friend, the carabao is an indispensable work animal that tills the land, 
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carries harvest loads, and provides milk. It is peculiar that in Perfumed 
Nightmare, the animal's albino genetic variant, the rare white carabao 
(Frame 3, p. 81), is assigned negative connotations when it is depicted 
as a symbol of U.S. colonial aggression: 
KAYA 
The white carabao is beautiful but aggressive. It is bom against 
nature. 
And in more than one occasion, a carved figure of the white carabao is 
shown haunting Kidlat's childhood. In the scene of Kidlat's 
circumcision, for instance, the white carabao figure stares at him so 
coldly that it deadens his pain. Syntagmatically, it was as though Kidlat's 
rite of passage to manhood signifies the Filipino quest for liberation 
and self-determination while the white carabao's cold stare conveys 
the dominant power's insensitivity to the ideal. The anesthetic effect 
of the white carabao's cold stare symbolizes the Filipinos' resolve to 
match the self-serving apathy of U.S. cultural domination with a 
commensurate effort to endure the postcolonial birth pangs linked with 
genuine national re-birth. That the rite of passage to freedom is a 
difficult and painful one is a given, one that the Filipinos have to accept 
and overcome. 
It is informative to view the symbol of the white carabao in 
the light of the meanings assigned to the symbol of the normally dark 
carabao by two American perspectives. The first is an intertextual 
reference, a book by Nicholas Roosevelt, who, as referred to earlier, 
attempted to document his impressions of the Philippines a few years 
through the U.S. colonial occupation. Relentlessy harping on the notion 
that the new colony was proving to be "the white man's burden," 
Roosevelt had inadvertently documented American racial prejudice in 
the process. He re-constructs a caricature of Filipinos who, among 
many of Roosevelt's other pejorative fabulations, are depicted as 
primitive and sluggish anthropomorphic equivalents of their beloved 
carabao: 
Into this disjointed mass of humanity we hurled our passion for 
progress. Almost overnight we substituted the flivver for the 
carabao. Prior to our arrival the Filipinos had to take life at the 
same pace, as had their water buffalos. Even to-day many of 
them still prefer to do this, and it is not unusual to see in Manila 
a placid "tao" or peasant sitting in a springless two-wheeled cart 
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being drawn at about half a mile an hour by a great gray carabao... 
The carabao is symbolical of the Islands before the American 
occupation. The impatient automobile typifies the hectic 
American influence.50 
Giddy with colonial pride, Roosevelt then notes that a new Filipino 
thoroughly re-shaped in the mold of progressive American values had 
begun to break free from the slow ways of the carabao- "The new 
Filipinos, however, have caught the restlessness of this age of jazz and 
autos and are usually as annoyed at the delay as are the Americans."51 
The zoological simile finds expression in another Filipino film, which 
shares the strong anticolonial subtext of Perfumed Nightmare, Lupita 
Concio's Minsan May Isang Gamu-Gamo ("Once there was a Moth"/ 
Philippines, 1976). Here, a Filipino boy flying a kite by the walls of 
the Clark Air Base, one of two U.S. military facilities in the Philippines 
at that time, is shot dead by a gung-ho American soldier. The "crime" 
imputed on the boy is the very same one attached to the corpse of 
Kidlat's father in Perfumed Nightmare- "trespassing on U.S. military 
property." Reporting the incident to the boy's family, the American 
soldier washes his hands of the atrocity as he bluntly remarks, "We 
apologize... we thought he was a wild boar." Such zoological allusions 
importantly match with Frantz Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth: 
In fact, the term the settler uses when he mentions the native are 
zoological terms. He speaks of the yellow man's reptilian 
motions, of the stink of the native quarter, of breeding swarms, 
of foulness, of spawn, of gesticulations. When the settler seeks 
to describe the native fully in exact terms he constantly refers to 
the bestiary.52 
Referring back to Kidlat Tahimik's re-assignment of the figure 
of the white carabao as a stand-in for the Americans, it becomes clear 
that Perfumed Nightmare had ingeniusly turned the symbol on its own 
head. It is the Americans who are callous and slow to comprehend the 
Filipino struggle- the plight of a proud yet fundamentally peace-loving 
people whose human dignity had been trampled upon by a long history 
of colonial rule and the ongoing ramifications of rapid, First World 
style progress. The joke is on the Americans; they are the white, 
agressive brutes "bom against nature." Interestingly, the carabao was 
also utilized as a climactic spectacle in Francis Ford Coppola's 
Apocalypse Now (US, 1978), a film shot in the rain forests of the 
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Philippine province of Quezon. With a $35 million budget, Coppola 
had easily hired an entire mountain tribe known as the Ifugao and 
used them as surreal mise-en-scène to mirror the madness of the Col. 
Walter E. Kurtz character, actor Marlon Brando's memorable tour de 
force. In a raw and graphic scene, the tribe butchers a live carabao in 
an indigenous communal ritual that had been stripped of its cultural 
context and offhandedly fetishized by Coppola. In effect. Apocalypse 
Now uses the Ifugao tribe and culture as a resource but denies an Ifugao 
point of view. The carabao, as seen in the context of its use in Coppola's 
film, becomes a symbol of Hollywood's crass commercial practices, 
in this case, the insensitive disregard for the damage wrought by the 
profit-motivated exoticism and objectification of Third World cultures. 
Yet another function of symbols in the film's mise-en-sc ne is 
an "archeological" one, that of visually encoding Filipino creativity 
amid the postcolonial ruins expressed here as the cultural value of 
indio-genius. The wooden horse-figure is a case in point. Carved by 
Kidlat's mother from the butt of the rifle of Kidlat's father after icogitant 
American sentries killed him, the horse becomes a symbolic link 
between Kidlat's quest for freedom and his father's before him: 
KIDLAT'S MOTHER 
Take this horse on your travels, one day; you might need him to 
help you find the path to freedom. 
She than proceeds to mount the horse-figure on the hood of Kidlat's 
jeepney, the same one he would use to ply the streets of Paris (Frame 
16, p. 87)- in his journey towards self-discovery and social awareness 
-in a later narrative turn. This same horse-figure would re-appear in 
the utopie final scene of the film, this time, perched on the hood of the 
toy jeepney driven by Kidlat's little sister Alma. In Perfumed 
Nightmare, the horse-figure stands as a symbol for the Filipino quest 
for liberation and decolonization, a Utopian vision rooted in the past, 
ongoing in the present, and extending to the future. 
Similarly, the jeepney is another symbol of creativity amid 
the postcolonial ruins. The genesis of the jeepney points to the World 
War II U.S. military jeep, a vehicle originally utilized by the Americans 
to further colonial aggression. Indio-geniusly re-created and re-
functioned by Filipinos, the military jeep was, in a manner of speaking, 
"resurrected" as an indispensable mode of mass transportation. Indeed, 
in Kidlat's own definition, jeepneys are "vehicles of war which we 
made into vehicles of life." Conspicuously, the film shows the tag 
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"Liberator" emblazoned on Kidlat's jeepney (Frame 4, p. 81), an 
indexical clue to the vehicle's role in the protagonist's liberation later 
in the film. The symbolization of the Filipino gift of reversing colonial 
damage through the value of indio-genius surfaces in another Kidlat 
Tahimik opus, Turumba (1983). Here, the village blacksmith re-models 
metal scrap, the wreckage of long-abandoned Japanese army trucks, 
into useful tools. 
I see the horse-figure and the jeepney in Perfumed Nightmare 
as symbols of popular collective memory in a sense correlative to Laura 
U. Marks idea of the "recollection-object."53 Her thesis largely 
undergirded by Deleuzian propositions, Marks defines the recollection-
object as "an irreducibly material object that encodes collective 
memory."54 Since Marks argues within the context of postcolonial 
"Intercultural Cinema" more than that of Third Cinema, she explores 
the ways in which these recollection-objects function to encode cultural 
displacement brought about by diasporic translocation. Recollection-
objects, in Marks imaginative description, possess "radioactive" power, 
that is, "they may arouse other memories, causing inert presences on 
the most recent layers of history themselves to set off chains of 
associations that had been forgotten."55 Marks clarifies that unlike 
metaphors which posit mental association, recollection-objects work 
on the level of physical contact, their very materiality functioning as a 
re-activator of revolutionary memories of a given indigenous culture 
repressed by a transnational milieu. I find Marks' idea of the 
"radioactivity" of recollection-objects heuristically relevant to the 
analysis of symbols in Perfumed Nightmare. The horse-figure and the 
jeepney are fossils of original objects, the rifle and the U.S. military 
jeep. In and of themselves, these original objects symbolize colonial 
aggression, thus, holding no liberative power per se for the postcolonial 
culture. However, the re-creation and re-functioning brought about by 
indio-genius produces renewed objects, indices of the undisclosed 
history of native resistance to colonialism. Radioactivity is acquired 
through a process of postcolonial re-appropriation and new subversive 
memories are assigned to the objects. By their very raw material bases, 
they are always in contact with the original objects but indio-genius 
had found a way to use the very same objects to subvert what they 
originally signify. 
Thus, Perfumed Nightmare takes the concept of recollection-
objects to another level. In their new incarnations, these recollection-
objects have become, at one and the same time, dialectical 
representations evincing both affirmation and negation. In my 
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estimation, this is a noteworthy Third Cinema adjunct to the concept 
of recollection-objects. This is also a singularly Filipino conception. I 
find it apropos then to assign the term "kidlat-object" to this unique 
variant of the recollection-object. The word "kidlat" is Filipino for 
"lightning" and if anything, it may be taken here to be the equivalent 
of "radioactivity" but reconfigured to mean the deflection of colonial 
aggression using its own weapons of domination as a positive counter-
force. Descriptively, the revolutionary backfiring may be pictured as 
the colonial edifice of power being struck by the lightning of liberation 
and social change. I opt to use the designation "kidlat-object" in my 
subsequent references to the symbols of the horse-figure and the 
jeepney. 
4.2.2 Cinematography 
Cinematography, here delimited as "a general term for all the 
manipulations of the film strip by the camera in the shooting phase,"56 
is another essential category of visual style considered in this analysis. 
It was earlier established that unlike western filmmaking, which usually 
employs cinematographic strategies to convey individual motivations, 
Third Cinema cinematography evinces communitarian issues. The long 
takes, wide-angle shots, close-up shots, and camera angling in Third 
Cinema often depict the lopsided power relations that exist between 
the dominant power-holders on one hand, and the subjugated group 
on the other. This ideologically-marked creative practice is worked 
out decisively in Perfumed Nightmare. 
Wide-angle shots in the film establish that Kidlat is an 
individual who cannot be divorced from his communitarian milieu. 
This is punctuated in the Balian scenes where almost always, Kidlat is 
seen in constant association with the people of the village (Frame 5, p. 
82). In as much as wide-angle shots allow for spatially framing group 
action, what is emphasized is the communal rather than the individual. 
Perfumed Nightmare is replete with wide-angle views of Balian folk 
in their cultural rituals such as the gathering of the community for a 
religious Lenten procession or the riverside circumcision rite undergone 
by young boys. It also captures slices of daily life in the village such 
as the scene when the villagers cram a jeepney with their produce and 
animals on hand. Balian, after all, is emblematic of the strong 
communitarian dimension that is an intrinsic value in Philippine society. 
Filipinos find belongingness, security and identity in family-centeredness.57 
The film's lead character is thus defined by his social identity. 
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The wide-angle shots in Perfumed Nightmare also serve to 
reinforce the idea that a special bond exists between the Balian 
community and nature. One sequence, for example, presents a wide-
angle view of a green field naturally embellished by hundreds of 
flittering white butterflies. A comparable application can be seen in 
Chen Kaige's Yellow Earth (China, 1984). In wide-angle shots with 
little depth, the film portrays the seemingly infinite vastness of the 
untamed Chinese countryside in a style reminiscent of traditional 
Chinese scroll painting.58 Similarly, the scenes are expressive of the 
villagers' beneficial closeness and fearful respect of their home 
environment, which is often at the mercy of uncontrollable Mother 
Nature. I note, however, that the field of butterflies' wide-angle 
sequence in Perfumed Nightmare acquires added resonance when it is 
rendered in conjunction with another cinematographic strategy, the 
long-take. What is peculiar about this single wide-angle shot is that it 
is also an uninterrupted long-take lasting some 40 seconds. This may 
appear slow and illogical, not to mention boring, from the vantage 
point of western filmmaking. David Bordwell notes that one of the 
fastest ASL's (Average Shot Length) for recent Hollywood films is 
that of the science fiction film Dark City (Alex Proyas/US, 1998) that 
registers at 1.8 seconds. The slowest he had found was that of 
Unbreakable (M. Night Shyamalan/US, 2000) at 18.2 seconds. 
Considering its employment of meditatively paced long-takes, the ASL 
of Perfumed Nightmare could easily double the Hollywood average.59 
Gabriel proposes that the long-take is an approximation of the unhurried 
pace of life characteristic of Third World rural communities which is 
seen concretely in the reflective, deliberate pace of oral folk traditions. 
The long-take then, is a significant way in which Third Cinema 
controls time. In a subversion of the propensity of Hollywood films to 
anticipate audience boredom by shortening scenes, Third Cinema may 
opt to extend time by prolonging scenes in a way that may be viewed 
by western cineasts as excessive.60 
I propose that there is a socially-resonant purpose for the 
uninterrupted long-take sequence of the field of butterflies. First, it 
strengthens the statement that the Balian community maintains a 
relationship of mutuality with their land in contrast to the exploitative 
incursions of rapid, western-style progress. Allowing the scene to sail 
along and linger serves to provide the viewer time to ponder and 
internalize the point. In this respect, Tahimik's uninterrupted long-
takes mark his kinship with Andre Bazin's notion of the "unedited 
gaze." Bazin had an almost "religious" faith that the cinematic image 
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as presented in the long-take "confirms the temporal and spatial 
thereness of the world with the camera's meditative eye."61 Thus, in 
its emphasis on the potential of the camera's gaze to conjure up 
profound meaning, the Bazinian sense of cinema would have 
unmistakable similarities with painting. I see the importance given to 
the reflective effect of the uninterrupted long-take in Perfumed 
Nightmare as Bazinian. The strategy of its use, however, that of 
anatomizing a distinctly Third World milieu in a pace evocative of 
oral storytelling is unmistakably Third Cinema. 
The second function of the "field of butterflies" uninterrupted 
long-take sequence in Perfumed Nightmare is that of establishing the 
butterfly-in-metamorphosis as a key metaphor for the central theme 
of postcolonial struggle. This metaphor is presented repeatedly in the 
words of the character of Kaya who also happens to have a huge 
butterfly tattoo emblazoned on his chest. As Kaya's pithy line reminds 
Kidlat at key plot turns, "When the typhoon blows off its cocoon, the 
butterfly embraces the sun." Indeed, Kidlat, emblematic of every 
Filipino, has to re-discover the liberative promise of the "typhoon" in 
him, his heritage of national pride and colonial resistance, that will 
give him the power to blow away the restrictive cocoon of his American 
dream. 
Additionally, the uninterrupted long-take in Perfumed 
Nightmare functions to dramatize the gradual awakening of the Kidlat 
character from the stupor of his colonial mentality into liberation- "The 
sleeping typhoon must learn to blow again." This is made apparent in 
two related applications in the second half of the Perfumed Nightmare. 
Midway through the Paris section of the film, Kidlat is in a cemetery, 
walking through rows of tombstones until he reaches a chewing gum 
machine- precariously perched atop a concrete grave -which he 
promptly refills. The 72-second uninterrupted long-take is a haunting 
representation of the Kidlat's character's blindness to the 
destructiveness of the phantom of progress and his acquiescence to its 
machinations. A later strategic application of the uninterrupted long-
take has to do with the re-appearance of the horse-figure at a decisive 
plot turn. In a scene with an unusually extended shot length of 76 
seconds, the wooden horse-figure, symbol of resistance and freedom, 
is shown in the foreground, slowly traversing the conversely static, 
dystopic backdrop of construction rubble in Kidlat's Paris. In contrast 
to the previous meaning conveyed in the earlier example, this particular 
application depicts the concept of mobility amid stasis that is evocative 
of Kidlat's liberative journey in the face of the destructive phantom of 
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progress. This comes to sharper focus when the scene is annotated by 
Kidlat's declaration of independence: 
KIDLAT 
I, Kidlat Tahimik, out of my own free will, hereby resign as 
president of the Werner von Braun club and relinquish all rights 
and duties as president and founder of the club. Furthermore, I 
totally resign my membership from the club. This resignation is 
absolute, irrevocable, and is effective now. 
A consideration of the strategic use of the uninterrupted long-take in 
these two parallel examples shows how the central thematic idea of 
postcolonial struggle is developed in the film. The theme is negotiated 
in the gradual transformation of the Kidlat character who has moved 
from a colonial view of the world into one of postcolonial awareness 
and social action. Here, what is given privileged foregrounding is not 
so much the character's individual psychology as is his engagement 
and response to the social forces that inhabit his site of struggle. 
I wish to emphasize that the ideologically-marked long-take 
is by no means, an exclusive Third Cinema option. It is, in fact, a 
creative strategy associated with the French nouvelle vague and 
European art cinema (Second Cinema) in general. Jean-Luc Godard's 
Weekend (France, 1967), for instance, is noted for a long-take tracking 
shot of a seemingly endless bumper-to-bumper traffic jam on a French 
country highway. The sequence lasts for an astounding 10 minutes. 
While there is an anti-bourgeois statement made in this famous long-
take in Weekend, the milieu is definitely First World and the accent is 
on the psychology of its two main characters. Lee Rüssel points out 
that Godard's conception of freedom is limited within the sphere of 
the individual- "For him, freedom is always personal freedom: he 
recognizes no social ties... Freedom is, in very simple terms, doing 
what you want to when you want to."62 
There is also the sparse but pointed use of close-up shots in 
Perfumed Nightmare. In the last quarter of the film, the camera registers 
a peculiar close-up shot of the character of Kidlat. Appearing at the 
juncture when the protagonist's protest builds up, the close-up reveals 
the pensive expression on Kidlat's face as he looks directly at the 
camera. 
The voice-over of Kaya injects: 
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KAYA 
Where is your true strength Kidlat? The sleeping typhoon must 
learn to blow again. 
In an instant, Kidlat is seen breaking into a wide smile and then into 
mocking laughter (Frame 15, p. 87). The confluence of these subtle 
elements converging in a close-up shot conveys an empowering, defiant 
mockery of injustice. As Third Cinema, Perfumed Nightmare takes 
the close-up shot further by featuring Kidlat looking the camera, here 
a stand-in for the audience, straight in the eye. There is then a praxical 
imperative seemingly addressed to the normally uninvolved audience 
who, in fact, is in a sphere beyond the diegetical universe of the film. 
The onus for social action acquires another level of negotiation that 
appears to break the boundary of safety separating the film and the 
audience. Here entertainment takes a back seat to sociopolitical 
discourse and praxis. 
4.2.3 Camera Angling 
A Third Cinema stylistic option can also be noted in the aspect 
of camera angling. Synonymously referred to as "angle of framing,"63 
camera angling is typically categorized in three positions- the straight-
on angle, the high angle and the low angle. All three are commonly 
employed in conventional filmmaking practice but the key question 
for Third Cinema is how such camera angling options are applied in a 
manner that serves social analysis. In Perfumed Nightmare, one of the 
functions of camera-angling is to problematize the issue of colonial 
mentality that colors the perspective of the lead character. Shortly after 
Kidlat sets foot in Paris, for instance, his American businessman-
employer is shown at a low-angle, close-up shot as he says: 
AMERICAN BOSS 
Let me show you the splendid shots of my Paris. 
More than anything, this illustrates Kidlat's point-of-view, his high 
regard of America and progress personified by his boss. In subsequent 
turn of events, however, strategies of camera angling expressly depict 
the unequal power relations that operate within the massive global 
socio-economic divide. A dramatic example would be the surreal scene 
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featuring the mock farewell party given to Kidlat by his employer as a 
ceremonial send-off prior to Kidlat's flight to his dream destination, 
the United States. In this scene, the masked western guests with their 
cardboard cutout smiles are shot at a low camera angle (Frame 14, p. 
86) as they greet Kidlat at the reception line. This makes the guests 
appear intimidatingly large and towering. In contrast, when the camera 
cuts to Kidlat, he is seen from a high camera angle, dwarfing him to 
Lilliputian proportions (Frame 13, p. 86). Kidlat, now keenly aware of 
his subaltern status, would then comment-
KIDLAT 
Why is everybody staring at me... I feel I am getting smaller. 
When Kidlat blows away the western guests, camera angling 
is restored to normal straight-on level; the guests and Kidlat now 
appears on equal footing. The signifying force of the spatial variables 
achieved by the shifts in camera angling is further dramatized by the 
timing of their application in the film's plot movement. It is notable 
that the unusual angles of framing become more prominent at the last 
quarter of the film when Kidlat's eyes are finally opened to the reality 
of structural injustice, which relegates him to subaltemity. This strategic 
option portrays the gradual quickening of Kidlat's character to a 
climactic point of resistance and opposition in the face of a lopsided 
one-up-one-down social equation. 
It is helpful to compare this Third Cinema application of 
camera angling with that of Orson Welles' Citizen Kane (US, 1941). 
In this Hollywood classic, low-angle shots of the central character of 
Charles Foster Kane serve to depict his personal ascendancy to power 
and self-fulfillment. But Bordwell and Thompson note that the lowest-
angles are ingeniusly reserved to convey the Kane character's alienation 
in the latter scenes of his looming humiliation and downfall.64 The 
irony is achieved by employing the low-angle against an empty 
backdrop. While camera angling in Perfumed Nightmare represents 
wider structural relations, Citizen Kane employs this strategy to present 
a more personal, psychological drama. 
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4.2.4 Editing 
Relative to the detailed discussion of the Third Cinema re-
appropriation of formalist strategies such as camera angling and the 
long-take, editing, "the set of techniques that govern the relations 
among shots,"65 is given token attention by Gabriel. This may be 
attributable to the fact that the examples of Third Cinema cited by 
Gabriel, e.g., the African films Xala (Sembene/Senegal, 1974) and 
Last Grave atDimbaza (Mahomô/South Africa, 1975), employ simple 
editing and only by "deliberate necessity of utmost meaning."66 In the 
case of Perfumed Nightmare, however, editing is dynamic and violative 
in a manner more proximate to the filmic signatures of Sergei Eisenstein 
and Jean-Luc Godard than those of the African Third Cinema 
filmmakers. Both Eisenstein and Godard had the propensity for using 
the "nondiegetic insert," an editing device that breaks the rules of 
continuity required by classical film narrative.67 In the nondiegetic 
insert, the filmmaker cuts abruptly from a given scene to a shot that 
does not belong to the spatial and temporal world of the narrative, 
thus, creating metaphorical or symbolic meaning. In his film Strike 
(Russia, 1924), for instance, Eisenstein intercuts the scene of the 
workers' massacre with a shot of a bull being slaughtered.68 Tahimik 
in Perfumed Nightmare punctuatedly employs a similar editing strategy. 
Here, the nondiegetic inserts function as disorienting devices that 
provide irony and satirical commentary to the issues in question and 
prompt the audience to mull over the implicit meanings presented. 
The nondiegetic insert is employed in the mock farewell party scene 
where shots of the arrival of the masked western guests at the reception 
line are juxtaposed with actual news footage of real western leaders 
arriving in limousines, presumably to attend some important summit. 
Taken in the context of the events that would later ensue, the message 
is consistent with Perfumed Nightmare's agenda, that of problematizing 
the structural inequality that exists between the affluent countries of 
the west vis-a-vis the widescale underdevelopment at the margins of 
the prevailing world order. 
Yet another strategic employment of dynamic editing in 
Perfumed Nightmare is that of the "graphic match." Characteristic of 
the works of Japanese filmmaker Yasujiro Ozu, particularly. An Autumn 
Afternoon (Japan, 1962), this spatially discontinuous editing strategy 
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entails joining together two or more unrelated shots that share strongly 
similar compositional elements such as color, shape, camera-angling, 
to create associative meaning.69 In Perfumed Nightmare, an example 
of the graphic match can be seen in a particular Balian sequence where 
a statue is about to be unveiled in commemoration of progress. 
Noticeable is the inscription of the scout's code on the statue's base-
"Trustworthy, Loyal, Friendly." At the precise moment of the unveiling, 
Tahimik cuts the scene to the Statue of Liberty replica in Paris in a 
clever graphic match. Clearly, the scene is an ironic, satirical rendering 
of the overriding influence of American culture on the Philippines. 
This is fbrther reinforced when Kidlat's voice-over, laid in with the 
last bar of the Philippine national anthem playing in the background, 
comments- "Do not worry that our statue does not look like our hero... 
as long as it faces Cape Canaveral." A similar graphic match is 
employed in a later scene in Paris. A scene showing a candidate for 
"Miss Supermarket 1976" waving to an adoring crowd cuts to a shot 
of the same French replica of the Statue of Liberty. The shot of the 
statue is compositionally analogous to that of the beauty queen- both 
are similarly composed medium shots that present two women figures 
wearing crowns and with one arm outstretched. 
On another level, it can also be said that the filmic graphic 
match is also a "historical" graphic match. I posit this interpretation 
on three historical and cultural givens that clarify the close linkages 
between the United States and France. First, there is the Treaty of 
Paris link, which had been discussed previously in more than one 
instance. Second, there is the beauty queen, icon of American popular 
culture, parading in Paris. And the third and most significant link is 
the Statue of Liberty itself which was a special gift of the French 
government to the American Centennial of 187670 in commemoration 
of the two nations' shared ideals of- Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité. At 
one point in Perfumed Nightmare, Kidlat could not resist satiricizing 
this link even further with a sarcastic tribute to progress. His own 
addendum says- Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité... SUPERMACHE! 
Undeniably, Kidlat Tahimik's employment of dynamic editing 
strategies in Perfumed Nightmare belies his kinship with Eisenstein, 
Godard and Ozu. I wish to point out, however, that the context and 
strategy of Tahimik's editing style serves a distinct Third Cinema 
purpose and not just a showcase for experimentalism. For example, 
while it is true that Eisenstein found in the aesthetic of editing or 
montage a tool to present a "dialectical synthesis"71 that addresses 
revolutionary history, Tahimik sees editing as a means of driving home 
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a particular agenda, that of essaying an unmistakably Third World 
emancipative history. 
4.2.5 Sound 
The preceding analyses of the formal visual strategies of 
Perfumed Nightmare established the arterial connections between 
Kidlat Tahimik's opus and Third Cinema aesthetics. The Third Cinema 
linkages, however, are by no means confined to the aspect of visuals 
but extend to the way "Sound" is worked out in the film. 
Doubtlessly, the most noticeable aspect of sound in Perfumed 
Nightmare is the peculiar manner in which dialogue is overdubbed 
onto the images. While dialogue in the familiar classical norm matches 
the lip movement of the actors producing "synchronous sound," the 
dialogue in Tahimik's film is out-of-sync or "asynchronous." What is 
of key importance here is that there are two dialogues- one in English 
and one in the native Filipino language -overdubbed simultaneously 
onto the images. The English dialogue is prioritized over the Filipino, 
the latter heard as a muted echo at the beginning of certain lines and 
then fading out. It is not so unusual for Third Cinema films to shift 
between two languages in order to dramatize the hegemony between 
western colonial culture and the indigenous culture as in the case of 
Sembene's Xala which has its characters speaking either in the colonial 
French language or in the native Wolof depending on their socio-
political affiliations; or in Loach's Bread and Roses where the 
powerholders speak in English while the members of subjugated group 
shift back-and-forth between Spanish and English. None of these films, 
however, use both languages simultaneously in the way Perfumed 
Nightmare does. Offhand, the unique application of the simultaneously 
bilingual dialogue is a realistic representation of the cultural given 
that English had become inextricably assimilated in the Philippines as 
the dominant, official language of education, government, and 
international relations, while maintaining Filipino as the national 
language. Indeed, bilingual Philippines is the only Asian country where 
English is spoken or, at least, understood by a significant cross-section 
of the total population. As the Philippine Tourism sector brandishes 
time and again- "there are more English speakers in the Philippines 
than in England!"72 
Perfumed Nightmare's aural strategy is to portray two separate 
languages spoken at the same time. I interpret this as a pragmatic 
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statement that there are colonial influences in the Philippines that can 
no longer be undone and must therefore be put to optimal use. As far 
as Perfumed Nightmare is concerned, a return to the paradisial 
precolonial state is untenable. From the optic of the Filipino value of 
indio-genius, the gift of "creativity amid the postcolonial ruins," 
Tahimik's prioritization of the English dialogue may be understood in 
functional terms- as an opportunity to attract international reception, 
thus, making a positive contribution to filmic representations of Third 
World cultures in global cinema. I would liken this strategy to the 
clever decision of Philippine national hero Dr. Jose P. Rizal to write 
his subversive 19th Century novels in Spanish, gaining for himself 
international readership and a wider platform for his liberative message, 
in the process. I also see the Filipino dialogue echoing behind the 
English as yet another way of expressing the theme of popular memory. 
In Perfumed Nightmare, what is heard in the film, as English dialogue 
is actually a translation of the original dialogue rendered in the national 
language. The audibility of the Filipino dialogue in spite of the English 
is indexical of the inability of the new, dominant language to completely 
muffle and supplant the indigenous language, here, a persistent, 
subversive echo. 
Moreover, dialogue in Perfumed Nightmare also serves as an 
instrument for satire. Tahimik overdubs the character of Kidlat's 
American businessman-employer with an idiosyncratic voice, that of 
then American Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. It is not easy to 
miss the almost comical, deep-tone, growling voice made familiar by 
the news media in the seventies. Tahimik uses Kissinger's voice not 
only for its sinister quality that invites suspicion of the profit-motives 
of the American businessman but moreso because it is a satirical barb 
against unilateral U.S. foreign policy. In the mock international summit 
held in Balian, a disagreement erupts as to what country will take on 
leadership of a certain project. The voice of Kissinger puppeted onto 
the lips of Kidlat's American boss clarifies that it is power and capital 
that must end the bone of contention. Consistent with typical American-
style unilateralism, the character asserts: 
AMERICAN BOSS 
If America cannot lead this project, American funds are 
•w'uhàrawn.Perfumed Nightmare's musical score is another 
aspect of sound worth analyzing although doing so may prove 
difficult considering that the film is crammed with eclectic 
musical styles- a cacophony of instrumental and vocal ethnic 
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variations, popular music, religious songs, advertising jingles, 
and the Philippine and U.S. national anthems. While it is not 
within the scope of this study to present a detailed analysis of 
the Perfumed Nightmare's musical bed, I single out the unique 
way in which music is used to convey the theme of indio-genius 
in the film. A scene in the film's first half shows the backyard 
assembly plant of Sarao Motors, the biggest jeepney 
manufacturer in the Philippines. Here, everything is still done 
by manual handiwork. Workers can be seen depending on sheer 
homegrown skills for accuracy and craftsmanship as they 
hammer metal jeepney parts into shape. That Sarao Motors is 
not the highly automated, computer-precise auto assembly plant, 
as the present world knows it, is an understatement. This is 
clearly not the world of Rolls Royce, Benz, or Daimler-Chrysler 
but the Third World. Amid the harsh economic realities of these 
environs, Filipinos have found a creative way of using what is 
available and manufacturing a truly popular, national vehicle. 
In terms of sound, the scene makes use of the diegetic ambient 
sounds of hammers hitting metal in a way synchronous with the visual 
information. But as the scene unfolds, the diegetic sound takes a curious 
turn as it segues to a nondiegetic musical pattern. The musical 
instrumentation matches the basic aural register and rhythm of the 
diegetic sound so that it is heard as a harmonized, musical version of 
the previous sound design, thus, blurring diegietic/nondiegetic 
boundaries. The crossing of diegetic/nondigetic lines can be observed 
in the scoring of the Hollywood film Magnolia (Anderson/US, 1999) 
where in one sequence, the ensemble cast of the film's diegetic world 
sings along with the nondiegetic music, the song "Wise-up" performed 
simultaneously by singer Aimee Mann. As can be expected of 
mainstream cinema, the musical design of Magnolia reflects the 
psychological states of its characters not to mention the daring 
experimentalism of its director Paul Thomas Anderson. In the case of 
Perfumed Nightmare, the diegetic/nondiegetic blending takes on a 
unique form. At one and the same time, the scoring pattern of the 
Sarao Motors sequence operates on two levels of meaning-making 
normally distinct from each other. First, it functions on the level of 
"parallelism"73 where the music is duplicative of the information 
imparted by the images, as earlier indicated. Second, the music also 
works as "counterpoint"74 to the visual information, that is, it serves 
as a representation of the visual information rather than a mere 
duplication of it. In the Sarao Motors sequence, the nondiegetic musical 
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score that segues from the diegetic sound design is not just parallel but 
more significantly, contrapuntal to the imagery. The musical score 
maintains its parallelism to the imagery because it uses the same 
diegetic hammering sounds heard earlier. It is simultaneously 
contrapuntal because the new harmonious configuration provides social 
commentary to the scene unfolding on screen. The random hammering 
noises finding orchestration and harmony in the musical score serves 
as an aural representation of the dynamics of indio-genius, a key 
Filipino value that allows for the survival and flourishing of creativity 
through the postcolonial rubble. After all, it was earlier established 
that the jeepney was originally a US military jeep, a "vehicle of death," 
before it was transformed by Filipinos into a "vehicle of life." 
Consistent with the visual expressions of indio-genius tackled 
earlier, I interpret this scoring strategy as a representation of a kind of 
Third World defiance, a determined insistence on historical agency 
and self-determination though the historical facts warrant colonial 
dependence. Additionally, the musical score approximates the beat and 
cadence of Filipino ethnic music thus infusing an indigenous flavor 
about it. The resulting harmonization expresses the idea that the Filipino 
jeepney is "motored" by indio-genius rather than high technology. I 
find it instructive to point out that the scoring strategy of Perfumed 
Nightmare does not signify a nostalgic return to a precolonial and 
precapitalistic utopia in the way Carol Flinn proposes that music lends 
"an illusion of unity" to the filmic text because it is a "souvenir" of an 
idealized, less alienating world.75 On the contrary, Tahimik's scoring 
as exemplified by the Sarao Motors sequence emphasizes that indio-
genius does not represent a negation of all things "colonial" but a 
creative re-appropriation of what is given and available so that it 
contributes to the postcolonial quest for fuller humanity. 
5. Summary and Conclusion 
It was established in this chapter that Kidlat Tahimik's 
Perfumed Nightmare examplifies not just Philippine Cinema and Third 
World cinema, but Third Cinema. In Perfumed Nightmare, the multiple, 
imbricated issues of the Philippine sociopolitical landscape- culture, 
progress, religion, resistance/protest, popular memory, and critical 
utopia -are worked out within the general rubric of postcolonial 
struggle. That clarified, the chapter then moved to a thoughtful 
consideration of the stylistic elements of Perfumed Nightmare. For 
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Third Cinema theory, "Style is only meaningful in the context of its 
use- in how it acts on culture and helps illuminate the ideology 
within."76 As such, the stylistic options of Perfumed Nightmare 
provided the keys to unlocking the film's ideological position. 
In the area of mise-en-scène, the film's use of natural location 
settings illustrates the congruous blending of the Balian community 
with the untampered natural landscape of its environment. Moreover, 
the settings establish the characters as real people in a Third World 
milieu and not ethnographic oddities that provide exotic spectacle to a 
travelogue. In contrast, the film also makes use of the location setting 
of the city of Paris, here portrayed as a city on the verge of dystopic 
decay. The significance of a dystopic Paris to the Philippine 
postcolonial struggle lies in the historical resonance of the image; Paris 
was the very city that played host to the fraudulent cession of the 
Philippines to the United States by Spain in the 1898 Treaty of Paris. 
I also noted that when Perfumed Nightmare does employ artificial 
sets and props, it does so punctuatedly and for the purpose of providing 
sharper socio-cultural analysis. Another aspect of mise-en-scene is the 
use of non-professional actors who are close equivalents of their filmic 
characters. This casting strategy lends dialectical inflection and 
historical authenticity to the filmic characterization. Then there is the 
use of key symbols in the film's mise-en-scene. Perfumed Nightmare 
uses the image of the bridge to symbolize the utopie link between the 
"is" and the "ought" and re-appropriates the symbol of the carabao to 
stand for American aggression rather than its customary use as a 
zoological pejorative used by American colonizers to describe the 
Filipino. Notable is the film's employment of the symbols of the 
jeepney and the wooden horse-figure as "radioactive" objects that 
trigger subversive memories. Akin to Laura U. Mark's conception of 
"recollection-objects," these symbols signal the return of the repressed 
indigenous culture. I proposed that the term "Kidlat-object" be used 
when referring to these symbols in Perfumed Nightmare to designate 
the unique process of re-functioning brought about by the Filipino 
value of indio-genius. 
In the aspect of Perfumed Nightmare's cinematography, wide-
angle shots are used to frame group action thus establishing that the 
character of Kidlat is defined as being in relation to his home 
community. The wide angle shots also provide panoramic views of 
the Balian landscape, establishing the harmonious link between the 
village and nature. There is also the approximation the rhythm and 
timing of folk oral tradition through the film's application of the 
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uninterrupted long-take. This cinematographic strategy works to 
dramatize the gradual awakening of the protagonist from the stupor of 
colonial mentality towards resistance and liberation. Finally, the sparse 
but pointed use of the close-up shot blurs diegetic/nondiegetic 
boundaries when Kidlat is shown establishing eye-contact with the 
camera. This suggests a praxical imperative addressed to the normally 
uninvolved audience. 
While most of the examples of Third Cinema cited by Teshome 
Gabriel employ simple editing, Perfumed Nightmare finds strategic 
use in dynamic editing. The employment of the nondiegetic insert, for 
instance, is one way in which irony and social commentary is introduced 
in the film. Additionally, the graphic match is another editing device 
used in the film to create ideological meaning. Tahimik's editing 
strategy parallels the experimentalism of film auteurs such as 
Eisenstein, Godard and Ozu, but differs in the context of its use- that 
of essaying a Third World emancipative history. 
Consistently, Perfumed Nightmare uses sound to generate 
ideological meaning. A peculiar aural strategy is the simultaneous 
overdubbing of English and Filipino dialogue onto the images. This 
depicts the reality that the integration of English as an official language 
of the Philippines cannot be erased but the indigenous national language 
refuses to be muffled and supplanted. The aspect of dialogue also serves 
as an instrument for satire when the voice of then Secretary of State 
Henry Kissinger is applied for the character of the American 
businessman. The mimicry of Kissinger's growling voice suggests the 
suspicious motives of the character and is used as a self-indicting 
denunciation of American unilateralism. Finally, Perfumed Nightmare's 
scoring strategy includes the use of music. In the Sarao Motors 
assembly-line sequence, the diegetic sounds of metal hammering segues 
seemlessly into a nondiegetic musical pattern that is both parallel and 
contrapuntal to the visual information. I proposed that this peculiar 
scoring strategy is a representation of the dynamics of indio-genius, 
the way in which Filipinos negotiate survival and creativity through 
the postcolonial rubble. 
At this point, I issue the caveat that although this chapter is 
unapologetically critical of the historical expansionist activités of the 
United States and suspicious of its current sociopolitical dominance 
in the global community, it does not subscribe to a generalized anti-
American sentiment. Kidlat's film, in its capacity as a revisionist 
cinematic historiography, necessarily interrogates and judges American 
hegemony for the simple reason that it is a historical given for the 
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Philippines, as Great Britain is to India, the Netherlands to Indonesia, 
or for that matter, Spain and Japan to the Philippines. The criticisms 
are directed against foreign policies, economic and trade practices, 
cultural landscapes, and other structures that may perpetuate injustice 
and inequality; they do not constitute a sweeping indictment of the 
United States and its people. 
Ultimately, what finds eloquent representation in 
Perfumed Nightmare is an imagined vision of a new Philippines on its 
way to being exorcised of its postcolonial phantoms. When comparing 
Tahimik with Japanese master filmmaker Akira Kurosawa, Nobel 
laureate Kenzaburo Oe notes- "Kurosawa's films open windows 
inward- to the Japanese soul. Tahimik's films open windows outward-
to the cosmos."771 intentionally conclude the chapter with a reiteration 
of the cosmic, Utopian dimension in Tahimik's work because it provides 
a prelude to a possible bridge between Third Cinema and the 
eschatological perspective of Edward Schillebeeckx. 
The next chapter necessarily shifts from the discipline of 
cinema studies to systematic theology. The relevance of this seemingly 
abrupt jump will be clarified as I attempt to build an intercultural and 
intertextual bridge between the two distinct areas further on. 
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Chapter V 
POLITICAL HOLINESS: THE ESCHATOLOGICAL 
PERSPECTIVE OF SCHILLEBEECKX 
1. Introduction 
In the foreword of The Schillebeeckx Reader, an anthology of 
Schillebeeckx's works from a wide selection of sources, he likens the 
process of putting together a reader with that of making a film. 
From all the originally photographed footage, which had been 
worked on for years, a film of only a few hours is created. 
Choices are made, focusing is done, editing takes place. 
Something similar happens in the compiling of a Reader. It 
differs from a film, however, in that it is ultimately not the 
product of the author about whom it is really concerned. 
Someone else makes his own film out of the original footage, 
albeit with complete and integral preservation of the original 
material.1 
I begin the chapter with this imaginative description by 
Schillebeeckx not just because I find it interesting that one of the 
world's most important modem theologians would even so much as 
allude to film in his work. I do so because writing a chapter on "political 
holiness," the general rubric of Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
understanding of salvation and liberation, entails a certain process of 
selection, focusing, and editing, indeed, quite akin to post-production 
work in filmmaking. This is not the easiest of tasks considering that 
Schillebeeckx never really expounds on eschatology in a neat, 
systematic way; his ideas on the subject are worked out in the other 
cogent topics of systematic theology such as anthropology, christology, 
soteriology, and ethics, among others. Moreover, there are numerous 
theological research works assembled from Schillebeeckx's "reels of 
original footage," so much so that there is always the hazard of investing 
time and effort on something that had been done many times before. 
Akin to a dutiful film editor then, I aim for specific principles of 
Schillebeeckx's thought insofar as they contribute to my critical interest 
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of re-tracing the distinct lines of his eschatological perspective. I 
provide some useful, direction-setting information on the development 
of Schillebeeckx's thought at the outset with the intention of using it 
as a springboard to the discussion proper, ^ .nd then, through a selective, 
deductive layering of the pivotal lines of Schillebeeckx's arguments, I 
move into sharper focus as I present a detailed discussion of his 
eschatological conception of political holiness. 
The chapter unfolds as follows: 
The first part serves as a basic orientation to the development 
of Schillebeeckx's thought with emphasis on the liberative currents 
sparked at the beginning of his theological turnabout, a marked 
intellectual shift quickened by the spirit of the Second Vatican Council 
starting in the mid-1960s. This historical turnabout is an important 
point of departure because it was the ground for the emerging re-
configuration of Schillebeeckx's thomistic frame of reference into a 
praxical-critical theology angled towards a more liberationist trajectory. 
In this introductory portion, the chapter will be necessarily indebted 
to the various available sources that deal with this topic extensively.2 
The brief prologue then segues to the discussion proper, an 
exploration of the praxical dimension of Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
view of salvation and liberation. 
The discussion begins with a consideration of the concept of 
the humanum or potential, authentic humanity. Schillebeeckx speaks 
of the humanum as the vision of a full humanity that is not antecedently 
given by God but remains as a goal to be sought after and struggled 
for in a world that often obviates it. Here, the anthropological emphasis 
of Schillebeeckx's eschatology becomes apparent. 
What follows is Schillebeeckx's proposal of "The System of 
Coordinates of Man and His Salvation," where he puts forward the 
idea that there is no normative definition of what constitutes "livable 
humanity" as it is a future, eschatological concept. Instead, 
Schillebeeckx proposes seven anthropological constants that provide 
a descriptive framework for an understanding of the humanum. 
The discussion moves on to Schillebeeckx's arguments about 
the problem of "an ecumene of suffering," the continuing scarlet thread 
of suffering in human history. Schillebeeckx has a keen grasp of the 
reality of suffering in the world, most especially the plight of people 
from the Third World who are marginalized by structural inequality 
and injustice. Schreiter notes "Schillebeeckx is at his most eloquent 
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on this when he speaks of human suffering."3 For him, suffering is 
inconsistent with the very character of a God who is "mindful of 
humanity." Nonetheless, he sees an epistemologica! value in suffering 
which evades theological comprehension. 
The next portion foregrounds Schillebeeckx's 
acknowledgemnt of the need to bridge Christian salvation and 
sociopolitical liberation. Taking into serious account the scandal that 
is human suffering; Schillebeeckx considers this dialectical relationship 
as a necessary focal point in soteriology. He emphasizes the relevance 
of theologies of liberation in the universal quest for the humanuni. 
At this juncture, the eschatological perspective of 
Schillebeeckx naturally gravitates to the centrality of the gospel 
metaphor of the "Reign of God," the dynamic, praxical imperative 
interlinked with the eschatological symbol of'final good,' the coming 
"Kingdom of God." This portion presents Schillebeeckx's 
understanding of the concept of God's Reign based on his exploration 
of the proclamation and saving activities of Jesus, the eschatological 
prophet. What is clearly established here is that the inbreaking Reign 
of God has the poor and oppressed as its first beneficiaries. 
The topic of "eschatological salvation" is given attention in 
the next portion. Schillebeeckx maintains that sociopolitical initiatives 
are, at best, fragmentary signs of the Reign of God. He proposes an 
"eschatological proviso" from which all praxical initiatives are 
relativized, but at the same time, emphasizes a dialectical 
"eschatological superabundance" of God's transcendence; a relativizing 
surplus that safeguards against the de-valuing of liberative movements. 
An exploration of the pivotal concept of "negative experiences 
of contrast," factors into the succeeding discussion. Schillebeeckx 
argues that it is the very experience of injustice that yields cognitive 
power when it brings about indignation and protest; the refusal to 
acquiesce to situations of suffering and disordered relations. The 
experience of a positive moment within the crucible of critical 
negativity becomes a critical force that quickens human hope and 
catalyzes the movement towards possible praxis. While it may also be 
correct to introduce negative experiences of contrast in the earlier 
section on the humanuni, I find it more resonant to situate the topic in 
a more liberative, eschatological frame; in the way Schillebeeckx works 
it out in closer proximity to the historical praxis of mysticism and 
politics. This option will be appreciable as the chapter unfolds. 
Finally, the chapter deals with Schillebeeckx's proposal that 
the liberationist spirituality of "political holiness" and its social 
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expression in "political love" have become the appropriate and relevant 
expressions of mysticism today. Schillebeeckx expounds on this ethical 
imperative in the light of the cruel context of Third World sociopolitical 
realities. 
I am convinced that in my attempt to read the undeniable 
praxical emphasis of Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective by 
way of my own optic, that is, through the eyes of one who indeed 
comes from the Third World, there will still be, as the Dutch theologian 
puts it, "a complete and integral preservation of the original material." 
2. The Theological Turnabout in the Theology of Edward 
Schillebeeckx: A Brief Orientation 
In the years that preceded the Second Vatican Council, 
Professor Edward Schillebeeckx, then occupant of the Chair of 
Dogmatics and the History of Theology at the Katholieke Universiteit 
Nijmegen, was called upon to be an adviser to the Dutch Bishops. 
Schillebeeckx became the main voice of influence behind a joint 
pastoral letter issued by the bishops in 1961. The document is of key 
importance because it provided a liberal agenda meant to orient and 
prepare Dutch Catholics at the dawning of the Council, and because it 
forebodes many of the key conclusions that were later taken up by the 
Council, such as, liturgical renewal and the collegiality of bishops.4 
During the deliberations of the Council, Schillebeeckx continued his 
advisory role to the Dutch bishops over and above his role as a sought-
after lecturer to many other bishops of various constituencies.5 
Consequently, his work made a significant impact on Conciliar 
documents, specifically, on the development of the Constitutions on 
the Church and the Church in the Modem World.6 Important turn of 
events that influenced the development of Schillebeeckx's thought 
came in the mid-1960s when he became one of the founding editors 
of Concilium, a progressive international journal of theology fueled 
by the Conciliar spirit. In 1967, Schillebeeckx embarked on his first 
visiting lecture to the United States. This period was annotated by 
Schillebeeckx's encounter with the phenomenon of secularization and 
the radical "God is Dead" theology, and by his meetings with Latin 
American liberation theologians7 during a trip to the Americas later 
that year. 
The "Council Years" in Schillebeeckx's intellectual life is 
relevant to this research because it was around this period that his 
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theological thought underwent a radical tmaabout. A Dominican cleric, 
Schillebeeckx's epistemologica! project had originally been couched 
on an explicit Thomistic frame of reference. His later theological 
thought, however, shifts to a new key, reflecting liberative currents 
that were previously uncharted in his earlier works. It is not within the 
scope of this research to re-trace Schillebeeckx's earlier intellectual 
history in any great detail but I find it informative to make mention of 
two influences that made a deep impression on his earlier thought-
Dominicus De Petter and M.D. Chenu.8 
Schillebeeckx trained under D. De Petter during his early years 
of philosophical studies in Ghent.9 While metaphysics and 
epistemology were De Petter's central philosophical interests, he 
oriented Schillebeeckx to a novel approach to Thomas Aquinas that 
eschewed the traditional scholasticism popular at the time- he fused a 
Thomist theory of knowing with the phenomenological concern for 
the "ultimate inadequacy of human conceptuality to grasp 
experience."10 De Petter was an important influence on Schillebeeckx 
because he endeavored to hurdle conceptualism and dualism in 
philosophy. 
The single greatest influence on the early Schillebeeckx, 
however, was M.D. Chenu, one of his mentors during his post World 
War II years as a student at Le Saulchoir, the Dominican theological 
school located at the outskirts of Paris. Chenu emphasized the 
importance of solid historical research for theology. The concern for 
"historical context" is reflected in his work Une Ecole de Theologie: 
Le Saulchoir ("A School of Theology: The Saulchoir"), a modest work 
that nonetheless left a deep impression on Schillebeeckx. Moreover, 
Chenu bridged his academic expertise in Medieval History with his 
direct engagement with the French worker-priest movement. His 
grounding on history and commitment to justice coupled with his 
concern for the contemporary issues confronting the church resonated 
in Schillebeeckx's works for many years.1 · 
Kennedy aptly summarizes the influence of De Petter and 
Chenu on Schillebeeckx: 
Through Chenu and De Petter, therefore, Schillebeeckx was 
stimulated to relativize theology conceived as a conceptual 
system, and to place theological reflection in a historical (Chenu) 
and human-experiential context (De Petter).12 
Schillebeeckx's Nijmegen experience and his exposure to conflicting 
theological and philosophical views during his North American 
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sojourns contributed greatly to the turnabout in his theology. While 
basic areas of concern remained, Schillebeeckx's interpretive 
framework underwent a momentous change. 
Schreiter maps the turnabout in two evident shifts:13 
First, Schillebeeckx distances hipiself from the Thomistic 
epistemologica! project; he set aside the single, unitary metaphysical 
framework characteristic of his earlier theology, which was rooted in 
the philosophy of De Petter. He opted instead to appropriate a wider 
range of interpretive frameworks. Schillebeeckx wanted to assert that 
as "scientific investigators," theologians must be open to have their 
"thesis of faith" validated, in one way or another, in human historical 
experience, or face the charge of reasoning in a closed, vicious cycle. 
This signaled a turnabout from the "implicit intuition" of meaning-
totality espoused by De Petter and classical philosophy. 14 
Schillebeeckx's encounter with the critical theory of the 
Frankfurt School of social criticism angled his thought toward the 
question of meaning of faith in the light of socio-political questions. 
The works of Jürgen Habermas, specifically his three early books 
Theorie und Praxis (1963), Erkenntnis und Interesse (1968) and Zur 
Logik der Sozialwissenschaften (1969), proved to be a great influence 
on Schillebeeckx. Habermas' Western Marxist sociology addresses the 
view from the oppressed underside of society and keenly examines 
how social structures are kept calcified by society's powerholders to 
perpetuate the status quo.15 The work of Habermas resonates with the 
basic hermeneutical focus of neo-Marxist social theories, expressions 
of which can be found in "contextual theologies" such as Latin 
American Liberation Theology and Feminist Theology: 
Critical theory attempts to exploit one of the fundamental insights 
of the Marxist tradition- now a commonplace in a variety of 
forms of social thought -that the interpretation of any tradition 
likely involves systematic distortions of communication in the 
interests of those who have power and privilege.16 
Another significant influence among the Frankurt School 
thinkers was Theodor Adorno, whose notion of "negative dialectics" 
deals with the phenomenon of human suffering and its role in the 
concept of the humanuni, or full authentic humanity, construed here 
as a tacit future concept. Schillebeeckx would later replace "negative 
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dialectics" with the term "Critical negativity." Additionally, Anglo-
American analytic philosophy and the "new hermeneutics" of the neo-
Heideggerians factor into the cacophony of interpretive frameworks 
appropriated by Schillebeeckx.17 
Second, Schillebeeckx underwent a significant shift in 
perspective. The fecund environment surrounding the years of the 
Council counterpointed by the wave of secular thinking proliferating 
around that period enjoined theological renewal. This necessitated a 
shift in tone in Schillebeeckx's theology- from a language that bespeaks 
of churchly, institutionally infused presuppositions and argumentations, 
to a more current and accessible language geared toward reaching a 
wider audience; whether church or non-Church, Catholic or non-
Catholic. The intention was to try to make theology speak again to 
Western peoples in the context of a rapidly secularizing world and in a 
changing socio-political global landscape. 
Additionally, Schreiter points out that the theological turnabout 
was also indexical of Schillebeeckx's intense struggle to make sense 
of his own personal search, thus, highlighting the close link between 
the theologian's biographical history and the evolution of his 
theological thought.18 
2.1 Basic Motifs of Schillebeeckx's Thought 
It is useful to clarify the main insights that provide coherence 
to the intersecting themes of Schillebeeckx's work. Schreiter is the 
first to note that it is no easy task to give an overall characterization of 
the ideas of a theologian as prolific as Schillebeeckx with more than 
forty years of active theologizing and four hundred written works 
published in fourteen languages. He nonetheless paints a clear 
delineation of Schillebeeckx's thought in three unobscured brush 
strokes: 19 
- Divine revelation is situated within and mediated through human 
experience 
A lasting imprint of D. De Petter, Schillebeeckx's starting point is 
human experience, that is, the full range of human perceptions, 
activities and events, rather than its interpretive frameworks, such as 
language and concepts. Human experience is the locus in which 
revelation, offering a critique of our experience in dialectical fashion, 
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is mediated- "the crossing of a boundary within the dimensions of 
human experience."20 By situating revelation within the compass of 
human experience, SchiUebeeckx expands the comprehension of 
revelation beyond linguistic categories. This is apparent in the book 
Christ: The Experience of Jesus as Lord, where SchiUebeeckx argues 
that the genesis of Christianity is rooted in the disciples' experience of 
Jesus, which assumed specific forms. It did not, as classical theology 
would proffer, begin with absolutizing doctrines.21 
In concurrence with the centrality of the concept of experience in his 
theology, SchiUebeeckx gives due importance to the concreteness of 
history. The word "concrete" figures repeatedly in Schillebeeckx's later 
work and points to his concern for bridging theorizing with action, or 
the foregrounding of "orthopraxis" as a pivotal concept in doing 
theology. 
- A commitment to the concreteness of human history means that one 
must come face to face with the reality of human suffering, sin, and 
injustice. 
The subject of suffering occupies a central place in Schillebeeckx's 
theology. While he does not accept the theory that suffering and evil 
originate from God, SchiUebeeckx sees a critical positive moment in 
the human experience of suffering. It is the very experience of suffering 
and injustice that yields cognitive power when it brings about 
indignation and protest; the refusal to acquiesce to situations of 
meaningless suffering and disordered relations. SchiUebeeckx proposes 
the term "negative experiences of contrast" or "negative contrast 
experiences," to describe the dialectical tension between the committed 
quest for the humanuni, or full authentic humanity, despite a world 
that chronically subverts it. 
Schillebeeckx's notion of negative experiences of contrast is 
a key concept of this research, as such, will be given appropriate 
attention in a subsequent section of this chapter. 
- The mysterious, sovereign God is a "God mindful of humanity." 
Although Schillebeeckx's later theology had decidedly become more 
anthropological in focus as compared to his earlier thought, he is careful 
not to advocate of a theology that is anthropocentric. SchiUebeeckx is 
unequivocal in emphasizing the significance of the mystery of the 
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God of graciousness in human history. The abiding concern of the 
sovereign God is the deepest well being of humanity; "God has made 
humanity's cause a Divine cause."22 Schillebeeckx has stressed the 
life-giving presence of God in history in Jesus Christ, who is the parable 
of God's closeness to, and solidarity with, struggling humanity. The 
universal significance of Jesus lies in his liberating praxis on behalf of 
the poor, the oppressed, and the defenseless. This represents an assertion 
of the emancipative vision of the Reign of God as the pathway to the 
humanum and an affirmation of the utter graciousness and love of 
God. 
It is important to point out that the motifs outlining 
Schillebeeckx's thought are to be taken as coherent, interdependent 
concepts: 
Experience is grounded in a God who wishes to communicate, 
the contrast experiences draw us closer to that God, and the 
experience of God "mindful of humanity" affirms that act of 
intuition and faith by making a mediation of the paradoxical 
experience of the immediate. In doing this, Schillebeeckx 
achieves a great deal in his hope of making the Christian message 
of God and the experience of salvation offered in Jesus Christ 
more available to a secularized society.23 
Having recapitulated the basic heuristic lines of his thought, it is 
informative, at this juncture, to give an'account of the salient points of 
Schillebeeck's theological method. 
2.2 Distinguishing Features of the Theological Method of 
Schillebeeckx's Later Theology 
I begin the summation of Schillebeeckx's method with a useful, 
albeit amusing description of his approach in carrying out the task of 
theology according to William L. Portier: 
He is rather like a master chef who doesn't cook from recipes 
but simply has a sense for the right ingredient. To speak of 
"method" in Schillebeeckx's theology, then, is not to speak in 
the usual terms of the discussion of theological method in the 
academy.24 
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Schillebeeckx, in fact, scarcely preoccupies himself with the 
methodological question as could otherwise be expected of one who 
has made a major academic contribution to contemporary theology. 
This option could very well be related to Schillebeeckx's primary 
public. To be sure, he is set apart from Karl Rahner, Bernard Lonergan 
and David Tracy, theologians whose main foci lie within the religious 
and academic sectors, by insisting that his main intended public is the 
ordinary Christian. He expressly articulates this in the foreword of the 
book Jesus: An Experiment in Christology. To wit: 
Although I regard this book as a Christian interpretation of Jesus-
a Christology -however unconventional it may be, it has not 
been written to resolve the sometimes very subtle problems that 
interest the academic theologian. Not that these are unimportant. 
But the fact is that believers are raising questions about Christ, 
which are not the ones that normally preoccupy academics. I 
have tried to bridge the gap between academic theology and the 
concrete needs of the ordinary Christian or, to speak more 
modestly, I have tried here to shed some light on the nexus of 
problems presaging that gap and giving rise to the questions 
that seem most urgent to the ordinary Christian.25 
Portier views the trajectory of Schillebeeckx's theological approach 
as accordant with the Anselmian/ùfes quaerens intellectum or "faith 
seeking understanding." Schillebeeckx, first and foremost, is "a believer 
who reflects."26 As such, he becomes a mouthpiece for the ordinary 
Christian whose concerns resonate with his own. Taking into account 
Schillebeeckx's chosen primary public, it is clear that his main concern 
is laying a bridge between the more abstract concerns of academic 
circles and the legitimate questions posed by contemporary Christians 
in the context of their real sites of struggle. Quite apropos, the central 
concern for bridging these oftentimes polar milieux provides a clue to 
understanding Schillebeeckx's theological method. 
2.2.1 Tradition and Situation 
For Schillebeeckx, Christian theology needs to address the 
hermeneutical issue of the polarity that exists between the Christian 
tradition of faith and the life-context of believers who live in the here 
and now. As in all great religious traditions, Christianity is primarily a 
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tradition characterized by a disclosure of meaning27 passed on and 
accumulated trans-generationally by the living faith community- "What 
was experience for others yesterday is tradition for us today, and what 
is experience for us today will in turn be tradition for others 
tomorrow."28 It is this cumulative disclosure of meaning that offers a 
potential bridge to the experiential context of people in the present. In 
the Christian tradition, the meaning that is disclosed is drawn mainly 
from a narrative culture. Yielding both critical and practical effect, 
these stories passed on through the tradition of faith bear liberative 
power, the confession of healing and wholeness for a wounded 
humanity. The Gospel story of the tax collector Zaccheus as re-told by 
Schillebeeckx is a case in point: 
When Jesus saw tiny Zaccheus, so small that he had to climb 
into a tree to watch Jesus pass by, he did not say to him "God 
loves you" (like the modern fundamentalist posters in our 
crowded streets). Something rather different happened. Jesus 
went to his house and by eating and talking with him actually 
showed Zaccheus that God loved him. By doing this he disclosed 
something, which transcends our humanity. Zaccheus abandoned 
his corrupt life and gave half of his possessions to the poor.29 
The liberative force of these stories generated by tradition come not 
so much in telling them but in being "caught up"30 with them; the 
bearers are bound by the praxical imperative of the message. 
As to the matter of "situation," Schillebeeckx advances that it 
is more than just the medium through which faith is communicated-
"The situation, the context of faith, is itself theologically relevant."31 
He is keenly aware of the complexity of the present world with its 
divergent social, economic, and political specificities. Hence, the work 
of theological hermeneutics must consider the wider collective, that 
is, the local Church communities that represent a heterogeneity of 
cultures, and not just the propositions of any single theologian. 
2.2.2 Interrelationship between Cultures 
and Traditions of Faith 
Situating revelation within the bounds of human experience 
exacts a mutually critical correlation between tradition and situation. 
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While Schillebeeckx adopts the term "correlation" in his works,32 he 
shows a preference for the term "interrelationship": 
I have chosen the term 'interrelationship' deliberately: it is vague 
enough to cover the broad spread between clear identity on the 
one hand (it clicks) and unmistakable non-identity on the other 
(it clashes): from correlation to conflict and confrontation, from 
complete identification to partial recognition and finally non-
recognition.33 
With his option for the term "interrelationship," Schillebeeckx 
avoids the inevitable identification with Paul Tillich's original 
conception of "correlation,"34 which considers the Christian tradition 
as the normative source for theology while bypassing the contemporary 
situation as a determinative element in an understanding of revelation. 
Schillebeeckx counters that "the question of meaning logically precedes 
that of the truth, and a statement'only has meaning if in one way or 
another it expresses lived experience.35 Thus he avoids two theological 
extremes- one that leaves believers beholden to church authority which 
binds them to particular faith expressions while God consigns them to 
freedom, and another which accedes to the interpretations set by the 
believers and theologians that may represent distortions of the 
authenticity of the gospel. 
Schillebeeckx views the Christian message as 'trans-cultural,' 
not so much in the sense that it does not belong to any one culture nor 
in the affirmation that there is a timeless substance of faith but rather 
in a "constant dialectic" between the universality of the gospel and in 
its concrete appearance in particular cultures: 
... this universal message, open to all cultures and a challenge to 
all men and women, can be found concretely only in the forms 
of particular cultures (Jewish, Jewish-Hellenistic, Hellenistic; 
later the culture of late antiquity, Carolingian culture, Celtic, 
Romanesque, contemporary African, Asian and Latin American 
culture, and so on), never neat, above or outside any culture, 
and therefore never in an 'abstract substance of faith,' stripped 
down and free of any culture... only in concrete particularity 
can the gospel be the revelation of the universality of salvation 
from God, because men and women are cultural beings with 
their own particular cultures and can only be reached as human 
beings in them.36 
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Schillebeeckx thus speaks of the continued meaningfulness and 
relevance of the "offer of revelation," which is "constantly young" 
but always "acclimatized in a particular culture." It is expedient then 
to forge a "mutually critical encounter between faith cultures" to be 
able to see the offer of revelation in the Christian gospel. The term 
"correlation," Schillebeeckx explains, may prove misleading in this 
case as a clear-cut correlation does not exist between the poles of 
tradition (as source) and situation (as medium): 
The contingent situation of the past is already present in the 
Christian tradition, twisting it, and in our contemporary situation 
God is as creative in liberation as he was before: he has not 
ceased to be 'the biblical God' in the meantime.37 
The question then does not lie in the interpretation of the gospel 
in the light of the contemporary situation but the interrelationship or 
encounter of various cultural forms predicated on one understanding 
of faith. Two critical principles that form a dialectical whole come to 
play here. First, any theological proposition must be capable of being 
expressed with reference to the Christian faith tradition. Theology, 
after all, is a hermeneutical enterprise that maintains connections with 
the past while using modem critical methods. Second, any theological 
proposition must be validated by reference to an analysis and 
interpretation of the contemporary situation. Schillebeeckx argues 
that a failure to consider these two critical principles results in a short-
circuiting of the connections between the categories of thought and 
experience, as such; no bridge is built between the past and the 
present.38 
2.2.3 A Constantly New Inculturation of the Gospel 
Schillebeeckx explains that revelation is passed on to 
successive generations through a continuing process of "experiencing 
and understanding" of revelation. The earliest followers of Jesus 
described their collective experience in faith by way of a semiotic 
system,39 their socially shared system of meaning-making. This served 
as the cultural network through which their collective experience was 
communicated to their contemporaries and to later generations. The 
appropriation of the gospel message then is culture-specific- "living 
contact between the gospel and the changing, culturally-shaped 
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understanding of reality by believers in a particular cultural period."40 
Schillebeeckx thus insists that "the identity in the meaning of the 
gospel" can neither be based in the fundamentalist predilection for a 
mere material repetition of the past tradition nor at the level of the past 
or present situation as such. Rather, the identity of meaning is situated 
in a non-static level Schillebeeckx refers to as the "middle-field": 
This identity of meaning can only be found in the fluctuating 
'middle field,' in a swinging to and fro between tradition and 
situation, and thus at the level of the corresponding relationship 
between the original message (tradition, which also includes 
the situation of time) and the situation, then and now, which is 
different each time.41 
In Schillebeeckx's imaginative illustration, tradition and the ever-
changing situation are interrelated kinetically as in a pendulum, 
rhythmically swinging back and forth. Identity of meaning is not 
predicated on a direct parallelism between the Bible and the 
contemporary situation but on the "correspondence of relationships" 
between the message and situation, then and now.42 Schillebeeckx 
insists that there can never be an indelible, direct view of Christian 
identity of meaning. Particular historical mediations produce discordant 
voices that prevent Christian identity from being harmonized on one 
and the same level so it is never a complete identity but a "proportional 
identity." Thus, Schillebeeckx calls for a "constantly new 
inculturation": 43 
For although the offer of revelation with its non-objectifiable 
meaning and content is indeed present from the beginning, this 
meaning as assignable and expressed is to be found only in the 
believing interpretations of men and women in a particular social 
and cultural context. The periodical twists in the cultural 
understanding of reality rule out a purely explicative process. 
Something else is involved What we have is, rather, the process 
of a constantly new inculturation of a gospel which is not bound 
to one culture, but which is not given in the Bible, either, apart 
from a limited, particular cultural form.44 
Christian identity of meaning is passed on in a living tradition, in a 
continuous, open-ended weaving of new meaning from the tapestry of 
the Bible tradition and the praxis of the believing community, constantly 
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re-read within new situations in "creative trust." Nonetheless, 
Schillebeeckx asserts that the Christian perception of the meaning of 
revelation is united in depth, that is, it still maintains one fundamental 
perspective of the mutual relationship that exists between God and 
humanity though it has been mediated through sociocultural worlds 
of divergent hues. 
2.2.4 Ideology-Critical Hermeneutics 
Schillebeeckx argues that a purely theoretical hermeneutics 
in theology runs the risk of erroneous actualization and may present 
problems of contextual credibility. Such an approach ignores 
"ideological moments" present in both the Christian tradition and the 
contemporary situation. Schillebeeckx thus proposes a theological 
critique of ideology.45 In prologue to this proposal, however, 
Schillebeeckx first clarifies the definition of the term "ideology." He 
insists that the term can be understood in a positive sense prior to the 
ascription of negative "pathological traits" or unfavorable meaning 
onto it per the work of Karl Marx, Sigmund Freud, and Friedrich 
Nietzsche: 
"Ideology" I understand in the first instance as something 
positive, which, however, can come to manifest pathological 
traits. The negative or unfavorable meaning of ideology I see 
therefore as derivative, that is, as a pathology of something good. 
In a positive sense, I define "ideology" as an ensemble of images, 
ideas, and symbols which a society creates to give an account 
of its own identity. Ideology is the reproduction and 
confirmation of one's own identity by means of "foundational 
symbols" (symbolic universe of meaning)... the function of 
ideology becomes pathological, especially insofar as that 
legitimation is distorted, manipulated, and monopolized by 
dominating groups in society. In this way ideology becomes a 
means for maintaining dominant interests, and is as such the 
mirroring of a false group consciousness.46 
Schillebeeckx emphasizes that the negative meaning of 
ideology is derivative considering that communities cannot give false 
views of themselves without first being constituted on the level of 
their symbolic structures. The entry of the negative pathological traits 
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is traced to the "dominating groups" whose self-serving interests are 
perpetuated at the expense of the communities in question.47 For 
Schillebeeckx, the "de-ideologization" then entails the "unmasking" 
of the naive assumption that being and language are coextensive 
notwithstanding the conceptual inadequacy already previously 
recognized. Language as construed in terms of speech and thought is 
characterized by a dependence on all sorts of interests, both collective 
and private, and often serves to legitimize and support the status quo 
of power structures and distorted relations. The continuum of 
powerholders who worked to marginalize potential, alternative 
evangelical currents in the history of theology attests to this. If 
theologians then are committed to the essence of an authentic 
evangelical vision based on the teachings of the church and of Scripture, 
they will acknowledge the expediency of ideologically-critical 
hermeneutics in theology. This, according to Schillebeeckx, is grounded 
precisely on fidelity to the Word of God. 
Bypassing the process of de-ideologization in theological 
hermeneutics may mean either of two tendencies- on one hand, a "false 
aggiornamento" where the Christian tradition is accommodated to the 
modem, technocratic, particularly Western, belief in progress; and on 
the other hand, an uncritical estimation of the faith tradition in purely 
evangelical terms, as such, the postulation of inadequate, outdated 
concepts as normative for Christians. Either way signifies the 
diminishing of the liberative power of the Christian faith.48 
For Schillebeeckx, an ideological-critical hermeneutics in 
theology is primarily a critique of the false consciousness perpetuated 
within the church and society in general by the dominant ideology. 
The recognition of the indispensible place of this hermeneutical option 
in theological thought has significant implications for the church's 
quest for genuine self-transcendence into an eschatological future that 
is already given embodiment and expression in praxis. 
3. The Eschatological Perspective of Edward Schillebeeckx 
The eschatological perspective of Schillebeeckx evolved 
during the radical shift in his theology in the years following the Second 
Vatican Council. As earlier mentioned, the period was characterized 
by new liberative trends borne out of the rising phenomena of 
secularization, the "God is Dead" theology, and other questions about 
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God and history. Jürgen Moltmann's 1967 landmark book The Theology 
of Hope set the drift in eschatology and was said to have recouped the 
impact of secularizing thought.49 In gist, Moltmann emphasized that 
the God of revelation (in contrast to the God of epiphanies), is the 
God of promise and demand. The promise alludes to a world of 
complete healing and reconciliation that is yet to exist. Revelation 
then, does not impart a harmonizing message but a critique of the 
present order, which is seen as incongruous with the new order to 
come. The demand refers to the human responsibility to militate against 
the status quo and move towards the promised land. Creative tension 
thus exists between history and eschatology.50 Two of Moltmann's 
main sources for the theology of hope were philosopher-scientist 
Teilhard de Chardin and Marxist philosopher Ernst Bloch. Teilhard 
combines nineteeth-century doctrines of progress and scientific 
evolution into a unified cosmic drama of salvation spanning from 
creation to the Kingdom of Heaven. A similar eschatological vision of 
God and humankind is implicit in Moltmann. Bloch's work represents 
an attempt to forge a humanistic Christian-Marxist dialogue. Rosemary 
Radford Ruether notes that the assimilation of Bloch's thought into 
Moltmann's theology of hope results in "a Christian-Marxist synthesis 
on the basis of which a new Christianity questions the adequacy of its 
recent theological heritage, and tries to recover anew the literal faith 
in the biblical Kingdom to come."51 
Schillebeeckx eschatological perspective coincides with the 
essential trend of the theology of hope in that it rejects a flight from 
historical responsibility and advocates a dialectical involvement in 
the human struggle for justice. "It is a struggle for the redeeming of 
the world, not a redeeming of the soul from the world."52 This tendency 
becomes more apparent as the discussion of Schillebeeckx's 
eschatological perspective unfolds. 
As earlier suggested, Schillebeeckx presents eschatology as 
the perspective from which the cogent categories of theology are played 
out rather than as a neat, systematic component of his theological 
thought. In order to achieve a clearer grasp of his eschatological 
perspective, I attempt to tease-out relevant thematic lines from the 
various topics in which they had been interwoven. 
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3.1 The Quest for the Elusive Humanuni 
"Indeed, for Schillebeeckx, it is the human that is the royal road to 
God."53 
In the statement above, Schreiter rightly identifies 
Schillebeeckx's thought as human-centered, thus, the human is 
understood metaphorically as the paradoxical, glorified "road" or 
pathway to the divine. From the lens of Schillebeeckx, the 
eschatological question is first and foremost an anthropological 
question. That question, however, is premised on the hard truth that in 
the reality of the present, the human is not on a clear journey towards 
the divine; something is out-of-joint in human existence. If, indeed, 
the human is the royal road to God, then what is missing in the equation 
is a royal road map towards that direction. This prompts Schillebeeckx 
to query: 
What is it to be a true and good, happy and free man, in the light 
of the awareness of the problem which mankind has so far 
developed while it looks for a better future, the problem with 
which man had been confronted since his origins? What is livable 
humanity?54 
The quest for full, authentic humanity or what is construed by 
Schillebeeckx as the humanuni, has always been an elusive endeavor. 
Because the humanum is constantly-threatened, the journey towards 
"salvation" has always merited universal attention and has become 
the great overriding incentive of world religions and of modem history. 
In response to his self-query, Schillebeeckx asserts that a definitive 
disclosure of what constitutes the humanum does not exist; it is, in 
fact, an eschatological concept. Drawing from Utopian Marxist 
philosopher Ernst Bloch55 who proposes that humanity can only be 
defined in negative terms, Schillebeeckx asserts- "We do not have a 
pre-existing definition of humanity- indeed for Christians, it is not 
only a future, but an eschatological reality."56 Thus, Schillebeeckx 
casts a suspicious eye on people, Christians included, who claim to 
possess a decisive road map to the humanum. He points out the danger 
of "totalitarian" claims which may be used as a power principle that 
falsely-names non-adherents as "enemies of true humanity" : 
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However, there are people who give the impression that they 
have a blueprint for humanity. They have a fully drawn picture 
of man and a specific image of coming society, an 'entire doctrine 
of salvation,' a dogmatic system which, paradoxically enough, 
seems to be more important than the people with whom it is 
really concerned. This totalitarian conception intrinsically issues 
in totalitarian action, which is simply a question of application, 
of technology and strategy. Moreover, in that case those who 
neither accept nor apply this concept of true humanity are 
obviously regarded as the enemies of true humanity. Even 
Christians sometimes think in this way.57 
SchiUebeeckx insists that neither can a definitive disclosure 
of the way to the humanuni be found in 'ordinances of creation' nor 
the theory of evolution. He also discounts the idea of a "universal 
human nature" prescribed by the principle of "natural law," a humanity 
that is governed by a naturally predestined goal as in the case of plant 
and animal life. He further rejects propositions that any kind of self-
reflection can result in a crystallized general substratum of rationality 
for the human, independent of time and space.58 
Moreover, SchiUebeeckx criticizes historicist views of 
humanity which overlook the metaphysical aspect of human existence. 
He does not consider structuralism's analysis of constant deep structures 
in society as any more helpful in suggesting a template for the humanum 
than the aforementioned approaches. "These structures do not relate 
directly to reality, but to the model which man has made of it... 
Structuralism in fact excludes the human subject and therefore does 
not provide any criteria for human society."59 Existentialism, on the 
other hand, works on the level of the symptomatic when it deals with 
the basic features that determine human life, e.g., despair and hope, 
finitude and guilt, but SchiUebeeckx points out that it fails to provide 
answers to such. Additionally, a positivistic empirical approach, while 
presenting some clarificatory value, proves inadequate in raising 'the 
factical' or the operative norms derived from statistical methods, to a 
universal norm for moral and meaningful action. 
In view of his objections to the possibility of prescribing a 
normative definition for full humanity, SchiUebeeckx concludes that 
the humanum is not antecedently given but remains as a noble goal to 
be sought after and struggled for in history: 
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Man's critical awareness must therefore put us on the right road... 
Man is a being caught up in history. His nature is itself a history, 
a historical event, and is not simply given. So something of this 
nature can only be seen in the course of his historical history; in 
the history of humanity.60 
3.2 Anthropological Constants 
As there is no predetermined, normative definition of the 
humanuni, Schillebeeckx proposes a more fluid conception based on 
presupposed "constitutive conditions" in which humans may creatively 
develop. He refers to these coordinates as "anthropological constants" 
in a sense akin to the concept proposed by sociologists Peter Berger 
and Thomas Luckmann.61 These anthropological constants are 
primarily derived from a critical analysis and interpretation of the 
contemporary human situation; they are interpreted in manifold ways 
depending on differing historical contexts. As such, they are 
"analogical" in meaning.62 Anthropological constants provide heuristic 
touchstones for human values but their specific norms need to be 
worked out through human creative collaboration as the process of 
history unfolds. 63Schillebeeckx outlines and describes seven of these 
anthropological constants: 
3.2.1 The Relationship of Human Corporeality, 
Nature and the Ecological Environment 
Livable humanity requires respect for certain boundaries that 
exist in the relationship between human beings and their own bodies-
the human being, to begin with, "is a body but also has one"64 -and to 
nature. There is first the need to acknowledge that there are "limits of 
the mutability, conditioning, and capability" in the human in both 
physical and psychological aspects although empirical methods have 
yielded little in defining those limits. Framed by the awareness of such 
limits, the corporeal needs of the human "cannot be manipulated 
without the realization that there is an attack on human goodness, 
happiness and true humanity."65 Human history has proven that the 
abusive overstepping of such boundaries may fuel militant collective 
protests. In the same vein, the limitations imposed by the natural 
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ecological environment demands respect as it stands against the abusive 
human domination spawned by a technocratic value system. The same 
constants, SchiUebeeckx qualifies, do not require advocacy for an anti-
technological or anti-industrial culture, as a "rational alteration in 
nature" is a requisite to the creation of an appropriate human 
environment or a "meta-cosmos" in contrast to a "natural cosmos" as 
such. In this case, science and technology becomes a service to the 
quest for livable humanity. 
SchiUebeeckx thus concludes that Christian salvation must take 
into account this first anthropological constant if it is to be a truly 
human project. Otherwise, the concept of salvation becomes vacuous 
and irrelevant, and thus, SchiUebeeckx muses, comparable to dreaming 
of "a salvation for angels, but not for men."66 
3.2.2 Being Human Involves Fellow-Humans 
The structure of personal identity mandates a relationship of 
"co-humanity" or mutuality between people. In this context, a human 
being, distortions to his or her identity notwithstanding, is allowed to 
live and share with others in a community of responsibility. 
SchiUebeeckx uses the example of the human body, which is designed 
in such a way as to preclude the capability of seeing one's own face, 
as an analogy for the human need to be in constant relation to others. 
Because the human is a social being destined to encounter fellow-
humans, it is incumbent upon him or her to build an inclusive society 
that takes responsible account for "the other": 
This lays on him the task of accepting, in intersubjectivity, the 
other in his otherness and in his freedom. It is precisely through 
this mutual relationship to others that the limitation of man's 
own individuality is transcended in free, loving affirmation of 
the other, and the person himself arrives at personal identity.67 
SchiUebeeckx adds that human encounter goes beyond the "I-
Thou"68 model; a complete humanity ought to consider a third 
dimension, the "he" (or for that matter, the "she"). Drawing from 
Emmanuel Lévinas, SchiUebeeckx emphasizes the universality of 
human relationships that is posited on the "Law of the Other."69 
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3.2.3 The Connection with Social and Institutional 
Structures 
The third anthropological constant underscores that the social 
dimension is not a mere addendum to personal identity but is 
constitutive of it. Although social and institutional structures are human 
constructs, these structures take on a life of their own and appear as 
natural givens so pervasive that they seem resistant to change. 
Schillebeeckx counters that precisely because they are created by 
humans, social and institutional structures are contingent; they can be 
changed by humans. Empirical sciences, Schillebeeckx argues, tend 
to overlook the contingency of such structures: 
The empirical sciences often do not take into account that this 
appearance of regularity depends on the hypothesis of our given 
(changeable) objective form of society: given the hypothesis, 
they rightly discover these sociological or socio-psychological 
regularities, but sometimes treat them as though they were a 
natural law or a metaphysical datum.70 
While on one hand, social and institutional structures provide 
social consensus and foster values; they do not, on the other hand, 
possess an encompassing "general validity" because they are subject 
to change. 
3.2.4 The Conditioning of People and Culture by 
Time and Space 
Schillebeeckx asserts that humanity cannot dissociate itself 
from the anthropological constant of time and space, that is, the 
historical and geographical situation of peoples and cultures. Humanity 
is then confronted with the dialectical tension between nature and 
history within particular cultures. Schillebeeckx explains that some 
forms of suffering and threats to human life lie within the human sphere 
of control. There are, however, forms of suffering that can neither be 
addressed by social action nor science and technology. The creative 
tension gives rise to the "question of meaning" for the human: 
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The historicity and thus the finality of man, which he does not 
know how to escape so that he can adopt a standpoint outside 
time, makes him understand his humanity also as a hermeneutical 
undertaking, i.e., as a task of understanding his own situation 
and unmasking critically the meaningless- ness that man brings 
about in history.71 
However, certain problems arise from the human 
hermeneutical enterprise, for instance, the emergence of historical and 
geographically-conditioned norms that purport to be universal a priori 
presuppositions. Schillebeeckx singles out the problem resulting in 
the formation of values that command a set of norms applicable only 
to the affluent, highly industrialized Western cultures while 
marginalizing other cultures. This lopsided equation resonates with 
the observation of Gustavo Gutierrez when he notes how 
underdeveloped countries are relegated to the margins of the global 
socio-economic value system- "The predominant characteristics of this 
complex and widespread world of the poor... its unimportance in the 
eyes of the great powers that rule today's wider world..."72 
Schillebeeckx thus insists that "Western men have a duty to 
international solidarity, above all towards poor countries (regardless 
of the historical question of how far they themselves are the historical 
cause of the poverty of these poor countries)."73 Additionally, 
Schillebeeckx emphasizes the importance of a "critical remembrance 
of the great traditions of mankind" in the quest for norms for action 
towards the flourishing of full humanity. 
3.2.5 Mutual Relationship of Theory and Practice 
Human culture, as the center of gravity of the hermeneutical 
endeavor and the effort to introduce change in the world, requires 
constancy and permanence. That permanence, according to 
Schillebeeckx, can only be achieved in the bridging of theory and 
practice or human action. Unlike the animal world where permanence 
is based on the evolutionary law of survival of the fittest, the humanly 
responsible assurance of a permanent culture is predicated on respect 
for the dialectical relationship between theory and practice.74 
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3.2.6 The Religious and "Para-Religious" 
Consciousness of the Human 
Schillebeeckx considers the "utopian" element in human 
consciousness as an anthropological constant. He understands the term 
"utopian" to mean: 
... the way in which a particular society has given specific form 
to the hermeneutical process in everyday life... or looks for 
another social system and another future in protest against the 
existing attribution of "meaning." These are totalitarian 
approaches which teach us to experience human life and society, 
now or in the future, as a good, meaningful, and happy totality 
of man- a vision and a way of life which seek to give meaning 
and context to human existence in this world (even if only in 
the distant future.)75 
Whether of a religious or non-religious nature, these totalitarian 
views, or what Schillebeeckx terms as "cognitive models of reality," 
are expressive of what inspires human beings to live meaningful lives 
in the light of a promising future of wholeness yet to be realized. 
Schillebeeckx observes that not a few of these Utopian concepts 
envision humans as active subjects, who, at one and the same time, 
contribute to the flourishing of humanity and yet exempted from direct 
personal responsibility for history and its ultimate outcome. While 
non-religious views may consider the Utopian principle as synonymous 
to fate, evolution, or nature, a religious understanding attributes it to 
"the living God, the Lord of history." Schillebeeckx insists that 
regardless of the form the concept may take (barring a nihilistic 
perspective), it is always a form of faith, that is, in the sense that utopia 
cannot be demonstrated empirically or rationalized. Faith, the "ground 
for hope," has been proven in history as an anthropological constant 
and, as such, is an essential part of the authenticity and wholeness of 
humanity. 
That said, Schillebeeckx makes a clear and convincing 
argument for the fundamental value of religion to humanity: 
For those who believe in God, this implies that religion is an 
anthropological constant without which human salvation, 
redemption, and true liberation are impossible. In other words, 
that any liberation which by-passes a religious redemption is 
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only a partial liberation, and furthermore, if it claims to be the 
total liberation of man by nature, destroys a real dimension of 
humanity and in the last resort uproots man instead of liberating 
him.76 
Schillebeeckx describes the ultimate impact of a denial of 
religion in the human's total liberation as an "uprooting," a 
metaphorical allusion to a forcible pulling away of a plant from the 
very soil that provides it sustenance and life. Thus, he re-emphazizes 
that the human religious or para-religious consciousness is not just an 
anthropological constant, but "a fundamental one" at that. 
3.2.7 Irreducible Synthesis of these Six Dimensions 
For Schillebeeckx, the irreducible synthesis of the six 
aforementioned dimensions in itself constitutes an anthropological 
constant because human wholeness and salvation lies in this synthesis: 
Thus Christian salvation, in the centuries-old biblical tradition 
called redemption, and meant as salvation from Goâfor men, is 
concerned with the whole system of co-ordinates in which man 
can truly be man. This salvation- the wholeness of man- cannot 
just be sought in one or another of these constants, say 
exclusively in 'ecological appeals', in an exclusive 'be nice to 
one another', in the exclusive overthrow of an economic system 
(whether Marxist or capitalist), or in exclusively mystical 
experiences: 'Alleluia, he is risen!'77 
To speak then of the primacy of "spiritual values," while this 
may seem valid, represents an undervaluing of the material conditions 
of such values thus eventually backfiring on the "spiritual." 
Schillebeeckx is careful to point out, however, that these 
anthropological constants do not present specific norms applicable as 
such in the here and now. As they are precisely coordinates for an 
anthropology, these dimensions set the course for the quest for human 
norms, a process that necessitates negotiation through particular 
cultures. 
Schillebeeckx concludes that in view of the existential dialectic 
between the ' is ' and the 'ought,' there are bound to be human 
misjudgments and failures along the way that may represent an assault 
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on these anthropological constants. Thus, the efforts to prevaN over 
the shortcomings of humanity form part of the quest for liberation 
and, Schillebeeckx adds, may well be its most important form- "In 
that case that might then be the all-embracing 'anthropological constant' 
in which Jesus the Christ wanted to go before us."78 
3.3 An Ecumene of Suffering 
If a reasoned understanding of the humanuni involves having 
to define it in negative terms, then there is no escaping the question of 
human suffering. That human history is tainted by such an excess of 
horrific, meaningless suffering- Buchenwald, Auschwitz, and 
Cambodia, just to name a few -has always been an incomprehensible 
scandal that escapes adequate hermeneutical, ontological and ethical 
analysis. According to Schillebeeckx, human suffering cannot be 
objectified because in the final analysis, it is also "my suffering, my 
evil, and my death." Ineluctably, human history is an 'ecumene of 
suffering': 
... this suffering is the alpha and omega of the whole history of 
mankind; it is the scarlet thread by which this historical fragment 
is recognizable as human history: history is 'an ecumene of 
suffering.' Because of their historical extent and their historical 
density, evil and suffering are the dark fleck in our history, a 
fleck which no one can remove by an explanation or 
interpretation which is able to give it an understandable place in 
a rational and meaningful whole.79 
While human efforts to explain suffering and evil in theory have proven 
inadequate, Schillebeeckx explains that human critical rationality does 
allow for the remembrance of specific experiences of suffering in 
particular historical contexts. These 'critical remembrances' rekindle 
practical reason and offer the potential for liberative action. Hence, 
various cultures in human history proffer different perspectives and 
theodicies that attempt to make sense out of suffering in their resolve 
to cope with it and eliminate its causes; none has ever been successful 
in giving a rational theory for suffering. Nonetheless, Schillebeeckx 
finds it informative to survey these critical remembrances, as the 
problem of suffering is "too vast for a single fragment in our history to 
be able to express the one liberating word about it."80 
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While it would be disproportionate to present Schillebeeckx's 
thorough historical survey of human suffering in any great detail, I 
find it relevant and informative to present some of the salient points of 
his discussion. 
3.3.1 Critical Remembrance of Suffering Humanity 
The ancient Greeks made sense out of human suffering from 
an anthropological perspective by proposing an ethical spiritual 
aristocracy that relativizes suffering.81 The Romans had a more 
humanistic, socio-political explanation- suffering is one of the sacrifices 
that insures good harvests, paves the path to bravery, and contributes 
to the upbuilding of Rome. Schillebeeckx observes that in both the 
Greek and Roman notions of suffering, it is the voice of the aristocrats 
and elite philosophers that is heard, those who are actually yoked by 
suffering are voiceless. "The voice of the suffering slave Spartacus, 
who rebelled against dehumanizing forced labour, is silent."82 
Contrastingly, Israel accords to the poor and oppressed the 
privileged position of interlocutor as attested by not a few references 
found in the Hebrew Bible. Israel accepts human suffering when it 
represents a redemptive suffering for others or a consequence of human 
sinfulness and folly, in which case, suffering is part of God's will in 
the sense that it opens a window to forgiveness and conversion. 
However, when suffering is a result of injustice and oppression and is 
thus unmerited and devoid of redemptive significance, the typical 
Jewish sensibility would protest and militate against it. In fact, Israel 
would not hesitate to furiously question its own God when he seems 
reclusive in the face of his own people's unjust suffering. This can be 
seen clearly in the lament of the Psalmist: 
Rouse yourself! Why do you sleep, O Lord? 
Awake, do not cast us off forever! 
Why do you hide your face? 
Why do you forget our own affliction and oppression? 
For we sink down to the dust; 
our bodies cling to the ground. 
Rise up, come to our help. 
Redeem us for the sake of your steadfast love. 
Psalm 44:23-26 (NRSV) 
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Moreover, on the basis of the concept of a just and merciful God, the 
prophetic-liberating tradition of Israel offers numerous references 
where oppressors who cause unjust suffering are rebuked and judged 
severely. The book of the prophet Isaiah is a case in point: 
Ah, you who make iniquitous decrees, 
who write oppressive statutes, 
to turn aside the needy from justice 
and to rob the poor of my people of their right, 
that widows may be your spoil, 
and that you may make the orphans your prey! 
What will you do on the day of punishment, 
in the clamity that will come from far away? 
To whom will you flee for help, 
and where will you leave your wealth, 
so as not to crouch among the prisoners 
or fall among the slain? 
For all this his anger has not turned away; 
his hand is stretched out still. 
Isaiah 10:1-4 (NRSV) 
While noting the differences between the Greek/Roman perspectives 
on suffering as against that of Israel, Schillebeeckx points out that 
they do converge in one aspect- "good, rather than evil and suffering, 
has the last word."83 
For early Christianity, the concern for suffering hinges on the 
collective trauma of persecution. Because the focus was on the suffering 
Christian, the New Testament does not preoccupy itself with the search 
for a solution to suffering. It does, however, offer several angles to the 
problem. One key principle is that the Gospel message is for the poor. 
This is seen clearly in the Lukan pericope where Jesus, quoting from 
the prophet Isaiah, delivers a programmatic discourse inaugurating 
his ministry: 
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, 
because the Lord has anointed me; 
to bring good news to the poor. 
He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives, 
and recovery of sight to the blind, 
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to let the oppressed go free, 
to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor. 
Luke 4:18 (NRSV) 
Schillebeeckxx notes that Jesus' understanding of suffering springs 
from his devoted, personal relationship with God, who is the God of 
life- "God and suffering are diametrically opposed; where God appears, 
evil and suffering have to yield."84 Thus the Kingdom that Jesus 
proclaimed has the poor and oppressed as its first beneficiaries. In 
Schillebeeckxx's description, the Kingdom represents "a deep 
community experience which has the power to heal."85 The messianic 
Kingdom, therefore, is not about a breakthrough in power that will 
demolish the forces of evil; it is a Kingdom that works through 
metanoia. I present a more in-depth discussion of Schillebeeckx's 
understanding of the Kingdom or Reign of God later in this chapter. 
Suffice it to say that the liberation, which Jesus proclaimed, involves 
suffering for the cause of righteousness and justice. This constitutes 
the birthpangs of the new order of righteousness and peace (as found 
in Mark 13:8, Matthew 24:8, and Romans 8). The post-apostolic 
Christians understood the reality of suffering, many, following the path 
of persecution and martyrdom for the sake of the Gospel. 
Among the early church fathers, Augustine presents a theodicy 
based on the theory of original sin. Man was originally created perfect 
but brought suffering upon himself because of his fall from grace. On 
the other hand, Ireneaeus likens the fall of humanity to the sin of a 
child insofar as it represents the realization of the mixture of good and 
evil as humanity moves towards salvation. Human suffering, as it were, 
does not mean punishment for sin. Schillebeeckx proposes that the 
opposing views of Augustine and Ireneaus are unified by the 
fundamental conviction that "it is better to have known human existence 
than not- this is a basic anti-dualism and a kind of delight in 'being a 
man,' despite everything."86 
Schillebeeckx also investigates how Enlightenment and 
Marxist philosophies address the question of human suffering. 
According to Schillebeeckx, the Enlightenment thinkers such 
as G.W. von Leibnitz, Christian Wolff, Shaftesbury and Alexander 
Pope, downplayed suffering as a form of intellectual deception brought 
about by the human senses. The universal view of the Enlightenment 
considers evil the result of a contingent, superficial view of things; in 
the larger panoramic context of history, suffering is, in fact, good. Pope 
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thus writes, "All partial evil, universal good... One truth is clear: 
whatever is, is n'g/ii."87 Reconciliation is already antecedently given 
in the harmonia praestabilita and metanoia therefore consists of a 
turning away from myopic thinking and the liberating realization of 
this divine offer. Schillebeeckx argues that "The men of the 
Enlightenment in fact wanted to justify God by means of human reason, 
which now itself called God to answer for his apparently bad direction 
of the world and history."88 
The philosophy of Marx views the problem of human suffering 
from the vantage point of an economic theory. This approach presents 
the argument that social suffering is the result of an economic system 
that thrives on the laws of profit and competition. The conditions of 
production relegate workers to the position of mere wage-earners who 
have no claim to capital. The ground principle at work here results in 
the alienation of the workers- "alienated from their work and 
themselves, purely reified ingredients in an economic process which, 
moreover, does not belong to them and lies outside their control."89 
Competition between humans in a seeming reprise of the law of the 
jungle, is then presented as the viable option for survival. Marx was 
convinced that the structural causes of suffering could be dealt with 
and removed. Through a dialectical, historical process of becoming, 
nothing less than a revolution can bring about a fundamental change 
in the oppressive socio-economic order. Marx believed that this is the 
necessary pathway towards the alleviation of human suffering. Because, 
ultimately, the revolutionary Utopian future can only emerge through 
class struggle, it involves a form of suffering for a good cause. As to 
religion, Marx sees it as a protest against human misery albeit 
insufficiently understood. It represents a passive reflection of society's 
economic conflicts. To the degree that religion is ignorant of its own 
nature, it also remains ignorant of the human suffering that serves as 
the base of its own existence. Thus, Marx considers religion as the 
opium of the people. Schillebeeckx makes clear, however, that in 
contrast to other Marxists, Marx himself does not blame religion for 
all alienation but sees it as a victim of social and economic alienation 
"which precisely in being a victim then keeps this economic alienation 
firmly in the saddle."90 As such, Marx only speaks about human 
liberation and self-realization through labor. 
From the critical optic provided by the synthesis of 
Schillebeeckx's proposed anthropological constants, this perspective 
does not paint an acceptable, holistic understanding of the human whose 
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identity is here reduced to nothing more than labor and the means of 
production. 
3.3.2 God Does Not Will Human Suffering 
That the history of humanity is a scandal-provoking ecumene 
of suffering is an undeniable reality. Schillebeeckx insists, however, 
that human suffering cannot be viewed as a problem for theoretical 
comprehension- it is a mystery. The question then of why there is an 
atrocious overspill of human suffering is an unanswerable question. 
Moreover, the unavoidable problem of a God who is seemingly 
impassive amid the flood of human suffering is unjustifiable. If the 
critical and creative force of religion can be accepted- that God is 
pure positivity and infinitely good- then suffering and annihilation 
cannot be attributed to the divine will. Schillebeeckx argues that the 
primitive idea of a God who metes out life and death at will is an 
anthropocentric conception in which God's freedom is defined as "a 
finite freedom to decide between good and evil."91 Human suffering 
does not square with a God who is mindful of humanity. That said, 
Schillebeeckx recognizes an ensuing problem- the search for a non-
dualistic ground for suffering and evil. The Christian message offers a 
way to protect vulnerable humanity as it were, from accusation and 
indictment: 
It is well worth remembering that faith does not disqualify human 
reason and its liberating practice in order to claim honour of 
being able to offer a correct solution once reason has conceded 
defeat. For religious belief does not blame man for his ultimate 
theoretical impotence and his practical failure in the face of evil 
and suffering. This bitter insight, this 'accusation', stems from 
our own human experience and critical reason. By contrast, 
religious belief seeks to rescue us from this fatal experience 
and give our action new meaning by breaking its impotence in 
the light of a new possibility from God: Thanks to the 
proclamatory reminiscence of Jesus as the story of the crucified 
man who is now alive, through whom a future is given to those 
who have come to grief in history, even those who (for the 
moment) are victors at the expense of the defeated.92 
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While the mystery of human suffering remains unanswered, the 
Christian message does present the subversive memory of Jesus as the 
hopeful promise that neither suffering nor evil is the last word. 
Schillebeeckx, however, rejects two tendencies that attempt to explain 
the Jesus story. First is the argument that God himself decreed the 
death of Jesus as a mandatory propitiation for the sinful history of 
humankind. Describing this explanation as blasphemous, Schillebeeckx 
notes that none of the authentic branches of the Christian tradition 
deem this "sadistic mysticism of suffering" acceptable. The other 
objectionable tendency is the "eternalizing" of suffering in God; the 
argument that ultimately, God accords glory and splendour to suffering. 
Epitomized by the soteriology of Jürgen Moltmann, this view proposes 
that God ostracized Jesus as a sacrifice for the sins of humanity. 
Schillebeeckx recognizes the schizophrenic confusion this argument 
presents despite its correct insight of a God who suffers with humanity. 
"The difficulty in this conception is that it ascribes to God what has in 
fact been done to Jesus by the history of injustice."93 
Schillebeeckx turns to Thomas Aquinas for a reasonable 
perspective that does not force an explanation for the incomprehensible. 
Schillebeeckx notes Aquinas' two-pronged approach to theodicy: 
On the one hand as a theologian he dares to write: 'The first 
cause of the lack of grace lies in us'; and on the other, as a 
philosopher: "Although God is the creative cause of our (human) 
will- i.e. the one who calls up out of nothing- this will has this 
'being from nothing' from no other than itself; and precisely for 
that reason the defects of the will which follow from a creaturely 
deficiency may be carried back to a higher cause." As soon as 
there are creatures, there is the possibility (not the necessity) of 
a negative and original initiative offinitude, if 1 can put it that 
way.94 
Thus, Schillebeecks uses the concept of "first causality" in Aquinas' 
Summa Theologiae to posit the center of gravity of evil and suffering 
in creaturely finitude. Aquinas, however, stops short of naming human 
finitude as such as the ground of evil emphasizing instead the 
"possibility" of sin and human disobedience. Since humans were 
created ex nihilo, our flawed will cannot be ascribed to the Creator. 
God is the "creative cause" not of evil and suffering but of the finite 
human will. To confront arguments that impute God for the problem 
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of evil and suffering, Schillebeeckx's proposes the idea of the 
"defenceless superior power of God": 
To be created is, on the one hand, to be taken up as a creature 
into God's absolute free and saving nearness, but on the other 
hand, seen from God's side, it is a sort of 'divine yielding', 
giving room to the other.95 
Schillebeeckx puts forward the paradoxical notion that "God 
wills to be our God in our finitude."96 The divine will does not assign 
suffering upon humans. On the contrary, God resists evil and suffering 
via his immanence, that is, his active presence from within creation. 
God's opposition to suffering is expressed through human agents who 
actively work for human emancipation in history. 
Thus, the ground of existence for human suffering cannot be 
identified; what is clear in Schillebeeckx's view is that the God who is 
mindful of humanity stands opposed to it. 
3.4 Christian Salvation and Sociopolitical Liberation 
In the light of the horrific reality of an ecumene of suffering, 
the dialectical relationship between the Christian concept of salvation 
and sociopolitical liberation becomes pivotal for the expression of 
God's abiding concern for wounded humanity. Schillebeeckx 
consistently maintains that Christian salvation, as communicated by 
Jesus the Christ and by his praxis of God's eschatological Reign, has 
serious and far-reaching sociopolitical implications. 
As such, a privatized notion of salvation characterized by a 
personal "flight to inwardness" confines the liberative currents of God's 
reign to the level of the personal. Soteriologies that follow this trend 
of thought are "vertical soteriologies,"97 that is, they propose a fideistic 
view of salvation as a "disembodied and dislocated interiority"98 
resulting in a shirking of historical responsibilities. The world is under 
the power of demonic powers so salvation can only be viewed as a 
metaphysical, antisocial journey; an ascent of the soul toward a realm 
of purity beyond the system, hence, the social impulse of detachment 
and removal from the present system.99 Schillebeeckx astutely calls 
this tendency a "flight into the social status quo"100 in which case 
social structures remain unexamined, unquestioned, and are perceived 
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as belonging to the natural order of things. Through passivity and 
acquiescence, vertical soteriologies ultimately contribute to the 
perpetuation of disordered sociopolitical relations and oppression. 
Schillebeeckx, however, rejects the argument that interpersonal 
and sociopolitical forms of love necessarily have to stand in polarity 
with each other: 
For Christians, affirmation of another's personhood, readiness 
to identify oneself with another and affirm his own subjectivity, 
is from the start a readiness to make the economic, political and 
social world habitable for humanity.101 
Schillebeeckx thus bridges interpersonal liberation as potential 
openness to sociopolitical liberation. 
On the other hand, there are "horizontal and futurist 
soteriologies" that swing to the opposite extreme. Strongly social and 
outwardly-directed, such soteriologies understand salvation completely 
in terms of sociopolitical change. Salvation is realized when the present 
corrupt system is overthrown and a new order representing its polar 
opposite stands in its stead. Horizontal and futurist soteriologies are 
characterized as "instrumental" insofar as they absolutize a contingent 
sociopolitical movement as the definitive way to historical salvation.102 
This tendency represents "a social religion of oppressed people"103 
borne out of the cruel context of injustice and a sense of powerlessness 
under the present situation. The potential danger here lies in the 
legitimation and sacralization of various forms of systematic violence 
as a way towards normative ideals that work only to benefit dominant 
interests.104 
A third type, "religious and political soteriologie,s" emphasize 
the progressive and political meaning of the religious. These 
soteriologies avoid both the fideistic withdrawal into the personal and 
the instrumental totalization of the political. This third way is thus 
characterized as "interactive" between religious and political; its project 
being to transform the political.105 This has been the consistent focus 
and concern of the soteriology of Schillebeeckx as it is developed in 
his major body of work, the trilogy consisting of Jesus: An Experiment 
in Christology, Christ: The Experience of Jesus as Lord, and Church: 
The Human Story of God. The original Dutch title of the second volume 
clearly evinces his interactive soteriology- Gerechtigheid en Liefde: 
Genade en bevrijding which translates as "Justice and Love: Grace 
and Liberation."106 This is substantiated in Part Four of the book where 
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Schillebeeckx sets the experience and interpretation of Christian 
salvation against the contemporary backdrop of human suffering.107 
The interactive character of Schillebeeckx's thought is also 
evidenced in his acknowledgement of the need to develop a Western 
form of liberation theology that could serve as a dialogue partner to its 
seminal Third World counterpart.108 His efforts to actualize a decisively 
liberationist soteriology is a movement towards that direction. Akin to 
the liberation theologians, Schillebeeckx seeks to locate historically 
the content of faith including the content that had otherwise been 
deemed transcendental; a historicization of salvation.109 
Schillebeeckx's keen sensitivity over the plight of Third World 
suffering is lucidly expressed in the book Church. 
For Schillebeeckx, the continuing existence and proliferation 
of "non-persons," most ironically, in countries with a Christian colonial 
history, is an inconceivable scandal: 
There is good reason for the statements in the EATWOT 
conferences of Third World theologians that 'the believing but 
exploited people' in the Third World contrast with 'the 
secularized and exploitative West.' The two problems are 
interconnected and cannot be separated. The existence of the 
'non-person,' the poor and oppressed, in a subcontinent like Latin 
America or a country like South Africa, lands which have been 
dominated by Christians for centuries, is a scandal for any belief 
in God. For many people it makes belief in God look incredible. 
Therefore in the West we can no longer talk of God without 
relating our thought about God to the massive suffering of men 
and women elsewhere and anonymously among us...110 
Thus, in a self-reflexive query, Schillebeeckx wrestles with the hard, 
dialectical reality of an egocentric, affluent Western world afloat in a 
sea of massive global inequality and poverty: 
Therefore, for example in Latin America and Asia, liberation 
theology, despite or more precisely in its geographical 
contextuality, is a question of universal significance. Can there 
be authentic meaning in my history if the history of more than 
half the human race is meaningless and absurd? Is that not a 
threadbare regional, cynical egoism? That is where the 'crisis 
of meaning' lies today. It is not just a problem for the poor but 
also for the rich: a universal problem. The Christian option for 
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the poor, taking their side, is therefore a contextual expression 
of universal love for men and women.111 
Here, SchiUebeeckx emphasizes the significance of theologies of 
liberation in the universal search for the humanuni. This is made even 
more clear by his use of the phrase "Christian option for the poor," 
which is derived from the concept of a "preferential option for the 
poor," a programme of engagement in the struggle for social justice 
rooted in the 1968 Medellin General Conference of Latin American 
Bishops and coined ten years after in the documents of the 1978 Puebla 
General Conference.112 The concept springs from the eschatological 
principle of the Kingdom of God, which has the poor and oppressed 
as its first beneficiaries. A more detailed discussion on this partisan 
concern for the oppressed and marginalized as it relates to the concept 
of the Kingdom of God follows this section. Suffice it to say that the 
preferential option for the poor is a succinct rendering of the 
uncompromising concern and care of Jesus for the downtrodden as 
worked out in the context of Latin American Liberation Theology. ' ' 3 
A preferential option for the poor is definitely not an option adopted 
by the rich and powerful, otherwise, there would be no poor in the 
world. That said, the concept also takes on a prescriptive, and not just 
a descriptive sense. SchiUebeeckx's point is straightforward in this-
the Christian option for the poor is a forceful moral imperative meant 
primarily for the ears of the rich and powerful in the West. He argues 
that the only meaningful salvation for the contemporary human 
situation is one that considers the "existential context of oppression 
and liberation."114 For SchiUebeeckx, soteriologies that conveniently 
overlook the ecumene of suffering are, quite plainly, implausible and 
irrelevant. 
At this juncture, the discussion necessarily angles to the 
centrality of the concept of the Reign of God in Schillebeeckx's 
eschatological perspective. This has profound soteriological 
implications for the peoples of the Third World who bear the cross of 
abject poverty and cultural marginalization on a daily basis. As Jon 
Sobrino asserts, "The Third World continues to stand in urgent need 
of liberation, and the best theological way to deal with liberation 
continues to be to do so in terms of the Reign of God."115 
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3.5 The Praxis of the Reign of God 
At the heart of Jesus' message is Basileia tou Theou, the 
inbreaking of a new order based on God's love, graciousness, and 
justice, close at hand but not yet consummated: 
And for Jesus this means the proximity of God's unconditional 
will to salvation, of reconciling clemency and sufficing 
graciousness, and along with them opposition to all forms of 
evil: suffering and sin... It does not denote some area of 
sovereignty above and beyond this world, where God is supposed 
to reside and to reign. What Jesus intends by it is a process, a 
course of events, whereby God begins to govern or to act as 
king or Lord, an action, therefore, by which God manifests his 
being-God in the world of men.116 
Schillebeeckx notes that references to this dynamic symbol can be 
found in no less than five complexes of tradition- the communities 
represented by the three synoptic gospels Mark, Matthew, and Luke; 
the -Q community; and the epistles of the New Testament. ' ' 7 Two 
aspects- the Kingdom of God and the Reign of God -converge in the 
unifying concept of Basileia tou Theou. The Kingdom of God alludes 
more to the eschatological "final good," the vision of a definitive eco-
human salvation and liberation to which God's saving activity is 
directed- "Your Kingdom come. Your will be done on earth as it is in 
heaven." (Matthew 6:10 NRSV) "That this kingdom comes," 
Schillebeeckx explains, "means that God looks to us men and women 
to make his ruling 'operational' in our world."118 The Reign of God as 
referred to in the Marcan and Lucan gospels represents "the dynamic, 
here-and-now character of God's exercise of control" and is invoked 
by historical signs of justice, solidarity, freedom, and a preferential 
option for the poor and defenseless. As such, the Reign of God affirms 
and strengthens the idea that Basileia tou Theou is "a theological and 
yet also anthropological reality grounded in human experience."119 
While Jesus declares that the Reign of God is close at hand, he does 
not define exactly what it is. Nonetheless, Schillebeeckx maintains 
that the key to understanding the Reign of God lies in the life praxis of 
Jesus: 
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... God's lordship, as Jesus understands it, expresses the relation 
between God and man, in the sense that 'we are each other's 
happiness.' Ultimately, it is the ancient covenant of love, 
fellowship with God, in which God nevertheless remains the 
sovereign partner. Thus anyone having anything to do with Jesus 
is confronted by the God of Jesus. The one thing that Jesus is 
getting at is that this God is a 'God of human kind'... His very 
life is given decisive shape by his expectation of the kingdom 
of God in surrender to God's lordship. Jesus is gripped by that 
lordship, is compelled by it, so that his whole life is on the one 
hand a 'celebration' ofthat lordship and on the other it gives a 
lead in orthopraxis, the right conduct of the kingdom of God. It 
is what he lived for and what he died for: God's concern as 
man's concern.120 
It is clear that "Jesus is about God's business," that is, the 
universal salvation of humanity. At the very core, the message of the 
Reign of God in Jesus' life praxis is this- without reservation, the 
sovereign love and graciousness of God insists on the flourishing of 
life even though the empirical experience warrants suffering and death. 
Hence, the critical locus of his ministry naturally gravitates to the 
liberation of marginalized and oppressed humanity. Jesus comes to 
help the sick and needy, not the healthy and affluent. In Lukç 14:1-5, 
Jesus insists on healing an epileptic even on a sabbath day and poses a 
moral question to the disapproving Pharisees who are more concerned 
about the legality of the act rather than the alleviation of the suffering 
of a fellow human being, "If one of you has a child or an ox that has 
fallen into a well, will you not pull it out on a sabbath day?" 
Schillebeeckx, however, issues a caveat that while the 
emphasis of Jesus' message is an evangelion, or 'heartening news'(in 
contrast to John the Baptist's one-sided proclamation of God's 
approaching judgement) he also preaches that God will stand in 
judgement of history- of humanity, culture, and society. Schillebeeckx 
insightfully warns that the God of Jesus is "not a kindly granddad, 
disposed to be not so very critical."121 To be sure, Jesus' message is 
positively orientated. The "anti-" applies only to everything that negates 
the message of God's Reign. Still, Jesus does not condemn anyone, 
"his concern is with the potential for the future, in the 'now' of the 
metanoia."^22 Sobrino echoes the same understanding when he writes 
about Jesus' denunciation offerees in society that serve to perpetuate 
the 'anti-Reign'- "The purpose was to expose the causes of the anti-
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Reign and transform it into the Reign, although on this point Jesus 
offers no technical means but only calls for conversion."123 The Reign 
of God is neither a confirmation of the present reality nor its history; it 
represents a judgement of that reality with the positive vision of re-
creating it.124 
Thus, Jesus bridges the eschatological inbreaking of the 
Kingdom of God and the metanoia brought about by the praxis of the 
Reign of God. 
To further appreciate the content of the Reign of God, it is 
necessary to discuss Schillebeeckx's proposal that Jesus' actual conduct 
and ministry at the service of God's lordship sheds light on what the 
Reign concretely means. I do not propose to offer here a thorough 
exploration of Christology as found in Schillebeeckx's monumental 
Jesus: An Experiment in Christology. Instead, I use the heuristic 
guideposts set by Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective to clarify 
the identity of Jesus in relation to the eschatological concept of the 
Kingdom of God and to explore how his activities contribute to the 
clarification of the nature of the Reign. 
3.5.1 What Jesus Proclaimed 
Jesus lived in a storytelling culture where the communication 
of what is truly meaningful in life is funneled through stories and 
parables. According to Schillebeeckx, it is difficult for people who 
live in the present- in a culture that is largely shaped by historical 
sciences -to negotiate through an ancient narrative culture. Amazed at 
some disastrously absurd notion derived from the indiscriminate 
reading of the bible stories solely through modem-day glasses, he 
exclaims- "Obviously we have lost all our 'narrative innocence' !" For 
Schillebeeckx, the hermeneutical challenge in the struggle to 
understand the New Testament lies in a systematic balancing out of a 
narrative innocence with historical disciplines. Drawing from the 
hermeneutics of Paul Ricoeur, Schillebeeckx sees the exigency of a 
second primitive stage, a "second narrative innocence."125 It is 
illuminating to quote Ricoeur at this point: 
Does that mean that we could go back to a primitive naivete? 
Not at all. In every way, something has been lost, irremediably 
lost: immediacy of belief. But if we can no longer live the great 
symbolisms of the sacred in accordance with the original belief 
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in them, we can, we modem men, aim at a second naivete in and 
through criticism. In short, it is by interpreting that we can hear 
again... This second naivete aims to be the postcritical equivalent 
of the precriticai hierophany.126 
Thus, in attempting to grasp the message of the gospel text, 
Schillebeeckx stresses the need to be conscious of the ancient narrative 
culture as the well from which to draw the first basis of understanding. 
The historical mediation follows as part of the constituent whole. 
As much as they are constitutive of an understanding of the 
praxis of the Reign of God, the parables and beatitudes of Jesus 
discussed from the optic of Schillebeeckx are given focus in the next 
section. 
3.5.1.1 Jesus' Parables 
Schillebeeckx begins his discussion on Jesus' parables by first 
establishing one point- "Jesus is a parable." Quite naturally, the 
explanation for this statement comes from the descriptive footprint of 
the very term "parable." Schillebeeckx offers some operational 
definitions:127 
- A parable is a story that turns around a 'scandalizing' center, at any 
rate a core paradox or novelty. 
- A parable often stands things on their head; it is meant to break through 
our conditional thinking and being. 
- A parable is meant to start the listener thinking by means of a built-in 
element of the 'surprising' and the 'alienating' in a common everyday 
event. 
The "existential earnestness" of the storytelling enshrined in 
the parable works in quickening a person to take inventory of his or 
her own life and view it from a different angle, a different perspective, 
for once. Because they challenge conventional ways of thinking and 
behaving, parables offer the possibility of renewal in a person's life 
and in the life of society. Schillebeeckx points out that save for three 
parables, namely, "The Rich Fool", "Lazarus", and, "The Pharisee and 
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the Publican", all of Jesus' parables are down-to-earth; as it were, God 
does not necessarily affix his explicit 'signature' to the story. 
Nonetheless, the message undeniably proclaims the salvific vision of 
God's Kingdom: 
God does not come into it, directly; and yet anyone who attends 
to them knows that through these stories he is confronted with 
God's saving activity in Jesus; this is how God acts, and it is to 
be seen in the actions of Jesus himself, if, at any rate, you see 
with a heart ready to be transformed.128 
The message of the parables, however, is open-ended as it can only 
find completion if and when the hearers issue a positive response to it 
and thus, become open to metanoia: 
The parable remains 'suspended,' therefore, so long as the 
listener has not decided for or against the new possibilities for 
living opened up in it- and eventually decides for or against 
Jesus of Nazareth. ' 2 9 
The explanation as to why Schillebeeckx asserts that Jesus is a parable 
becomes clear. Parables mirror Jesus' person and what his life, ministry 
and conduct stand for; his witness offers the best explanation for 
parables. Ultimately, the central issue of parables is Jesus himself: 
Jesus and his world in the end become the issue in the parables, 
which open up a new world, in which only grace and love can 
dwell, and which places under judgement and seeks to change 
this history of ours, the course of human suffering that is the 
outcome of our shortsighted actions.130 
In Schillebeeckx's survey of the authentic eschatological parables of 
Jesus, he notes that all of them center on the theme of the Kingdom of 
God and its conjoined praxical expression in the Reign. 
To wit: 
- In Jesus, the Kingdom of God is at hand (Mark 1:15) and already at 
work in the present (Luke 11:20) 
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- Yet its coming is still anticipated (Matthew 6:10, Luke 11:3), the 
timing unknown (Mark 13:32) and cannot be calculated beforehand 
(Luke 17:20-21) 
- Salvation will come to the watchful, including repentant sinners (Luke 
18:9-14) and those who consider themselves unworthy (Matthew 8:8-
9) 
- Judgement is reserved for those who take no heed and and refuse to 
take action (Matthew 7:24-27) 
The inextricable link between the Reign of God and orthopraxis 
is brought to sharper focus in the Parable of the Talents (Matthew 
25:14-30, Luke 19:12-27). Here, the emphasis is on the here-and-now 
character of the praxis of the Reign, which demands a radical and 
immediate reordering of the accustomed way of living. The servant 
who merely buries the talent given to him is reproached not so much 
because he is no risk-taker as the other two are but because "he never 
seized even the one opportunity that was altogether free of risk, and 
had therefore been really careless with what had been entrusted to 
him." Schillebeeckx reiterates, "God's lordship demands a 
corresponding resort to action."131 
It is plain and unmistakable that Jesus cannot just be counted 
among the anonymous sages of his time who go about telling popular 
folklore. Although elements reflecting folk-wisdom may have factored 
into Jesus' parables, Schillebeeckx explains that they assume a new 
focus, a new appropriated sense that only serve to express the central 
message of God's lordship. 
Insofar as Jesus' parables consistently function within the 
framework of the Reign of God, they can only be correctly understood 
in consideration of this context. 
3.5.1.2 Jesus' Beatitudes 
Schillebeeckx traces the idea of blessing for the poor to the 
days of the Jewish settlement in the land of Canaan when various forms 
of inequalities were borne out of the efforts of the farming population 
to amass property. Social laws were set in place to keep this trend in 
check, among them, the promulgation of the sabbatical year, a law 
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requiring the cancellation of all debts and the liberation of slaves every 
seventh year. Through this radical law, it was hoped that the equality 
originally attributed to God's covenant with Israel could be restored 
in some measure (Exodus 21:2-6, 23:10-11; Leviticus 25:1-7, 18-22; 
Deuteronomy 15). The advent of the monarchy, however, ushered in 
the return of social disparities and this fueled the strident prophetic 
critique of society's powerholders which was premised on the kingship 
of the God of justice. The rampant corruption and misuse of power 
among the ranks of the aristocracy at the expense of the common people 
who were enslaved by debt was an affront to God. Against the powers 
that be, Israel's poor were those who had no clear future because justice 
was beyond their reach. Their only hope rested in the God who is the 
Righteous One. The poor during Jesus' time were the offshoots of 
generations of injustice in Israel. 
The beatitudes follow the Old Testament genre of a prophetic 
eschatological proclamation. "This central core of the complex of 
beatitudes is set in the perspective of the eschatological coming of 
God's rule and the kingdom of God."132 There are two versions 
presented in the New Testament, the Lucan "Sermon on the Plain" 
(Luke 6:20-26) and the Matthean "Sermon on the Mount" (Matthew 
5:3-5). Organized in a pattern of "blessings," the beatitudes ostensibly 
earmark them for the edge of humanity, not the center. It will be the 
underside of society- the poor, the hungry, the sorrowful outcast -who 
will be blessed in the eschatological Kingdom. Collectively, they are 
the very people who have no position in society; the non-persons who 
are nameless, faceless, and voiceless. They will be blessed not because 
suffering had made them more virtuous, but because the realization of 
the Reign of God will change their situation of oppression: 
Blessed are you who are poor, 
for yours is the kingdom of God. 
Blessed are you who are hungry now, 
for you will be filled. 
Blessed are you weep now, 
for you will laugh. 
Luke 6:20-21 (NRSV) 
Schillebeeckx points out that the first blessing is in the present tense-
"the kingdom of God is yours" - while the two that follow are in the 
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future tense. The inbreaking Kingdom exists in dialectical tension; it 
is already here but the harvesting of its fruits- the joy and satisfaction 
-only finds completion in the future. 
Conspicuously, antithetical "woes" immediately follow the 
blessings in the Lucan version, a feature absent in Matthew. 
Woe to you who are rich, 
for you have received your consolation. 
Woe to you who are full now, 
for you will be hungry. 
Woe to you who are laughing now, 
for you will moum and weep. 
Luke 20: 24-25 (NRSV) 
According to Schillebeeckx, what resonates here is the earlier Jewish 
"apocalyptic principle of a reversal of values." He downplays these 
apocalyptic curses as secondary texts: 
Without having before one the Jewish and late Jewish 
background to this noble utterance of benediction, these are 
indeed disconcerting texts which we modems feel to have even 
a reactionary ring about them: the poor are having a bad time of 
it now but- just wait a bit -in the hereafter they are to be the 
privileged ones. Apocalyptic circles even added: and then they 
will have a good laugh at the deposed and impoverished rich. Is 
this the Jesus of Nazareth? Absolutely not.133 
The emphasis of Jesus' message is profoundly positive, it is about the 
sovereignty of the God of love and utter graciousness, not about the 
prospects of the poor to get even. In SchiUebeeckx's view, the Reign 
of God does not represent a direct overturning of existing societal 
structures but an eschatological one: 
Indeed Jesus did not preach social revolution, although his 
eschatological message brings the whole pain-ridden history of 
mankind radically under God's critical judgement and so calls 
for an about-tum... What they quite unmistakably enshrine is a 
spiritual affirmation of the ultimate power of powerlessness- of 
a belief that however much improving the world by our human 
resources is necessary (that is to make God's explicit 'no' to 
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suffering in history), at the deepest level there is a suffering, an 
impotence which no human being can remove and from which 
we can be liberated only by virtue of the fact that 'God will 
rule' for the final good of all men.134 
Thus, God's Reign is not about a social revolution, but an eschatological 
revolution.135 
From Jesus' eschatological message we hear only God's radical 
'no' to all forms of evil, all forms of poverty and hunger that 
leads to tears. That is Jesus' message; and it has enormous 
consequences. That in it God is also refusing to acknowledge 
the strength of evil and so with his own being as God is standing 
surety for the defeat of evil in all its forms can in no way be 
turned to reactionary or conservative ends. Jesus gives us on 
God's behalf only the message that God stands surety for us. 
And therefore the poor, the suffering and the deprived do indeed 
have grounds for positive hope.136 
Popular Jewish tradition expected the coming of the "eschatological 
prophet" who would bring glad tidings to the poor. Schillebeeckx 
emphasizes that Jesus enters the scene not as a kingly Davidic prophet 
but as the eschatological prophet who is present here and now. In the 
beatitudes, Jesus restores hope to the disinherited by making them 
aware that God is on their side and disapproves of their situation of 
suffering. Jesus, the eschatological prophet, assures them that the lasting 
joy and fulfillment of the inbreaking Kingdom is primarily reserved 
for them and that the Reign of God begins now. Because the poor now 
have a future, the good news is indeed, "blessed are you who are poor." 
3.5.2 Jesus' Saving Activities 
Jesus did not passively await for the inbreaking of the Kingdom 
of God, his proclamation was essentially accompanied by activities in 
the service of the Reign. Bringing liberation to people and making 
them glad, Jesus' saving activities represent God's offer of salvation, 
an invitation in faith into companionship with God. The active ministry 
of Jesus contributes to a determination of the nature of the Reign by 
making its formulation more concrete and visible. 
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3.5.2.1 Jesus' Miracles 
Schillebeeckx explains that the miracle stories have their 
origins in the collective memory of ordinary country folk of Galilee 
who were marginalized in more ways than one: 
In the miracle tradition, we are confronted with a memory of 
Jesus of Nazareth as he comes across more especially to the 
ordinary country folk of Galilee, neglected as they were by all 
religious movements and sectional interests... In that kind of 
setting the veneration felt for one who has done so much good 
naturally expands into a certain legend-making process in which, 
since power is put to the service of being and doing good, as 
with Jesus, it is the power that in particular affects the popular 
imagination.137 
Thus, miracles had a special resonance to those who were in most 
need of salvation in their daily lives. 
Only two miracles are admitted by the reserved Q tradition-
the exorcism found in Luke 11:14-23 and the healing found in Luke 
7:1-10 -and these serve as the points for analysis in Schillebeeckx's 
discussion. Schillebeeckx observes that the distinctive feature of the 
Q accounts is that they do not emphasize the miracles themselves but 
the great power behind them. The central focus then is on God's saving 
activity in Jesus. In the miracle of exorcism, Jesus expels a demon of 
muteness from an afflicted man and he begins to speak again. Late 
Jewish demonology attributes sickness to demon possession so it was 
not particularly phenomenal that Jesus performed this miracle; 
exorcism was a normal part of the cultural and religious landscape. 
The Q tradition gives the miracle a different focus- Jesus is the 
eschatological prophet and the miracle is a sign that the Reign of God 
is dawning. The second miracle story speaks of the healing of a 
centurion's servant. Schillebeeckx notes that the miracle is set at a 
low key because Jesus has no contact with the sick. In Jesus' cultural 
context, Jews do not enter the homes of pagans (Luke 7:6) so the healing 
occurs at a distance; it is a 'remote' healing. Here, the Q source is not 
aiming at sensationalizing the miracle itself. The crux of the story is 
that Jesus' word has complete authority and is likened to the 
commanding jurisdiction of the centurion over his troops. In turn, the 
centurion acts by his faith on the power of Jesus' word. The emphasis 
of the Q source is soteriological- God saves through Jesus. 
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Jesus performs the miracles of the eschatological prophet. 
Thus, his miracles serve as signs of the Reign of God. Sobrino puts it 
lucidly, "As signs of the Reign, the miracles are before all else 
salvation- beneficent realities, liberative realities in the presence of 
oppression."138 
Moreover, Schillebeeckx maintains that where Jesus is asked 
to perform a circus-type spectacle to prove that his prophetic ministry 
indeed has heaven's endorsement and thus elicit the belief of the people, 
he plainly refuses to do so. "Jesus does not seek to legitimize his 
mission and ministry, in whatever he does, including his miracles, he 
is simply himself."139 Jesus and his ministry must be accepted on the 
basis of trust: 
Here salvation is given to people who in their sense of its 
opposite, of misery and evil, fulfill the only proper condition 
for eventually being able to receive the gospel as glad tidings. 
Jesus' being thronged by the people is like the helpless cry of 
mankind's ongoing calamity. At the same time it represents the 
hope which, thanks to Jesus, now enters into that sad history; 
someone who goes about doing nothing but good; a man in 
whom there is no evil.140 
The Marcan gospel is replete with references that Jesus' miracles are 
consistently motivated by his passionate concern for the liberation of 
the needy (Mark 1:41, 5:19, 6:34, 8:2, 9:22, 10:47-48). In Jesus, the 
eschatological prophet, God draws near to society's weakest links who 
are in pain and suffering. 
3.5.2.2 Jesus' Fellowship-Meals 
Aside from performing mighty acts attributed to the ministry 
of the eschatological prophet, Jesus also shared meals with people in 
his desire to free them and give them a new lease at making a joyful 
commitment to the living God. Jesus expands his table fellowship with 
the disciples so as to include outcasts, corrupt tax-collectors, and 
various 'sinners.' This facet of Jesus' life, Schillebeeckx suggests, can 
be understood by taking a closer look at the pericope in the Marcan 
gospel concerning the dispute over the disciples' non-fasting in the 
presence of the living Jesus (Mark 2:18-22). 
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In the Matthean gospel, Jesus and his disciples had been 
accused of being drunkards and gluttons, and of being transgressors 
of the law by socializing with tax collectors and sinners (Matthew 
11:16-18). In response to these charges, Jesus assails the way in which 
the law of God had been turned into a heavy, punitive yoke on the 
shoulders of ordinary people, rather than used as a window to God's 
mercy in the face of life's difficulties. Schillebeeckx maintains, "It is 
evident from this that Jesus never takes abstractions or general norms 
as a basis for living: always he sees a man in his most concrete 
situation."141 
Against this backdrop, God's compassionate dealing with 
humanity is brought to focus in Mark. Here, Jesus' presence in festive 
celebration and fellowship precludes fasting and mourning. 
Schillebeeckx notes the double-edged impact of this non-fasting: it is 
a scandal to those who refuse to see Jesus as a parable of God's love 
towards humanity; it means joy and freedom to those who see God's 
salvation in Jesus' living presence: 
Indeed, by way of a minor, as it were, marginal incident in the 
life of Jesus- the fact that his disciples did not fast- Mark manages 
to portray the new thing that has been manifested in Jesus, in 
masterly fashion at once true to Jesus and yet extremely personal. 
Mark's message is that with Jesus a radically new change has 
entered our history, a stumbling block to the man scandalized 
by him, but the salvation of anyone who commits himself to 
trust in the mystery of this person, Jesus.142 
Jesus' fellowship-meals with sinners is a manifestation of his 
role as the eschatological messenger, the one who proclaims the 
inbreaking Kingdom and invites outcasts and sinners to share in the 
great eschatological feast with God. The table fellowship Jesus offers 
is inclusive, it extends beyond class boundaries set by the official, 
ironhanded interpretations of the Jewish law: 
The sadikim or righteous are by no means excluded from the 
divine invitation brought by the eschatological messenger; what 
Jesus means is to include those who are excluded by the Pharisees 
because of the (ritual) cleanness-regulations (no intercourse with 
sinners). From the viewpoint of official Judaic piety Jesus has 
'de-classed' himself by eating with tax-collectors. His self-
defense is that it is precisely to sinners, to those beyond the 
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pale, that the invitation to communication must be carried out: 
the sinners must be invited to God's table and his fellowship 
with human beings, in order to bring them out of their 
isolation.143 
Additionally, Schillebeeckx notes that references to Jesus' 
power to forgive sins(Luke 7:36-50, Mark 2:10) are translations into 
faith language of actual occurrences when Jesus attended gatherings 
thrown by people who were socially isolated because they were ritually 
unclean sinners. 
Another eschatologically significant aspect of Jesus' 
fellowship-meals is made apparent during the instances when he serves 
as host in the meal gatherings. While Jesus was an itinerant preacher 
who didn't even have a stone on which to lay his head (Matthew 8:20, 
Luke 9:58) and who could only play host under an open sky, there was 
always more than enough to eat in the fellowship meals he hosted. 
The message of abundance can be seen evidently in the gospel accounts 
of the "multiplication of the loaves" (Mark 6:34-44, 8:1-9; Matthew 
14:14-21, 15:32-38, 16:5-12; Luke 9:llb-17, John 6:1-5). From an 
eschatological standpoint, these miracle stories point to the here-and-
now affirmation of the wonderful abundance the inbreaking Reign of 
God promises to bring. 
Furthermore, the post-easter meal accounts (Luke 24:28-31,; 
John 21:12-13) reveal the eschatological meaning of Jesus' fellowship-
meals. Here, Jesus restores in the present the communion he had with 
his disciples prior to his death. Schillebeeckx postulates that as a 
fundamental trait of the historical Jesus, the fellowship-meal represents 
'enacted prophecy.' In the fellowship-meal, Jesus, the eschatological 
prophet, offers a foretaste of 'final good' or eschatological salvation 
here and now.144 
3.6 Eschatological Salvation 
It is clear that the critical principle of the Reign of God links 
salvation with liberation. To recall, Schillebeeckx emphasizes that the 
only meaningful salvation for the contemporary human situation is 
one that considers the "existential context of oppression and 
liberation."145 Sociopolitical liberations and emancipative struggles, 
however, remain incomplete and transitory given the reality of a 
constantly shifting landscape of suffering related to human finitude. 
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Schillebeeckx argues that within the realm of human existence, there 
is a type of suffering that stays below the radar of sociopolitical 
movements: 
...alienation in human life cannot be completely overcome either 
personally or socially; liberated freedom or salvation transcends 
person or society. There is human suffering which does not allow 
itself to be stilled with social and political measures; people can 
still perish from loneliness in the best social structures; even 
optimal structures do not automatically make men good, mature 
human beings; nature has to be humanized, but to a large extent 
and inescapably it remains alien to man (one has to think of 
death); and finally, there is our inalienable finitude, which can 
be the origin of anxiety as well as trust in God.146 
Here, Schillebeeckx clarifies that notwithstanding the fact that 
the active pursuit of liberation and justice from the perspective "of 
eschatological salvation carries universal significance, it does not 
precipitate a complete and definitive salvation for humanity. 
Eschatological salvation, the consummated search for 'final good,' is 
not forthcoming in history through the sheer accumulative total of 
liberative praxis: 
In contemporary situations, the impossibility of a total, universal 
and final liberation through emancipation is the context in which 
the question of the ultimate meaning of human life can be put. 
Thus a fundamental question mark is set against the project of 
emancipation, a question mark which goes with the dynamics 
of any historical process of emancipation... Therefore the history 
of emancipation cannot be identified with the history of 
redemption from God, nor the latter be detached from human 
liberation... Christian redemption is something more than 
emancipatory liberation, though it shows critical solidarity 
towards that.147 
Praxical initiatives on behalf of sociopolitical change work 
together as manifestations of the inbreaking Reign of God albeit 
provisional and fragmentary. The menacing dark clouds of aggression 
and violence looming in the background whenever there are inroads 
in liberating praxis evinces the fragility and incompleteness of a purely 
sociopolitical liberation. Jesus enters this very finitude in the radical, 
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transforming lifestyle of God's Reign but was promptly crucified on 
the cross of society's powerholders. A reorientation of his death in the 
promise of definitive salvation, symbolized and embodied in his 
resurrection, reveals a more profound scheme that exceeds the fragile 
human initiatives towards liberation. Jesus "refused to accord evil the 
same rights as good"^^ as he trusted in the eternal God who holds 
the last word. 
Schillebeeckx asserts that religion sees the holy manifested in 
humanity's search for justice and good in the world. "For the believer, 
man in the world is the fundamental symbol of the holy, of God as 
champion of all good and judgment."149 Any claim to definitive 
salvation proffered by a sociopolitical Hberative movement, no matter 
how comprehensive, is a misrepresentation of human life, an 
anthropological oversight. Schillebeeckx had already established this 
guidepost clearly as one of the proposed anthropological constants 
where the "religious and 'para-religious' consciousness of man" is 
accounted for.150 
Thus, Schillebeeckx proposes that an "eschatological proviso" 
curbs the tendency to totalize Hberative movements: 
In other words, religions, even Christian faith, is politically 
relevant, in that it opposes a complete identification of human 
salvation with politics. God's proviso, which for men takes the 
form of an eschatological proviso, makes it impossible for the 
believer to absolutize politics. Christianity desacralizes politics... 
This criticism based on religion is in fact religion's contribution 
to the world, but it is a contribution in and through service to 
God.151 
The eschatological proviso designates that no Utopian 
movement of emancipation can be seen as the harbinger and agent of 
universal salvation.152 Regardless of their authenticity, all sociopolitical 
initiatives are relativized by the eschatological proviso. Eschatological 
salvation simply cannot be reduced to politics. 
Schillebeeckx, however, is careful to point out that the 
eschatological proviso cannot not be taken to an uncritical extreme 
where efforts at kindling social change are de-emphasized and 
undervalued. In such case, the eschatological proviso not only 
relativizes sociopolitical movements for justice, it also, detrimentally, 
neutralizes them. Ironically, the first victims in such an equation will 
be the very people Christian solidarity claims to exercise a preference 
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for- the world's poor and oppressed. SchiUebeeckx debunks this option 
as unjustifiable: 
A merely formal use of the eschatological proviso would simply 
throttle the humanitarian impulse which is present in liberation 
movements, whereas at the same time by keeping silent one 
obviously cannot use God's proviso against the status quo... At 
all events, it emerges that religion always has political 
relevance.153 
The eschatological proviso cannot be used to support an 
escapist view that Christian salvation carries no sociopolitical 
implications. If anything, the eschatological proviso radicalizes 
liberative initiatives by strengthening the link between faith in a God 
who promotes good and opposes evil, and the praxis such a faith entails. 
SchiUebeeckx reiterates that the orientation towards sociopolitical 
action had been clarified by the synthesis of all the anthropological 
constants. Based on the heuristic framework of the anthropological 
constants, SchiUebeeckx clarifies and steers the course for Christian 
sociopolitical action154 (here, enumerated for emphasis): 
To fight energetically against everything which, 
- vitiates a human being's physical life 
- burdens his/her psychological life 
- humiliates him/her as a person 
- enslaves him/her through social structures 
- compels and drives him/her into an irresponsible adventure through 
irrationality 
- makes the free exercise of his/her religious feeling impossible 
- infringes human rights and reifies human beings as a result of their 
working conditions and the bureaucracy which shapes them 
Far from neutralizing sociopolitical action, the eschatological proviso 
offers a productive and critical impulse to intensify praxis. Despite all 
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the disappointments and insufficiencies of their efforts, humankind 
can still, in the furthest expediency, entrust their failures to God who 
is "the sole subject of universal providence."155 
Creative tension exists then between God's transcendence and 
immanence within history. This is made apparent in the later emphasis 
Schillebeeckx accords to an "eschatological surplus" of God's 
transcendent love in his abiding concern and preference for the 
downtrodden: 
As a Christian I do not insist so much on a "proviso" (unless the 
outlines, limits, and possible misunderstandings thereof are 
clearly circumscribed beforehand in an accessible language). 
As I now see it, I insist much more on an "eschatological 
superabundance," a surplus, that for God's activity an inner, 
positive connection exists between, on one hand, what humans 
here on earth realize in terms of true justice for everyone and of 
authentic love for other humans, and, on the other hand, the 
ultimate figure that God will give to what the Christian originary 
tradition calls the Reign of God. ' 5 6 
The eschatological surplus or superabundance of God's 
transcendent love surpasses all human efforts in achieving liberation 
and reorients them in the light of the all-encompassing breadth of the 
eschatological salvation of God's Kingdom. The promised 
eschatological salvation, Schillebeeckx maintains, "must take on a 
recognizable content within our history in forms which will 
nevertheless be transcended."157 From the vantage point of this 
relativizing surplus, praxical movements are fragmentary but essential 
constituents of definitive salvation. 
The question thus beckons- what is the exact definition of 
eschatological salvation? 
In view of the creative tension at work between the 
eschatological proviso and the eschatological surplus, Schillebeeckx 
opines that no matter how persistently human beings conjure a salvation 
based on valid dreams and desires, there is no fixed concept of 'final 
good.' The actual shape of eschatological salvation is as open-ended 
as God's absolute and surprising freedom. Schillebeeckx returns to 
Jesus' praxis as a point of reference: 
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Jesus did not act from a well-defined concept of eschatological 
or final salvation. Rather, he saw a distant vision of final, perfect 
and universal salvation- the kingdom of God-m and through his 
ownfragmentary actions, which were historical and thus limited 
or finite, 'going around doing good' through healing, liberating 
from demonic powers, and reconciliation. Understood in this 
way, Jesus did not live by a Utopian, distant vision or by a 
consummation of all things in God which had already been 
brought about 'ideally,' but he recognized in his specific action 
of doing good a practical anticipation of salvation to come. This 
confirms the permanent validity of any practice of doing good 
which is incomplete because it is historically limited.158 
Thus, whatever glimpses of full salvation human beings derive from 
"historically broken situations of experiences," they amount to a 
"negative awareness."159 However, far from taking negative awareness 
to mean stasis and passivity, Schillebeeckx insists that it can be a 
dynamic critical force towards achieving meaning in our history: 
What then is salvation in Jesus from God? I would want to say: 
being at the disposal of others, losing oneself for others (each in 
his own limited situation) and within this 'conversion' (which 
is also made possible by structural changes) also working through 
anonymous structures for the happiness, the goodness, the truth 
of mankind.160 
Eschatological salvation is shaped by the genuine commitment 
and initiatives of people to bring about salvation for their fellow human 
beings in the spirit of mutual love. 
3.7 Negative Experiences of Contrast 
For Schillebeeckx, living in the crucible of the meantime where 
human suffering is a constant human reality offers a special 
epistemologica! value and power. The key to this potential liberative 
force within the experience of suffering is the indignation and protest 
that this experience evokes. Schillebeeckx proposes the idea of 
"negative experiences of contrast," a dialectical concept which hinges 
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on the premise that although the eschatological salvation as represented 
by the humanuni remains elusive and constantly threatened, liberative 
currents that contribute to the flourishing of the humanuni are made 
manifest in the refusal to acquiesce to situations of suffering and 
injustice. Because suffering is a negation of the divine will, God 
becomes present in the human resistance to suffering. As Mary 
Catherine Hilkert puts it, "God is the source of a creative dissatisfaction 
with all that is less than God's vision of humanity."161 Schillebeeckx 
thus argues that the very experience of suffering yields cognitive power 
when it inflames protest and resistance. ' 6 2 While on one hand, suffering 
is plainly a "negative mis-experience," it offers on the other hand, the 
possibility of laying "a bridge toward a possible praxis"163 which seeks 
for the removal of suffering and its causes. Regardless of the open-
ended character of their outcome, negative contrast experiences 
represent a practical-critical power that quickens a new praxis which 
opens up alternative future possibilities: 
As a contrast experience, the experience of suffering presumes, 
after all, an implicit impulse toward happiness. And as an 
experience of injustice, it presumes at least a dim consciousness 
of the positive prospects of human integrity. As a contrast 
experience, it implies indirectly a conscious- ness of an appeal 
of and to the humanum. In this sense, activity which overcomes 
suffering is only possible on the basis of at least an implicit or 
inchoate anticipation of a possible, coming universal meaning. ' 6 4 
Negative experiences of contrast possess a paradoxical 
revelatory character where the indignation and protest over the "is" 
presumes a given consciousness of the "ought." Such experiences, 
Schillebeeckx maintains, can be described in the tripartite attribute of 
protest, promise, and praxical challenge. "The prophetic voice that 
rises from the contrast-experience is therefore protest, hope-inspiring 
promise and historical initiative."165 
Schillebeeckx refers back to the praxis of Jesus in illustrating 
the prophetic voice arising from the paradox of negative contrast 
experiences. Consistently, what he brings to an understanding of 
contrast experiences is the eschatological factor- the dialectical link 
between the contemplative and the practical experience of meaning 
within the context of human suffering in the light of the inbreaking 
Reign of God: 
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Out of this experience of contrast between the contemplative 
and also the practical experience of meaning and the human 
history of evil and suffering, Jesus makes demands on us which 
humanly speaking are obviously impossible. One example of 
the way in which the gospels understood Jesus may be enough: 
'When you prepare a meal, then invite the poor and the lame, 
the cripples and the blind.' (Luke 14:13); in a vision, in a very 
fragmentary and historically limited event- a drop of water on a 
hot stone- Jesus anticipates the real possibility of perfect 
eschatological salvation, in the same way as Micah and Isaiah 
saw the wolf and the lamb grazing together in peace and the 
child playing happily over the snake's hole, in universal 
meaningful reconciliation. Such a prophetic promise is a 
permanent force, critical of society, which still discovers subtle 
forms and causes of suffering and evil on the basis of mystical 
experience of God, where they are not encountered without 
mystical experience. Mysticism is therefore itself a liberating 
force.166 
From a Christian perspective, the anticipation of the eschaton 
symbolized in the Kingdom of God is the ground principle at work in 
the positive moment of negative experiences of contrast. The vision 
of full eco-human salvation militates against the bleak picture of the 
prevailing order stained by the history of woundedness and alienation. 
The experience of this positive moment found within "critical 
negativity"167 is the very oil for the rekindling of human hope and for 
the possibiliy of praxis. 
Schillebeeckx, however, insists that the notion of negative 
experiences of contrast is not confined to religious terms; it is, in fact, 
a fundamental, 'pre-religious' human experience. There is a blurring 
of religious-secular boundaries, a universal consensus in the human 
'no' to suffering which discloses a 'yes' to the possibility of a more 
humane alternative reality. Schillebeeckx refers to this convergence 
as a "consensus of the unknown," as the ideal, Utopian world is nowhere 
to be found; it is yet to exist: 
The fundamental human 'no' to evil therefore discloses an 
unfulfilled and thus 'open yes' which is as intractable as the 
human 'no,' indeed even stronger, because the 'open yes' is the 
basis of that opposition and makes it possible. Moreover, from 
time to time, there are fragmentary but real experiences of 
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meaning and happiness on both a smaller and a larger scale, 
which constantly keep nurturing, establishing and sustaining the 
'open yes.' Both believers and agnostics come together in this 
experience. That is also a rational basis for solidarity between 
all people and for common commitment to a better world with a 
human face.168 
Sensitive to his European secular milieu, Schillebeeckx 
underscores that in an "autonomous ethic," there exists a form of utopia 
which, at the very least, represents a dissociation from injustice. The 
key to an understanding of negative contrast experiences need not be 
premised on the explicit belief in God's active involvement in the 
history of human liberation; the language spoken here is the common, 
inclusive language of solidarity. The bone of contention then is, "Which 
side do you choose in the struggle between good and evil, between 
oppressors and the oppressed?"169 
3.8 The Ethical Challenge of Political Holiness 
It is clear in Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective that 
there is no dichotomy between the experience of God and the human 
arena of struggle. Fragmentary experiences of salvation come about 
through Christian discipleship which consists of both interpersonal 
relationships and the commitment to sociopolitical change. This is the 
ineluctable, essential character of spreading the gospel amid the present 
global reality of massive structural injustice. Gustavo Gutierrez gives 
a poignant litany of the kind of lives multitudes of people in the Third 
World are forced to live: 
A thousand little things: lacks of every type, abuses and contempt 
suffered, tortured lives in search of work, incredible ways of 
making a living or more exactly a crumb of bread, petty quarrels, 
family separations, illness no longer existent at other social 
levels, malnutrition and infant mortality, substandard payment 
for their work or merchandise, total disorientation as to what is 
most necessary for them and their families, delinquency by 
abandonment or despair, loss of their own cultural values.170 
Schillebeeckx emphasizes that the cruel context of injustice 
and misery that involves more than half of the world's population calls 
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for not just "caritative diaconia" (as epitomized by the exemplary 
ministry of Mother Teresa of Calcutta) but, moreso, "political diaconia," 
the committed effort to address the structural causes of injustice and 
everything that diminishes human dignity and the integrity of creation. 
As such, SchiUebeeckx proposes that the form of Christian spirituality 
appropriate for these times is the liberationist concept of "political 
holiness;"171 the meeting point between "mysticism," an intense 
personal relationship with God, and "politics," an intense form of social 
engagement. The social expression of political holiness is "political 
love," which SchiUebeeckx considers an expedient form of love of 
neighbor. As holiness in Schillebeeckx's conception is always 
contextual, political love becomes an urgent call to action in behalf of 
the oppressed and defenseless: 
Given the current situation of suffering humanity which has 
now become conscious universally, political love can well become 
the historically urgent form of contemporary holiness, the historical 
imperative of the moment, or in Christian terms, the contemporary 
kairos or moment of grace as appeal to believers. ' 7 2 
It is informative to allow Jon Sobrino to describe in some detail 
what political love consists of as there are specific nuances that 
differentiate it from other forms of love. He points to four characteristics 
of political love:173 
- It requires metanoia to see the truth of the world as it is, in the 
manifestations of death, which are visible, and its structural causes 
(Romans 1:18). 
- Pity for the unhealed- but not unhealable -suffering of the oppressed 
majority 
- Awareness of responsibility when asked the question, "What have 
you done with your brother?" (Genesis 4:10) and co-responsibility for 
his condition and destiny.174 
- Political love tries to be effective- it must be expressed in a fitting 
manner in consideration for the oppressed who are not objects, but 
enactors of their own destiny. 
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Schillebeeckx reiterates the unmistakable liberationist angle 
of his conception of the universal validity of ethical praxis in the world, 
"I am inspired to say this above all by Latin American, Asian, and 
African forms of liberation theology, and for a long time this has also 
been a theme of my own theological quest."1751 wish to note, however, 
that while his appropriation of the twin concepts of political holiness 
and political love validates his kinship with the liberation theologians, 
Schillebeeckx brings these concepts within his own distinct frame of 
reference. Schillebeeckx returns to his key proposition of negative 
experiences of contrast and re-casts political holiness as a "new 
experience of Transcendence." 
He speaks of the two facets of such an experience: 176 
- On one hand, a person, especially someone poor and oppressed, and 
someone who has declared him- or herself in solidarity with these, 
experiences that God is absent in many human relationships of property 
and power in this world. Thus they experience alienation, the distance 
between God, the reign of God, and our society. 
- On the other hand, the believer experiences precisely in political 
love and resistance against injustice an intense contact with God, the 
presence of the liberating God of Jesus. In modem times, authentic 
faith by preference seems to be able to be nourished in and by a praxis 
of liberation. 
For Schillebeeckx, political holiness arises from a Christian 
conception of negative contrast experiences where the positive, 
liberative moment is attributed to God himself who is the "the heart 
and source of all truly human liberation." That said, it becomes clear 
that though the concept of political holiness is an appropriation of 
liberation spirituality, the unique understanding of it in the framework 
of negative experiences of contrast is vintage Schillebeeckx. 
Schillebeeckx sees political holiness and love as sociopolitical 
implications of the witness of the inbreaking Reign of God. The creative 
tension effected by the eschatological proviso indicates that.the quest 
for salvation is at one and the same time, a gracious gift and a 
formidable task. Political love as a present-day prophetic task entails 
the interpretation of the 'signs of the times' in the light of God's Reign. 
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Schillebee'ckx puts it beautifully- "For 'signs of the times' do not speak; 
we must cause them to do so."177 
The prophetic-critical task of making the signs of the times 
'speak' is exemplified by Schillebeeckx's own criticism of 
dehumanizing forces in contemporary society, a running theme in his 
later theology. In Schillebeeckx's clear-eyed view, these dehumanizing 
forces have undeniable structural roots. The world's affluent 
powerholders perpetuate a situation of injustice as they work to preserve 
self-serving structural relations that relegate a large base of lower-
ranked societies and cultures to subaltemity: 
While two-thirds of the world population is crying out for justice 
and love, a powerful block made up of the remaining third, in 
East and West, is concentrating all its knowledge and its science, 
its power, its diplomacy and its tactics and means of subjugation, 
on keeping what it has.178 
Schillebeeckx is strident in his denunciation of such power 
blocks, whatever name they go by- capitalism, multinational 
corporations, 'Americanism,' or communist state capitalism- and their 
inauthentic, ideologically-determined Utopian promises of well-being 
and progress that, in their seeming absolute character, work only to 
sacralize the status quo of inequality: 
... nothing alters the fact that the great majority of those who 
may call themselves human beings here and elsewhere are kept 
down and oppressed, made slaves in practice, despite the all-
too-similar slogans of all these power blocks. They promise 
freedom and happiness and true democracy, and at the same 
time themselves decide what is good for others.179 
History has thus taught that the "unbridled Western concern 
for self-realization" did not bring about salvation to humanity on any 
level, be that personal, political or social. Moreover, Schillebeeckx 
argues that the inordinate desire for economic expansion emanating 
from the Enlightenment mantra of 'unlimited progress' has all but 
endangered both humanity and the environment. The crux of the 
problem, he asserts, lies in the extreme idea of a positivistic "total 
liberation of man by man."180 Using haunting imagery that recalls, 
quite aptly, imagery from a horror film, Schillebeeckx denounces this 
dehumanizing project as demonic: 
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The programme of a total liberation of man by man at present 
seems to be a greatest threat to all humanity. The "modem 
western world" is in particular need of salvation today, for 
liberation and redemption precisely from those dark powers 
which modem man has himself called to life. The demonic in 
our culture and society has taken on a different name and content 
from the demons of the Medieval Ages, but it is no less real and 
just as threatening. ' 8 ' 
Schillebeeckx clarifies that his criticism is not directed at 
science and technology per se but against those who enjoy a monopoly 
of control and use over them. For Schillebeeckx then, it boils down to 
the question of power: 
Science and technology work miracles when they are used to 
bring about the freedom of others, solidarity among men and 
women. But in fact the sciences function as an instrument of 
power: power over nature, power over society and also power 
over men and women, even extending to power over masculinity 
and femininity. Science is the key to the military power of 
nations; it is the secret of their economic and social prosperity-
at the expense of others.182 
Appropriating the words of Luke 22:25-26a, Schillebeeckx 
prophetically appraises these 'signs of the times' in the light of the 
gospel message- "The kings (rulers, or power blocks) of the Gentiles 
exercise lordship over them, and those in authority over them are called 
benefactors. But not so with you."183 Additionally, he asserts that 
identifying a lopsided and exploitative Utopian system with the divine 
will is tantamount to using God's name in vain, a manipulation of God 
in support of dominant ideological interests: 
The guideline here is that it is right to associate the name of 
God with a utopia in the light of Jesus' proclamation of the 
kingdom of God as a kingdom of justice and love among men 
and among women, and this name may not therefore be used to 
justify our existing economic system which exploits men and 
women structurally. Christians need to use the name of God 
only where it belongs: in solidarity with the victims of our 
economic situation, in the struggle for the furtherance and 
redistribution of work, income, and spiritual goods, and so on.184 
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The hard reality, however, attests that political love is often a 
precarious endeavor. There are sacrifices demanded of those who 
commit to the praxical imperative. Political holiness has had a long 
list of 'political saints'185 who paid the price for the work of justice in 
various missions. Having been accomplices in the colonial enterprise, 
the Christian churches have historically found themselves on the side 
of the rich, not on the side of the defenseless indigenous peoples of 
the mission countries. The ruling classes, Schillebeeckx argues, thus 
feel betrayed by a church that exercises a preferential solidarity with 
the poor. Christians in missions find themselves facing the abuses of 
police control which is set in place to safeguard the interests of national 
and international capital within an ideology of 'national security. ' The 
murder of Salvadoran Archbishop Oscar Romero, an event that deeply 
affected Schillebeeckx,186 symbolizes the extreme situation of 
persecution and martyrdom that threaten people who dare speak the 
dangerous truth of the inbreaking Reign. Because sociopolitical 
engagement inevitably deals with the dangers that emanate from the 
centers of power, political love often entails a sacrificial dimension, a 
'new ascetism' for our times: 
That political form of Christian love of God and neighbor, albeit 
in another area of experience, knows the same conversion and 
metanoia, the same ascesis and detachment from self, the same 
suffering and dark nights, the same losing of one's self in the 
other as was the case in contemplative mysticism in times past. 
A difficult ascetical process of purification not inferior to the 
ways of purification of classical mysticism lies in the 
disinterested partisanship of the poor, the oppressed, the 
exploited, as a demand for Christian love precisely in its societal 
and political dimensions.187 
The sacrificial cost of political holiness, in whatever form that 
may take, is comparable to what contemplative mystics of the past 
described as a journey through the "dark night." The Spanish Carmelite 
mystic and church doctor Teresa of Avila articulated her trying 
experiences in the expression "Nada, " which she took to mean 'a 
nothingness of fullness'- "God's presence as a pure experience of faith, 
even if this is communicated in a negative way."188 Schillebeeckx 
considers the mystical ascetism associated with service to God's Reign 
as "an experience of the real presence of God, not in the mediation of 
positive support but in the experience of extreme negativity, a dark 
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night."189 For Schillebeeckx, the mystical "hope against hope" in 
political holiness is a form of negative contrast experience. 
Praxis, for Schillebeeckx, is decisive, and must legitimate itself 
in "disinterested love." But he is also careful not to overlook the 
mystical component of political holiness. Since God himself is the 
source of authentic human liberation, prayer and liturgical celebration 
of "God as liberator" precede sociopolitical engagement. Both mystical 
and political aspects are important to the creative, dialectical process-
"Politics without prayer or mysticism quickly becomes grim and 
barbaric; prayer or mysticism without political love quickly becomes 
sentimental and irrelevant interiority."190 Schillebeeckx's own psalm 
prayer, in itself the articulation of a negative contrast experience, then 
becomes a fitting doxological illustration of the marriage of mysticism 
and politics in political holiness:191 
DO NOT FEAR 
Are you a God at hand 
and not a God far off? 
Jer 23:23 
Truly you are a hidden God. 
Is 45:15 
Or do you hide your face from us, 
to see what our end will be? 
Deut 32:20 
And yet 
you do not willingly afflict 
or grieve us. 
Lam 3:33 
You are ready to be sought 
by those who do not ask for you; 
you are ready to be found 
by those who do not seek you. 
Is 65:1 
Do I look for you in chaos? 
Is 45:19c 
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I hear you saying, Lord: 
'I, the Lord, speak salvation 
and declare what is right.' 
Is41:19d 
But the poor and needy seek water 
and there is none 
and their tongues are parched with thirst. 
Is 41:17 
How can my soul wait in silence 
for you, God, who are my salvation? 
Ps 62:1 
May you find people, Lord, 
who work for justice. 
Is 64:5 
Then we shall be able to say to everyone: 
You are our God. 
You set people free. 
You have heard my cry. 
You have heard me and said: 
'Do not fear!' 
Lam 3:37 
'Behold I am doing a new thing; 
now it springs forth- do you not see it? 
Is 43:19 
Lord I believe; 
help my unbelief! 
Mk 9:24b 
I am a poor fool, Lord-
teach me how to pray. 
(G. Gezelle) 
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4. Summary and Conclusion 
Schillebeeckx's praxis-oriented eschatology is the focal point 
from which he works out the various topics of his theology. In this 
chapter, I endeavored to trace the pivotal lines of his eschatological 
thought through a navigation of the cogent topics in which his theology 
is organized- anthropology, christology, soteriology, and ethics. 
The starting point of Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
perspective is the human being. For him, the theological question is, 
primarily, an anthropological question. Ideal humanity is construed 
by Schillebeeckx as the humanum, a concept referring to potential, 
full humanity. If anything, the humanum is an elusive concept because 
fragile humanity is constantly threatened by the sheer mystery of 
human finitude or by the various forces in society that perpetuate 
dehumanizing situations. Hence, a ready definition of the humanum 
does not exist; it is, for Schillebeeckx, an eschatological concept. The 
humanum then is a historical event, a noble goal to be sought after and 
struggled for in history. 
In view of his objections to the possibility of prescribing a 
normative definition of the humanum, Schillebeeckx proposes a more 
fluid set of constitutive conditions in which humans may creatively 
develop. Schillebeeckx refers to these coordinates as "anthropological 
constants." He is not proposing these anthropological constants as 
specific norms applicable in the here and now but sees them as 
coordinates for an anthropology to be enfleshed in the particularities 
of various cultures. 
If there is one constant evinced in human history, however, it 
is human suffering. The horrific reality of suffering humanity is a central 
concern for Schillebeeckx. He argues that human suffering cannot be 
objectified because ultimately, it is also "my suffering, my evil, and 
my death." For Schillebeeckx, human history is an "ecumene of 
suffering." Efforts at explaining the existence of suffering in the light 
of the God question has given rise to critical remembrances of suffering 
found in theodicies of different hues, all of which, offering partial, 
inadequate explanations. Schillebeeckx concludes that the ecumene 
of suffering is a mystery that evades theoretical comprehension. 
As to why there is such a scandalous excess of human suffering 
is an unanswerable query. What Schillebeeckx deems as a more relevant 
question is "how does the ecumene of suffering square with a God of 
graciousness and utter goodness?" Schillebeeckx's one clear answer, 
quite precisely, is that suffering does not square with a God of positivity, 
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the God who is mindful of humanity. While the question of suffering 
remains unanswered, the Christian message does present the subversive 
memory of Jesus as the hopeful promise that neither death nor suffering 
is the last word. God does not assign the yoke suffering onto humans; 
on the contrary, God resists suffering through his immanence in history. 
Schillebeeckx maintains that in Jesus, "God wills to be our God in our 
finitude." God's opposition to suffering is expressed in the efforts of 
human agents who work for human emancipation. 
In the light of the ecumene of suffering, the link between 
salvation and sociopolitical liberation becomes a pivotal issue in 
Schillebeeckx's soteriology. Critical of the polar soteriological 
tendencies of either a fideistic view of salvation as a flight to inwardness 
and a shirking of historical responsibilites (vertical soteriologies) or a 
purely social and instrumental view of salvation that totalizes a 
contingent sociopolitical movement (horizontal and futurist 
soteriologies), Schillebeeckx advocates a third way that bridges the 
two trends. "Religious and political soteriologies" are characterized 
as interactive in their emphasis on the political meaning of the religious. 
The central focus of such interactive soteriologies is to transform the 
political. Schillebeeckx's own soteriological project as developed in 
his trilogy Jesus: An Experiment in Christology, Christ: The Experience 
of Jesus as Lord, and Church: The Human Face of God is niched in 
this third way. Here, the liberatonist character of Schillebeeckx's 
eschatological perspective is made apparent as he appropriates the 
vision of a "Christian option for the poor," a banner concept of Latin 
American liberation theology. As such, Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
perpectives gravitates to the central gospel concept of the "Reign of 
God." 
The "Kingdom of God" alludes to the definitive, eschatological 
eco-human salvation to which God's activities in Jesus are directed; 
the "Reign of God" represents the dynamic here-and-now character of 
God's Kingdom invoked by the historical signs of justice and solidarity 
for the poor and oppressed. Both concepts are two sides of the same 
coin- the unifying rubric of "Basileia tou Theou." These two facets 
connote the dialectical "now" and "not yet" character of definitive 
salvation as proclaimed by Jesus. While Jesus does not detail a 
programmatic definition of the Reign of God, Schillebeeckx sees the 
life praxis of Jesus as the key to understanding what constitutes God's 
Reign. Schillebeeckx explores the praxis of Jesus through a two-
pronged analysis of Jesus' proclamation and Jesus' saving activities. 
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From what Jesus proclaimed, first to be considered by 
Schillebeeckx is Jesus' unique mode of storytelling known as parables-
ordinary stories lifted from day-to-day Jewish life that possess an 
extraordinary message meant to challenge the listener to reconsider 
his or her usual way of living. The message of Jesus' parables is 
Kingdom-centered- God's Reign is at hand, yet anticipated; salvation 
will come to the watchful; judgment is reserved for the hardened. 
Through the parables, Jesus emphasizes the link between the Reign of 
God and the practical works of justice it demands. The second mode 
of proclamation considered by Schillebeeckx is Jesus' beatitudes. 
Rooted in the ancient Jewish sabbatical law, the beatitudes consist of 
an organized pattern of blessings specifically earmarked for the margins 
of society- "Blessed are you who are poor..." Set in the salvific 
perpsective of the Kingdom of God, the beatific blessings have society's 
outcasts as their first beneficiaries. They will be blessed not because 
suffering has merited heavenly points for them, but because it is God's 
will that their situations of oppression must change. 
Among Jesus' saving activities, Schillebeeckx first explores 
the miracle stories. In the Jewish milieu of Jesus, miracles had a special 
resonance to those who were in most need of salvation in their daily 
lives. Schillebeeckx draws from the Q tradition to posit the view that 
miracles themselves are not the main emphasis of the gospels, but the 
great power behind them; what is foregrounded is God's saving activity 
in Jesus. Miracles are not cast as circus-type spectacles to ascertain 
God's endorsement of Jesus; they are presented as signs of God's 
inbreaking Reign. Schillebeeckx asserts that Jesus is not out to 
legitimize his ministry through the performance of miracles but is 
simply being himself- the eschatological prophet of God's Kingdom. 
Schillebeeckx also considers Jesus' fellowship-meals. The gospels 
attest that Jesus often shared meals with people in his desire to liberate 
them and expanded his table fellowship so as to include society's 
outcasts and sinners of all kinds. The inclusive nature of Jesus' 
fellowship-meals is a manifestation of his role as eschatological 
messenger, the one who invites the marginalized to share in the 
eschatological feast with God. It is also a here-and-now affirmation of 
the wonderful abundance in store for the deprived in the coming 
Kingdom. 
In view of the centrality of the concept of God's Reign, it is 
clear that there is an unmistakable link between salvation and liberation, 
neither of which can be considered as separate entities. Taken on its 
own, the sum total of all sociopolitical liberations will not usher-in 
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final, eschatological salvation. Schillebeeckx asserts that religion sees 
the holy manifested in humanity's quest for justice so that any liberative 
movement that proffers 'final good' is a misrepresentation of human 
life. He thus proposes an "eschatological proviso" that keeps in check 
the tendency to totalize any single or collective emancipative 
movement. The eschatological proviso designates that no emancipative 
movement can be seen as the agent of final salvation. Regardless of 
their claim to authenticity or degree of comprehensiveness, all 
sociopolitical initiatives are relativized by the eschatological proviso. 
Schillebeeckx notes, however, that the eschatological proviso is not 
meant to diminish the impact of praxis but to intensify it because 
ultimately, fragmentary efforts in the service of justice can be entrusted 
to God who is the central protagonist of universal providence. 
Conjoined with the eschatological proviso, Schillebeeckx thus proposes 
an "eschatological surplus" or "eschatological superabundance" of 
God's transcendent love seen in his abiding concern for society's 
weakest links. Creative tension exists then between God's immanence 
and transcendence in history. Nonetheless, the question as to what 
constitutes eschatological salvation remains. Schillebeeckx maintains 
that the actual shape of eschatological salvation is open-ended; the 
answer rests on God's absolute and surprising freedom. Eschatological 
salvation can be understood only in the dynamic critical force derived 
from a negative awareness. It is made present, albeit in a fragmentary 
way, through a genuine love for fellow human beings. 
According to Schillebeeckx, living within the creative tension 
of the inbreaking Reign of God where suffering is still a constant reality, 
offers a special epistemologica! value when humans militate against 
situations of injustice and suffering through resistance and protest. He 
proposes the idea of "negative experiences of contrast," a dialectical 
concept based on the premise that although the humanuni remains 
elusive and constantly threatened, liberative currents that contribute 
to humanity's flourishing are made manifest in the refusal to acquiesce 
to dehumanizing situations of suffering. While suffering is, undeniably, 
a negative mis-experience, Schillebeeckx insists that it offers the 
possibility of laying down a bridge toward a possible praxis aimed at 
the removal of suffering and its causes. Because suffering is a negation 
of the divine will, God becomes present when human beings resist 
suffering. The concept of negative experiences of contrast thus proffers 
an important critical principle in the praxical imperative towards greater 
equality and justice. 
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Finally, Schillebeeckx proposes "political holiness," the 
meeting point of mysticism and political engagement, as the appropriate 
exercise of love of neighbor for contemporary times. A term 
appropriated from liberation spirituality, political holiness, coupled 
with its social expression "political love," is the commensurate 
Christian response to the urgent call to praxical action in behalf of the 
poor and oppressed. Schillebeeckx sees political holiness and love as 
sociopolitical repercussions of the inbreaking Reign of God. A 
precarious and risky commitment that entails facing the wrath of the 
powers that be, political holiness becomes a modem-day form of 
mystical ascetism. In his advocacy of political holiness and love as 
the new historical mysticism, Schillebeeckx's sensitivity to the plight 
of the Third World amid the horizon of massive global inequality is 
made more apparent and concrete. Schillebeeckx is kindred with 
liberation theologians in his critical stance against the Western model 
of development, which has contributed greatly to the perpetuation of 
the widening global socioeconomic divide. 
It is illuminating to recall that the primary public of 
Schillebeeckx's theology is the ordinary Christian. As such, his 
approach to theology centers on the interpretation of concrete human 
experience where he endeavors to explore the interrelationship between 
Christian tradition and the situation of contemporary Christians in the 
context of their real sites of struggle. Moreover, Schillebeeckx is 
unencumbered by the need to devote his efforts to a systematic 
discussion of his methodology, an abstract concern that normally 
preoccupies academics, but chooses to bring the urgent questions of 
the ordinary Christian into sharper focus. Schillebeeckx's thoroughly 
contextual theology evinces his abiding concern for the praxical 
dimension of faith. His eschatological thought lends an exceptionally 
credible and resonant Western prophetic mouthpiece to the Third World 
call for salvation and liberation. It also attests to his masterful 
intellectual depth and continuing relevance. 
This chapter clarified Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
perspective of salvation and liberation as understood from his 
liberationist conception of political holiness. Alongside the previous 
Third Cinema analysis of Perfumed Nightmare, this discussion 
completes the two mediations (Third Cinema as forming the other 
half) on which I intend to build a new perspective on the understanding 
of the Theology-Cinema interdisciplinary dialogue. In the succeeding 
chapter, I move into the central project of this research work which is 
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to lay a conceptual bridge between Third Cinema and the praxis-
onented eschatology of Schillebeeckx. 
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into this new culture." See "The Supracultural and the Cultural: Implications for 
Frontier Missions" as referred to in G. De Napoli, "Inculturation as Communication" 
in Inculturation 9 (1987) 71-98. Anscar Chupungco notes the eventual use of the 
term in the 1975 General Congregation of the Society of Jesus and by Pope John 
Paul II in the 1979 apostolic exhortation Catechesi tradendae. Liturgical 
Inculturation: Sacraments, Religiosity, and Catechesis (Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 
1992) p. 25-26. Chupungco's work is devoted to a thorough exploration of the process 
of inculturation as a theological method in Liturgical renewal. 
44Schillebeeckx, Church, p. 42-43. 
^ Schillebeeckx articulates the need for a theological critique of ideology in view of 
the contextual relativity of theological thought. He makes mention of the polemic 
between Hans Georg Gadamer and J.rgen Habermas in the 1960s as having helped 
catalyze the identification of this need in theology. 
Theologisch Geloofsverstaan anno 1983, 17, as translated by Schreiter in The 
Schillebeeckx Reader, p. 113. 
^"Schillebeeckx, Theologisch Geloofsverstaan anno 1983, 17, in Ibid. 
4
' I find it useful to illustrate further Schillebeeckx's conception of ideological false 
consciousness using a similar description offered by Feminist theologian Rosemary 
Radford Ruether when describing the phenomenon of androcentnsm. She explains 
that "The authentic good sçlf is identified with the favored center who dominates the 
cultural interpretation of humanness, and others are described in negative categories 
in contrast. This negative perception of the other is then reinforced when the favored 
group is able to gain power over the others, either to annihilate them or reduce them 
to servile status. The two elements are intertwined: the perception of the other as 
inferior, less capable of the good self, rationalizes exploitation of them. " It is then 
the interrelated aspects of a false projection and exploitation that constitute the 
perpetuation of a false consciousness. Sexism and God-talk: Towards a Feminist 
Theology (Boston: Beacon Press, 1985), p. 162. 
^"Schillebeeckx issues a qualification on the ideological-critical hermeneutics within 
the church- "Although I find a self-serving neo-modem triumphalist critique of the 
church wrong, this does not alter the fact that theologians, 'mindful of their own 
situation,'" may not hold back their own ideology-critical findings. A church that 
does not positively permit this or at least tolerate it, shows itself to be weak and little 
sure of the power of the gospel of the powerless. It is a form of 'little faith.'" 
Theologisch Geloofsverstaan anno 1983, 17, as translated by Schreiter in The 
Schillebeeck Reader, p. 114-115. 
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4 y F o r a thorough discussion of the theology of hope, refer to Rosemary Radford 
Ruether, The Radical Kingdom The Western Experience of Messianic Hope (New 
York Harper and Row, 1970) ρ 201-218 
50Rejecting the other-worldly conception of eschatology as the "doctrine of the end," 
Jürgen Moltmann argues for a more practical-critical emphasis- "Eschatology was 
long called the 'doctrine of the last things' or the 'doctrine of the end ' By these 
things were meant events which will one day break upon man, history and the world 
at the end of time But the relegating of these events to the 'last day' robbed them 
of their directive, uplifting and critical significance for all the days which are spent 
here, this side of the end, in history From first to last, and not merely in the epilogue, 
Christianity is eschatology, is hope, forward looking and forward moving, and 
therefore also revolutionizing and transforming the present " Theology of Hope On 
the Ground and Implications of a Christian Eschatology, trans James W Leitch 
(London SCM Press, 1967) ρ 15-16 
^Ruether, The Radical Kingdom, ρ 203 
5 2 I b i d , p 217 
" Schreiter makes this statement in the context of discussing God's concrete action 
in human history The Schillebeeckx Reader, ρ 17 
54Schillebeeckx,CAraf, ρ 731 
"According to Emst Bloch, "Man does not yet know what he is, but can know 
through alienation from himself what he certainly is not and therefore does not want 
to, or at least should not want to, remain false " Philosophische Aufzatse zur 
objecktiven Phantasie as quoted in Ibid Wayne Hudson traces the link of this 
anthropological perspective to Bloch's earlier Utopian project pnor to the infusion 
of Marxist thought "As part of his early Utopian philosophy Bloch developed a 
philosophical anthropology based on the idea that man was still 'within,' and 
incognito, 'not yet' this philosophical anthropology was essentially speculative 
and not clearly integrated with a social perspective, other than that provided by the 
degree to which the 'hidden secret of man' could not manifest himself in a humanly 
adequate world " The Marxist Philosophy of Ernst Bloch (New York St Martin's 
Press, 1982) ρ 22 
56Schillebeeckx, Church, ρ 731 
5 7Ibid 
5 8Ibid 
5 9 I b i d , p 732 
60lb,d 
"'Berger and Luckmann emphasize that human plasticity amid divergent socio-
cultural determinations make humanness a variable concept- "It is an ethnological 
commonplace that the ways of becoming and being human are as numerous as man's 
cultures Humanness is socio-culturally variable In other words, there is no human 
nature in the sense of a biologically fixed substratum determining the variability of 
socio-cultural formations There is only human nature in the sense of anthropological 
constants (for example, world-openness and plasticity of instinctual structure) that 
delimit and permit man's socio-cultural formations " They add, "But the specific 
shape into which this humanness is molded is determined by those socio-cultural 
formations and is relative to their numerous variations While it is possible to say 
that man has a nature, it is more significant to say that man constructs his own 
nature, that man produces himself" The Social Construction of Reality A Treatise 
in the Sociology of Knowledge (New York Doubleday, 1966) ρ 49 (emphasis mine) 
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6 2 See footnote n. 22, Roger Haight, Jesus: Symbol of God (New York: Orbis Books, 
1999) p. 410. 
"•Ίη his discussion on hermeneutical method, Roger Haight sees Schillebeeckx's 
conception of anthropological constants as recognition of "the deep continuity in 
human existence that is continually mediated in history." In the footnote (n. 28) to 
the passage, he adds- "I understand the 'anthropological constants' proposed by 
Edward Schillebeeckx to be both historically conscious and 'classical' insofar as 
they reflect the unity of the human species and universally relevant categories that 
can serve as bases for communication." See Ibid., p. 41. 
64Schillebeeckx, Church, p. 735. 
6 5Ibid. 
6 6Ibid., p. 736. 
6 7Ibid., p. 737. 
°°The "I-Thou" model for human encounter is expressed in the groundbreaking work 
of Martin Buber who wrote, "The primary word "I-Thou" establishes the world of 
relation." I and Thou, 2nd ed. trans. Ronald Gregor Smith (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1958) p. 6. 
""Emmanuel Lévinas describes "Totality" which follows the egocentric "Law of the 
I" in contrast to "Infinity" which follows the "Law of the Other" or infinite 
responsibility for the other. Ethics and Infinity: Conversations with Philippe Nemo, 
trans. Richard A. Cohen (Quezon City: Claretian Publications, 1997) p. 95-101. 
70Schillebeeckx, Christ, p. 738. 
71Ibid.,p. 739. 
'^Gustavo Gutierrez, A Theology of Liberation: History, Politics, and Salvation, 
revised ed., trans. Caridad Inda and John Eagleson (New York: Orbis Books, 1988) 
p. xxiii. 
'
3Schillebeeckx, Christ, p. 739. 
'•^Portier differentiates the term "practice," which connotes a prior pure theory that 
can be applied practically, with "praxis," which is construed as "coconstitutive" of 
theory. In the latter concept, the ethical moment is then inextricably linked with 
theory. "Interpretation and Method" in The Praxis of Human Experience, p. 30. 
Schreiter points out that Schillebeeckx's use of the concept of praxis has sometimes 
been inconsistent, "equating praxis only with action rather than the theory-action 
dialectic." Additionally, he notes that some critics have found it problematic that 
Schillebeeckx has not detailed the nuances of his use of "praxis" and "orthopraxis." 
This, of course, does not dent the unquestionable significance and depth of 
Schillebeeckx's work on the whole. "Edward Schillebeeckx" in Ford, ed. The Modern 
Theologians, p. 159. 
75Schillebeeckx,CAràf, p. 740. 
76Ibid.,p. 741. 
77Ibid., p. 743. 
78Ibid. 
79Ibid., p. 725. 
"^Ibid., p. 671. While it is not within the scope of this study to account for 
Schillebeeckx's detailed survey on the various perspectives on human suffering, I do 
provide a summation of relevant discussion points. 
° ÏGreek thought is rooted in religious myths that paint a picture of humanity afflicted 
by suffering. Homer's Iliad, for example, presents a pessimistic view of humanity 
where certitude is provided only in the reality of death. The Greeks, however, did not 
exempt their own Gods from suffering. Schillebeeckx thus concludes that in Greek 
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thought, "Human and divine suffenng are part of the universe there is no summer 
without winter" Ibid , ρ 682 
8 2 l b i d , p 719 
83 Ibid 
8 4Ibid , ρ 695 
8 5Ibid 
8 6Ibid , ρ 698 
8
'Schillebeeckx quotes Pope's "An Essay of Man" in Ibid , ρ 704 
8 8Ibid , ρ 706 
8 9Ibid , ρ 709 
9 0 I b i d , p 714 
9
' i b i d , ρ 727 
9 2 I b i d , p 727-728 
9 3 I b i d , p 728 
9 4 Ib.d 
"Edward Schillebeeckx, For the Sake of the Gospel, trans John Bowden (New 
York Crossroad Publishing, 1990) ρ 93 
9
"Schillebeeckx acknowledges the influence of Dutch theologian Hendrikus Berkhof 
Philip Kennedy, Schillebeeckx, ρ 91-92 
97Schillebeeckx, Christ, ρ 907 
OR 
'"Derek J Simon expounds on Schillebeeckx's conception of vertical sotenologies 
in "Salvation and Liberation in the Practical-Critical Sotenology of Schillebeeckx," 
Theological Studies 3 (September 2002) 63 496 He writes "Vertical theologies flee 
the difficulties of life on earth by attaching to and identifying with an idealized or 
post-histoncal narrative " 
"Ruether points out that a romanticized view of poverty is indigenous to sotenologies 
of this sort "Poverty stands for many kinds of withdrawal from inauthentic states of 
existence as 'having' to the authentic state of 'being ' She cites the idealized Franciscan 
mendicant lifestyle as a case in point- " with only a tunic and cloak as garment by 
day and a bed by night, walking the dusty roads, without destination, without duties, 
singing as they go, in intimate communion with sun and wind, flower and beast, 
serving whomever t^ey meet, sleeping wherever they may be when night falls, begging 
for their simple frugal meals this is the classical Christian model for salvation by 
economic dropout " She adds, "In the mendicant ideal there is a strong direction 
toward service to the poor, yet this impulse has generally earned very little suggestion 
of a need to alter the conditions that make people poor " The Radical Kingdom The 
Western Experience of Messianic Hope, ρ 11-12 
100Schillebeeckx, Christ, ρ 744 
' " ' i b i d , ρ 745 Moreover, in the book Jesus An Experiment in Chnstology, 
Schillebeeckx speaks in a similar vein when he discusses the acceptance of God's 
offer of grace in the person of Jesus, "To speak of God's work of grace is to speak in 
the language of religious affirmation about the human mystery of trusting someone " 
ρ 673 
'
02Schillebeeckx, Christ, ρ 907 
1 0 3Ruether, The Radical Kingdom, ρ 9 
'"'•"Communities and biospheres become instruments sacrificed to the attitudes and 
ideals of the dominant ideological elite Simon, "Salvation and Liberation in the 
Practical-Critical Sotenology of Schilhbeeckx " ρ 497 
''"According to Simon, "Religious transcendence and sociopolitical immanence 
are in a mutually productive tension with each other, allowing their various fields of 
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practice and interpretation to confront and develop each other An interactive 
sotenology strives to articulate how religious transcendence and sociopolitical 
liberation are distinct yet mutually implicated aspects of both divine gift and human 
human activity in history " Ibid 
'""This is noted by Kennedy in Schillebeeckx, ρ , 68 
1 0 7 See Schillebeeckx, Christ, ρ 646-835 
'""Kennedy, Schillebeeckx, ρ 68 See also fn 7 of this chapter 
' ""For an in-depth discussion of the sotenological project of Liberation Theology, 
see Jon Sobrino, "Central Position of the Reign of God in Liberation Theology" in 
Ignacio Ellacuria and Jon Sobrino, eds Systematic Theology Perspectives from 
Liberation Theology (Maryknoll Orbis Books, 1993) ρ 40-45 
110Schillebeeckx, Church, ρ 54 
1 1
' ibid, ρ 54-55 
' ' ^The term appears in the heading of the Puebla documents and described in sections 
1134-65 Seech 10, fn 6 of Donai Dorr, Option for the Poor A Hundred Years of 
Vatican Social Teaching (Dublin Gill and Macmillam, 1983) ρ 209 
' " I n the years following its proposal, the term "preferential option for the poor" 
elicited controversy in the larger Church Conservative quarters viewed the concept 
as an uncritical use of Marxist categories where the Church is made to take sides in 
a class struggle thus sabotaging the universality of the gospel message In a speech 
delivered in Mexico, Pope John Paul II was prompted to re-state the concept in a 
more prudent fashion, "Medellin was a call of hope showing 'preferential yet not 
exclusive love for the poor " For a more thorough discussion of the contentious debate 
on "preferential option for the poor," see Ibid , ρ 209-213 
1 1 4 I b i d , p 55 
"^Sobrino in Ellacuna and Sobrino, eds Systematic Theology, ρ 45 
' '"Schillebeeckx, Jesus, 
ρ 140-141 
'
1 7 Ibid 
'
1 8 Ibid 
"9lbid 
'
20Schillebeeckx,./ems, ρ 142-143 
'
2
' l b i d , p 143 
'
2 2 I b i d , p 146 
'
2
^Sobrino in Ellacuna and Sobrino, Systematic Theology ρ 51 
'
2 4 J o n Sobrino, Chnstology at the Crossroads A Latin American Approach trans 
John Drury, (Maryknoll Orbis Books, 1978) ρ 65 
'"Schillebeeckx, Jesus, ρ 156 
'
2
"Paul Ricoeur explains that while the immediacy of belief as found in precntical 
hierophany is no longer accessible, hermeneutics can aim at a postcntical second 
immediacy or second naivete The hermeneutical process exists not in a vicious cycle 
but in a "living and stimulating circle " He notes, "Such is the circle hermeneutics 
proceeds from a prior understanding of the very thing that it tries to understand by 
interpreting it But thanks to that circle in hermeneutics, I can still today communicate 
with the sacred by making explicit the prior understanding that gives life to the 
interpretation " The Symbolism of Evil, trans Emerson Buchanan (New York Harper 
and Row, 1969) ρ 351 
'
2
' S e e Schillebeeckx, Jesus, ρ 156 
'
2 8 I b i d , p 157 
1 2 9 I b i d , p 158 
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1 3 0 Ibid 
1 3 1 I b i d , p 162 
1 3 2 I b i d , p 172 
1 3 3 I b i d ) p 173-174 
1 3 4 I b i d , p 177-178 
'
3
*Commenting on the book Jesus An Experiment on Chnstology, Rosemary Radford 
Ruether issues a sweeping cnticism of Schillebeeckx's Chnstology She argues that 
Schillebeeckx presents a benign Jesus who is neither left nor nght- "Schillebeeckx's 
Jesus is apolitical He brings no judgments against the religious and social 
establishments of his day He does not set nghteous against unnghteous His message 
is one of gratuitous acceptance of all equally " To Change the World Chnstology 
and Cultural Criticism (New York Crossroad Publishing, 1981) ρ 2 Schillebeeckx 
does emphasize that Jesus preached an eschatological revolution rather than an 
overturning of existing sociopolitical structures Jesus does not banner any particular 
sociopolitical movement, the salvation he preaches goes profoundly deeper than just 
a programmatic agenda to overturn social structures From the optic of her own 
feminist project, this is probably where Ruether locates the bone of contention But 
it cannot be denied that the Jesus of Schillebeeckx's chnstology has a partisan bias 
for the poor and oppressed He is definitely not, as Ruether puts it, "apolitical " The 
epistemologica! project of Schillebeeckx later theology has always bridged the 
religious with the political The clear praxical focus of the next two books of his 
trilogy, Christ and Church validates that the soteriology Schillebeeckx proposes has 
serious sociopolitical implications that demand protest and resistance against social 
forces that perpetuate human oppression and suffering, "In other words, the gospel 
inspires Christians to a particular political action " See Christ, ρ 731-839 
1 3 é Ib id ,p 178 
1 3 7 Ib id ,p 184-185 
'
3
°Sobrino, Systematic Theology, ρ 49 
139Schillebeeckx,./ems, ρ 191 
^ I b i d . p 103 
1 4 1 I b i d , p 2^3 
1 4 2 Ibid , ρ 206 
1 4 3 I b i d , p 2'1-212 
1 4 4 I b i d , p 217-218 
1 4 5 S e e p 171-173 
1 4 6 I b i d , p 814 
147Schillebeeckx, Christ, ρ 768-770 
1 4 8 Ibid , ρ 793 
1 4 9 Ibid , ρ 776 
'^"See discussion in ρ 157-159 of this chapter 
1 5
 Schillebeeckx, Christ, ρ 776-777 
'^Schillebeeckx issues a critique of "conservative and progressive Utopias" which 
advocate a return to la belle epoque, a mystified past golden age, and "cntical-rational 
Utopias" where the future is the product of rational and deliberate human action through 
critical science For a detailed discussion, refer to ibid , ρ 662-670 
1 5 3 I b i d , p 778 
1 5 4 S e e i b i d , p 779 
1 5 5 Ibid 
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'-""Edward Schillebeeckx, "Terugblik vanuit de tijd na Vaticanum II De gebroken 
ideologiein van de moderniteit," in Tussen openheid en isolement Het voorbeld van 
de Katholische theologie m de negentiende eeuw, ed E Borgman and A van 
Harskamp (Kampen Kok, 1992) ρ 153-72, at 170-171 as translated by Simon, 
"Salvation and Liberation in the Practical-Critical Selenology of Schillebeeckx" in 
Theological Studies, ρ 517 Simon notes that "For Schillebeeckx, definitive 
eschatological salvation- as a salvation that completely heals the ruptures of finitude 
that eliminates all suffering from history, that even reconciles the living with the 
dead, and that permanently secures the sociopolitical and ecological integrity of life 
for one and for all- remains an unpredictable and excessive gift " See page ρ 518 
" 'Schillebeeckx, Interim Report on the Books Jesus and Christ, ρ 123 
158Schillebeeckx, Christ, ρ 791 
»5910,(1 
1 6 0 lbid , ρ 838 
'" 'Mary Cathenne Hilkert, "'Grace-Optimism' The Spirituality at the Heart of 
Schillebeeckx's Theology" in Spirituality Today (Fall, 1991)3 220 In related manner, 
Philip Kennedy underscores the link between revelation and negative contrast 
experiences, "Schillebeeckx is effectively propounding, although not overtly, a new 
understanding of revelation in terms of historical experiences of the suffering, and 
not in terms of extnnsically imparted messages of an exclusively supra-historical 
provenance " Deus Humanissimus The Knowability of God in the Theology of 
Edward Schillibeeckx, ρ 246 
'"^Kennedy observes, "Once the notion of negative contrast expenences gained 
foothold in Schillebeeckx's theology in 1968, it remained a permanent fixture of his 
explanation of faith's cognitive access to God in the context of ethics " Deus 
Humanissimus, ρ 142 It is also worth noting Patricia McAuliffe's assertion in her 
Ph D research A Liberationist Ethic Some Fundamental Elements and Their Logic 
(Regis College, 1990) 32, η 33 , that the concept of negative experiences of contrast 
occupies such a central place in Schillebeeckx's thought that it ments inciesion among 
his list of anthropological constants Schillebeeckx confirms McAuliffe's proposition 
in a personal interview in 1986 See chapter 2, fn 165, Berry, 
Fundamental Liberationist Ethics The Contribution of the Later Theology of Edward 
Schillebeeckx, ρ 141 
'63See Schillebeeckx, "Naar een 'definitief toekomst' belofte en menselijke 
bemiddeling," ρ 45-47 as translated by Schreiter in The Schillebeeckx Reader ρ 55-
56 See also Christ, ρ 818 
'"^Schillebeeckx, Naar een 'definitief toekomst belofte en menselijke 
bemiddeling, ' ρ 45-47 as translated by Schreiter in Ibid , ρ 55 
'^Edward Schillebeeckx, God the Future of Man, trans Ν D Smith (New York 
Sheed and Ward) ρ 341-344 
'
66Schillebeeckx, Christ, ρ 821 
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'"'While Schillebeeckx draws from Theodor Adomo's notion of "critical negativity" 
to describe the epistemologica! power in human suffering, his conception of negative 
contrast experiences deviates radically from Adomo in that it puts forth a positive 
moment innervated by hope. Adomo's negative dialectics takes a decidedly negative 
perspective as can be seen in his reference to the Holocaust experience- "After 
Auschwitz, our feelings resist any claim of the positivity of existence as sanctimonious, 
as wronging the victims; they balk at squeezing any kind of sense, however, bleached, 
out of the victims' fate. And our feelings do have an objective side after events that 
make a mockery of the construction of immanence as endowed with a meaning radiated 
by an affirmatively posited transcendence." Theodor Adomo, Negative Dialectics, 
trans. E.B. Ashton (New York: Seabury, 1973) p. 361. 
168Schillebeeckx, Church, p. 6. 
169Ibid.,p. 7. 
' '"Jon Sobrino draws from Gustavo Gutierrez's Beber en su Propio Pozo (Lima: 
CEP, 1971 ) in Spirituality of Liberation: Toward Political Holiness, trans. Robert R. 
Barr (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1988) p. 54. 
1 ' 'Mary Catherine Hilkert cites Jon Sobrino as the proponent of the concept of 
"political holiness." See "'Grace Optimism': The Spirituality at the Heart of 
Schillebeeckx's Theology," in Spirituality Today 3, (Fall 1991) 44: 220-239. For 
more discussions on political holiness and political love, see Sobrino, Spirituality of 
Liberation: Toward Political Holiness, p. 80-86. 
* '^Schillebeeckx, Jerusalem ofBanares? Nicaragua of de Berg Athos? p. 336-338 
as translated by Schreiter in The Schillebeeckx Reader, p. 272. 
' '^Sobrino, Spirituality of Liberation: Toward Political Holiness, p. 81-82. 
''^Schillebeeckx's emphasis is not on personal or collective 'guilt' over the global 
socioeconomic divide but reponsibility for the structural reasons of inequality- "You 
can say for example: The situation is very different here (in the Netherlands) from 
what it is in Latin America. But my reply would be: But we are to blame for what is 
happening here... I can't agree that it is right to feel personally guilty for the situation 
in the Third World or even accept collective guilt for it. But what we are bound to 
recognize is that the structures are at fault- that the capitalist mode of production in 
the West is the cause of the disastrous situation there and that this calls for a radical 
process of learning." He adds, "Every critical community has to learn, reflect and 
analyse and encourage that learning process in others." God is New Each Moment, 
o. 94. 
1'^Ibid., p. 169. Schillebeeckx's project is to initiate the formation of a Western 
theology of liberation that may serve as a dialogue partner to liberation theologies in 
the Third World. Refer to "Theologie als bevrijdingskunde: Enkele noodzakelijke 
beschouwingen vooraf," Tijdschrift voor Theologie 24 (1984) p. 391-92. 
' '"Schillebeeckx, Jeruzalem ofBanares? Nicaragua of De Berg Athos? as translated 
by Schreiter in The Schillebeeckx Reader, p. 272-273. 
178Schillebeeckx, Christ, p. 647. 
179Ibid. 
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'•'"Schillebeeckx expounds on his definition of the term 'positivism'- "Positivism 
is a trend in scientific study which is at least an implicit philosophy It puts forward 
the view that the only truth is scientific truth, which is empirically verifiable Thus 
no communication of truth is really possible outside the sciences It also argues that 
the sciences are 'value-free', in other words, in scientific investigation it only accepts 
intrinsically scientific values, and leaves external values out of account It in no way 
denies that the choice of the object for investigation and the use of the results achieved 
imply values (or non-values) extrinsic to science However, positivists overlook that 
the fact what are called scientifically established 'hard facts' and 'basic propositions' 
are governed a) by the historical character of the object achieved, and b) by the 
historical and social position of the percipient In other words, positivists forget that 
all scientific theories are also subject to historical hypothesis " Ibid , ρ 905 
'°'Schillebeeckx, "Speech of Thanks on Receiving the Erasmus Prize," in God 
Among Us The Gospel Proclaimed, trans John Bowden, (New York Crossroad 
Publishing, 1980), ρ 250-253 
1 8 2 Ibid 
' ' "As quoted in Schillebeeckx, Church, ρ 648 
1 8 4 I b i d , p 185 
" " F o r a listing of notable political saints who worked in Central America and a 
discussion on a "spirituality of persecution and martyrdom," refer to chapter 5 of 
Sobnno, Spirituality of Liberation Toward Political Holiness, ρ 87-102 
1 8 6 See Schillebeeckx, God is New Each Moment, ρ 108 
' "'Schillebeeckx, Jeruzalem ofBanares7 Nicaragua of De Berg Athos7 as translated 
by Schreiter in The Schillebeeckx Reader, ρ 273 
•^Schillebeeckx, Christ, ρ 814 
1 8 9 Ibid ,p 814 
190Schillebeeckx, The Schillebeeckx Reader, ρ 273 
'''Schillebeeckx's psalm-prayer was written with the help of Dutch poet Huub 
Oosterhuis See God is New Each Moment, ρ 127-128 Refer also to Edward 
Schillebeeckx, I am a Happy Theologian Conversations with Francesco Strazzan, 






Political Holiness as Crystallized in Perfumed Nightmare 
Chapter VI 
POLITICAL HOLINESS AS CRYSTALLIZED IN 
PERFUMED NIGHTMARE 
1. Introduction 
At this pivotal turn of the research, it is elucidative to review 
the two critical principles configured in the foregoing chapters: 
Cinematic Principle: Third Cinema as embodied in Kidlat Tahimik's 
Perfumed Nightmare. 
Theological Principle: Political Holiness as situated in the 
eschatological perspective of Edward Schillebeeckx. 
In the cinematic principle, what proffers to be the key point 
for consideration is the lucid Third Cinema sociopolitical critique and 
liberative current examined in the case study of Perfumed Nightmare. 
The central thematic rubric of "postcolonial struggle," the 
representation of the Third World quest for social, cultural, and political 
emancipation and re-discovery, is worked out in Perfumed Nightmare's 
unique stylistic options. Here, the cinematic grammar consisting of 
mise-en-scène, cinematography, editing, and sound, is ideologically-
determined to provide sociopolitical comment which works to secure 
and realize the film's liberative project. As established in chapter IV, 
the collaboration of human and divine agency towards an alternative 
future of greater human flourishing is a salient point in the stylistic 
strategy of Perfumed Nightmare. Edward Schillebeeckx's 
eschatological understanding of political holiness, a concept 
undergirded by the gospel metaphor of the Reign of God, constitutes 
the theological principle. Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective 
resonates with the liberationist project of emancipative praxis and social 
change within the framework of negative experiences of contrast. This 
unique theological concept postulates a positive cognitive force in 
dehumanizing situations when they bring about protest and resistance. 
The God who is mindful of humanity is seen as the very source of 
creative dissatisfaction and militancy over situations of evil and 
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suffering. As such, Schillebeeckx clearly delineates the inextricable 
link between salvation and liberation. Schillebeeckx views political 
holiness as the new and relevant form of asceticism; the sociopolitical 
implication of the inbreaking Reign of God. 
This chapter explores the points of convergence between the 
cinematic principle and the theological principle. 
It is instructive to review the two-tiered methodological structure I 
had described in the introductory chapter:1 
- First, I explore the epistemologica! resonances between the praxis-
oriented later theology of Schillebeeckx and the liberative project of 
Third Cinema. 
I argue that a more regardful consideration of the practical-critical 
soteriological base of Schillebeeckx's eschatology offers a parallel 
connection with the liberative propositions that undergird Third 
Cinema. The clarification of this epistemologica! link serves as the 
ground principle from which to posit a second level of convergence-
- A creative examination of what I perceive as the crystallization of 
Schillebeeckx's conception of political holiness in the Third Cinema 
stylistic options embodied in Perfumed Nightmare. 
Grounded on the close correspondence between the epistemologica! 
project of Schillebeeckx's later theology and Third Cinema, I discuss 
the ways in which the main threads of Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
perspective find cinematic expression in Perfumed Nightmare. My 
intention is not to draw out a one-to-one correspondence between all 
of the previously discussed elements of Schillebeeckx's eschatology 
and those of Perfumed Nightmare. The very intertextual nature of this 
project, which attempts to bring together a theological text and a 
cinematic text, each possessing its own unique grammar, precludes 
such a neat linkage. I make this qualification in order to emphasize 
that the points of convergence between Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
perspective and Perfumed Nightmare take on varying contours 
considering the polysemie quality and complex syntagmatic 
organizations intrinsic to the art form of cinema2 as against the more 
systematic organization of arguments in written theological discourse. 
What I propose as the methodological and conceptual bridge in this 
intertextual project is Third Cinema critical theory, which, as earlier 
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established in chapter III and IV, is posited on the use of stylistic 
strategies to foreground the Third World quest for liberation and 
equality. As such, I pay attention to what I would describe as the 
"creative crossings" between the two principles through the mediation 
of Third Cinema stylistic strategies. 
This creative and open-minded exploration argues for the 
primacy of cinematic style as the locus for a theological 
hermeneutic of film over the prevailing practice of extracting the 
religious dimension out of the more thematic, literary bases of film. 
2. Epistemologica! Resonances 
The consistent epistemologica! project of Schillebeeckx's later 
theology is liberative praxis. In his "interactive soteriology,"3 
Schillebeeckx dissolves the dichotomy between salvation and 
sociopolitical liberation maintaining that the two concepts interrelate 
dialectically and are mutually implicated. Hence, he proposes that 
religion sees the divine manifested in humanity's search for justice 
and good in the world. In the light of the abiding vision of the Reign 
of God, Schillebeeckx's theological commitment is to present "the 
gospel of the poor for prosperous people."4 
Schillebeeckx's liberative epistemologica! project is further 
evinced in his express intention of developing a Western re-
appropriation of liberation theology that may serve as a dialogue partner 
to Third World liberation theology. An investigation of his trilogy, 
most especially Church: The Human Story of God, part 4 of Christ: 
The Experience of Jesus as Lord, as well as key points in Jesus: An 
Experiment in Christology, provide clear references to this intercultural 
initiative. In a personal interview I conducted, Schillebeeckx himself 
clarifies the liberative sociopolitical trajectory of his later work: 
I said in an earlier article that my purpose of the moment is to 
have a liberation theology for the West because we are always 
quoting theologians of the Third World although they are 
contextualized in their own situation. Theirs is a theology from 
below because they are in solidarity with the movement of 
liberation. Our problem here in Europe is that theologians who 
try to create a liberation theology for the West have no 
movement in which the theology can grow from. Thus, the 
liberation theology in the Western context must have knowledge 
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of what is going on in Europe, above all, the gobalization of 
the whole Western economic system, which is one of the 
greatest threats to the Third World. But we are the cause of 
that. America and the rich states of Europe have great economic 
interests in globalization. Therefore, we have to analyze the 
causes of globalization and our relationship with the Third 
World. It is more difficult for us to make this analysis because 
that means examining the consequences of our capitalistic 
economic system, its consequences for the Third World, and 
how we can change that. I do not claim to be an expert in 
economic analysis but the whole tendency of my later theology 
is on that direction.5 
In the same interview, Schillebeeckx underlines his efforts at 
maintaining a dialogue with Third World theologians. He explains: 
I've learned more theoretically from Third World theologian 
Clodovis Boff who worked on his dissertation in Leuven. His 
theology is not only hermeneutical theology but also 
sociopolitical analysis and that was also my framework; I 
recognized my work in his research. In my time as a professor, 
I was always in dialogue with Gustavo Gutierrez and the last 
twenty years of my theologizing has been focused on the praxis 
of the Kingdom of God. For me, that is the liberation theology 
I am working out.6 
From the side of Third World liberation theology, the affirmation as to 
whether or not SchiUebeeckx's theology has proven to be a relevant 
dialogue partner for Third World Liberationist theologies can be drawn 
from the witness of Third World theologians themselves. As an 
appropriate case in point, I refer to the heuristic value of Schillebeeckx 
in the development of an inculturated theology in the work of José M. 
de Mesa, one of the most creative and noteworthy theologians of the 
Philippines. De Mesa considers the work of Schillebeeckx, grounded 
as it is on concrete human experience, as an important resource in his 
project of "theological re-rooting," the contextualization of theology 
within the contemporary postcolonial Philippine situation. While 
keeping attuned to the compounded dynamics of Philippine culture, 
De Mesa has maintained a respectful and meaningful critical dialogue 
with western theology mainly through the mediation of SchiUebeeckx's 
thought. De Mesa underlines the link between salvation and liberation 
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in Schillebeeckx's theology when he discusses the concept of 
providence as applied to the context of the Philippine lowlands: 
God's providence, his concern for us, is not merely a gift. It is 
also a task, a mission. It is our mission in the Church as much 
as in the world because by our entry into Christ through faith 
and baptism "we are not only the 'object'Of divine providential 
care but at the same time enter into this divine concern for our 
fellow men."7 
Further, when De Mesa articulates eschatological salvation in the 
Filipino concept oiginhawa, which literally means "relief from pain, 
sickness, straits or difficulty," he relies on part 4 of Schillebeeckx's 
Christ: The Experience of Jesus as Lord : 
Our awareness of eschatological ginhawa can be no more than 
a negative awareness for the time being because "our situation 
never allows us to define in positive terms what this will 
ultimately imply for human well-being, given the spiritual 
openness and 'self-transcendence' still to be realized in history 
and in view of the absolute freedom of God whose glory lies in 
human happiness."8 
Here, De Mesa conceives of ginhawa in distinctly Schillebeeckxian 
terms- as fragmentary experiences of salvation in the here and now, 
but in view of an eschatological vision of complete well-being, thus 
far, conceivable as a negative awareness. 
The place of Schillebeeckx's thought in the enrichment of 
Filipino inculturated theology augurs well for the liberative 
epistemologica! project of his theology. However, while salvation and 
liberation are bridged decisively in Schillebeeckx's thought, the 
reception of his work in theological circles have often accorded 
marginal attention to this liberationist soteriological direction. The 
incisive work of Derek Simon pays due attention to this oversight. 
He contends: 
Schillebeeckx's alignment of practical-critical soteriology with 
socio-political liberation and emancipative political praxis, 
however, continues to receive minimal development in the 
reception of his Christology... There is very little evidence in 
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the reception of his work that a comprehensive discussion of 
the practical-critical orientation of Schillebeeckx's soteriology 
has taken place, especially with respect to the constitutive 
significance of emancipative praxis and structural sociopolitical 
transformation for the experience and interpretation of 
salvation... the comprehensive representation of the practical-
critical and liberationist approaches to the interpretation of 
salvation in Schillebeeckx's soteriology remains incidental.9 
Simon asserts that the depoliticization of Schillebeeckx's theology has 
been angled towards either of two directions: 
- the first tendency dilutes Schillebeeckx's engagement with critical 
theory, which is taken as a "philosophical digression" detached from 
the development of his christology. 
- consequently, the second tendency is a representation of 
Schillebeeckx's christology on a theoretical-hermeneneutical level 
devoid of its sociopolitical implications. 
To substantiate his argument, Simon criticizes the virtual omission of 
the practical-critical dimension of Schillebeeckx's soteriology in the 
research work of Tadahiko Iwashima entitled Menschheitsgeschichte 
und Heilserfahrung.ÌQ He notes that Iwashima's predominantly 
transcendental and anthropocentric hermeneutic thoroughly 
decontextualizes Schillebeeckx's soteriology so that the link between 
salvation and liberation is obscured: 
Iwashima injects a considerable distance between emancipation 
and the liberation of human freedom: this minimizes the 
soteriological significance of the concept of emancipation while 
leaving the concept of liberation thoroughly depoliticized in a 
transcendental anthropology of human freedom. Thus, the 
mediations of liberation through a correlation with sociocritical 
analysis and the critiques of ideologies are never articulated in 
relation to soteriology, even though Schillebeeckx insists on 
their constitutive role.1 ' 
Moreover, Simon argues that Iwashima unduly dichotomizes 
historical salvation and eschatological salvation when he suggests a 
circular exchange between them- "Worldly salvation praxis thus 
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mediates the dimension of earthly salvation and the history transcending 
religious praxis (mediates) the dimension of eschatological salvation.". 
Simon rightly points out that in the frame of Schillebeeckx's 
conception of the eschatological proviso and surplus, "it is precisely 
the historical which mediates the eschatological in proleptic 
fragments..."12 
Additionally, Simon takes note of Erik Bergman's essay 
Theologie tussen universiteit en emancipatie: De weg van Edward 
Schillebeeckx.^ He contends that while Borgman expressly identifies 
the work of Schillebeeckx as "a university theology in dialogue with 
and influenced by emancipation theology," it stops short of accounting 
for the praxis-theory correlation in the dialectical relationship between 
salvation and liberation, a definitive principle in Schillebeeckx' 
soteriology.14 
Simon concludes that at best, the liberative, sociopolitical 
dimension of Schillebeeckx's practical-critical theology had been given 
occasional and incidental attention in existing theological discussions. 
I submit that an adherence to the depoliticizing tendencies in 
the reception of Schillebeeckx's work as noted by Simon represents a 
myopic reading of Schillebeeckx and an undervaluing of the continuing 
intercultural relevance and impact of his later thought on the Third 
World situation. From my own Third World optic, I see these tendencies 
as missed opportunities; the inordinate muting of the prophetic-
liberating voice of Schillebeeckx as a credible and significant Western 
mouthpiece for marginalized peoples who are still in the process of 
finding their own voice amid dehumanizing sociopolitical realities. 
Schillebeeckx himself emphasizes the constitutive project of 
praxis and liberation in his theology: 
Via ethos... from justice, solidarity with the poor and the 
distressed... theology must be a liberation theology. I always 
speak of the praxis of the Kingdom of God. But praxis of the 
Kingdom of God is human, social, societal liberation in which 
the ethical is assumed in our faith relationship with God. The 
ultimate reason why theology must be a liberation theology is 
mysticism as basis for the ethical or political holiness.15 
As such, Schillebeeckx points out categorically that "Human 
liberation is the golden thread of my theology."16 
In the preceding chapter, I sought to contribute to the 
rectification of the scholarly amnesia in the reception of Schillebeeckx' 
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work through an exploration of political holiness as the rubric of 
Schillebeeckx's praxically-oriented eschatological perspective. Having 
done so, the convincing epistemologica! link between Schillebeeckx' 
conception of political holiness and Third Cinema becomes emergent. 
To recall, Teshome Gabriel clarifies the liberative 
epistemologica! agenda of Third Cinema: 
The main aim of Third Cinema is to immerse itself in the lives 
and struggles of the people of the Third World... Third Cinema 
cineasts advocate a political cinema whose ideology is not only 
implied but adheres to the dialectic of traumatic changes that 
are engulfing the peoples of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. 
This cinema, therefore, is informed not only with the cultural 
tastes and ideological needs of the people it represents but also 
with the militant manifestations of their struggles.17 
Third Cinema is not defined by geography but by its 
emancipative agenda. It is a cinema that seeks to raise a radical, 
oppositional consciousness that is consistent with the liberative vision 
of sociopolitical transformation. This vision integrates the 
representation of divine intervention alongside human agency as an 
empowering principle in the quest for fuller humanity amid the harsh 
realities of structural injustice. Third Cinema adheres to the liberationist 
configuration of a God-image that is sympathetic to and in solidarity 
with the Third World struggle for decolonization and emancipation. 
Conversely, a god who looks and sounds like the colonizers or 
neocolonizers, identifies with them exclusively, and functions as a 
legitimizing weapon wielded by society's powerholders to perpetuate 
the sociopolitical status quo, sets off the alarm bells and is met with 
militant resistance by the indigenous culture. From the Third Cinema 
standpoint, institutional religion is not exempted from ideological 
suspicion. In the Cuban film The Last Supper (Tomas Gutierrez Alea, 
1976), a black slave is ill at ease over the divinization of the neocolonial 
masters when he comments, "The priest says the overseers are like 
Jesus Christ." Similarly, in the Colombian film One Day I Asked (Julia 
Alvarez, 1970), a woman devotee praying in the church astutely 
pronounces, "one thing is sure, he (God) eats at the boss' table."18 
Liberationist theologies and Third Cinema reject institutional 
religion when it supports structures of inequity, but tum to faith as a 
means for bringing about liberation. In the postcolonial universe of 
Perfumed Nightmare authentic religion is a verb as much as it is a 
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noun- it is the empowering ground principle that enables the Filipino 
to break free from the enslaving coccoon of colonially-infused 
"religion" into a new, emancipative sociopolitical vision. Thus, the 
theology evinced in Perfumed Nightmare views the divine as the 
driving force to liberation who stands on the frontier of the historical 
future. 
If it can be accepted that Third Cinema, grounded as it is on 
the praxical vision of decolonization and emancipation, shares 
fundamental resonances with a liberationist theological perspective, 
then I propose that there is legitimate basis to posit its epistemologica! 
connection with Schillebeeckx's practical-critical project; both 
understand salvation and liberation in the matrix of human interaction 
with history. I also maintain that Third Cinema, as a cinematic mirror 
of a Third World liberationist perspective, is responsive to 
Schillebeeckx's epistemologica! project of forging a dialogue with 
Third World liberation theology. Third Cinema offers a creative and 
revitalizing intercultural contribution to the Schillebeeckx-Liberation 
Theology dialogue and expands the view of such a dialogue by bringing 
an intertextual dimension to the equation. 
In the succeeding section, I examine how the varying contours 
of Third Cinema stylistic options work to express and register the 
epistemologica! resonances between Schillebeeckx's liberative 
eschatological perspective and Perfumed Nightmare. 
3. The Mediation of Third Cinema Stylistic Strategies 
The locus of the Theology-Cinema dialogue has often been 
limited to the thematic and literary bases of film at the expense of 
stylistic examination, a critical area for understanding cinema on its 
own terms and not as a mere adjunct to literature. There are, of course, 
noteworthy exceptions that merit reiteration- Paul Schrader's 
Transcendental Style in Film, an earnest attempt to examine the sacred 
in the distinctive styles embodied in the works of Yasujiro Ozu, Robert 
Bresson, and Carl Theodor Dreyer; and Peter Fraser 's Images of the 
Passion: The Sacramental Mode in Film, a similar examination of the 
stylistic structure of film with emphasis on the sacramental dimension. 
These two exemplary works, however, are rare exceptions to the rule.19 
The scholarly terrain is not very different in the more specific 
area of Theology and Political Cinema. A dearth in the establishment 
of the link between emancipative theology and political, socially-
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relevant cinema through a consideration of cinematic style, also 
prevails. Neal Hurley's Reel Revolution: A Film Primer on 
Liberation,20 which, to my knowledge, continues to rank as the most 
notable work in the area, is premised exclusively on the examination 
of thematic and plot elements. It is ironic that Hurley refers to his 
work as similar in approach to Sergei M. Eisenstein's "cinema 
dialectics"- the use of cinematic images to stimulate thought- and then 
completely disregards the examination of stylistic strategies in his film 
analyses. 
Hence, the trajectory of this research is oriented towards 
redressing this omission. 
The following section is an exploration of how the Third 
Cinema stylistic options of Perfumed Nightmare work to crystallize, 
that is, to mirror in a truly cinematic fashion, Schillebeeckx's unique 
eschatological understanding of the liberationist concept of political 
holiness. The discussion is framed according to the cogent topics of 
Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective insofar as I perceive them 
reflected in the stylistic grammar of Perfumed Nightmare. 
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A review of technical and critical terms21 at this decisive juncture may 
contribute to a clearer understanding of the arguments in this section: 
ASL - Average Shot Length 
camera angling - the position of the frame in relation to the subject it 
shows: above it, looking down (high angle); horizontal, on the same 
level (straight-on); looking up (low angle). 
cinematography - all the manipulations of the film strip by the camera 
in the shooting phase. 
diegesis/diegetic - refers to the world of a film's story; even to events 
that are presumed to have occured. 
editing - in the filmmaking process, the task of selecting and joining 
camera takes; in the completed film, the set of techniques that govern 
the relations among shots. 
extradiegetic - refers to all the material and all the effects absent from 
a film's story but provided by the text, such as opening and closing 
credit titles. 
long take - a shot that continues for an unusually extended time prior 
to the transition to the next shot. 
metaphor - the presentation of one idea in terms of another, belonging 
to a different category, so that either our understanding of the first idea 
is transformed, or so that from the fusion of the two ideas a new one is 
created. 
metonymy - metaphorical trope that brings two ideas together by reason 
of association or contiguity. 
mise-en-scène - all the elements placed in front of the camera to be 
photographed: the settings and props, acting, lighting, and costumes 
and makeup. 
recollection-object - an irreducibly material object that encodes 
collective memory. 
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stylistic strategies - the form of the film which comprises the collection 
of formal choices that enable the realization of its points or purposes. 
synechdoche - metaphorical trope where the figurative meaning of the 
whole is represented by an associated part. 
syntagm - a sequence of interrelated paradigmatic choices or chosen 
signs in a film. 
voice-over - audio narration, commentary, or dialogue that adds 
meaning to visual imagery, where the speaker/commentator is off-
camera. 
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3.1 The Ecumene of Suffering 
For Schillebeeckx, the humanum or full authentic humanity, 
escapes exact definition; it is not possible to offer a totalitarian norm 
of what it is to be truly human. Schillebeeckx insists that the human is 
the royal road to God but there is no directional map from which to 
base definite navigational patterns toward that direction. If anything, 
human history testifies to the horrific excess of suffering that defies 
hermeneutical verification. What is certain in Schillebeeckx prognosis 
is that the unbroken thread of human suffering in history is a collective 
experience, an "ecumene of suffering." It is "my suffering, my evil, 
and my death."22 As such, the humanum remains as an eschatological 
concept, already here fragmentarily in praxical initiatives, but not yet 
consummated. Among the dehumanizing forces that threaten the 
humanum, Schillebeeckx is stridently critical over the western ideal 
of progress, buttressed as it is by Enlightenment principles, and 
unequivocably names the unequal and unjust power structures it 
perpetuates as demonic. 
Perfumed Nightmare problematizes the incursion of progress 
and its resultant impact on the ecumene of suffering in the leitmotiv of 
the "phantom of progress." This symbolic rendering of the 
dehumanizing side of rapid, American-style progress with its 
sacralization of socioeconomic and technological advancement, finds 
stylistic expression in the film's mise-en-scène. Through the point of 
view of the protagonist Kidlat, the phantom of progress is portrayed 
surrealistically, thus, appearing as a ghastly cloaked figure wearing a 
mask with a demented expression (Frame 9, p. 84). What is established 
here is that the phantom of progress conceals its true nature under the 
mask of universal validity. The mask itself is a leitmotiv that would 
re-appear later in the pivotal mock farewell party scene (Frame 14, p. 
86). Grainy, deliberately off-focus camerawork and diffused lighting 
add a haunted, spectral quality to the appearance of the phantom and 
the atmospheric space surrounding its presence. The trope of the 
phantom of progress works as a visual representation of the film's title 
Perfumed Nightmare, the attractively utopie but vacuous promise of 
the American dream. A visitation by the phantom of progress is likened 
to a haunting; it is, in no unclear terms, portrayed as demonic. This 
image conjured up by specific stylistic choices dovetails lucidly and 
accurately with Schillebeeckx's own denunciation of positivistic 
Western ideals of progress. Schillebeeckx pictures the "unbridled 
Western concern for self-realization," in whatever incarnation that may 
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assume- Americanism, multinationalism, or even communist state 
capitalism -in vivid imagery reminiscent of the horror genre of cinema. 
To recall: 
The programme of a total liberation of man by man at present 
seems to be a greatest threat to all humanity. The "modem 
western world" is in particular need of salvation today, for 
liberation and redemption precisely from those dark powers 
which modem man has himself called to life. The demonic in 
our culture and society has taken on a different name and 
content from the Medieval Ages, but it is no less real and just 
as threatening.23 
The totalizing salvific claims of progress and technological 
advancement are hence judged by Schillebeeckx's argument as bogus, 
and, ultimately, a threat to the very humanity it purports to lead to 
salvation. 
In Perfumed Nightmare the encroachment of the phantom of 
progress means an oppressive disruption of the characters' lives and 
consequently, an assault on their humanity. The guru Kaya reports to 
Kidlat by way of a letter that Balian, his home village located in the 
Philippine countryside, had been visited by the phantom of progress. 
Its forested environs had been denuded to give way to a new tourist-
friendly road and as a result, his own mother's hut had been displaced. 
The film's mise-en-scène shows the hut being borne on the shoulders 
of the village folk who, in vain, try to relocate it to a greener spot 
(Frame 6, p. 82). The scene plays out like a chaplinesque homage to a 
viewer unfamiliar with Philippine culture; otherwise, it presents a richer 
codified meaning. Employing a wide-angle, long shot of the portable 
house carried by the neighborhood folk, Tahimik frames the communal 
action in the scene and conveys its significance. An informed reception 
more attuned to cultural specificity would be able to identify in the 
scene the Philippine rural custom called bayanihan where the 
community literally pools manpower to help relocate a neighbor's hut. 
In Philippine culture, the term bayanihan is also understood in an 
expanded sense to describe the value of solidarity and love of neighbor. 
Context, however, changes everything. In Perfumed Nightmare, the 
phantom of progress imposes a perverted definition of bayanihan. 
Instead of an organic expression of community spirit, the concept is 
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twisted and taken to mean forced ejection, collective displacement, 
and the subjection of members of the indigenous community to 
exploitation and humiliation; they are made to become squatters in 
their own land. The shadow cast by the ecumene of suffering wrought 
by the mad scramble for development and progress resonates in the 
poignant image of the displaced house collectively yoked on the 
shoulders of the village folk who have no idea where to relocate it. 
Here, the pressure brought upon the Third World to keep up with 
economic growth at the cost of justice finds vivid cinematic expression. 
The scene readily connects with the memory of Kidlat's father 
who was eliminated by American sentries for "trespassing on U.S. 
property," an act of racialized aggression committed by an occupying 
power against a member of the indigenous culture. As earlier discussed, 
the reference to Kidlat's father serves as an allusion to the Filipino 
collective memory of multiple colonizations following the signing of 
the fraudulent Treaty of Paris. 
It is noteworthy that in Perfumed Nightmare, the phantom of 
progress breaks transnational borders and also claims victims in the 
margins of the developed world. In a parallel scene in Paris, the elderly 
French lady named Lola, a small-scale merchant selling farm produce 
at the street market, is ejected and displaced by the hulking supermarket 
being built across the street. A kinship is forged between Kidlat's mother 
and Lola as both are victims sacrificed at the altar of the phantom of 
progress. I am not suggesting that the scales of their situations are 
identical. The shadow cast by economic development in the First World 
simply cannot compare to the multiplicity of issues in the Third World 
milieu; the First World-Third World binaries remain as chasmal as 
heaven and earth. What does bind them together is their shared 
experience of dehumanization in the face of a socioeconomic system 
that considers progress and technological advancement as the universal 
norms for human development. On this level of subaltemity, racial 
and geographical boundaries blur. Both Kidlat's mother and Lola are 
indeed symbolic representatives and co-members of what 
Schillebeeckx has pointedly described as the ecumene of suffering. 
Further, Perfumed Nightmare also portrays the ecumene of 
suffering as extending beyond spatiotemporal boundaries through the 
visual symbol of the crucifix. In the flashback scene when Kidlat's 
mother recalls the colonial violence behind her husband's execution, 
a flash-cut of an old wooden crucifix appears just as she narrates the 
following line: 
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KIDLAT'S MOTHER 
Your singing father tried to enter liberated Manila at the San 
Juan bridge... he was stopped by an American sentry. It was 
his last song. 
In the frame, the crucifix is positioned beside another object 
of wood, the horse-figure Kidlat's mother carved out of the butt of her 
husband's rifle. I return to this syntagm in my later discussion of the 
"kidlat-object." At this juncture, the significance of the crucifix as 
related to the memory of Kidlat's father is not too difficult to decipher. 
Kidlat's father represents the human cost of colonial aggression. 
At a later tum in the film, the crucifix makes a second symbolic 
appearance. It is helpful to examine the significance of the re-
appearance of the crucifix in the context of its use. As part of a larger 
syntagmatic composition which essentially follows the principle of 
"Found Art," Tahimik uses strategic editing to re-configure existing 
objects so that they work to communicate an ideological message 
divorced from the original meaning they carry. The setting has moved 
to Paris and Kidlat is reading some French words inscribed on a public 
building. The words read: 
RELIGION DE L'HUMANITE: L'AMOUR POUR PRINCIPE 
ET L'ORDRE POUR BASE, LE PROGRES POUR BUT 
It is the slogan of positivism- "Love as a principle, order as a 
pedestal; the progress, as aim" - as articulated by Auguste Comte, the 
19th Century French thinker credited for founding sociology.24 As 
Kidlat struggles to read the words aloud in his stammering French, he 
misreads a word or two and says "L'ORDURE POUR LA BASE... " 
which translates as "rubbish as a pedestal." After this parodie indictment 
through an unintentional play on a foreign language, a strategy Tahimik 
had used earlier in connection with-the 1969 moon landing (I discuss 
this later in the chapter), a close-up shot of a poster of American cowboy 
Buffalo Bill Cody25 with the headline- Mais qui donc gaspille en 
France? (translating equivalently as "But is there an enormous waste 
in France?") -is edited-in as a visual interrogative device. The flash-
cut immediately following provides a clue to the answer- an object in 
the form of a crucifix is being lifted by a crane at the construction site 
of the supermarket. 
The meaning produced by this imaginative syntagmatic editing 
strategy is meant, in no unclear terms, as an indictment of positivism, 
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which the film portrays as the phantom of progress. But the crucifix 
may also be understood as a signifier that works on two levels. On one 
level, it points to those who have been disenfranchised in the race for 
progress, regardless of national and cultural boundaries. As previously 
discussed, Kidlat's mother and the Parisian vendor Lola are both victims 
of the phantom of progress and have become kindred members of the 
ecumene of suffering. A second, connotational level of signification 
points to the earlier use of the crucifix as a symbol of the suffering 
wrought by the colonial enterprise, the allusion to the circumstances 
surrounding the death of Kidlat's father- the 1898 Treaty of Paris. Thus, 
the choice of an American icon Buffalo Bill Cody, which serves to 
implicate the United States in the equation, is strategic and telling. 
The answer then to the query Mais qui donc gaspille en France? is 
given through the eloquent meaning generated by the symbol of the 
crucifix. It is none other than the Filipino nation that got wasted big 
time in France, circa 1898 Paris to be exact, when the country was 
treated as just another consumer good by the United States in a blatant 
act of colonial aggression. To recall, the national trauma inflicted by 
the Treaty of Paris involved the purchase of the Philippines for $20 
million by America, a face-saving deal that equally benefited Spain in 
the aftermath of its defeat in the Spanish-American War. 
The crucifix then, in the context of its use, serves to symbolize 
the ecumene of suffering, here referring to those crucified on the cross 
of the colonial enterprise and its later incarnation as the phantom of 
progress. 
Further, the representation of unabated First World progress 
and technology and its impact on the ecumene of suffering can be 
seen in the provocative maimer in which Tahimik employs camera 
angling. As mentioned in chapter IV, one of the functions of camera 
angling in Perfumed Nightmare is to portray the subjugated ranking 
of the Filipino as well as other Third World peoples in the prevailing 
global socioeconomic order. I refer again to the mock send-off scene 
where a reception line of big- name western guests awaits Kidlat. To 
be sure, the ghoulish masks and cardboard cutout smiles these 
characters wear disclose their duplicity but it is the camera angling 
which situates them in a lopsided power structure. The masked guests 
are shot at a low camera angle (Frame 14, p. 86) so that they appear 
frighteningly tall and aggrandized. In stark contrast, Kidlat is shot from 
a high angle, shrinking him to diminutive, midget proportions (Frame 
13, p. 86). Strategic editing intercuts the worm's eye view/bird's eye 
view images so that it appears that the Western giants are looking 
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down at the Asian pygmy. The imagery is forthright and dramatic in 
its representation of the First World-Third World divide here visually 
translated into the binaries of Superiority-Inferiority, Rich-Poor, 
Master-Slave. 
Schillebeeckx's own prophetic-liberating critique recognizes 
the global asymmetry in like manner: 
While two-thirds of the world population is crying out for 
justice and lové, a powerful block made up of the remaining 
third, in East and West, is concentrating all its knowledge and 
its science, its power, its diplomacy and its tactics and means 
of subjugation, on keeping what it has.26 
Sociopolitical analysis plays a pivotal role in Schillebeeckx's 
thought because it is the feeble and defenseless that are given 
epistemologica! privilege in his interactive soteriology. As such, the 
conflictual approach is meant to identify inequities and injustices within 
the historical situation. Evidently, the resonances with Perfumed 
Nightmare's cinematic emancipative conjunctures as exemplified by 
its strategic camera angling, are unmistakable. 
I argue later, however, that while such a critical diagnosis can 
be found in both Schillebeeckx's thought and Perfumed Nightmare, 
neither ends with it. 
3.2 Negative Experiences of Contrast 
In Schillebeeckx's conception of negative experiences of 
contrast, the very experience of human suffering may offer a positive, 
cognitive power when it kindles creative dissatisfaction over the 
dehumanizing status quo. The situation of suffering is seen as a negation 
of the divine will, hence, fueling militancy and defiant resistance. 
Paradoxically, negative experiences of contrast give rise to protest, 
hope, and praxical initiative. I explore the ways in which Perfumed 
Nightmare mirrors this theological concept in its stylistic options. 
Referring again to Perfumed Nightmare's mise-en-scène, I 
draw attention to an important leitmotiv, the running theme of 
"creativity amid the postcolonial ruins" expressed stylistically through 
a unique set of symbols akin to Laura U. Marks' "recollection-objects." 
In their very materiality, recollection objects function as repositories 
of popular and subversive collective memories and have thus been 
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described by Marks as "radioactive."27 While Marks emphasizes what 
she considers as Tahimik's fetishist portrayal of the recollection object, 
e.g., his preoccupation with ordinary objects such as double-yolk eggs 
and supermarket incinerators,28 she fails to note the more significant 
recollection-objects in the film, those that play a central role in 
providing critical comment on the Philippine postcolonial struggle. 
Perfumed Nightmare re-configures the recollection object into a more 
inculturated sense by equating it with Tahimik's notion of Filipino 
"indio-genious," a wordplay of the term "indigenous," here, precisely 
taken to mean native creativity amid the postcolonial ruins. I had 
previously designated Perfumed Nightmare's recollection objects in 
more descriptive terms, as "kidlat-objects," (literally "lightning-
objects") because aside from their irreducible materiality and 
radioactivity, these symbols are hewn from the very weapons originally 
used by the colonizers to forward their imperialist agenda.29 They 
function as powerful statements that the long history of colonization 
in the Philippines and its ongoing ramifications failed to obliterate the 
indigenous culture. The kidlat-object is a paradox; it is the implosion 
of a positive, defiant counter-force arising from the crucible of colonial 
trauma. Hence, I see the kidlat-object as importantly compatible with 
Schillebeeckx's negative experiences of contrast. A review of two 
kidlat-objects in Perfumed Nightmare is necessary at this point. 
The first kidlat-object I call attention to is the wooden horse-
figure (Frame 16, p. 87). This emblem carries a rich history behind it 
as Kidlat's mother carved it from the butt of her late husband's rifle. 
The U.S. military gave the rifle to Kidlat's father at the aftermath of 
the bogus 1898 Treaty of Paris. Prior to Kidlat's Paris journey, his 
mother mounts the horse-figure on the hood of his jeepney and reminds 
him, "Take this horse on your travels, one day, you might need him to 
help you find the path to freedom." The parallel connection between 
Kidlat's liberative journey and his late father's is symbolized in the 
horse-figure. In its original form as a rifle, the kidlat-object signified 
the use of a conventional American weapon by Kidlat's father to fight 
against American military power. In the rifle's reshaping into the 
wooden horse-figure, Kidlat taps into the dangerous memory of his 
father as he sets out to break free from the escapist utopia of the 
American dream, the "soft power" of rapid, American-style progress 
and technology, with its accompanying monopolization of cultural 
authority. 
It is significant that the horse-figure is also seen alongside a 
wooden crucifix in a brief flash-cut just when Kidlat's mother narrates 
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the tragic circumstances of her husband's death in the hands of 
American sentries. The parallel meaning of the two symbols is clarified: 
both carved figures signify the defiant emergence of life in a situation 
of suffering and death. 
The other kidlat-object in Perfumed Nightmare is the jeepney 
(Frame 1, p. 80; Frame 4, p. 81 ). A popular means of mass transportation 
in the Philippines, the ubiquitous jeepney is truly a product of indio-
genius as it was originally an old U.S. military jeep transmogrified 
through innovative recycling. Kidlat describes jeepneys as "vehicles 
of war which we made into vehicles of life." In the film, the image of 
jeepneys vis-a-vis the references to American rocket ships to the moon 
and French supersonic Concorde jets dramatize the Third World's 
labored crawl in the blistering race for progress. While developed 
countries with robust commodity cultures such as America and France 
have rocketed to outer space and shattered the sound barrier, the 
Philippines as apotheosis of the "totally other" has salvaged scrap from 
the colonial wreckage and recycled it as cheap transportation for the 
day-to-day existence of its people. 
A jeepney driver, Kidlat would take his vehicle, the wooden 
horse-figure now mounted on its crest, to Paris. At the heart of the 
very city that hosted the historical "sale" of his country in the colonial 
chicanery committed by Spain and the United States in 1898, Kidlat's 
quest for liberation and national identity is synechdochic for the 
Philippine postcolonial struggle. It is no accident then that a flash cut 
of a jeepney emblazoned with the tag "Liberator" is shown in a 
sequence prior to Kidlat's departure (Frame 4, p. 81). 
Additionally, the strategic use of diegetic and non-diegetic 
sound in an earlier sequence further accentuates the jeepney's capacity 
for symbolizing transformation resulting from creativity amid the 
postcolonial ruins. The scene I am referring to is the one that features 
the Sarao Motors jeepney assembly plant in Manila. A fully-manual 
backyard industry, the Sarao sequence shows workers in the process 
of hammering on various jeepney metal parts accentuated by the 
synchronous, diegetic, ambient noise of metal-hitting-metal. As the 
scene plays out, however, the sound bed segues to a non-diegetic 
musical pattern built on instrumentation that closely matches the 
original ambient sounds but orchestrated in a harmonized, Filipino 
ethnic rhythm. As I pointed out in chapter IV, the musical design in 
this particular sequence is parallel yet contrapuntal to the visual action. 
Dissonance gives way to harmony; vehicles of death are indeed being 
transformed into vehicles of life. 
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To be sure, the two recollection-objects of'Perfumed Nightmare 
exemplify the uneven geopolitical situation where "the trash of the 
haves becomes the treasure of the have nots."30 It is significant, 
however, that the "trash" in the film refers to the rubbish heap of 
colonial military aggression. Thus, even garbage is not neutral but 
becomes a signifier for militarism and all its unjust and violent 
repercussions. The critical message both kidlat-objects convey is clear: 
colonialism and other forms of foreign domination, in their past, 
present, and future incarnations, and regardless of the indelible damage 
they leave behind, cannot completely suppress the self-will and 
authentic identity of the indigenous culture. Though the empirical 
evidence warrants destruction and death, creativity and human 
flourishing insist on breaking free, quite aptly, like a bolt of lightning 
against a dark, night sky. Thus, it is easy to see Perfumed Nightmare's 
kidlat-objects as emotive of SchiUebeeckx' negative experiences of 
contrast where an otherwise "negative mis-experience" is presumed 
to present an implicit impulse towards militant praxis, and, ultimately, 
towards greater human flourishing and happiness. 
The resonance with SchiUebeeckx is strengthened when the 
film's stylistic composition brings the two kidlat-objects together in a 
pivotal syntagmatic sequence marking Kidlat's turnabout from colonial 
mentality. In an uninterrupted long take, the wooden horse-figure atop 
the jeepney hood is shown moving onwards, against the backdrop of 
construction rubble in Paris (Frame 16, p. 87). Kidlat's personal 
declaration of independence from the American dream,3 ' heard as a 
non-diegetic voice-over, reinforces the dramatic visual imagery of 
dynamism amid stasis and corrosion. The syntagm promotes an 
alternative vision of Filipino identity as a dialectical process of 
becoming. As cinematic symbols composed in this evocative manner, 
the kidlat-objects in Perfumed Nightmare become convincing 
representations of negative experiences of contrast, here, finding 
inculturated relevance. 
Another way in which the concept of negative experiences of 
contrast finds cinematic expression in Perfumed Nightmare is through 
the portrayal of protest and liberative anger. 
Lola, the elderly Parisian vendors tells Kidlat of a nightmare 
she had of the phantom of progress stealing all the double-yolk eggs 
she sells in her street cart. The scene following shows an evocative 
shift in stylistic treatment. Kidlat is seen again in blurry, dreamlike 
focus as he slams a tray of eggs on the head of the phantom of progress 
and reassures the old vendor, "Do not worry Lola, we'll fight all the 
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egg phantoms together..." Later, when Lola's nightmare indeed comes 
to fruition and Kidlat sees her stall empty and shut down, the same 
dreamlike treatment can be observed as he pelts the massive 
supermarket complex with stones. At this significant turn, Tahimik's 
re-appropriation of the biblical David and Goliath motif becomes 
apparent. Diminutive Kidlat with only puny stones for weapons, plays 
David to the Phantom's Goliath, here, made visually conspicuous by 
the massive supermarket (Frame 11, p. 85). For sure, these cumulative 
sequences portray defiance and protest in the face of the menacing 
threat of progress. But I argue further that if the biblical David and 
Goliath motif is to be allowed more regardful consideration, then it 
can also be understood as an allusion to divine intervention in the 
struggle for justice. The phantasmagoric atmosphere surrounding both 
Kidlat's egg-tray and stone onslaught helps elevate these sequences to 
another level of reality that lends itself to such a theological 
interpretation. Subsequent plot turns will provide validation for this 
proposition and I reserve comment on them for later. Suffice it to say 
at this point that the connection between Kidlat's protest actions and 
the workings of a divine force begin to congeal in these sequences. If 
the phantom of progress, as earlier established, is named and portrayed 
stylistically as demonic, then it is a reasoned argument to accept that 
the divine presence in the film is construed as standing opposed to this 
evil while in turn, taking up the cause of the defiant subalterns. The 
sequences portraying Kidlat's protest suggest that the divine identifies 
with and is innervated by the disapproval and protest of the "little 
people" who now stand against an exploitative, overwhelmingly 
stronger power which they have perceived as "not-God." 
The allusion to some mysterious force surrounding the 
character of Kidlat and his protest actions crystallizes during the mock 
farewell party when he comes to a clearer insight of the structural 
forces he face. As discussed earlier, the camera angling and editing 
strategies in this sequence provide synechdochic references to the First 
World/Third World polarity. The lopsided sociopolitical equation is 
plain to see: Kidlat is a speck in the ocean, a midget among giants. 
Hence, the mock farewell party, which was originally meant as a 
ceremonial send-off for Kidlat's American sojourn, becomes instead a 
farewell to Kidlat's American dream. It commemorates the turning 
point of Kidlat's awakening from the stupor of colonial mentality and 
his first definitive steps to liberation. Kidlat's battlecry, a reprisal of 
an earlier defiant pronouncement, is heard as voice-over: 
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KIDLAT 
I am Kidlat Tahimik. I am not as small as you think! Nothing 
can stop me from crossing my bridge! 
In a stylistic shift to magic realism, the latter part of the sequence 
shows Kidlat toppling down the towering Western dignitaries by the 
sheer power of his breath. The groundwork for this surprising tum, in 
fact, had been established and pre-figured in two earlier allusions in 
the film. 
First, there is the revisionist, mythic story of Kidlat's father, a 
local hero, who, prior to his unjust execution, superhumanly blew away 
armed American sentries in occupied Manila at the aftermath of the 
Treaty of Paris. The link is drawn clearly by a flash cut showing an 
extreme close-up shot of the mouth of Kidlat's father, lips pursed in 
the act of blowing (Frame 17, p. 89). This same frame was shown in 
an earlier flashback scene accompanying Kaya's storytelling of the 
heroic event. 
Second, Kidlat's magical attack fulfills the prophetic-liberating 
message of the village guru Kaya. His pithy reminder is reprised in 
the sequence as a voice-over: 
KAYA 
Where is your true strength Kidlat? Where is your real strength? 
The sleeping typhoon must leam to blow again. 
Simultaneously, a brief but symbolically loaded close-up shot of Kidlat 
is shown. Kidlat looks straight at the camera as though it were a stand-
in for some implied audience, and then breaks into hearty laughter. 
The humor here is internal; it arises from a level deeper than the mere 
comical. It is a self-reflexive laughter, at one and the same time jubilant 
and defiantly angry. Kidlat is hoping against hope. 
The metaphorical pattern is unlocked- Kidlat, as synechdochic 
representation of the struggling Filipino, is the metonymie sleeping 
typhoon who has learned to blow again. Perfumed Nightmare offers a 
historiography that is not so much of historical time as it is of the time 
of utopie, renewed myths. It is the opportune time to see the Philippines 
anew. 
The overthrow of the Western guests by Kidlat's sheer 
breathpower is receptive to a theological interpretation. At this later 
turn of events, the David and Goliath motif becomes clear and 
convincing. I refer to the biblical text for emphasis: 
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When the Philistine drew nearer to meet David, David ran 
quickly toward the battle line to meet the Philistine. David put 
his hand in his bag, took out a stone, slung it, and struck the 
Philistine on his forehead; the stone sank into his forehead, 
and he fell face down on the ground. So David prevailed over 
the Philistine with a sling and a stone, striking down the 
Philistine and killing him; there was no sword on David's hand. 
1 Samuel 17:48-50 (NRSV) 
In this biblical reference, David refuses to fight Goliath using 
conventional weaponry'; he opts to use a shepherd's sling and some 
stones. The statement is clear: there is a higher power on David's side 
on which the outcome of the battle rests. Surely, a puny stone is not 
likely to fell a towering champion who is armed and in full battle gear. 
A parallel equation plays out in Perfumed Nightmare. The diminutive 
and powerless Kidlat is no match for the high and mighty phantom of 
progress who is heavily "armed" with massive societal structures and 
empowered by global socioeconomic forces too colossal for Kidlat to 
even begin to conceive. Hence, to suggest that Kidlat overpowers his 
enemy with his breath is plainly absurd. But this is, precisely, the point 
being made. Kidlat's secret weapon is a higher power that has taken 
up his cause. The magical current in Perfumed Nightmare's mock 
farewell party scene earnestly suggests divine intervention. As such, 
the biblical affirmation of a God who takes the side of the oppressed 
and defenseless finds an inculturated re-telling. It represents a liberative 
reconstruction that re-casts the Third World experience at the focal 
point of a normative cultural myth. 
In addition, an examination of the biblical understanding of 
the concept of ruah further strengthens the allusion to divine 
intervention in the film. The Hebrew ruah which translates as "breath" 
or "wind," is also taken to mean the divinely created "spirit": 
Ruah is also the spirit of man that gives him character; because 
this spirit is created and preserved by God, it is thus understood 
to be God's spirit (the ruah elohim of Genesis 1:2), which is 
breathed into man at the time of creation.32 
As such, ruah is understood to be manifested wherever God's 
transformative presence is perceived to be at work such as in prophecy. 
Perfumed Nightmare uses the concept of "breath" and "wind" (in the 
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sleeping typhoon) in a sense consonant with the biblical mah. Tahimik's 
lens sees the rediscovery of the divine presence in the eye of the 
liberative storm and links this liberative potential with the breathpower 
of Kidlat and his father's before him. Reverberating in the prophetic 
voice of the wise Filipino guru Kaya- "where is your true strength 
Kidlat?" -God's interlocution quickens the Philippine postcolonial 
quest. The divine, liberative breathpower behind the heroic resistance 
of Kidlat's father arises in Kidlat. In the renewed character and vision 
of Kidlat, the sleeping typhoon is, indeed, learning to blow again. As 
such, Perfumed Nightmare portrays the divine as exercising a definite 
preferential option for the poor and marginalized- the God of the edge. 
The representation of the divine power immersed and actively 
involved in the postcolonial struggle quadrates with Schillebeeckx's 
theological understanding of the God who is experienced negatively 
in the militant refusal to acquiesce to dehumanizing, oppressive 
situations that characterize the anti-Reign. Mary Catherine Hilkert's 
description of Schillebeeckx's negative experiences of contrast fits 
effortlessly as an annotation to the protest motif in Perfumed 
Nightmare- "God is the source of a creative dissatisfaction with all 
that is less than God's vision of humanity."33 
3.3 Eschatological Salvation 
For Schillebeeckx, the right orientation to action in the quest 
for the humanum is, on the one hand, the positive promotion of justice 
and human liberation in the heuristic framework of the anthropological 
constants. Indeed, "the human is the royal road to the divine." In the 
face of the horrific reality of the ecumene of suffering, however, 
Schillebeeckx locates praxis within the rubric of negative experiences 
of contrast. Hence, on the other hand, there is a converse action 
accompanying the positive search for the humanum- the praxical 
imperative to reject and oppose that which is evil and dehumanizing: 
... to fight energetically against everything which vitiates man's 
physical life, burdens his psychological life, humiliates him as 
a person, enslaves him through social structures, drives him 
into an irresponsible adventure through irrationality; makes the 
free exercise of his religious feeling impossible; and finally, to 
oppose everything which infringes human rights and reifies 
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men as a result of their working conditions and the bureaucracy 
which shapes them.34 
As such, Schillebeeckx emphasizes the significance of protest 
and liberating anger. The journey towards eschatological salvation or 
final good is, indeed, a good fight. The previous analysis established 
Pefumed Nightmare's convincing reflection of negative experiences 
of contrast in the context of the Philippine postcolonial struggle. 
Stylistic options, namely, the strategic use of the kidlat-object, the 
strident protest motif, and the allusion to a liberative divine force, 
work together to forward this theological concept. 
While negative experiences of contrast ground the 
eschatological ethic of the present, definitive salvation is never fully 
realized in history. The full disclosure of the humanum is a future, 
eschatological reality. 
One of the central images in Perfumed Nightmare is the bridge. 
In the opening sequence, ajeepney is shown moving back and forth of 
Balian's crude and archaic 3m χ 10m bridge (Frame 1, p. 80). Kidlat 
notes that it is the only bridge in and out of the village and describes it 
as "our bridge of life." Aside from its many uses in the day-to-day 
lives of the community, Kidlat narrates that the bridge had also been 
used by both the Spanish and American colonizers in the past. He is 
then shown pulling three jeepneys, one at a time, across the bridge. 
The sequence begins with a small toy jeepney and, in a progressive 
gradation, ends with a real, full-size version. While pulling the jeepney 
with a rope, Kidlat faces the camera and self-reflexively asserts: 
KIDLAT 
I am Kidlat Tahimik. I choose my vehicle and I can cross this 
bridge. 
Kidlat's affirmation of self determination, as it is, already bespoken in 
his name which means "Silent Lightning," coupled with his peculiar 
act of pulling the jeepney instead of simply driving it, is set in motion 
by "crossing the bridge." Although Kidlat begins to cross a number of 
bridges, both literally (the Balian bridge, the bridges of Paris) and 
figuratively (rural to urban, tradition to modernity, local to international, 
Third World to First World), the film keeps it ambiguous and open-
ended whether he did reach destination freedom. Kidlat, in fact, already 
hints at this open-endedness in the latter part of the opening sequence. 
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As he pulls the jeepney across the bridge in a labored manner, he 
exclaims: 
KIDLAT 
Today I am still making that final crossing to freedom. 
Perfumed Nightmare suggests a similar position as that of 
Schillebeeckx who emphasizes the imperative of human striving in 
history while understanding the actual realization of the humanum as 
a future, eschatological event. In Perfumed Nightmare, the bridge lends 
itself as the symbolic pathway from subjugation to liberation, suffering 
to salvation. It is also, importantly, the passage from past to future. 
Kidlat makes it clear that the bridge to freedom is still being crossed; 
the destination remains a hopeful fixture yet to emerge in the horizon. 
I refer back to one of the key climactic sequences of the film, that of 
the uninterrupted long take of the horse figure atop the jeepney, shown 
in steady motion against a backdrop of Paris construction rubble (Frame 
16, p. 87). The prolonged but steady movement of the horse-figure 
past a backdrop of stasis and corrosion portrays creativity amid the 
postcolonial ruins as the crossing of the bridge to liberation. Kidlat's 
personal declaration of independence provides aural verification of 
this liberati ve journey. But the speed by which the horse-figure travels 
is rather slow considering that it is perched atop a moving jeepney; it 
takes its time. The deliberate, meditative pacing which breaks away 
from the rapid ASL (Average Shot Length) typical of First Cinema, is 
a prolongation of time, nonetheless, the horse-figure is seen steadily 
forward-moving. The syntagm suggests that the passage to freedom is 
not so much a matter of chronological time but of kairological, 
opportune time. The horse-figure moving steadily across a dystopic 
backdrop of Parisian rubble works in the sense of a critical utopia,35 
the movement towards a distant hope while seditiously challenging 
the status quo. This is further validated by a correlative scene as the 
film draws to a close- the horse-figure is shown perched on the hood 
of a toy jeepney steadily being driven by Kidlat's kid sister Alma. 
Alma as symbolic of a younger generation, takes the wheel and steers 
the quest for liberation towards the open-ended future. 
Moreover, I submit that Perfumed Nightmare translates critical 
utopia in terms that square with Schillebeeckx's conception of an 
eschatological proviso and an eschatological surplus. Schillebeeckx 
clarifies that the sum total of all sociopolitical action will not precipitate 
definitive salvation or final good. Praxical initiatives are fragmentary 
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manifestations of God's Reign; eschatological salvation ultimately lies 
in the divine initiative. It is, as such, free and open-ended. Schillebeeckx 
thus proposes a relativizing critical principle he terms as an 
"eschatological proviso" that bars the tendency to totalize any 
emancipative movement as the sole agent of final salvation. On the 
other hand, Schillebeeckx also proposes an "eschatological surplus" 
of God's transcendent love, which emphasizes the positive link between 
salvation and praxis, reorienting liberative initiatives in the light of 
the Reign. The eschatological proviso and surplus are two sides of the 
same coin; the creative tension that exists between them considers 
praxical initiatives as provisional yet essential constituents of 
eschatological salvation. 
In Perfumed Nightmare, the American ideal of progress and 
technological advancement insistently hovers in the atmosphere as the 
way to salvation and liberation. The American dream offers itself as 
the closest thing to heaven on earth, a life of seemingly endless 
possibilities light years away from Kidlat's small rural world of bamboo 
huts and recycled jeepneys. The celestial allusion is already apparent 
in the very idea of the historical moon landing of 1969 which amazes 
Kidlat no end. He writes to NASA asking for astronaut Neil 
Armstrong's first words on the moon and promptly receives a reply 
letter. Before his frisky "Werner Von Braun fan club of Balian" 
composed of neighborhood kids, Kidlat reads the letter aloud in his 
Filipino-accented English and fumbles with the line: 
KIDLAT 
That's one small step for man... one gee-ant (giant) leap for 
man-key... man-kee... man-keend (mankind). 
In a piquant reversal of the Darwinist evolutionary schema, 
Kidlat inadvertently maps positivism as one giant step for "monkey."36 
One mispronounced word ironically unmasks the American dream as 
a false utopia. In a manner of speaking, it represents one step forward 
for progress but, ultimately, ten steps backward for humanity. 
But it is in one particular sequence that the totalization of 
American dream takes on a serious theological tone. At the juncture 
when Kidlat approaches the final leg of his journey, his trip to America 
and Cape Canaveral, he is shown in partial close-up with an eerie 
background image looming behind him. It is a backlit stained glass 
window adorned with the iconized face of his American boss (Frame 
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10, p. 84). As the image appears, the association with religious stained 
glass art normally found in Catholic churches is immediate and hard 
to miss. Additionally, the accompanying voice-over reinforces the 
religious connection. With his grating voice conspicuously identical 
to that of then U.S. secretary of state Henry Kissinger, the American 
poseur offers salvation: 
AMERICAN BOSS 
Right after the party we fly to America on the Concorde. You 
will be the first Filipino to fly supersonic. Tomorrow, Kidlat, 
tomorrow... you shall be with me in Paradise 
The paradisial ascription to America is a twisted re-
appropriation of the words of Jesus Christ on Calvary, meant as a 
response to the repentant convict by his side.37 The ideological jigsaw 
abandons all restraint- the American is the savior, Paradise is America, 
Kidlat is the lost soul in dire need of salvation. Kidlat, however, is on 
a deeper level of awareness as compared to his earlier, merely unwitting 
parody of the moon landing. His suspicions have come to a boil and 
he queries: 
KIDLAT 
Is this the Paradise I longed for? Is this the Paradise I dream 
of? 
In Kidlat's growing critical awareness and resistance, Perfumed 
Nightmare questions and rejects the proposition that a socioeconomic 
system, in this case, the American dream, could be the estimable agent 
of final salvation. 
I extend the argument further by submitting that the film angles 
this motif in a way that is effectually consonant with Schillebeeckx' 
notion of an eschatological proviso/surplus. 
Historical initiative and self-determination is affirmed in the 
character of Kidlat, but neither he, nor the group of people he stands 
for- those who struggle to cross the bridge to freedom -are presented 
as the sole agents of a new sociopolitical order. While Kidlat's protest 
actions symbolize praxis and do carry an undeniable sociopolitical 
statement, it is never once suggested that they are enough to effect a 
radical, egalitarian way of living. Kidlat acts in protest against the 
phantom of progress and breaks away from the allure of its false utopia 
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but he does not brandish a programmatic system in place of the 
American dream. What the film does propose is that alongside human 
praxical initiatives, there is a greater power at work in the crossing of 
the bridge to liberation. Through the employment of magic realism, 
Perfumed Nightmare admits the place of divine intervention in the 
quest for justice. This had been established earlier in the chapter. The 
latter part of the film, however, intimates the role of divine intervention 
not only in terms of praxis; it locates divine intervention in the frame 
of the eschatological emergence of an alternative future. 
After blowing away the masked guests at the farewell party, 
Kidlat bolts out and runs through a dark tunnel, towards its lighted 
end; a foreboding of the shape of things to come. Kidlat then boards 
one of the supermarket incinerators, the same ones that he had earlier 
marveled at as big enough to hold five families, and begins to propel it 
to flight by the sheer force of his breath. The leitmotiv of "breath," by 
now well established as a signifier for liberation by divine intervention, 
had turned the chimney into a kind of magical space craft (Frame 12, 
page 85). The anti-positivist statement is apparent when this surprise 
twist is viewed in relation to the earlier allusions to the Apollo space 
program and the moon landing that captured Kidlat's imagination prior 
to his re-awakening. The vision of progress and technology had broken 
the boundaries of space and taken human beings to the moon, but it 
had proven to be shortsighted in the most proximate responsibility, 
that of respecting and upholding humanity here on earth. It is, in Kidlat's 
unwitting assessment, a retrogression- "one small step for man, one 
giant step for "monkey." Kidlat's spacecraft, in contrast, is empowered 
by a force not generated by progress and technology. It defies gravity 
by the same mystical, liberative force that helped his father in the past 
and that felled the masked guests- divine intervention. As the magical 
spacecraft soars into a night sky, Kidlat is shown in close-up, gazing 
towards an open-ended, future destination. He is certainly not on the 
same course as the astronauts in the Apollo spacecraft, there will be 
no moon landings for Kidlat. The self-conscious frame of magic realism 
suggests an eschatological, rather than a mere geographical destination. 
The sequences following shift back to realism as it shows 
Kidlat's mother closing the window of her hut back in Balian. This is 
followed by the scene earlier mentioned, that of Kidlat's sister Alma 
driving her toy jeepney with the horse-figure mounted on its hood. As 
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discussed in chapter IV, the postcolonial struggle for liberation is rooted 
in the past (Kidlat's father and mother), ongoing in the present (Kidlat 
himself), and continuing to the future (Alma), with the destination 
remaining open-ended. There is no attempt to map the realization of a 
new, emancipative sociopolitical order; what is emphasized here is 
the promise and possibility ofthat order. But just as the film seemingly 
leaves it at that, a small but significant reference in the closing credits 
pinpoints an imagined future. The whole segment of the closing credits 
come in the form of postal letters shuffled one at a time. Each of the 
letters come with a different postage stamp indicating commemorative 
designs from various countries. The very last one is a child's artwork 
featuring Kidlat, perched outside his magical spacecraft in some 
unspecified celestial destination (Frame 19, p. 89). This is obviously 
not on the same realm of reality as the preceding Balian scenes, as 
such, it presents no indication of the aftermath of some sociopolitical 
revolution. The stamp belongs to the sphere of imaginative, utopie 
reality; the world of the liberating breathpower and magical space craft. 
It is a perspective wide enough to include the possibilities offered by 
the workings of a divine power. Just outside the border of the stamp's 
design reads the word, "Philippines." As a syntagmatic organization, 
the image recalls the Filipino value of Bathala Na, (literally, "may 
God's will be done") the belief that divine intervention ultimately 
completes an authentic human endeavor. Liberation and salvation is 
seen as an eschatological reality. 
The film's resonances with Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
proviso/surplus crystallize at this point. Resistance and protest against 
structural evil is a necessary course of action but it cannot bring about 
final good. Eschatological salvation lies in the divine will. But in turn, 
the divine will proffers to relativize human efforts so that they factor 
into the total scheme of salvation. Perfumed Nightmare cinematically 
mirrors this creative, eschatological tension in its stylistic strategies. 
Kidlat as synechdochic of the postcolonial Filipino is in a liberative 
struggle and does what is humanly possible to express resistance and 
protest against the dehumanization wrought by the positivism of the 
American dream. The final outcome, however, lays in a power bigger 
that Kidlat, the people of the Philippines, or other groups marginalized 
by the current world order. The alternative future is a divine initiative 
which, in the meantime, offers a hopeful, liberating vision. 
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3.4 Anthropological Constants 
In addition to the ways in which Perfumed Nightmare 
crystallizes the key concepts of Schillebeeckx' eschatological 
perspective, I also present the points of convergence between the film 
and the Schillebeeckxian proposal of coordinates for an anthropology 
or what he terms as anthropological constants. I am well aware that 
the anthropological constants cons'titute a meta-concept that implicitly 
frames the direction of Schillebeeckx's thought; they do not evince 
his eschatology as such. As established in my earlier discussion of 
Schillebeeckx's understanding of the humanum, the anthropological 
constants work to demarcate rather than to evaluate the concept of 
being human. Nonetheless, an exploration of the linkages between 
Perfumed Nightmare and the anthropological constants provides a good 
platform to further illustrate the creative crossings between Third 
Cinema stylistic strategies and the trajectory of Schillebeeckx' 
eschatological perspective. I maintain that Perfumed Nightmare 
constructs its pathway to salvation and liberation along a matrix 
consonant with Schillebeeckx' anthropological constants. This 
argument should come as no surprise considering that it had already 
been detailed in the earlier discussions that there is a reasoned basis 
for equating the stylistic strategies of the film with Schillebeeckx's 
understanding of political holiness. 
While I situate my earlier discussion on anthropological 
constants at the beginning of Schillebeeckx's later thought, I 
consciously reserved the examination of its linkage with Perfumed 
Nightmare at the end of this chapter for good reason- the various ways 
in which Perfumed Nightmare was shown to mirror the eschatological 
perspective of Schillebeeckx figures decisively in locating how the 
anthropological constants have been worked out in the film. This is 
made more appreciable as the proceeding discussion unfolds. 
Schillebeeckx speaks of six anthropological constants (the 
seventh being the synthesis of all six) that may serve as a paradigm by 
which inculturated salvation may be worked out in the reality of the 
present. Situated within his liberative eschatological perpective, the 
anthropological constants offer more insight into the Third World milieu 
of Perfumed Nightmare. 
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3.4.1 The Relationship of Human Corporeality, 
Nature and the Ecological Environment 
Schillebeeckx considers the respect for human bodiliness and 
ecological nature as constitutive of humanity and thus, an essential 
concern of salvation. The first half of Perfumed Nightmare, prior to 
Kidlat's departure for Paris, registers the outlook of this anthropological 
constant. The Balian community folk are portrayed as symbiotically 
related to their unrestricted, natural environment. I had referred earlier 
to the way in which the film's cinematography renders this visually 
through the employment of the .wide-angle shot. In an uninterrupted 
long take of 40 seconds, Perfumed Nightmare features a green field 
flittering with hundreds of butterflies. Understood in the grammar of 
Third Cinema, the field of butterflies scene punctuates the thriving of 
nature alongside its human inhabitants.38 Moreover, the choice of a 
natural setting- the lush tropical forest of Balian - further emphasizes 
this respectful human closeness to nature. The forest is where 
community life happens. In the flashback scene featuring an adolescent 
Kidlat and his gang mates undergoing circumcision at the hands of 
one of the village elders, the crude ritual transpires in a natural, outdoor 
operating room canopied by trees and brush, with the flowing river 
serving as wash basin. Although the forest is the natural site of the 
community's rites of passage and daily life, there is no sign of 
domination and systematic exploitation by the village folk. As a study 
of contrast, the film reprises the idyllic Balian setting at a later turn, 
this time, with the forest degraded into a wasteland of tree stumps 
after a visitation by the phantom of progress. The relevance of this 
dramatic scene hits closer to home when one considers the larger reality 
of the precarious ecological situation in the Philippines. Described by 
National Geographic as "Galapagos times ten," the country's forests 
and marine parks are unparalleled virtual laboratories of biodiversity.39 
Progress, however, and its by-product of industrial wastes, has been a 
major culprit in putting one of the earth's "incubators of life" on life 
support. 
Additionally, Perfumed Nightmare's contrasting images of 
cityscape epitomized by a hyper-modemizing Paris, serve to critique 
the ecological cost of urbanized development and progress. Kidlat's 
Paris is a deteriorating city in a hurry to build its concrete jungle of 
super malls and super chimneys at the cost of ecological and 
humanitarian considerations. 
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3.4.2 Being Human involves Fellow-Humans 
The second anthropological constant advocates a relationship 
of mutuality between people in a society built upon inclusiveness and 
responsibility for "the other." In Perfumed Nightmare, Kidlat is the 
clear protagonist of the story but he is an individual who is framed by 
a communitarian context. That said, I refer again to the film's 
cinematography. The Third Cinema predilection for wide-angle shots, 
which work to emphasize the community rather than the individual, is 
apparent in Perfumed Nightmare as it establishes that Kidlat is defined 
by his social identity (frame 5, p. 82). In the Balian segment, the wide-
angle camera framing allows for the portrayal of Kidlat as constantly 
interacting with friends and family. Even when Kidlat goes through 
the mundane and personal task of having his passport photo taken, it 
is portrayed as a communal activity; the neighborhood kids playing 
the role of captive audience. In Paris, Kidlat is shown empathizing 
with the pushcart vendors and at one point, taking up their cause against 
the threat of the mega supermarket. When he takes a short trip to 
Germany, Kidlat once again is framed by a group of Bavarian artisans 
whose fear of displacement by technology is an issue he readily 
identifies with. He also lends a helping hand to a woman in labor, 
willingly giving her a lift on his jeepney. 
The wide angle shots, which privilege the framing of group 
action over individual psychology, allow for the foregrounding of the 
communitarian dimension in the film's diegetic world and thus the 
portrayal of Kidlat as a being-in-relation. This stylistic option provides 
a cinematic rendering of Schillebeeckx's description of a human being 
as meant to be others-directed by the very design of the body which 
precludes the ability to see one's own face. 
3.4.3 The Connection with Social and 
Institutional Structures 
For Schillebeeckx, the social dimension is not a mere 
addendum to human identity but is constituent of this identity. To 
conceive of structures and institutions as independent entities is to 
perpetuate them as natural and unchangeable when they are, in fact, 
contingent and mutable; both their preservation and plasticity are 
dependent on human action. 
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As discussed earlier, one of the social structures that find 
cinematic expression and commentary in Perfumed Nightmare is 
religion. The Philippines carries the national trauma of three centuries 
of colonial rule where Roman Catholicism became a tool conveniently 
used by the Spanish colonizers to sacralize their imperialist agenda. 
The marriage of the Iberian import with indigenous folk religiosity 
only served to promote a culture of passivity and subservience, which 
the colonizers readily exploited.40 The continuing repercussions of 
colonial religion are dramatized in the film's mise-en-scène when Kidlat 
is shown flagellating with other devotees before the image of a 
distinctly Spanish-looking Virgin Mary. Colonial religion also takes 
the form of the American civil religion, represented in the film as the 
American dream. The belief in "manifest destiny," the sacralizing 
principle that sublimates American expansionism under the cloak of 
divine appointment, is imaged stylistically in the critical sequence when 
Kidlat's American boss appears in divinized radiance on a stained glass 
window as he describes America as paradise.41 The idea that institutions 
do not drop from heaven and can therefore be challenged and subjected 
to change is evident in the film when Kidlat views the American dream 
with suspicion and begins to question its validity. The contingent nature 
of institutional religion is emphasized in the portrayal of an alternative 
"religion" where the divine is perceived as having taken up the 
emancipative cause of the weak and vulnerable. Authentic religion is 
metaphorized in the sleeping typhoon that must leam to blow again. 
There is, of course, the socioeconomic structure known as the 
phantom of progress, which pervades the film's diegetic world in 
stylistic strategies I had detailed earlier. What dovetails with 
Schillebeeckx's third anthropological constant is the portrayal of Kidlat 
as a character "on the way," that is, one who is undergoing a 
fundamental transformation- from a passive, uncritical Filipino fettered 
by his naive colonial mentality, to one who is re-rooted in the rich 
storehouse of his own culture and history of struggle, and empowered 
to protest in the name of social change. 
I return to a discussion of the prevailing global socioeconomic 
structure as it relates to the fourth anthropological constant. 
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3.4.4 The Conditioning of People and Culture 
by Time and Space 
In the fourth anthropological constant, Schillebeeckx 
underscores the fact that by our very historicity and finality, it is 
incumbent upon human beings to understand the prevailing situation 
and to critically assess and unmask the meaninglessness perpetuated 
in human history. Thus, Schillebeeckx points to the responsibility of 
the affluent west to promote international solidarity in view of the 
wrenching reality that two-thirds of the global community is buckling 
under the weight of grave structural evil and abject poverty. 
Schillebeeckx does not subscribe to the idea that citizens of the First 
World ought to be personally guilty for the misery of the Third World. 
However, he is clear in denouncing unjust socioeconomic structures 
that only function to propel profits to trickle up to the most prosperous 
nations and not trickle down to the poorest. 
But we are bound to recognize that the structures are at fault-
that the capitalist mode of production in the West is the cause of the 
disastrous situation there (in the third world) and that calls for a radical 
process of learning. Every critical community has to learn, reflect and 
analyse and encourage that learning process in others.42 
A glimpse of the unjust dynamics driving the current free-market gospel 
espoused by the World Trade Organization (WTO) concretizes and 
confirms the continuing validity of Schillebeeckx's fourth 
anthropological constant. The International Herald Tribune editorializes 
how the unfair protectionist strategies of developed countries are 
pushing Third World economies such as that of the Philippines on the 
losing end of globalization. 
To wit: 
Small-scale farmers across the Philippine archipelago have 
discovered that their competitors in places like the United States 
or Europe do not simply have better seeds, fertilizers and 
equipment. Their products are also often protected by high 
tariffs, or underwritten by massive farm subsidies that make 
them artificially cheap. No matter how small a wage Filipino 
workers are willing to accept, they cannot compete with 
agribusinesses afloat on billions of dollars in government 
welfare... The same sad story repeats itself around the globe, 
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as poor countries trying to pull themselves into the world market 
come up against the richest nations insistence on stacking the 
deck for their own farmers.43 
The editorial criticizes the deliberate, systematic defrauding 
of global trade rules in order to insure a "one way street" geared only 
to benefit and enrich the industrialized elites while crippling the weakest 
links of the global economy. Rightly so, the ruthless duplicity of the 
dominant economies is denounced as "morally depraved:" 
By rigging the global trade game against farmers in developing 
nations, Europe, the United States and Japan are essentially 
kicking the development ladder out from under some of the 
world's most desperate people. This is morally depraved. 
America's actions are harvesting poverty around the world. 
Hypocrisy compounds the outrage. The United States and 
Europe have mastered the art of forcing open poor nations' 
economies to imported goods and services. But they are slow 
to reciprocate when it comes to farming, where poorer nations 
can often manage, in a fair game, to compete. Globalization, it 
turns out, can be a one-way street.44 
Perfumed Nightmare offers an insightful reflection of the fourth 
anthropological constant through a clear examination of the massive 
asymmetry between the First World and the Third World. I had 
previously discussed this at length but it is instructive to review how 
the film portrays the global socioeconomic divide stylistically along 
the ideological trajectory of Third Cinema: 
- The dangerous memory of the fraudulent 1898 Treaty of Paris referred 
to constantly in the film through flashback scenes of Kidlat's father, 
the deliberate choice of Paris as contrasting setting, and the 
synechdochic significance of the Kidlat-objects as positive expressions 
of defiance. These references to the Philippine colonial trauma indicate 
that the debilitating structures of western domination are deeply rooted, 
compounded social realities. Against the frame of the current global 
economy, it can be seen that essentially, the phenomenon of structural 
injustice is nothing new; history has merely repeated itself. The 
Philippines is still on the short end of high-stakes First World double-
dealing in new incarnations of the Treaty of Paris. 
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- The initial portrayal of Kidlat as a naive and vulnerable Third World 
bumpkin thoroughly captivated by the utopie delights of the American 
dream. The imagery conjured up by this portrayal is that of a starving 
rabbit going witless over the carrot being dangled on its face by its 
master. 
- The David and Goliath leitmotiv which, initially, works to dramatize 
Kidlats inferior and oppressed status relative to the big-name western 
guest in the mock farewell party. Clever camera angling shows Kidlat 
dwarfed by the seemingly towering westerners. 
- The trope of the crude, recycled jeepney used for rural, day-to-day 
transportation as contrasted to the advanced NASA space- age 
technology capable of sending humans to the moon. 
- The portrayal of the increasing disenfranchisement of people who 
are deemed dispensable by the organic, structural demands of progress-
Kidlat's parents, the Balian community, the pushcart vendors -over 
and above the ecological degradation caused by the phantom of 
progress. 
Kidlat's journey of self-discovery, which confers on him a liberated 
consciousness and allows him to re-discover his prophetic-liberating 
voice, provides the unmasking and indictment of these structural 
inequalities. 
3.4.5 Mutual Relationship of Theory and Practice 
In the fifth anthropological constant, Schillebeeckx maintains 
that a degree of permanence is necessary if salvation is to be worked 
out in the shifting landscape of human culture. Herein, the mutual 
relationship between theory and practice plays a crucial hermeneutical 
role. 
Kidlat's liberative journey in Perfumed Nightmare puts 
emphasis on the dynamic relationship between thought and action. 
No categorical distinction is drawn between the two principles; they 
are taken to be organically inseparable. Thus, the voice-over of Kidlat's 
personal declaration of independence and his magical toppling of the 
masked western guests are two waves emanating from the same current. 
They are treated as constitutive, unified expressions of the central rubric 
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of postcolonial struggle and liberation. The mutuality between theory 
and practice in the film carries strong resonances with the way in which 
a Filipino theology of liberation is being developed. Known as the 
"theology of struggle," Philippine liberation theology emerged in the 
crucible of the Marcos dictatorship in the decade of the 1970's, the 
same circumstantial background as that of Perfumed Nightmare. The 
Theology of Struggle, by the denotation of its name, gives due emphasis 
on "lived theology" as much as it does the articulation of an inculturated 
theology; it is "not only an interpretation of the struggle, but is at the 
same time a struggle of interpretation."45 The theology of struggle, 
thus, considers the very act of doing contextual theology as its method, 
as well as its brand of spirituality.46 
3.4.6 The Religious and "Para-Religious" 
Consciousness of the Human 
SchiUebeeckx speaks of the Utopian dimension of human 
consciousness as a fundamental anthropological constant. While the 
expressions of this Utopian sensibility vary and may not necessarily 
take on a squarely religious nature, they are nonetheless forms of faith. 
The human religious or "para-religious" consciousness defies scientific, 
rational explanation but for SchiUebeeckx, it is certain that they 
contribute to the wholeness of humanity. 
Perfumed Nightmare mirrors the sixth anthropological constant 
in its consistent acknowledgement of faith as it is expressed on different 
levels. 
To recall: 
- At the outset, Kidlat is shown as a devout Catholic immersed in the 
exuberant religious rituals of his community. The representation of 
religious consciousness can be seen in Kidlat's folk religiosity; the 
intermingling hues of Spanish colonial Catholicism and native beliefs 
colorfully portrayed in the film's mise-en-scËne. For all the 
contradictions folk religion connotes here, it also works to establish 
that Kidlat believes in a divine being, a personal God, whom he 
perceives as actively involved in his life choices. 
- On another level, religious consciousness is sublimated in the 
metaphor of "the sleeping typhoon that must leam to blow again." It is 
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also rendered in the film as magic realism- the liberating, superhuman 
"breathpower" of Kidlat and his father before him -which points to a 
power greater than the human capabilities of the film's characters. 
"Wind" and "breath" is used in a sense akin to the biblical mah and its 
allusion to God's creative spirit breathed into humans in the Genesis 
creation accounts. Moreover, the re-appropriation of the David and 
Goliath motif works to strengthen the proposition that the divine is on 
the side of the victims of the phantom of progress. 
- And then there is the eschatological dimension of the film expressed 
in the open-endedness of Kidlat's journey. The uninterrupted long-
take of the mobile horse-figure moving against the dystopic 
construction rubble of Paris, Kidlat's magical flight to an undisclosed 
celestial destination aboard a chimney, and the re-emergence of the 
horse-figure atop a toy jeepney being driven by Kidlat's young sister 
Alma, are some of the notable ways in which a critical Utopian vision 
is worked out stylistically in the film. 
In view of its consistent references to the possibility of divine 
intervention, Perfumed Nightmare takes the human religious or "para-
religious" consciousness as a natural given and is completely at home 
and unapologetic in portraying this dimension. The strong reflection 
of Schillebeeckx's sixth anthropological constant is no accident as the 
film, in the first place, is a cinematic mirror of Philippine culture where 
faith and robust religious experiences continue to flourish through the 
different contours of its history. The local Philippine Catechism 
describes this phenomenon: 
We Filipinos have had a long history of very sharp and colorful 
religious experiences: From our pre-Christian times, through 
the centuries of Spanish Christian evangelization, to the 
American Protestant influx in the Commonwealth era, and the 
Japanese occupation of World War II, right up past Vatican II's 
"Second Pentecost," to "People Power" and today's "Basic 
Christian Communities," and the 2nd Plenary Council of the 
Philippines (PCP II)... all these experiences have somehow 
defined and clarified our unique identity as persons, as 
Christians, as Filipinos, as a nation,,47 
As Schillebeeckx points out, authentic liberation is unrealizable 
without faith and hope. 
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Schillebeeckx insists that the six aforementioned 
anthropological constants cannot be reduced idealisticaily or 
materialistically, they interrelate and form an irreducible synthesis. 
Schillebeeckx underscores the requisiteness of this synthesis when he 
deems it necessary to include this point as a seventh anthropological 
constant. 
Following the Third Cinema direction of addressing multiple 
sociopolitical issues simultaneously, Perfumed Nightmare portrays the 
compounded realities of the Philippine postcolonial struggle as 
interlinked and mutually imbricated. As such, the anthropological 
constants reflected in the film are never dealt with in an individualized 
manner. This explains the periodic interweaving of motifs and 
cinematic strategies through the preceding discussions. The repetition 
and re-configuration of the stylistic aspects of the film as they are 
shown to crystallize the essence of Schillebeeckx's anthropological 
constants only proves that they form part of an irreducible synthesis. 
4. Summary and Conclusion 
The confluence of Schillebeeckx's eschatological conception 
of political holiness and the Filipino film Perfumed Nightmare stands 
on two legs. 
The first concursion is based on the epistemologica! resonances 
between the liberative soteriological frame of reference of 
Schillebeeckx's later theology and the film's exemplification of the 
critical principles of Third Cinema. Released from the depoliticizing 
tendency characteristic of the reception of his thought, Schillebeeckx' 
eschatological perspective matches convincingly with the emancipative 
agenda of Third Cinema. Congruently, Third Cinema's audiovisual 
coding of the Third World postcolonial struggle and its ascription of a 
praxical imperative in the representation of the divine, is receptive to 
Schillebeeckx's epistemologica! project of engaging in a mutually 
critical dialogue with Third World liberationist theologies. 
The second point of convergence has to do with the ways in 
which the Third Cinema stylistic strategies of Perfumed Nightmare 
crystallize the essential lines of Schillebeeckx' eschatological 
perspective, namely, the Ecumene of Suffering, Negative Experiences 
of Contrast, Eschatological Salvation, and Anthropological Constants. 
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Navigating through the grammar of Third Cinema- the ideologically-
determined cinematic elements such as mise-en-scene, editing, 
cinematography, and sound -due attention is given to the intertextual 
crossings between the cinematic principle and the theological principle. 
In sum: 
- The Ecumene of Suffering is problematized in the film through the 
trope of the phantom of progress. The totalization of progress and 
technology at the cost of justice is made evident by the surreal 
representation of the phantom as demonic, the portrayal of its negative 
impact on the human community through wide angle camerawork, 
the symbol of the crucifix, and the representation of gross structural 
inequality through the employment of high and low camera angling 
and strategic editing. 
- Negative Experiences of Contrast is symbolized by the wooden horse 
figure and the jeepney, the two symbols I designated as kidlat-objects 
in their unique capacity to signify a positive, defiant counter-force 
arising from the crucible of colonial trauma. It also finds coding in the 
portrayal of protest and liberating anger over structural injustice, as 
seen in the David and Goliath motif and the rendering of "breathpower" 
as magic realism. 
- Eschatological Salvation is symbolized in the leitmotiv of the bridge, 
the passage from subjugation to liberation, suffering to salvation, past 
to future. It also registers in the portrayal of divine intervention by 
way of the film's magic realism. The acknowledgement of a power 
greater than Kidlat or the human community, infuses a spatiotemporal 
open-endedness to Kidlat's synechdochic postcolonial journey and 
works to affirm the creative tension arising between the eschatological 
proviso/surplus. 
- Seen in synthesis, the stylistic strategies of Perfumed Nightmare and 
the various ways in which they mirror Schillebeeckx's eschatological 
orientation of political holiness, crystallizes the essential dimensions 
of his proposed coordinates for a livable humanity, the anthropological 
constants. 
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The resonances between Schillebeeckx's thought and Perfumed 
Nightmare as expressed epistemologically and through the 
methodological mediation of Third Cinema stylistic strategies do not 
hinge on a neat, perfectly matched correspondence, but on a creative 
and open-minded intertextual exploration that offers mutual 
enrichment to both sides of the Theology-Cinema equation. On the 
side of Perfumed Nightmare, the eschatological perspective of 
Schillebeeckx offers a rich discursive framework on which to posit a 
reasoned and in-depth theological interpretation of the film. On the 
side of Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective, Perfumed 
Nightmare offers a cinematic rendering of the significance of 
Schillebeeckx's liberative thought to a deeper understanding of the 
ongoing postcolonial struggle and sociopolitical situation of the 
Philippines. 
Ultimately, the crystallization of Schillebeeckx's 
eschatological perspective in Perfumed Nightmare may be likened to 
a window that sheds light to the quest for the God of salvation and 
liberation, whose presence is rediscovered in the very endurance and 
protest of Third World peoples. I see it as an imaginative stained glass 
window depicting hope and promise as painted in light. In contrast to 
the one of Kidlat's nightmare, which is emblazoned, with the masked 
face of the phantom of progress, this stained glass window reflects the 
diffused but undeniable likeness of the God of the edge, the God who 
is ever mindful of humanity's weakest links. 
'See chapter I, p. 6-7. 
^1 reiterate that I use the term "polysemie" in a sense akin to the cultural studies 
definition of Michael R. Real described the term as "the multiplicity of meanings or 
s\%n(sema) values inherent in a text, just as polyphony refers to two or more melodic 
lines sung simultaneously over another." Super Media: A Cultural Studies Approach 
(London: Sage Publications, 1989) p. 57. Also, refer back to FN. 6 in chapter 1, p. 6. 
•^Interactive sotenologies avoid the fideistic withdrawal into the personal and the 
instrumental totalization of the political; it emphasizes the political meaning of the 
religious and seeks for the transformation of the political. Refer back to "Christian 
Salvation and Sociopolitical Liberation" in Chapter V, p. 163-167. 
^See William L. Portier, "Interpretation and Method" in Robert J. Schreiter and Mary 
Catherine Hilkert, eds. The Praxis of Christian Experience: An Introduction to the 
Theology of Edward Schillebeeckx (New York: Harper and Row, 1989) p. 34. 
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-•See Appendix I of this research, '"The Liberation of Human Beings is the Golden 
Thread of my Theology' An Interview with Edward Schillebeeckx" by Antonio D 
Sison(ll July 2003), ρ 263 
6Ibid ρ 263-264 
' JosÈ M De Mesa refers to Schillebeeckx's God and Man (London Sheed and 
Ward, 1969) ρ 240, in this quote See In Solidarity with Culture Studies in Theological 
Re-rooting (Quezon City Maryhill School of Theology, 1991) ρ 173 Additionally, 
in his attempt at "re-rooting" Jesus' resurrection in inculturated terms, De Mesa cites 
Schillebeeckx's Jesus An Experiment m Chnstology a number of times See Chapter 
7 "The Resurrection in the Filipino Context" in Ibid , ρ 102-146 Stephen Β Bevans 
classifies De Mesa's methodological approach as belonging to the "synthetic model" 
of contextual theology Bevans clarifies that "synthetic" is not understood in the 
sense of "artificial" but rather of "synthesis " The synthetic model is culturally 
immersed and open to resources from other cultures and theological expressions, 
synthesizing these elements in a creative dialectic It shares fundamental similarities 
with the "dialogical model," the "conversation model," and the "analogical model," 
which denves from David Tracy's conception of the analogical imagination See 
Models of Contextual Theology (Maryknoll Orbis Books, 1992) ρ 81-96 
°De Mesa draws from Edward Schillebeeckx's discussion of eschatological salvation 
in Christ The Experience of Jesus as Lord, trans John Bowden (New York Crossroad 
Publishing, 1980) ρ 792 See Ibid ρ 91 
"Derek Simon, "Towards Consolidating the Practical-Critical Sotenology of Edward 
Schillebeeckx" in Theoforum 3 (2002) 33 339 
'"Tadahiko Iwashima, Menschheitsgeschichte und Hellserfahrung Die Theologie 
von Edward Schillebeeckx als methodisch reflektierte Sotenologie (Dusseldorf 
Patmos, 1982) as cited in Ibid , ρ 340-341 
1 1
 Ibid, ρ 342 
1 2Ibid Also, refer back to chapter V, ρ 181 -184 of this research for a fuller discussion 
of the principles of the eschatological proviso and surplus in the scheme of 
Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective 
' ^Enk Borgman, "Theologie tussen universiteit en emancipatie De Weg van Edward 
Schillebeeckx" in Tijdschrift voor theologie, 26 (1986) ρ 388-402, as cited in Ibid , 
ο 343 
'^Simon also comments on Borgman's delimitation of Schillebeeckx's ouvre as just 
a university theology, a description which does not take into consideration the ecclesial 
community of ordinary believers Such a community factors into Schillebeeckx's 
theological context in varying ways, interlinking with the university milieu and 
hberative movements Ibid , ρ 344 
"Refer to Appendix I , '"The Liberation of Human Beings is the Golden Thread of 
My Theology' An Interview with Edward Schillebeeckx," ρ 264 
l 6 I b i d , p 265-266 
1 'Teshome Gabriel, Third Cinema m the Third World The Aesthetics of Liberation 
f Ann Arbor UMI Research Press, 1979) ρ χι 
'
8 I b i d , p 18 
' 'The vanous essays on the Theology-Cinema confluence all heavily favor analyses 
of thematic and fabula considerations with hardly any regard for cinematic style See 
ch 1, ρ 6-9 of this research 
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2"Neil P. Hurley, The Reel Revolution: A Film Primer on Liberation (Maryknoll: 
Orbis Books, 1978). For more details on Hurley's book, refer back to chapter 1, ρ 9 
of this research. 
2'Glossary of terms is a review of definitions cited previously in chapter 2 and 4. 
^Schillebeeckx, Christ: The Experience of Jesus as Lord, p. 725. Also, refer back 
to ch. 5, p. 163-164 for a detailed discussion of the ecumene of suffering. 
^Edward Schillebeeckx, "Speech of Thanks in Receiving the Erasmus Prize," in 
God Among Us: The Gospel Proclaimed, trans. John Bowden (New York: Crossroad 
Publishing, 1980) p. 250-253. Also, refer back to ch. V, p. 191. 
^ F o r an in-depth study of Comte and his contribution, consult Kenneth Thompson, 
Auguste Comte: The Foundation of Sociology (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 
1976). 
"American Buffalo Bill Cody is best known for his theatrical enterprise Wild West 
which set the standard for the stereotypical representation of Native Americans as 
the uncivilized "bad guys" up against the U.S. Cavalry who were the "good guys." 
See the online articles "Buffalo Bill and Native Americans" in http:// 
www.dave.burTell.net/cody.html and "Buffalo Bill and William Cody" in http// 
www.xroads.virginia.edu/~HYPER/CONTEXTS/BuffaloBill/realbill.html. The 
Buffalo Bill Cody poster in Perfumed Nightmare may be seen as a symbol of the 
historical Amencan appropriation of the identity of "good self," while falsely naming 
"the other"- Native Americans, African Americans, Filipinos, Vietnamese, etc. - as 
the "bad self." In the Philippine historical experience, American superiority was 
equated with the belief in "Manifest Destiny." Refer back to ch. 3, p. 63-66. 
Interestingly, Buffalo Bill's "Wild West" had its run between 1880 to 1910, the period 
of the signing of the Treaty of Paris. 
^"Edward Schillebeeckx, Christ: The Experience of Jesus as Lord, trans. John 
Bowden (New York: Crossroad Publishing, 1980) p. 647. Also, refer back to chapter 
V,p. 190-192. 
2 'Laura U. Marks explains that unlike metaphors, which rely on mental associations, 
recollection-objects encode popular memory on the level of physical contact as in 
fossils, fetishes or transnational objects. For a detailed discussion, refer to chapter 2, 
"The Memory of Touch," in The Skin of the Film: Intercultural Cinema, Embodiment, 
and the Senses (London: Duke University Press, 2000) p. 78-126. 
2 8Ibid., p. 99. 
2 9Refer back to chapter IV, p. 110-111. 
•^Robert Stam speaks of the "Aesthetics of Garbage" employed in Third Cinema 
where "the garbage dump becomes a critical vantage point from which to view society 
as a whole." See the chapter "Beyond Third Cinema: The Aesthetics of Hybridity" in 
Anthony R. Guneratne and Wimal Dissanayake, eds. Rethinking Third Cinema (New 
York: Routledge, 2003) p. 42. 
3
•Refer back to chapter IV, p. 114. 
32Ellison Banks Findly in Mircea Eliade, ed. The Encyclopedia of Religion, vol. 2 
([New York: Macmillan Publishing, 1987) p. 303. 
3 3Mary Catherine Hilkert, "'Grace-Optimism': The Spirituality of Schillebeeckx's 
Theology" in Spirituality Today (Fall, 1991) 33:220. Also, refer back to Chapter V, 
p. 185. 
34Schillebeeckx, Christ, p.779. Also, refer back to chapter V, p. 182-186. 
3 5Refer back to chapter IV, p. 112-115. 
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•'"I disagree with Laura U Marks when she writes that Kidlat mispronounces 
"mankind" so that it sounds like the word "banking " Kidlat clearly enunciates "man-
key" in a Filipino accent so that it sounds much closer to the word "monkey " Coupled 
with the other syntagmatic connections of meaning in the film, the pun is hard to 
miss For Marks' interpretation, see The Skin of the Film, ρ 69-70 
3 7 See Luke 23 39-43 
3 8Refer back to chapter IV, ρ 112 
•"The Philippines is counted among the earth's ecological "hotspots," a list of the 
richest and most threatened reservoirs of plant and animal life The country's 7,107 
islands boast of a bounty of 12,000 species of plants, 1,100 land vertebrate species, 
an'' r lore than 500 coral species Prut J Vesilind, "The Philippines" National 
Geographic (2002 July issue) ρ 62-81 
^"Refer back to chapter IV, ρ 96-97 For a detailed examination of religion in the 
stylistic strategies of Perfumed Nightmare, refer to my essay, "Perfumed Nightmare 
Religion and the Philippine Postcolomal Struggle in Third Cinema" in S Brent Plate, 
ed Representing Religion in World Cinema Filmmaking, Mythmaking, Culture-
Making, (New York Palgrave McMillan, 2003) ρ 181-196 For an in-depth discussion 
of the blending of folk religion and official religion, consult the chapter "Popular 
Religion and Officiai Religion" in Robert J Schreiter, Constructir" T l Theolog'' 
(Maryknoll Orbis Books, 1985) ρ 122-143 
^i Refer back to Chapter IV, ρ 99-100 
^Edward Schillebeeckx, God is New Each Moment, an avij imith(New York 
Seabury Press, 1983) ρ 94 
""The editorial entitled "Trade Rigged Against the Poor" notes that the plea for the 
levelling of the global economic playing field issued by the Third World, home to an 
overwhelming majority of 96% of the world's farmers, "needs to be heeded before it 
is too late " International Herald Tribune online (July 21, 2003) ρ 1 /www iht com 
Ibid , ρ 2 For a related editorial detailing the continuing effects of ruthless U S 
protectionism on the Third World, specifically its crippling onslaught against 
struggling Vietnamese catfish fishermen, see the editorial "Fighting Dirty Over 
Catfish" in the July 23, 2003 issue of Ibid 
4
^Eleazar S Fernandez in Virginia Fabella and R S Sugirtharajah, eds 
Dictionary of Third World Theologies (Maryknoll Orbis Books, 2000) ρ 201 
^"Fernandez qualifies that a "method is not simply a set of principles, a depositum 
fidei, frameworks, and techniques to be applied at specific contexts and revised when 
not workable, a method, as understood in the theology of struggle, is inextricably 
bound with the act of struggling, interpreting, and theologizing " Toward a Theology 
of Struggle (Maryknoll Orbis Books, 1994) ρ 183 
^'Catholic Bishop's Conference of the Philippines (CBCP), Catechism for Filipino 





To speak of the convergences between Edward Schillebeeckx's 
eschatologicai perspective and Kidlat Tahimik's Perfumed Nightmare 
in terms of an evocative metaphor- "crystallization" -serves to cue the 
reader to the experimental trajectory of this project. It is a way of 
naming the unnamed considering that the present ferment about the 
conceptualization and methodological considerations of the Theology-
Cinema dialogue is still on the way of evolving into a more thorough 
systematic approach.1 I see the use of metaphorical language as a 
creative way of describing the confluence of Theology and Cinema as 
it moves towards the development of systematic speech. Moreover, 
the term "crystallization" is descriptive of a phenomenon that has to 
do with form. It conjures up the image of something liquid 
metamorphosing into a more definite, conceivable structure. I find 
this noteworthy as the term fits into the schema of exploring the 
Theology-Cinema link in terms of stylistic examination, as against a 
purely thematic, literary reflection. What is at stake here is the 
recognition of cinema as an art form with its own grammatical 
signature- cinema as cinema. Third, it serves to draw the readers' 
involvement in picturing how the creative crossings between two 
different textual sources are realized. This is why I had also used the 
description "open-minded" to describe this exploration as it is an 
invitation to a creative collaboration, not only involving Theology and 
Cinema, and myself as author and native informant, but also the reader 
who is encouraged to be more imaginative in his or her understanding 
and appreciation of the necessarily experimental tenor of this project.2 
As I had come to a synthesis of my use of the term 
"crystallization" inductively, the result of journeying through the 
creative turns and contours of this research, I intentionally reserved 
presenting these clarifications until this concluding chapter. 
How then is the eschatologicai perspective of Edward 
Schillebeeckx crystallized in Perfumed Nightmare? 
The answer to this query was constructed through the 
cumulative arguments in the three parts of this book. 
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To review: 
Part I, the "cinematic principle," clarified the concept of Third 
Cinema from its revolutionary beginnings as a emancipative "film act" 
in Latin America, its development into a critical theory concerned with 
the link between ideology and cinematic style, and its current expanded 
sense as a supra-geographical cinema of liberation. I then re-situated 
Perfumed Nightmare as an example of Third Cinema. I examined the 
ways in which the film exemplifies an "aesthetic of liberation" through 
a detailed analysis of its stylistic strategies, namely, mise-en-scène, 
cinematography, camera angling, editing, and sound. It was established 
in this section that Perfumed Nightmare's liberative vision is worked 
out in its stylistic options over and above its thematic bed of 
"postcolonial struggle." 
Part II, the "Theological Principle," located Schillebeeckx' 
eschatological perspective within the framework of political holiness. 
I built the discussion around the liberative stream of Schillebeeckx' 
later theology as expressed in cogent topics- the Quest for the Elusive 
Humanum, the Ecumene of Suffering, Christian Salvation and 
Sociopolitical Liberation, the Praxis of the Reign of God, 
Eschatological Salvation, Negative Experiences of Contrast, and 
Political Love and Holiness. Schillebeeckx' advocacy of political 
holiness as the new praxis-oriented mysticism reveals his liberative 
stance towards the Third World as it continues to make sense of the 
myriad scars of colonial trauma and the pervading situation of massive 
global inequality. 
Finally, part III, "Creative Crossings," was an elaboration of 
the points of convergence between the cinematic and the theological 
principles. I built my arguments on the basis of two determinative 
steps. The first step involved the establishment of the epistemologica! 
resonances between Schillebeeckx's later theology and Third Cinema. 
I argued that the acknowledgement of the liberative stream of 
Schillebeeckx's later theology reveals its fundamental link with Third 
Cinema's emancipative agenda. Having built the foundational 
prerequisite, I moved to an engagement with the stylistic strategies of 
Perfumed Nightmare with the methodological bridge of Third Cinema 
critical theory providing the heuristic framework. I examined how the 
varying syntagmatic organizations of the film communicate a liberative 




This research offers an alternative route in the Theology-
Cinema dialogue- the regardful consideration of cinematic style as 
the locus for a liberative theological discussion of Third World realities. 
Considering its relative newness, I wish to add that this project is open-
ended. There are more creative crossings to be explored along this 
interdisciplinary approach. One suggestion for further research that 
comes to mind is the area of reception studies. The study of audience 
response as a validating key to the Theology-Third Cinema confluence 
would contribute to the social and cultural relevance of this project. 
After all, meaning-making in cinema can only be truly complete with 
a consideration of the viewers' dialectic. Another potential area for 
exploration is the link between Third Cinema and Feminist Theology. 
I provided clues that point to this direction when I analyzed Perfumed 
Nightmare in chapter V;3 there is a seed-bed for a Third World feminist 
hermeneutic in a theological discussion of Third Cinema because the 
reality of gendered oppression is imbricated in the multiple issues 
surrounding the Third World experience. Historically, women are the 
socially least in situations of structural oppression. These two pathways 
in the confluence between Theology and Third Cinema certainly merit 
further exploration and study. 
Ultimately, this research represents a mutually enriching 
dialogue that expands the view of both Systematic Theology and 
Cinema Studies. While theology can offer a unique critical perspective 
in the study of film, film can stimulate theology to reflect on its 
questions in creative, new ways. 
A Closing Reflection 
The film in my mind plays the scene in my home country 
today. Afflicted by the reverberations of centuries of multiple 
colonizations and fighting to survive the relentless onslaughts of the 
phantom of progress called globalization, the Philippines seems forever 
ensconced in the eye of the storm. We Filipinos have the habit of 
consulting the latest currency exchange rate to get a quick thermometer 
reading of the state of the nation. The glaring asymmetry: 1 U.S. dollar 
= 54.9 Philippine pesos.4 Meantime, not a few of our neocolonial 
politicians keep themselves busy, perpetuating a culture of graft and 
corruption, systematically blind to the sea of economic and 
sociocultural poverty upon which they float. If Jose Rizal could speak 
in the here and now, his prognosis of a metastizing cancer in his beloved 
motherland would prove chillingly accurate. 
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In this disheartening scenario, the eschatological perspective 
of Edward Schillebeeckx offers hberative hope amid the ruins- God is 
present in the very protest and resistance of suffering people who reject 
what they had perceived as "not-God." God can be found in the very 
eye of the storm. Perhaps the hope-inspiring protest of our negative 
experiences of contrast resound whenever a church in Manila bursts 
at the seams with parishioners young and old, defiantly singing hymns 
against the harsh socioeconomic backdrop. Or it might be eloquently 
articulated in "People Power," the spontaneous congregation of 
humanity on the streets to oust yet another corrupt ruler. 
And still, it could very well be crystallized in the language of 
Third Cinema, in a thoroughly original US$ 10,000 Filipino film with 
a dangerously brilliant titie-Perfumed Nightmare. 
(Endnotes) 
'Refer back to chapter I, ρ 6 
^On this note, I also envisage my project as an afFirmation of the Theology-Media 
vision of William F Lynch, who, in 1959, proposed a "creative collaboration" 
involving the artist, the creative religious mind and theologian, the trained critic, and 
the universities For a detailed discussion, consult The Image Industries (New York 
Sheed and Ward, 1959) p. 3 - 20 
3Refer back to chapter IV, fn 33, ρ 98 
^See "Emerging-Market Indicators" in The Economist (20 September 2003) ρ 106 
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INDEX 
An Interview with Edward Schillebeeckx, 11 July 2003, Nijmegen 
by Antonio D. Sison 
"THE LIBERATION OF HUMAN BEINGS 
IS THE GOLDEN THREAD OF MY THEOLOGY" 
ANTONIO SISON: In your essay "Theologie als bevrijdingskunde: 
Enkele noodzakelijke beschouwingen vooraf" found in Tijdschrift voor 
Theologie 24, you spoke of wanting to forge a dialogue with Third 
World liberation theologies. How important is this dialogue to your 
theological project as a whole? 
EDWARD SCHILLEBEECKX: I said in an earlier article that my 
purpose of the moment is to have a liberation theology for the West 
because we are always quoting theologians of the Third World although 
they are contextualized in their own situation. Theirs is a theology 
from below because they are in solidarity with the movement of 
liberation. Our problem here in Europe is that theologians who try to 
create a liberation theology for the West have no movement in which 
the theology can grow from. Thus, the liberation theology in the 
Western context must have knowledge of what is going on in Europe, 
above all, the globalization of the whole Western economic system, 
which is one of the greatest threats to the Third World. But we are the 
cause ofthat. America and the rich states of Europe have great economic 
interests in globalization. Therefore, we have to analyze the causes of 
globalization and our relationship with the Third World. It is more 
difficult for us to make this analysis because that means examining 
the consequences of our capitalistic economic system, its consequences 
for the Third World, and how we can change that. I do not claim to be 
an expert in economic analysis but the whole tendency of my theology 
is in that direction. 
AS: Can you say that based on your work, you have achieved this goal 
of initiating a dialogue with Third World liberation theologians? 
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ES: I've learned more theoretically from Third World theologian 
Clodovis Boffwho worked on his dissertation in Leuven. His theology 
is not only hermeneutical theology but also sociopolitical analysis and 
that was also my framework; I recognized my work in his research. In 
my time as a professor, I was always in dialogue with Gustavo Gutierrez 
and the last twenty years of my theologizing has been focused on the 
praxis of the Kingdom of God. For me, that is the liberation theology 
I am working out. 
AS: As I understand your later theology, you always talk about salvation 
and liberation conjointly, you do not polarize them... 
ES: Via ethos... from justice, solidarity with the poor and the 
distressed... theology must be a liberation theology. I always speak of 
the praxis of the Kingdom of God. But praxis of the Kingdom of God 
is human, social, societal liberation in which the ethical is assumed in 
our faith relationship with God. The ultimate reason why theology 
must be a liberation theology is mysticism as basis for the ethical or 
political holiness. Therefore, I talk about the central idea of negative 
contrast experiences, which are also disclosure experiences. When you 
experience indignation about something that is a negative experience 
because you are facing evil and you ask, "how is this possible?" But 
that implies positive possibilities... that you can change things. That is 
a disclosure experience. For me, this is one complete and very nuanced 
idea and it can be one of the key ideas of a liberation theology. We are 
starting with evil. The destruction of the humanity of human beings. 
AS: In your eschatological perspective, you talk about an eschatological 
proviso but in your later work, you seem to have emphasized an 
eschatological surplus more. 
ES: That was a reaction to Professor Johann-Baptist Metz because he 
was always speaking of an eschatological proviso, and rightly so, as 
he was speaking of a political theology. However, with the emphasis 
on a divine eschatological proviso, you can neutralize the whole idea 
of engagement with the poor. That is the other side of it. Therefore, I 
said no, not only the proviso because we do not adequately know the 
essence of God. We must understand that God is love and God is loving 
justice. Deus Humanissimus, therefore, he is against evil and the 
promoter of the good. Then you have a positive element, an 
eschatological surplus, in order to do liberation theology. 
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AS: Would you say that the quest for justice is the epistemological 
project of your later theology? 
ES: Praxis is the emphasis of my later theology. In a recent homily, I 
said that you can theoretically negate the existence of God but when 
you are homoiousios, truly the home of righteousness and solidarity 
for people, that is the beginning of love, of caritas. Through your praxis-
doing justice for people- you affirm the humanity of God. That 
solidarity implies the existence of God... Matthew 25, when you 
gratuitously give a glass of water to the thirsty, implicitly, you have 
contact with God. 
AS: Why is it then that in the reception of your work in theological 
circles, not much attention has been given to the liberative soteriological 
significance of your theology? 
ES: I do not use the term "liberation theology" too much to describe 
my work, that is the third world concept and I have to respect that. 
Otherwise, I talk about liberation theology for the West. Therefore, I 
use "praxis of the Kingdom of God," that is my liberation theology. 
The preface I wrote for Thompson's book reflects the tendency of my 
liberation theology, ' however, I did not describe it as liberation theology 
but "critical-hermeneutical" interpretation. "Critical" is not just 
conceptualizing and thematizing, it is a praxis. The liberation of human 
beings is the golden thread of my theology. I do not understand why 
that is not given attention in the reception of my work. 
AS: Reading your work with Third World glasses, I find a very rich 
articulation of our situation although you do not claim to share our 
context. Do you think it's important for Third World theology to have 
a Western mouthpiece? 
ES: I think so. The fact that the founding fathers of liberation theology-
Gutierrez, Boff, Sobrino, etc. - have studied in Leuven, in Lyon, in 
Germany, and in America, shows that their work is also based on 
Western theories. At one point, Asian theologians of the EATWOT 
(Ecumenical Association of Third World Theologians) critiqued Latin 
American theology as having underplayed the mystical relationship 
with God too much. At that time, it was necessary to do that, but it was 
certainly not a denial of the mystical. There was a period when I also 
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emphasized that direction because at that time, there was a move 
towards horizontalization among many theologians. 
AS: A new generation of incipient theologians are re-appropriating 
your theology for varying contexts. I, for one, am trying to bridge 
your work with the concrete stituation of my home country, the 
Philippines. What is your reaction to this? 
ES: You are right to do that. Erik Borgman says that there is something 
"classical" about my theology. Without my own initiative, a 23-year-
old lady in China wants to translate my work from 1974 in Chinese. I 
think that there is indeed something "classical" about my theology 
that will be picked up for some time. I am not writing for eternity, but, 
hopefully, for some time. 
AS: A final question, what are your thoughts on this project of bridging 
your eschatological perspective with Third Cinema? 
ES: I find Political Holiness in Third Cinema very interesting. I am 
not one who sees a lot of films, for me that is a defect. I think cinema 
and literature, which speak of human life, are very interesting and also 
very necessary for theologians to study. It is a serious task that involves 
expertise in different areas. For this, you will need to consult 
sociologists, psychologists, and film theorists. Theology without the 
interdisciplinary approaches is not possible at the moment. For me, 
my approach is historical- I began with the first page of the Bible 
down to the last theologian at the moment. But the historical is very 
relativizing. 
Endnotes) 
Schillebeeckx writes, "The reality of suffering and threatened humanity, is, in my 
view, the central problem for us as we enter the third millennium... we are ultimately 
forced to speak of a 'history of suffering' affecting most of the world's population. 
In a world subject to the unavoidable sources of globalization- where the suffering 
of many lonely people, even in Western countries, is often concealed and silenced-
this history raises a central and difficult question for us." See Daniel Speed Thompson, 
The Language of Dissent: Edward Schillebeeckx on the Crisis of the Authority in the 
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FILMOGRAPHY 
1. Primary Sources 
1.1 Perfumed Nightmare 
"MababangongBangungot'VPhilippines, 1976 produced, written and 
directed by Kidlat Tahimik least Kidlat Tahimik, Dolores Santamaria, 
Katrin Muller de Guia, Harmut Lerch, Mang Fely, Georgette Baudry / 
cinematography Harmut Lerch, Kidlat Tahimik Ifilm editing Kidlat 
Tahimik I awards 1977 Berlin International Film Festival- FIPRESCI 
award, Interfilm award, OCIC award / video distribution Flower Films, 
10341 San Pablo Ave., El Cerrito, Calif., U.S.A. 
1.2 Third Cinema 
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Yellow Earth (Chen Kaige/Taiwan, 1984) 
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POLITICAL HOLINESS IN THIRD CINEMA 
The Crystallization of Edward Schillebeeckx's 
Eschatological Perspective in 
Kidlat Tahimik's Perfumed Nightmare 
This research represents the interdisciplinary area of Theology 
and Cinema. I attempt to build an intertextual and intercultural bridge 
between Perfumed Nightmare, a film from my home country the 
Philippines, and the liberative stream of Edward Schillebeeckx's 
eschatological perspective. I explore the creative crossings between 
the cinematic principle and the theological principle using the 
methodological bridge of Third Cinema critical theory. 
Cinematic Principle 
As a case study, I choose to analyze Perfumed Nightmare, a 
Filipino film lensed by independent filmmaker Kidlat Tahimik. 
Perfumed Nightmare's central thematic rubric of "postcolonial 
struggle," the representation of the Third World quest for social, 
cultural, and political emancipation, is worked out in the film's unique 
stylistic strategies. Alongside the works of other Third World 
filmmakers such as Indian Mrinal Sen and Senegalese Ousmane 
Sembene, Perfumed Nightmare has been identified with the research 
category known as Third Cinema. 1 The classification does not so much 
allude to the geographical origins of a given film as it does the film's 
dedication to an authentic representation of Third World peoples who 
struggle to become agents of their own history in the postcolonial 
aftermath. Founded by Latin American filmmakers Fernando Solanas 
and Octavio Getino in 1968, Third Cinema began as a social and artistic 
movement with a combative Marxist agenda, that of launching a 
"guerilla cinema" hostile towards the dominance of Hollywood and 
driven to decolonize culture. Later developments in Third Cinema, 
particularly the work of Ethiopian film scholar Teshome Gabriel, have 
become less stridulent and more methodical. Gabriel is credited for 
his groundbreaking work on the development of Third Cinema as a 
critical theory.^ He speaks of "the Aesthetics of Liberation," whereby 
cinema is "moved by the requirements of its social action and contexted 
and marked by the strategy of that action."-' 
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Perfumed Nightmare's categorization as Third Cinema is, 
hence, posited mainly on a consideration of its ideologically determined 
stylistic strategies. Through the lens of Third Cinema critical theory, I 
embark on a regardful examination of cinematic style- mise-en-scène, 
cinematography, camera angling, editing, and sound -and validate how 
it portrays an alternative, emancipative Third World vision. 
Theological Principle 
I build the theological discussion around the liberative stream 
of Schillebeeckx' later theology as expressed in cogent topics- the Quest 
for the Elusive Humanum, the Ecumene of Suffering, Christian 
Salvation and Sociopolitical Liberation, the Praxis of the Reign of 
God, Eschatological Salvation, Negative Experiences of Contrast, and 
Political Love and Holiness. Schillebeeckx' advocacy of political 
holiness as the new praxis-oriented mysticism reveals his liberative 
stance towards the Third World as it continues to make sense of the 
myriad scars of colonial trauma and the pervading situation of massive 
global inequality. 
Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective resonates with the 
liberationist project of emancipative praxis and social change within 
the framework of negative experiences of contrast. This unique 
theological concept postulates a positive cognitive force in 
dehumanizing situations when they bring about protest and resistance. 
The God who is mindful of humanity is seen as the very source of 
creative dissatisfaction and militancy over situations of evil and 
suffering. As such, Schillebeeckx clearly delineates the inextricable 
link between salvation and liberation. Schillebeeckx views political 
holiness as the new and relevant form of asceticism; the sociopolitical 
implication of the inbreaking Reign of God. 
Creative Crossings 
As a third act, I explore the points of convergence between 
the cinematic principle and the theological principle, following a two-
tiered structure: 
First, the establishment of the epistemologica! resonances 
between Schillebeeckx' later theology and Third Cinema. I argue that 
a more regardful consideration of the practical-critical soteriological 
base of Schillebeeckx's eschatology offers a parallel connection with 
the liberative propositions that undergird Third Cinema. The 
clarification of this epistemologica! link serves as the ground principle 
from which to posit a second level of convergence; 
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A creative examination of what I perceive as the crystallization 
of Schillebeeckx's conception of political holiness in the Third Cinema 
stylistic options embodied in Perfumed Nightmare Grounded on the 
close correspondence between the epistemological project of 
Schillebeeckx's later theology and Third Cinema, I discuss the ways 
in which the main threads of Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective 
find cinematic expression in Perfumed Nightmare. My intention is not 
to draw out a one-to-one correspondence between all of the previously 
discussed elements of Schillebeeckx' eschatology and those of 
Perfumed Nightmare. The very intertextual nature of this project, which 
attempts to bring together a theological text and a cinematic text, each 
possessing its own unique grammar, precludes such a neat linkage. I 
make this qualification in order to emphasize that the points of 
convergence between Schillebeeckx's eschatological perspective and 
Perfumed Nightmare take on varying contours considering the 
polysemie quality and complex syntagmatic organizations intrinsic to 
the art form of cinema as against the more systematic organization of 
arguments in written theological discourse. What I propose as the 
methodological and conceptual bridge in this intertextual project is 
Third Cinema critical theory, which, as earlier established, is posited 
on the use of stylistic strategies to foreground the Third World quest 
for liberation and equality. As such, I pay attention to what I would 
describe as the "creative crossings" between the two principles through 
the mediation of Third Cinema stylistic strategies. 
This creative and open-minded exploration argues for the primacy 
of cinematic style as the locus for a theological hermeneutic of film 
over the prevailing practice of extracting the religious dimension out 
of the more thematic, literary bases of film. 
(Endnotes) 
'Stephen Crofts, "Concepts of National Cinema" in John Hill and Pamela Gibbon, 
eds The Oxford Guide to Film Studies (New York· Oxford University Press, 1998) 
ρ 390 
2Teshome Gabriel, "Towards a Critical Theory of Third World Films" in Jim Pines 
and Paul Willemen, eds Questions of'Third Cinema (London British Film 
Institute, 1994) ρ 30-51 
3Ibid , ρ 40 
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Samenvatting 
POLITICAL HOLINESS IN THIRD CINEMA 
The Crystallization of Edward Schillebeeckx's 
Eschatological Perspective in 
Kidlat Tahimik's Perfumed Nightmare 
Dit onderzoek is een voorbeeld van het interdisciplinaire 
onderzoek op het gebied van theologie en filmstudies. Ik probeer een 
intertekstueel en intercultureel verband te leggen tussen Perfumed 
Nightmare, een film uit mijn moederland de Filippijnen en het 
bevrijdende eschatologische perspectief uit de theologie van Edward 
Schillebeeckx. Ik verken creatieve grensoverschrijdingen tussen 
filmische en theologische beginselen. Ik gebruik hiervoor de 
methodologische brug van de kritische theorie van de Third Cinema. 
Filmisch uitgangspunt 
Ik kies ervoor om als voorbeeld Perfumed Nightmare te 
analyseren. Deze film is gemaakt door de autonome Filippijnse cineast 
Kidlat Tahimik. Het centrale thema in deze film is de 'postkoloniale 
strijd'; deze strijd in de Derde Wereld voor sociale, culturele en politieke 
emancipatie krijgt in deze film gestalte door middel van unieke 
stilistische strategieîn. Deze film wordt - net zoals de producties van 
andere filmmakers uit de Derde Wereld, zoals de Indiase Mrinal Sen 
en de Senegalese Ousmane Sembene - vaak geïdentificeerd met de 
onderzoekscategorie Third Cinema. ' Deze naam verwijst niet primair 
naar de geografische oorsprong van de film, maar eerder naar het thema 
van de film: op een authentieke manier de mensen uit de Derde Wereld 
neerzetten als subjecten die de gevolgen van hun koloniale verleden 
moeten dragen. Third Cinema is geïnitieerd door de Amerikaanse 
filmmakers Fernando Solanas en Octavio Getino in 1968. Third Cinema 
begon als een sociale en artistieke beweging met strijdlustige 
Marxistische ideeîn. Het moest een soort 'guerilla cinema' worden en 
zich afzetten tegen de dominante positie van Hollywood. Verder 
probeert Third Cinema de gevolgen van kolonisatie ongedaan te maken. 
Latere ontwikkelingen in Third Cinema, in het bijzonder de 
werken van de Ethiopische filmcriticus Teshome Gabriel, zijn minder 
strijdbaar en meer methodologisch van aard. Gabriel wordt geroemd 
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vanwege zijn bijdrage aan de ontwikkeling van Third Cinema tot een 
kritische theorie. 2 Gabriel heeft een bevrijdingsesthetiek ontwikkeld, 
waarin film 'is moved by the requirements of its social action and 
contexted and marked by the strategy ofthat action'.3 
Perfumed Nightmare wordt door mij gezien als een voorbeeld 
van Third Cinema, juist vanwege de ideologisch gedetermineerde 
stilistische strategieîn. Vanuit het perspectief van de kritische theorie 
van Third Cinema probeer ik behoedzaam een analyse te maken van 
de filmtechnische stijl - mise-en-scène, cinematografie, camera 
perspectief, montage en geluid - en probeer ik vast te stellen hoe Third 
Cinema een alternatieve en bevrijdende visie kan geven op de derde 
wereld. 
Theologisch uitgangspunt 
Naast het filmische perspectief bestudeer ik Perfumed 
Nightmare ook vanuit een theologisch uitgangspunt, namelijk dat van 
de bevrijdende theologie van Edward Schillebeeckx, zoals we die 
aantreffen in betekenisvolle thema's als de zoektocht naar het 
ongrijpbaar wezen van de mens, de theodiceeproblematiek, Christelijke 
verlossing en sociaal-politieke bevrijding, de praxis van het Koninkrijk 
Gods, de eschatologische bevrijding, de negatieve contrastervaring 
en politieke liefde en heiligheid. 
Schillebeeckx is een voorstander van politieke heiligheid. Dit 
nieuwe praktijkgeoriInteerde mysticisme onthult zijn bevrijdende 
punten ten aanzien van de ontelbare wonden van het koloniale trauma 
en de voortdurende situatie van een omvangrijke mondiale 
ongelijkheid. Dit unieke theologische concept verlangt een positieve 
en cognitieve kracht in onmenselijke situaties wanneer er sprake is 
van protest en weerstand. Schillebeeckx komt tot de conclusie dat er 
een onvermijdbaar verband is tussen verlossing en bevrijding. Hij 
beschouwt politieke heiligheid als de nieuwe en relevante vorm van 
ascetisme; het sociale en politieke gevolg van het aanbreken van het 
Rijk van God. 
Creatieve grensoverschrijdingen 
In het derde gedeelte van dit boek laat ik het filmische 
uitgangspunt en het theologische uitgangspunt samenkomen. Hiervoor 
gebruik ik een tweeledige structuur. 
Allereerst, het vestigen van de epistemologische resonanties 
tussen de latere theologie van Schillebeeckx en de Third Cinema. 
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Volgens mij biedt de concrete soteriologische basis van de eschatologie 
van Schillebeeckx een parallelle connectie met de bevrijdende ideeîn 
van Third Cinema. Het ophelderen van deze epistemologische relatie 
dient als basisprincipe om een tweede verband te zien. 
In de filmische optiek van Perfumed Nightmare kan een 
concretisering worden gezien van het concept politieke heiligheid van 
Schillebeeckx. Gebaseerd op de nauwe relatie tussen het 
epistemologische project van de latere theologie van Schillebeeckx 
en Third Cinema, behandel ik de manieren waarop de hoofdlijnen van 
het eschatologische perspectief van Schillebeeckx gestalte krijgen in 
de filmische expressie van Perfumed Nightmare. Mijn doel is niet om 
voor elk besproken element uit de theologie van Schillebeeckx een 
element aan te wijzen in Perfumed Nightmare. 
Juist het intertekstuele karakter van dit project waarin wordt 
geprobeerd om een theologische tekst en een filmische tekst bij elkaar 
te brengen, belet een bondige en trefzekere koppeling. Dit proces is 
moeilijk, want beide teksten maken gebruik van een unieke 
grammaticale stijl en beletten zo een fraaie koppeling. Zo is het 
samengaan van het eschatologisch perspectief van Schillebeeckx en 
Perfumed Nightmare problematisch vanwege aan de ene kant de 
polysemische en complexe syntagmatische eigenschappen inherent aan 
de filmkunst en aan de andere kant de meer systematische retorica van 
het theologische discours. 
Ik stel voor om de stilistische strategiein van Third Cinema te 
gebruiken als methodologische en conceptuele brug om de zoektocht 
van de Derde Wereld naar bevrijding en gelijkheid te duiden. Zo wil 
ik aandacht geven aan wat ik 'creative crossings' noem - creatieve 
grensoverschrijdingen - tussen de twee uitgangspunten door de 
tussenkomst van stilistische strategiein uit Third Cinema. 
Dit creatieve en onbevangen onderzoek pleit ervoor om 
voorrang te verlenen aan het filmische uitgangspunt als centrum voor 
een theologische hermeneutiek van film in plaats van de huidige 
praktijk om de religieuze dimensie uit de meer thematische, literaire 
aspecten van film te halen. 




'Stephen Crofts, "Concepts of National Cinema" in John Hill and Pamela Gibbon, 
eds The Oxford Guide to Film Studies (New York Oxford University Press, 1998) 
ρ 390 
•^Teshome Gabriel, "Towards a Critical Theory of Third World Films" in Jim Pines 
en Pul Willemen, eds Questions of Third Cinema (London British Film Institute, 
1994) ρ 30-51 
3 Ibid,p 40 
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Cinematic Principle: 
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